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U.S. Department of Justice

Office of Information Policy
Telephone: (202) 514-3642

Washington, D.C. 20530

SEP 2.9 2011
Re:

OIP/10-R0105
CLM:VRB:NCJ

This is our final response to your Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request dated June
10, 2009, and received in this Office on June 26, 2009, for copies of FOIA counselor logs from
February 1, 2007 to present. As we have previously advised, we are processing FOIA counselor
logs from April 2007 to June 2009 for this request. This response is being made on behalf of the
Office of Information Policy.
In our letter to you dated February 24,2011, we provided you with 100 pages, encompassing the FOIA Counselor logs for April and part of May 2007, and advised you that 1,743
pages of material remained, pending your payment of $172.70. We have received your check in
the amount of $172.70. Accordingly, I am now providing you with the remaining material
responsive to your request. This material encompasses the FOIA Counselor logs for the
remainder of May 2007 through June 2009.
I have determined that this material is appropriate for release in part with excisions made
pursuant to Exemptions 5 and 6 ofthe FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552(b)(5), (6). Exemption 5 pertains to
certain inter- and intra-agency communications protected by the attorney-client privilege.
Although advice to callers from federal Departments and agencies are protected by the attorneyclient privilege, some advice entries also contain attorney-work product and deliberative process
privileged information as well. Some entries are being withheld as they contain information
regarding litigation and contain deliberative discussion. Exemption 6 pertains to information the
release of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of third
parties.
Finally, while compiling these documents for release, we determined that the final page
count is 1,709, which is thirty-four pages less then the original total given and for which you
paid. Accordingly, we will refund you $3.40 from the total $172.70 sent to this Office. In order
for us to do this, we will need your Social Security number or Tax ID number. You may send
this information addressed to Laurie Day at the Office oflnformation Policy, United States
Department of Justice, Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 205300001. Alternatively, you may prefer that we simply deduct this amount from any fees associated
with another request in this Office. Please contact us if you wish to discuss.

-2-

If you are not satisfied with my response to this request, you may administratively appeal
by writing to the Director, Office of Information Policy, United States Department of Justice,
Suite 11050, 1425 New York Avenue, NW, Washington, DC 20530-0001. Your appeal must be
received within sixty days from the date of this letter. Both the letter and the envelope should be
clearly marked "Freedom oflnformation Act Appeal."
Sincerely,

r~r
Carmen L. Mallon
Chief of Staff
Enclosures

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- - - - - - - - -- --!Exemption 6f
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Date: 5/23/2007

!Exemption 5

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: wanted to know how to make a FOIA request with USDA
I provided her with contact information for the USDA's FOIA office.
citizen
!Exemption

sl

Issue: has a request that has been pending for 2 years with the Environment and Natural Resources
Division.
!Exemption

sl

It appears that ~ad sent his request to the FOIA referral unit, perhaps his request never
arrived at ENRD. I gave him the contact info for ENRD's FOIA office.
National Credit Union

!Exemption

202-254-3716

51

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: May 22, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

1

private

Q. Difficult to understand the caller, but Allan is handling his appeal, so I told him that Allen
would call soon.
A.

private

Q. I had talked to the caller earlier and he wanted to let me know that my suggestion to contact
the State dept for letters Rogatary met with success
A.

private

Q. Several voice mail exchanges, but the caller would not leave a question

A

private

None ·

Q. The caller had made a request to the coast Guard about an abandoned facility on park land.
The caller stated that the land was now flooding. The coast Guard replied that the land was not
for sale, but the request did not want to buy it. There was no appeal language in the letter.
A. I'm not sure that the caller made a FOIA request. Gave address for a FOIA & caller stated that
it was not the address she had used

private

r------------

-·

----------------~

Q. Wanted status of appeal

A. Checked Oracle and explained

!Exemption 6

I

Q: caller wanted to know about FOIA legislation. She had attended a recent ASAP meeting_
A: left message saying only that bills were pending

!Exemption

2

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

May 21,2007

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 3

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted information about JMD's FOIA Office. I gave the Caller the Office's address and phone
number.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know about a proffer made between AUSAs and someone she knows (Caller wanted to
know if proffers are ever released). I gave the Caller the FOIA Office phone number for EOUSA.

Private Citizen
?
Caller wanted records from ICE. I gave the Caller the phone number for ICE's FOIA Office.

/.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

May 18,2007

FOIA COUNSELOR N OTES
Total Calls: 18
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

8:56am

61

Caller wanted information about her FOIA request to EO USA. I gave the Caller EOUSA's FOIA Office
phone number.

JeffCorzet

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

. Wanted information about making a FOIA request. I left a voicemail message informing the Caller about
DOJ's FOIA website and where to go within the site.

-

IExemption 61

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to ICE. I gave the Caller the phone number for ICE's FOIA
Office.

Judith Cabol

US Secret Service

IExemption 5 I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Caller 6:
Time:

May 18,2007
- - - -- - -

- 2-

Agency:

I 1:35am

Private Citizen

Number:

Caller wanted to know about a letter from the FBI regarding a FOIA request. I gave the Caller the FBI's
Public Information Officer's
number.

Caller 7:
Time:

!Exemption

61

Agency:

Private Citizen
!Exemption

12:30

61

Caller wanted a copy of a recommendation regarding her son written by her son's high school. I told her
about FOIA and OIP's function. I told her she may want to call the AG's Office for Kansas for
assistance.

Richard Gold

Agency:

FTC

Caller 10:

Richard Gold

Agen,cy:

FTC

Time:

2:00pm

Number:

202.326.3355

Caller 8:

Caller 9:
Time:

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

!Exemption

May 18,2007

61
!Exemption

el

Caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request to the FBI. I instructed the Caller regarding the
FBI's FOIA webpage.

Dept of the Interior

!Exemption

51

I
!Exemption sl I
I

!Exemption

61

Caller has a question about the Privacy Act. I gave the Caller Hillary Jaffee's phone number. Caller is
elderly and she asked for the email address of two Senators. I provided the web addresses for the
Senators (since neither Senator had email addresses).

!Exemption 5

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 4-

May 18,2007

Procurement Services

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption

61

Caller left a message with only his phone number. I called the Caller back on Monday morning and the
phone just rang.

. !Exemption

61

Caller wanted to obtain military statistics and records for a high school project. I caller the Caller back
on Monday morning and left a message that she should contact the DOD (I gave her the DOD's website
address).

Couns'e!or: Dione J. Steams

- 1-

Date: 5-17-07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

I missed the number.
Q: Wanted the contact information to submit a FOIA request to the CIA.
A: I provided the address.

!Exemption

61

1

self
does not want to

number

Q: Pertains to identity theft.
A: I directed him to the FTC.

A: He did not have a FOIA request b/c not a federal agency. I directed him to government web page to
find open access rules.

Dept. of Commerce

Jean Carter Johnson

301 713-3540 ext. 209
!Exemption

51

Caller 5:

Alex Malice

A~ency:

Dept. of Interior

lime,:

11 :19

I'{ \uJI:b er:

202 208-5342
!Exemption

51

I

Counselor: Dione J. Stearns

- 2-

!Exemption

Date: 5-1 7-07

6l
!Exemption

6l

Q: regarding criminal background check.

A: I gave him the address for the National Name Check Unit at the FBI.

Q: FOIA request with no name attached. Do we have to respond?
A: The person apparently is not asking for information on self. You have to resporid or invoke an
exemption.

!Exemption

Bandrage

J,;i,me:.

EOUST

6l

FOIA Counselor Notes

r/1..P-q 1~. :2 tJ01

Date:
Counselor:.
·~

,

Caller~

Anne Work

Total calls:
~~ t\genff:

private

.,, .

A~· l = ~
-

•a

'it

Time:
Number:
Q. wanted to get mformatton on someone m the military
A. Referred to DOD web address

!Exemption

51

..... 5l

!Exemption

Jolyn Miller

!Exemption

c

1

51

private

Q. Caller wanted to know if we had received his fax
A. Checked and we had

private

Q: the caller wanted to talk about the "third agency rule"
A: found out that this is the referral/consultation process. Referred caller to DOJ regs for our
authorit

private

Q: the caller was writing a paper for school and wanted information about fines in the SDNY in
table form
A: explained FOIA. Suggested EOUSA

private

Q: caller left a message - I could not understand his name or his phone number. Several guesses
were wrong numbers

Fed Elections Board

Telmaza Liza

!Exemption

2

51

private

Q: left a message about how to find letters rogetory
A: left message about trying Civ, CRM, and/or the State Dept

private

Q: none. Caller wanted to talk about his "copy right trust" and how his mother has declared him
dead to the SSA

Kathy Quiggley

IExemption 5 I

NLRB

Denise Minor

!Exemption

private

Q: wanted telephone numbers for Congress

3

51

jExemption Sj

private

exchanged voice messages

private

Q: PA question. Referred to OMB

Norma Warner

. !Exemption

4

sj

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 15, 2007
Ken Hendricks

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller is trying to get lists of people who receive tax refunds or government benefits.
He wants to know how to file a request.

A.

I explained general third-party approach that agencies take. Beyond that, I also explained
generally how to submit a FOIA request, and I directed him to DOJ FOIA Web site for
contact addresses and other FOIA information for al the agencies.

!Exemption

61

"member of the media"
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that he is trying to reach OJP to arrange an interview.

A.

I returned the all and providedthe contact number for the Office of Public Affairs.

!Exemption

61

Family Foot Clinic

51

Q.

The caller had a question on HIPP A.

A.

I referred her to the HHS phone hotline for HIPP A questions.

unintelligible
unintelligible
Q.

I could not understand the v/m left by this person.

A.

N/A

- ~Exemption 61

Oklahoma Univ.
!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller wanted an explanation of benefits for a patient.

A.

I explained the function of the hotline.

Karen Frenche

Department of State
202-261-8345
!Exemption

-

Q.

!Exemption 61

The caller asked ifFOIA covered state records. What about corporations that receive
government money. The caller is trying to get info related to some sort of problem

51

related to a home sale transaction in the District of Columbia.
A.

I explained that the federal FOIA relates to federal agencies. I told her I could not
provide her with legal advice on her matter. I suggested that she speak to a private
attorney, and I mentioned that the DC Bar might be able to provide a lawyer referral
service.

DOD,OARDEC

!Exemption

!Exemption sj

-

!Exemption 6j

on behalf of an attorney,
!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller said she was calling to ask about the status of a FOIA request (No. 205-18-0).
She did not identify an agency.
!Exemption 6j

A.

I returned the call and reached the attorney, •
He said he did not know which file the
caller was calling about, so I left a message that ould call back if she still
!Exemption 6j

sl

needed assistance.
Nelson Hermilla

Civil Rights Div.
6-3959
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

Q.

Is the new Guide available?

A.

I left a return v/m directing her to the Web version of the March 2007 Guide. I also gave
her Bertina's name as P.O.C. for ordering the book.

Laura Bedlington

IExemption 51

!

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that NSA, DHS, and CIA have been conducting surveillance
of his person. He also said Google stole the "You Tube" technology from him, and that
he wants electronic copies of that technology mailed to him immediately. He also
referenced his complaint to the NASD and Antitrust Division.

A.

Not sure I can help this caller, but I did leave a return v/m stating that he could call back
if he still had a question.

!Exemption

61·

Q.

The caller was very difficult to understand, but it sounds as if he wants USPS records.

A.

I explained that he would need top submit a FOIA request to USPS, and I directed him to
the USPS FOIA Web site for contact information and records systems descriptions.

!Exemption

61

Reporter for Newsday
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller wanted to confirm our fax number so he could submit a fax request.

A.

Janice McLeod stated that we accept faxed requests, so I called back and confirmed the
fax number for the caller.

unnamed caller

Q.

The caller said an X-rated web site had posted pictures of her and that they also had her
information listed incorrectly. She said she called the company and found out that it was
an erotic phone service, but that the company did not actually receive any calls for her.

A.

I asked if she reported the matter to the police, and she said she had not. I explained the
function of OIP's hotline. I also stated that she should contact a private attorney and I
stated that the state bar authority in her state might be able to provide a lawyer referral
service.

Reporter with Ledger Newspaper in
Polk County, Fl.

Q.

The caller's question was not FOIA-related, but related to Open Meetings law, and
pertains to a HUD meeting matter.

A.

I explained the function of the hotline, and I recommended that the caller contact HUD,
perhaps the OIG office there

Addendum to FOIA Counselor Notes
On May 15, 2007, I took the fo llowing call :

Nelson Hermilla

Civil Rights Div.

!Exemption

sl

I

i
I

I
i

!Exemption

sl

I

i

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 14, 2007
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

IExemption 61
!Exemption

61

Caller spoke at length about a dispute she was having with state officials in Connecticut. At
times it sounded as if this was in on-going litigation, at other times it sounded like this was a
dispute she was having with a school where she tried to enrolL
I explained that this office deals with the Freedom of Information Act, and requests made under
that act to federal agencies. It did not sound like our office could provide her any help. I
explained how Connecticut had a statute similar to FOIA which applied to state agencies and if
she was trying to receive state documents that maybe a good resource for her to explore. End.

301-415-7097

!Exemption

1

51

51

Holly Salamido

HUD

12:00

301-402-5243
!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

51

Requester

3:30
Caller wanted to order a copy of the Guide.
I spoke to Tina and she said she would take the call, I gave the caller Tina's number. End.

!Exemption

61

Air Force

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

2

61

51

Caller is asking for "Kennedy papers," which concerned the assassination of JFK. He contacted
Senator Kennedy's office who referred him to our office.
I informed him that he could make a FOIA request. Based on the information he gave him
concerning his interest, I recommended making a request to CIA and FBI. I gave him their
contact information and directed him to their websites. End.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 11, 2007
Catherine Lev

Sarah Stagley

Department of Education

9AM

202 245 7793
!Exemption

51

Department of Education (Civil
Rights)

Margaret Harris

USDA (IG)

lOAM

202 720 8112

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

DOJ (Civil Rights)

Tink Cooper

I•

!Exemption

1

51

I·!

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

He wanted to know where he should request info on employment-related civil rights violations
by a defense contractor (Lockheed Martin). I gave him addresses for EOUSA, Civil Rights Div
and DOD Investigative Services to start with.

Paul Moutner

Department of Energy

11:30AM

503 230 5199
!Exemption

51

Department of Veterans Affairs

Paula Taylor

Department of Labor

1PM

202 693 1340

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption 61

-

51

member of the public
!Exemption 61

1:30PM

She wanted to know hoe to request things under Illinois FOIA. I found a fact sheet for her on the
web.

Holly Salomioo

HUD

2PM

202 402 5243
!Exemption

51

member of the public
!Exemption 61

Where does he appeal an immigration decision by USCIS? I told him that appeal rights should be
at the bottom of the decision letter - and you know what - they were there.

member of the public
!Exemption 61

Contradiction between Public Law 105-277 and OMB regulation. I told him I was not qualified
to give him a legal opinion on behalf ofDOJ.

US Attorney's Office
District)

Mercedeh Momeni

(D~

202 305 4851

3:30PM

!Exemption

3

51

!Exemption

4

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 10, 2007
Ken Hendricks

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

!Exemption

Curtis Crider

51

U.S. Election Assistance Commission

!Exemption

!Exemption

v/

51

51

!Exemption

51

...~
Hendricks, Kenneth A
From :
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mcleod, Janice G
Thursday, May 10, 2007 4:06PM
Hendricks, Kenneth A .
RE: Hotline calls

Hendricks, Kenneth A
Thursday, May 10, 2007 10:48 AM
Mcleod, Janice G
Hotline calls

Janice:

1

Thanks,
ken

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: May 10, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

private

Q. Caller wanted the status of his appeal
A. Checked on Oracle and explained backlog to requester

!Exemption

sl

Jerry Hansen

!Exemption

sl
'

i

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61

Q. Caller wanted to know what AUSA was handling a particular case. Left voice message
A. Returned voice message, but message for a different person

private

Q: the caller wanted the status of the appeal
A: checked on Oracle and discussed status with requester

private

Q: private citizen calling on behalf of her husband who was arrested on charges of disorderly
conduct. But it wasn't his fault. The caller wanted "the forms" she could use to prove it.
A: figured out it was an arrest by local police. Explained FOIA. Directed caller to the state
verswn

private attorney

Q: the caller wanted legal advice
A: I declined

r

l

another private attorney

Q: the caller is filing suit against HHS and wanted help
2

A: 1 declined

-~~~~------------------------------------------private

Q: ok to fax appeal?
A: yes. Gave details

!Exemption

Surface Transportation

!Exemption

Energy

3

sl

sl

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: 5/9/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10

j·
f

I

Caller 2:

Agency:

Number:
Time:
Issue: Caller is seeking a copy of a DOJ amicus brief in a case that was filed in Florida in 1994

I suggested that he submit a FOIA request with EOUSA. I provided him with EOUSA's contact
information.

Number:
Issue: Had questions regarding the status of Appeal No. 07-0560.

I informed her that this file was remanded to the IG's office back in February of 2007. I suggested that
she contact the IG's Office to inquire about the status of her remand. She then wanted to lmow why her
expedited processing request appeal was denied by our office. Specifically she wanted to Jmow what
factors were considered, she asked if our office had considered the evidence she had submitted. I
suggested that she contact Josh directly as he handled her expedited appeal.
Caller 4·:
Time:
Issue: Her company wants to submit a bid on a NSA contract, she wants to Jmow how her company can
bid on the NSA contract

I tried to direct her to a component ofNSA that might be able to help her further. I gave caller the
number of the Business Affairs Organization within NSA, I thought they might be able to help her
further .

I

I
I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

!Exemption

- 2-

61

Date: 5/9/07

Citizen
!Exemption

61

Issue: Wants to know how she can access documents from the Criminal Division's reading room
I went to DOJ's website to see if Crim had an active reading room online and I was unable to access the
website. So I suggested that caller contact directly the FOIA section at Criminal Division so they could
help her access their reading room.
Citizen
!Exemption

61

Issue: Has questions on the Privacy Act
I referred her to Hillary Jaffee at OMB.
Kathy Gallow

DHS
202-254-5479
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

Issue: Wanted to confirm that she was filing out correctly a Cert of ID on behalf of a client
I walked her through the Cert ofiD. The caller is submitting this Cert ofiD to BOP in order to obtain
records on a former inmate. I provided caller with BOP's FOIA contact information. I suggested that she
call BOP and perhaps fax over the Cert of ID.
Unknown

Issue: Unclear - wants information on fee schedules
Called back but nobody answered, left him a message.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 3-

Date: 5/9/07
!Exemption

51

· )[A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 8, 2007
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 9

Pamela Johnson

National Labor Relations Board

(202) 218-7996
!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

NLRB

(202) 273-3851

Jeff Ovall

!Exemption

sl

U.S. Geological Survey

Judy Cearly

!Exemption

1

sl

!Exemption

61

!Exemption

61

Q. How to: ATF.
A. Provided contact information

!Exemption

(202) 693-5511

2

sl

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: May 7, 2007
Page 1 of 4

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

c!3

NO .

AGENCY
private citizen

1.

!Exemption

6l

TELEPHONE

Caller had a question regarding access to state government records. Explained that the federal
FOIA only applies to federal records and she should contact her state AG's office for further
guidance.
NO.

AGENCY

2.

NO.
3.

NO.
4.

NAME
Alyssa

AGENCY
Treasury/OIG

TELEPHONE
622-4172

NAME
Barb Timberlake

AGENCY
DHS/Border Svc

TELEPHONE
205-1369

·· - ·- · -

-------·------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Counselor Name:

Date: May 7, 2007
Page 2 of 4

NO.

Jen Ashworth

AGENCY
private/Prison Legal News

NAME

5-

Q: Caller sought status of his FOIA requests sent to EOUSA and BOP . He knowingly did not write
to the proper address, as required by the regulations, but he wanted to know why he had not yet
received a response.
A: I advised that he contact EOUSA and BOP directly for a status, and also advised that he may
want to resend the requests to the proper addresses.
NO.
6.

NAME
Michelle Wol e n

TELEPHONE
273-1720

AGENCY
NLRB

···~

(&emption 6l

(EXeffii)Horisj

town clerk

8.

Q: Question about federal law trumping state law (no more details given in vmx).
A: Tried to contact her, but the phone number seemed to be for a fax machine.
NO.
9.

NAME

-

IExemption 61

AGENCY
private citizen

Q: Caller left a vmx about the Privacy Act.
out ." No advice given.

TELEPHONE
[Exemption 61

When I called her back she said she'd "figured it

----- --

·----

~··

- - - - - --· ·---

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: May 7, 2007
Page 3 of 4

NO.
10.

NAME
Barbara Good

Counselor Name:

AGENCY
USDA/OGC

Jen Ashworth

TELEPHONE
720-8045
!Exemption 51
I

NO.
11.

NAME
Donna Page

AGENCY
Treasury

TELEPHONE
622-0001

TELEPHONE
private citizen

12.

Q: Caller asked where he could get a copy of the new FOIA Guide.
A: Advised that he could contact GPO or access the Guide online through DOJ•s website.
NOTHING FOLLOWS
--------~------------------------------------------------------------------------------NO.
TELEPHONE
~
AGENCY
6
13.
1Exemption 1
private citizen
[Exemption 61
Q: Caller sought status of her FOIA request with the EEOC.
A: Advised that she contact the EEOC for a status.
NO.
14.

NAME
Claudia Tweed

AGENCY
JMD

TELEPHONE
6-3738

l§m!'Hollsl

-

___ __

---·-- - - - - - · - - : . _ _

__;_

______.:_-'-'--- - - - ' - - -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Counselor Name:

Date: May 7, 2007
Page 4 of 4

NO.
15.

NAME
!Exemption 6]

AGENCY
Palm Beach Pilot

Jen Ashworth

TELEPHONE

Q: Caller asked for a status of his FOIA appeals.
A: His appeals are being handled by KAM. After talking to Katy, I advised that he contact her.

----------------------------------NOTHING FOLLOWS __________________________________

,,

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 4, 2007
Catherine Lev

Katrina Pavlik Keenan

Immigration and Customs
Enforcement

US Trade Representative

!Exemption

HUD

Joan Gilman
lOAM

!Exemption

Department of Labor

Paula Lent

1

51

si

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

National Labor Relations Board

Sandra Evans

Department of the Interior

12PM

703 487 5436
!Exemption

IExemption 61

member of the public

He wanted to know if Congress's records really are exempt from requirements of FOIA. I said
yes.

2

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 3, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller wanted to know why the SEC hasn't responded to his request. I advised that I had no specific
information , and suggested he contact the SEC.

federal programs

jExemption 5j

Education/OCR

Jill Siegelbaum

! .

jExemption 5j

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

I returned his voice-mail, but he never called back.

VA

Clay Johnson

273-6266

1

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the standards for a fee waiver. I advised her that as the "public benefit"
she had in mind did not relate to informing the public concerning the operations or activities of the
federal government, it would not qualify under the FOIA's definition.

!Exemption

61

Army Corps of Engineers

!Exemption

51

copyright office

!Exemption

sl

Kathleen Lanham

!Exemption

Lorraine Fox

!Exemption

2

sl

51

I

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

!Exemption

sl

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained that she

3

51

!Exemption

Office of Sen. Lugar

61

Caller was trying to get a status report on behalf of a constituent. I referred the call to the attorney
assigned to the appeal.

Jacob Tiesen

!Exemption

4

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

May 2, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know how to stop the DOJ from going into her computer and preventing her from
accessing federal laws. I told the Caller that I could not help her.

No Name

Private Citizen

9:00am

?

Caller wanted to get background information about his fiance (who he is marrying in 2 weeks) who is
from Columbia. I explained OIP's function and I told the Caller to contact ICE.

EPA - General Counsel's Office

!Exemption

sl

Tracy Rogers

IExemption sl

!Exemption

51

-2-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

May2, 2007

Caller wanted to make a complaint regarding a violation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. I gave
the Caller the number to make a complaint to the Federal Trade Commission.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to get his employment records from the State of Massachusetts . I gave the Caller the
phone number for the Massachusetts AG's Office.

!Exemption

51

Caller wanted to know the status of her FOIA request to the National Park Service. I gave the Caller the
Dept. of Interior FOIA phone num~er.

Dep't of the Treasury

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

May 2, 2007

-3-

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know how many days an agency had to respond to a FOIA request. I told the caller that
there is a twenty working day time limit. I also informed the caller that the response does not always
mean a release of documents. I also informed the caller that a lot of agencies have a significant backlog.

Caller wanted to talk with a DOJ media spokesperson. I gave the Caller the number of the media affairs
specialist in the Office ofPublic Affairs.

I
I

Nuc. Reg. Commission

U.S. Election Assistance
Commission

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 1, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Cathy Olckee

Foreign Service

!Exemption

5l
I

I

I
I
f

!Exemption

61

!Exemption

HUD

Cathy Spence
10:00

c/.·

1

5l

!Exemption

sl

Dorothy Handon

!Exemption

61

Caller is making a request to SEC under a disclosure act that is not FOIA. He would also like to
copy their FOIA office and wanted their contact information.
I gave him Celia Winter's contact information. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know what privacy expectations he has a federal employee concerning
photographs taken of him at a federal employee training seminar.
I started talking to him about how federal employees do not have an expectation of privacy
concerning certain things. However, the more I talked to him the more he seemed concerned
2

with the Privacy Act. I directed him to Hillary Jaffe 202-395 -0348 . He said he thought he had
originally called OMB. End.

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

Mike Kingsley

PRAO

12:00

73117

3

51

,

'

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

61

Caller would like to make a request for records on himself.
I informed him that you can't just make a request for records to one place for all documents in the
federal government. He talked more about what he was looking for and together we came up
with FBI, ICE, and Secret Service. His English was poor, so I spelled out these addresses for
him. End.

No name

Requester

2:50

None

Caller is an attorney representing a client in Las Vegas. She wants to make a request on behalf of
her client to various DOJ components.
I mentioned Form DOJ-361, but she already had located it. I also mentioned how our website
has the addresses to the various components, with each contact person identified. End.

Mike Montainge

HUD

3:00

202-402-5550

4

!Exemption

No name
3:15

Caller would like a copy of a case.
The caller thought we provide citizens with copies of all DC cases. He was looking for the
decision in a criminal matter. I told him that we were not the proper source and recommended
trying his public library. End.

Caller would like to find records on her now deceased grandfather concerning his possible role as
an "alleged spy."
Based on what the caller told me she was looking for, I suggested she make requests to FBI and
CIA. I gave her the addresses and contacts at each agency. I also directed her to their websites
for more information on what records they have and how to make a request. I also reminded her
that she would need to provide proof of her grandfather's death. End.

!Exemption

Federal National Service

61

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a request for records pertaining to 8A certified companies. The Caller had
tried SBA, who (he says) referred him to us.
I told the requester our office does not deal with 8A certified companies, but if he told me more
about the subject matter I could help direct his request. He said he would do more work on his
own and see what he could find and maybe give the hotline a call later. End.

5

51

J?OIA Counselor Notes
· Date:
Counselor:

June 29, 2007
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 9

Q. How to : information from private company

A. Not subject to FOIA

I·

I

Q. Status of Appeal 07-1550, from FBI

II

A. Pendin

I

-

!Exemption

61

Q. How to: FAA. Attempted to narrate her life story.
A

Provided contact info for FAA and DOT. Put phone receiver on desk during her narration

!Exemption

1

51

!Exemption 61

Q.

How to DOD & DHS

A. Provided contact information

Q. LVM- somewhat inaudible. Asserts that someone is stealing information about him.
A. LVM. Not a FOIA matter.

IExemp.tioo 61

Q. Nonsensical story about her FOIA request to State Dep't.
A. Eventually, I was able to refer her to IPOL, after she mentioned that component ·

None

Not provided

Not provided
Q. How to: SEC
A.

Referred to Web site, which indicates that SEC's FOIA office has moved to SEC HQ.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 28, 2007
Ken Hendricks
Army Material Command

Q.

The caller described a non-FOIA situation (a disagreement over a private web site's
posting that is somehow connected to the Wisconsin Dep't of Justice). The caller at times
stated that a U.S. Marshal was involved in some arrest or arrest warrant issued against
her.

A.

I tried to explained what this Office does. I stated that she could contact a private lawyer
for assistance, or a state office regarding access to the state records; I offered to provide

{.,/

FOIA contact information for the USMS, but she apparently did not want to take that.
The caller kept stating that her matter was a violation of the law. I stated that she should
contact her local offices of the FBI and the U.S. Attorney to so report. I provided her
with the telephone numbers for those offices in Chicago. She wanted the contact info for
the local USMS office, so I provided that to her as well.
I
I

i·

Q.

The caller stated that she was seeking access to non-federal records.

A.

I explained what this Office does. I stated that she could contact a private lawyer for
assistance.

Q.

The caller stated that she was seeking access to non-federal records regarding a thirdparty.

A.

I explained what this Office does. I also discussed FOIA procedures generally.

leltemption 61

Q;

The caller asked for the address for submitting a request to the Dep't of the Army, as well
as the other contact info for that office.

A.

I left a return v/m containing that itifo as provided on the ARMY web site.

Q.

The caller wanted to know the status of an appeal
the appeal number.

She did not know

A.

I stated that I would look into the status and call her back.

Q.

The caller stated that he received a FOIA response from the FBI last fall and he knows
that the appeal period has run, but he wants to know what will happen if he submits an
appeal.

A.

I told him that we generally close such appeals as untimely. I did stress that [ could not
give him legal advice, and that [was not telling him to not submit an appeal.

Brett Gainer

U.S. Dep't of Transp., FHA,
Sacramento

Q.

A.

Q.

The caller stated that he appealed a June ATF decision of Request No. 07-1019. He is
not sure why, but he received a telephone call from an ATF person in Reno stating that he
received the appeal. The caller wanted to know if we received it.

A.

I could not locate a pending appeal under his name. I do not know why he would have
received a call from Reno. The caller did not sound certain about sending the appeal
here. Regardless, I stated that he could timely send the appeal to us (I confinned the
address) within 60 days of the date on the ATF response.

Matt Leopold

OLA
75721

Q.

The caller called about a congressional response issue.

A.

I consulted with MAP who said that she would contact Leopold in light of her prior
discussion with him on this matter.

I
I

Q.

The caller stated that he is a Native American seeking to get records about his Native
American status that he has not been able to obtain from his tribe.

A.

I stated that he could contact the Bureau of Indian Affairs at Interior to see if they would
have such records. I gave him the FOIA contact phone numbers for BIA and for the inain
FOIA office at.Interior.

Sacramento DA's office

Q.

The caller is seeking copies of"pre-trial transcripts" ofthe direct and cross exams of
Elizabeth Lofthus in the Scooter Libby trial.

A.

I suggested that the caller contact the Office of Special Counsel, and I directed her to that
office's website and contact info .

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 06-28-2007
Counselor: Ramona Martinez Fine

!Exemption

61

Appeal No. 2007-0336.
had two questions:
1. What is the meaning of
"directly'' in OIP's letter remanding the request to ATF- did
" I told him the word referred to the route of the information - that it would be
by ATF, not through OIP.IS?<ernBli<iln 61
sent to
2. What was my opinion of the chance
prevailing on his claim brought in ND
FL court? Told him I could not give him an opinion. I
. I
.
EKempjlon 6
I sent a FYI e-matl to AUSA Roy Blondeau.

l!=xemption

61

~:n

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES

2007

Counselor Name:

3

Jen Ashworth

NO.
l.

NAME
Sue Ann Slates

AGENCY
ATD

TELEPHONE

NO..
2.

NAME
Josephine Sibley

AGENCY
AMC

TELEPHONE

7-1398

703-806-9839

'-.)

NO.

NAME

3.

?

NO.

AGENCY
FERC

TELEPHONE

NAME

AGENCY
Air Force

TELEPHONE

Mike Bowers

FAA

907-271-4046

4.

5.

502-6184

·----· - · -

------·------·~--------··- -~'-~-----'------'------

----'-·-'-------'-"------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: May 7, 2007
Page 2 of 3

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

6.

NAME
Deidre

AGENCY
USDA/OIG

TELEPHONE
720-8112

NO.

NAME

AGENCY
private citizen

TELEPHONE

NO.

7.

!E§Ptfon"6l

Q: Caller sought fax numbers for a variety of agencies.
A: Attempted to return his call, but his phone would not accept calls from unidentified
numbers.
NO.

·.

8.

NAME
Denise Rodriguez

AGENCY
HHS

TELEPHONE
619-7674
~ptiqn5l

NO.
9.

NAME
Terry

AGENCY
HUD

TELEPHONE
402-6668
!EXemption 5]

10.

Exemption_51

Caller did not have a FOIA question .

private citizen
Referred him to his state AG's office.

·.-- ....

_______ -----------

-------------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: May 7
Page 3 of 3

1

2007

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

NO.

NAME

11.

David Glass

AGENCY
Civil Division

TELEPHONE
4-4469

NO .

NAME
Alex Malice

AGENCY
Interior

TELEPHONE
208-5342

12.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 26, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Requester

-

Requester wanted some basic information on how to make a request concerning federal
employees.
I explained how certain information regarding federal employees can be released, such as title,
name, and salary. I also explained what the fees were, as stated in DOJ regulations. I directed
him to our website that has the addresses for all government FOIA offices. I also mentioned that
the FBI requires that you direct your request to the specific field office that you believe has
records responsive to your request. End.

Dorothy Hinden

"Caller had a very long story concerning her search for someone in DOn. There was no FOIA
issue.
I tried to explain the purpose of our office. She did not have a FOIA concern. I told her that if
she wished to get documents on the issues she was mentioning it sounded like she should make a
FOIA request to the DOD. I gave her DOD's contact information. End.

1

Latanga

EEOC

10:30

202-663-4680

Caller made a request to the Department of Energy, but has not heard anything from them.
I gave the Caller their contact information. End.

David Sensei

FCC

12:00

202-418-1760

Matthew Robinson

USMS

1:00

7901

2

!Exemption

No name

Requester

1:45 .

No number

51

Caller wanted to make a request to several components in Justice.
I gave the Caller our webpage which lists all the components' addresses. End.

Jennifer Bryan

Commerce

2:30

817-421-8646
IExemptioh

!Exemption

51

61

Caller had some very basic questions about making a FOIA request for "SBIR Awards."
I explained to him that I was unfamiliar with these particular awards. However, if they are
agency records, he would need to direct his request to that particular agency. End.

Mike Mahar

Treasury

3:30

622-3654
!Exemption

3

sl

I

I

Caller had a long story concerning allegations she has made to "federal and Wyoming officials"
concerning "sexual assault."
I informed the Caller that this is the FOIA hotline and if she had a FOIA question, I would be
happy to help. She then informed me that she would like to get documents on the allegations she
made. After a long discussion concerning which agencies she made the allegations to, and would
therefore allegedly have responsive documents, I gave her the addresses for the FBI HQ, Denver
Field Office, and Salt Lake City Field Office. I also have her the number for the Wyoming AG's
office for more information concerning their disclosure statutes. End.

4

Counselor: Joshua Raines

-I -

Date: June 25, 2007

i

I

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES

I

Total Calls: 19

/.

· !Exemption 6j

t

of06/22/07
!Exemption

61

Q. works for a company whose information was released pursuant to a FOIA request. She wanted
to know if she could find out who made the request for the information.
A. I told her that she could find out who had submitted the request by making a FOIA request. Since she
stated that she had been doing her research on the Web, I knew that she was Web-savvy enough to submit
an electronic request, and I gave her DoD's FOIA Web site, which inCludes information on making
electronic requests.

06/25/07

!Exemption

61

Q. The caller just got a promotion at work (Home Depot) and stated that a background check through a
credit bureau revealed a felony that he wasn't convicted of. He wanted to know how to fix that.
A. I explained the limits of this Office's services and the limits of the federal FOIA. I stated that it didn't
sound like there was much that I could help him with and confirmed his own suggestion that he might
want to contact a private attorney.

!Exemption

61

Q. Trying to confirm whether certain third-party is the same third-party they are dealing with.
A. There are some press releases pertaining to this person on DOJ's Web site. I said that beyond these
releases, however, he likely wasn't going to get much if he made a FOIA request. The caller seemed to
think that he had already found what he was really looking for, and mentioned several other avenues that
he might pursue, and then ended the call.

9:11a.m.
This was a very long call from a woman who unfortunately appears to be mentally ill. There ultimately
was no FOIA question posed.

I

Counselor: Joshua Raines
· ,Ca'll~r~: .
...

Melanie Yo

T.iift~.:

10:00 a.m.

i;:,·

-2-

Date: June 25, 2007

iI

I

I
I.

I

I
I

She had a question regarding a third party. I left her a message at 1:43 p.m., but she never called back.

IExqrnption

al
!Exemption

al

Q. The caller was having some difficulty obtaining a job. She thought --but was in no way certain -that there might be some kind of database or something that her potential employers had checked when
she was seeking employment.
A. I explained this Office's role and further stated that I wasn't aware of any kind of database like this at
the federal level (at least for people seeking private employment).

IExerppti9n 61

This caller was inquiring about some sort of complaint he made to DHS. I left a message for him at 2:06
p.m., but he did not return my call.

Counselor: Joshua Raines

-3-

Date: June 25, 2007

Tink Cooper

!Exemption 51

Nat'! Endowment for the Arts

Private Citizen
1:10 p.m.

Q. Wanted to get information on himself and his family.
A We worked through some Web sites over the phone to have him submit requests to USCIS, FBlliQ,
and the Portland FO.

_C_ou_ns
_ el_o_
r: _J_o_sh_u_a_R_a_in_e_s _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
. -_4_-_ _ _ _ _ _

Date: June 25, 2007

[Exemption

Unlawwn

1!' ~, ·'-~~.::·,-~i:' :}: •._ Unknown
1

,.:~~ :·' -:.~~,.':·.,;:,,·g~)JC
o.l.noutlf: I••··I•J

2:13p.m.
Q. The caller wanted to know if he needed to specify in his appeal letters how long an appellant has to
file suit.
A. I stated that this was not necessary and that appellants needed only to be informed that they can file
suit.

Victoria Rosenthal

\~:.:

!i-.". : .." .'. ... .-. ' ·..•

3:21p.m.

-~

: Nt•--"ll~"\'f;;;,;f,
622-3526
~~- -t!m~ , ~AUl~ li;I;Jjl

51

Counselor: Joshua Raines

!Exemption

Q. Mr.-

-5-

Date: June 25, 2007

61

a former FBI official, was calling concerning a FOIA appeal from a couple of years
ago. Exemption B 1 was claimed, and he wanted to know if the President personally was involved in
classifying the records at issue (he mentioned the Executive Order that we cite in our letters).

A. I stated that it would be possible for the President to classify a document on his own, but that it is
very rare. I stated that most classification decisions were made by officials lower than the President in
the executive branch. He was quite interested in finding out whether the President classified the materials
withheld from him. The best suggestion that I could come up for him was to submit a new request to the
FBI asking for the documentation concerning the classification decisions.

!Exemption 5j

IExemption sl

Joyce BlaKely

"Corporate Law Division"

4:25 .m ..

268-2745
!Exemption 5j

Counselor: Joshua Raines

- 6-

Date: June 25, 2007

VA (FOIA officer)

!Exemption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 22, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller had a question about the Michigan FOIA. I explained that this office does not handle
matters related to state FOIAs.

JeffHoval

IExeinotibn'51

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question concerning how to handle the fact that the Department of
Education sent him documents that included SS#s of several private parties. I explained that this
was not something this office was equipped to address.

USAO/EDNY

1Exemptior:f'15l

1

Amy Bunk(?)

Coast Guard

IExemotion sl

Adam Greenstone

!Exemption 6j

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the basic procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about the status of an appeal. The appeal is still in our backlog.

Nelson Hermilla

Noelle Fanjupani (?)

2

Jonny Drake

!Exemption 51

IE'xemption 51

Clay Johnston

!Exemption 51

private caller

Caller had a question about 3P requests. I explained the main principles associated with such
requests, and why it is generally hard to get information on living 3rd parties.

3

private caller

Caller needed EOUSA's address.

4

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18
IExemp[Of'\

el

!Exemption 51

!Exemption 61

Caller wanted to know where to make a FOIA request for videotapes that the US Attorney's Office in
Miami gave to the defense in a case, but the tapes were not placed on the record. I told the Caller to try
EOUSA. I gave him EOUSA's information.

1Exemption' 6l

Caller left a message with his new address (App. No. 06-2736). I could not locate the appeal file, so I
gave the new address to Priscilla who said that she would take care of it.

Caller wanted to know the interplay between 41 USC Section 253(b)(m) and the Procurement Integrity
Act in relation to Exemption 3. I spoke with Jen Ashworth and she said that 253(b)(m) was an
Exemption 3 statute regarding executive agencies, but the Office is unsure about the Procurement
Integrity Act's status under Exemption 3. I gave the Caller very general information regarding Jen's
advice and I explained that he would need to research the issue on his own.

Lynn Armstrong

!Exemption 51

Exemption

-

--

-

-

-

Tammy Dawkins

--

-

-

-

sl

-

DC US Attorney's Office
202.307.3599

IEXemptiop

====~----------------------------Dep't of Ed

Gail Bowman

202.401.6578
xemption

--

!Exemption

-

-

-

-

-

61

Caller left a message with his name and phone number. I tried to call the Caller back, but his voicemail
box was full and was not accepting any new messages.

Caller wanted to make a request under Virginia's FOIA. I spoke to the Caller about state and federal
FOIA and I gave the Caller the address and phone number for making a FOIA request under VA FOIA ..

Caller was unsure of where to make her FOIA request. It sounded like she wanted to make her request to
the Crim Div. I gave the Caller the number to call the Crim Div to see if it was the proper place to make
her FOIA request.

sl

61

Shari Turner

Dep't of Ag
406.283 .7559

Office of Violence Against Women

Strange Man

Private Citizen

Caller was a strange man who wanted to report FBI misconduct in Los Angeles. I told the Caller to
contact the FBI.

Dorothy Hinden

Wileen Smith

I tried calling the Caller, but her phone just rang and there was no answering machine to leave a message.

OIG - Dep't of State

!Exemption

Larry Shecker

51

FCC
202.418.1717
!Exemption

51

·--·- - - - -- ·

__

- . -..-:-.

:--~---··---·····-----

- - - - - - · - · - - - - · - ·-
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FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Counselor Name:

Date: June 20, 2007
Page 1 of 4

NO.
1.

NO.
2.

NAME
Sherry Turner

NAME
Dorothy Beatty

AGENCY
USDA/Forest Svc.

AGENCY
DOJ/Interpol

Jen Ashworth

TELEPHONE
406-283-7559

-

!Exemption

sl

TELEPHONE
353-0803

\

_j
NO.
3 .

NAME
Cecilia Odom

AGENCY
Coast Guard

TELEPHONE
475-3521
[EXemPtion

NO.
4.

NAME

AGENCY

?

HUD

TELEPHONE
602-379-7224

IExemption' SI

5.

NAME
Kate Reynolds

AGENCY
NEA

TELEPHONE
682-5505

sl

·····-··--·-·-·"·-·----~--~--- · ----~

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 20, 2007
Page 2 of 4

Counselor Name:

rJen Ashworth

6.

NAME
Norma Robertson

AGENCY
USDA

TELEPHONE
720-5534

NO.

NAME

AGENCY
private citizen

TELEPHONE

NO.

7.

Q: Caller had a question about the Fair Debt Collection Act.
that his issu~ had already been resolved.
NO.
8.

NO.
9.

When I returned his call, he said

NAME
Martha Diaz-Ortiz

AGENCY
BEG

TELEPHONE
203-4577

NAME
Cindy Morrison

AGENCY

TELEPHONE
228-594-3202

?
I.Ex~mption§l

NO.
10.

NAME

- I E x errption -~I

AGENCY
private citizen

Q: Caller sought access to records concerning the fertilizer "Roundup."
A: Recommended that she contact EPA.

.. __ ··- -·

--·

__._________ _____________
...:.

·~.:.
· ---~-'-''---'---~---~-'---'----

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 20, 2007
Page 3 of 4

NO.
11.

NAME

~

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

AGENCY
private citizen

TELEPHONE

AGENCY
Civil Rights

TELEPHONE
7-0750

Q: Does FOIA apply to private companies?
A: No.
NO.
12.

NAME
Anthony

~fii;}nql

NO.
13.

NAME

AGENCY
private citizen

TELEPHONE

Q: Caller wanted to know whether he could modify his FOIA request filed with OIP.
A: According to Oracle, his request is assigned to Antoinette Parker. Recommended that he
contact her to see whether he could modify his request over the phone, or whether he should do
it in writing.
NO .
14.

AGENCY
private citizen

Q: Caller sought FOIA Contact information for Army CID records.
A: Provided requester with the specific contact information provided on the Army's website.
NO.
15.

AGENCY
private citizen

Caller left a general voicemail and the wrong phone number.

TELEPHONE

[EXemption 61
Could not get in touch with him.

.. ···-- -
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FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 20, 2007
Page 4 of 4

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

NO.
16.

NAME
Dawn Krall

AGENCY
Export/Import Bank

TELEPHONE
565-3248

NO.
17.

NAME
Fred Dan

AGENCY
Energy Dept.

TELEPHONE
287-1408

18.

private citizen

Q: Caller left a general message, when I returned his call, I received the message that the
number "was not assigned."
_________________________________________NOTHING FOLLOWS ________________________________________

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

6/19/07
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 13

Requesting FOIA "Overview" and "Case Guide"

1Exemption6l

A. Referred to Bertina
!Exemption E?l

Q. Rejected employment applicant seeking information about his background security
investigation
·
A. Referred to DOD, based on information supplied by caller

NASA

202-358-2031

)
1./'

1

'

.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

6l

Q. Looking for a copy of Complaint where DOJ joined suit against HP & Sun Micro
A. When I called back, he'd already found it on PACER.
Civil Rights

!Exemption

Treasury
(202) 354-6027
jExemption Sj

2

5l

Haddy Ewell (sp?)

Credit Union

!Exemption

USAO-SDNY

A. Provided

Q. Looking fot docket numbers of certain federal cases

A. How to: EOUSA & Civil, but noted Exemptions 6 & 7(C)

Q. LVM. Looking for information on a state prisoner
A. LVM Not a federal FOIA matter. Contact state authorities.

3

pI

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: 6118/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Callsi 15

!Exemption 61

Issue: wants to know status of his appeal
His appeal number is 07-1033 (IPOL) and is assigned to Caroline. She told me that it should be
completed within the upcoming weeks, it's a 7(A) issue.

f
i

II
Kristen Bucher

I

JMD-DOJ

I
IExemptioh sl

l&xempfion sl

Issue: wants to find out more about the National Export Control Coordinator that the AG discussed in his
press release of June 11th. Based on the message it appears that he is seeking specific info on the position

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date: 6/ 18/07

and what type of work would be done. A little unclear, it did not appear to be a FOIA request matter.

IE~eniptlon .~I

I left a message for M r . -indicating that, based on the press release, it appears that the National
Security Division might be able to inform him about the National Export Control Coordinator. I also
informed him that our office only deals with FOIA matters and it didn't appear that he was seeking to
submit a FOIA
uest.

Issue: wants to submit a FOIA request for a CRJM case that was litigated in Delaware. Wants to know
where to submit request.
I provided her with contact info for EO USA's FOIA office. I informed her to specify in her request
which district she wants EOUSA to search.

Issue: trying to obtain a state police report
I informed him that our office only handles federal records. I suggested that he contact the TX's AG's
office for questions pertaining to state records.

Issue: trying to obtain state records

I.

t

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: 6/18/07

I informed him that our office only handles federal records. I suggested thathe contact the states AG's
office for questions pertaining to state records.

(law clerk)
!Exemption

al

Issue: Requester filed a FOIA appeal with the district court. The district court construed the document
as a complaint and dismissed the case. As the court considered this a complaint, requester was charged
$350 filing fee. Requester wants a refund of the $350 filing fee because she filed a FOIA appeal and not
a complaint. -wanted to know if the person should be refunded the filing fee .
!Exemption 6j

I informed -that DOJ has no jurisdiction over this matter. DOJ cannot determine whether the court
should assess or reimburse filing fees. I suggested that he contact the clerk of the DC District Court as
the DC court handles many FOIA cases the clerk would probably be able to offer some advice.
Dorothy

Agriculture
202-692-0039

Issue: She received a final determination from the IR staff and was given 60 days to appeal. She wanted
to know if the appeal must reach our office within 60 days or if it has to be postmarked within 60 days.
I informed her that her appeal must be postmarked within 60 days. I noted that sometimes our mail takes
several weeks to get to our office so we would look to the postmark to make sure it was done within 60
days. I also informed her that she could fax in her appeal.
Rita Morgan

USDA

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: 6/18/07

-4-

Exemption 5

-

- -~

I

--

-

Evelyn Tang

JMD

IExemption 5 I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

6/15/07
· Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 8

Lorraine Fox

Fish & Wildlife

Sue Ann Slates

!Exemption

Q.

61

Status of appeal from FBI

A. Submitted and under OIP internal review

!Exemption

1

I .

t/

51

!Exemption

Shirley LAndes

51

Veterans Admin. -OIG

Sue Ann Slates

l'

None
N.A.
Q. Received OIP appeal response, 07-0425 (FBI). What does "judicial review" mean?
A. Explained

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 14, 2007
Catherine Lev

Denise Gotlieb

BOP

9AM

514 9097
IFxeiJiptlgn 51

Deirdre McNeil

USDA (IG)

9:30AM

720 3077

IExemption 51

Cecilia Espinoza
lOAM

member of the public
!Exemption

10:30 AM

6j

He had a Privacy Act question. I referred him to the Office of Privacy and Civil Liberties

1

member of the public
11:30 AM

Called about the letter he received from OIP on his appeal 07-0498. Sean O'Neill worked on that
letter so I put him on the phone with the caller.

Kathleen Lane

Department of Treasury

12PM

622 8817
lExenwtiQn sl
(

member of public
l~xemptlon 6l

12:30PM

Wanted information on how to get his criminal record. I gave him the NCIC pitch.

member of the public (media)

He wanted to know where to appeal a FOIA decision by the Office of Legislative Affairs. I gave
him our address.

2

member of the public

· 1:30PM

???

Wanted to request info from Transportation Security Administration. I gave her the contact
information.

member of the public (law firm)

•

IExernption

61

He wanted to knoW who makes a determination to withhold things under B4 - the submitter or
the custodian of the records. I said- applying FOIA exemption is a legal determination. Let the
submitter describe the competitive harm that would result from release and let the attorney apply

r

~4.

II
!Exemption

Ii.
I

61

member of the public

!"

Wanted the status ofhis appeal 07-1574. I told him it was assigned to me .

. . !Exemption 61

member of the public

3PM
Wanted the status of his appeal 07-0348. I told him it's been adjudicated and if he doesn't like
the result, he remedies are described in the letter.

Civil Rights Division

Nelson Hermilla

3:30PM
!Exemption

3

qI

member of the public
!Exemption

61

She had a Privacy Act question. I gave her the contact info for the Office of Privacy and Civil
Liberties.

4

. FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
June 13, 2007
Counselor: · Thomas Hitter

Jill Seagelbaum

Education

Voicemail this morning

202-245-6605
!Exemption

51

Pamela Johnson

IExernption

-

10:00

!Exemption

61

sl

Caller wanted to know where to find DOJ's regulations and public comments.
I directed the Caller to http://www.usdoj .gov/olp/doj regulations.htm our Regulation page,
which has a link th~t connects to the Federal Register. The Caller seemed satisfied with that.
End.

Andrea Armstrong
10:15

!Exemption

6l

Requester

2

11:00
C~ller wants a copy of a document DOJ sent to a paper in response to an article.

I ex~lained ~ow the Calle~ could make a request for this. I also recommended contacting the
Pubhc AffairS office, and If they are unable to help; he could try DOJ's switchboard. End.

Brian Pay

Coast Guard

12:00

None

Caller had a question concerning HSPD 12 requirements.
I didn't know what this was, so I had to do a little background research. These requirements
pertain to a new form of identification for federal employees. It appears that each agency needs
to comply with these requirements . The Caller wanted information regarding DOJ's compliance.
I explained how this was not a FOIA question, and so was outside the purview of our office.
·
Based on a quick read of our website, it appeared that JMD may be in charge of administering
and distributing these Id's, so I recommended that the Caller contactthem. End.

Kathleen Lanem

.Treasury

12:45

202-622-8817

3

i

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

Caller wants to make a request.
I informed him that you need to direct your request to a specific agency, and that our office deals
with federal agencies . The Caller explained the underlying information he was seeking. Based
on his knowledge there is no involvement of a federal agency, but there is heavy involvement by
the State of South Carolina. I looked up any disclosure statutes they have . .There statute is a:lso
titled "Freedom oflnformation Act." I gave him a general hotline number in the South Carolina
state offices to help direct his request. They would have a better understanding of which
agencies have which documents specifically. End.

I·

No name
2:00
Caller is applying for a grant program and has questions regarding the application.
I explained that our Office is not involved in application grants. She did not have a FOIA
question. I did a little research for her and found a contact number, and website, at OJP for
questions regarding this grant. End.

Evelyn Tang

JMD

2:10

60575
!Exemption

4

51

!Exemption 5j

Requester
No number
Caller wanted to make request for information regarding DHS non-profit grants.
I explained to the Caller that he would need to call the proper component ofDHS and that DOJ is
a separate agency. He did not have any more information regarding what part ofDHS
administers these grants. I gave him the general FOIA number at DHS (571-227-3813), and told
him to explain what he is looking for, perhaps they can better direct him. End.

Pat Gallagher

PRC
202-789-6824

IExemption sl

!Exemption

6l

Caller wants to make a FOIA request to the IRS and is unsure of what information is necessary
for them to find and process the documents.
I gave the caller the IRS phone number and FOIA website. End.

Wayne Foster

ATD

4:20

73574

5

Counselor: Dione J. Steams

-I -

Date: 6-12-07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

I

It

l

Cecelia Odom
202 475-3521

I
I

Department of Treasury

Larry Gottesman

Counselor: Dione J. Steams

-2-

Date: 6-12-07
!Exemption 5j

Q: press release. talking about agreement between doj and first DC Corporation Main Street Trust. Wants
copy of actual agreement.
A: Cannot get a copy of the agreement.

Q: Re: immigration.
A: I provided him with the FOIA contact at Immigration.

1

Office of Governance

Counselor: Dione J. Stearns

Jennifer Bryant

- 3-

Date: 6-12-07

Dep't of Commerce

Counselor: Joshua Raines

- 1-

Date: June 11, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 19

The caller was inquiring about making a civil rights complaint about police harassment. I left a message
for him about 12:45 p.m., but he had not returned the call by the next morning.

··. .

~C3Uer
... Unlo10wn
... ... . ..a'~
.-,.... .... •,

: . . . ::r· ;;·~~:·,, :•

L.~~~~'~:\:/[ Private Citizen

Q. The caller believed that people had invaded his privacy, including -- I think -- asking him questions
while he was sleeping. He wanted to know what he could do about these violations, as well as what he
could do about having been "maimed."
A. I confirmed that he did not believe that the federal government was involved with his issues, and then
suggested that he contact the local police department. He stated that he had already tried that, so I
suggested that he contact a private attorney.

l~;xemption al

USDA--OGC

Q. Gary wants to make a FOIA request to EPA. I initially advised him that agencies can't make FOIA
requests to each other, which he stated that he knew. He then said that he had found an old FOIA Update
piece that dealt with requests from other agency personnel (Vol. VI, No. 1, FOIA Counselor). This
article advises that agencies must honor FOIA requests from other agency personnel, even if those
personnel are acting in their official capacities. He wondered whether he should make his request on
agency letterhead.
A. I told him that I thought using USDA letterhead would make it more likely that his request would be
rejected. However, he still seemed to want to use the letterhead in light of the FOIA Update advice:
"However, a FOIA request received from an employee of another federal agency, even one acting in his
official capacity, would be a request from a 'person' and would therefore satisfy both the technical
requirement of the FOIA and the artificially restrictive rule of Bartel." I still suggested that he not put his
request on agency letterhead, but stated that whatever decision that he made, he might want to include a
copy of the FOIA Update article. He said that he would.

J

Counselor: Joshua Raines
Unknown

- 2-

Date: June 11, 2007
Federal Employee, personal req.

10:22 a.m.
Q. The requester wanted to know the status of her request to the Social Security Administration.
A. I informed her that she would have to contact SSA about that and gave her a contact number.

Arnold & Porter

Q. The caller wanted to obtain a copy of a settlement mentioned in a May 8, 2007 DOJ press release
(# 07-336). The press release states that the case was handled by the USAO in Kansas and the Civil
Division.
A. I suggested that she file a FOIA request with CN. However, she stated that her previous FOIA
requests had taken too long to receive responses, and that she'd try getting it by continuing to call around.
I suggested trying the USAO in Kansas for that approach.

John Cerveny

She wanted to know more about applying the federal confidentiality laws to a substance abuse clinic.
left her a message at 1:00 p.m., but she did not call back by the next morning.

Counselor: Joshua Raines

-3-

Date: June 11, 2007

Q. The caller wanted to know something about what forms to file with EEOC for a discrimination
complaint. Apparently, someone at EEOC thought this was a FOIA matter and directed her to this
Office.
A. I informed her that this Office couldn't help her with filing a complaint to the EEOC. I suggested that
she had been referred to this Office in error and that she should contact someone at EEOC again.

720-8164

Private Citizen

Q. The caller wanted to check on the status of her request, but she did not remember which agency she
submitted the request to . The request is for immigration records pertaining to her grandmother.
A. I informed the caller that USCIS handles immigration matters now, and I suggested that she call
US CIS to see if that is where her request is.

Army -- Ft. Belvoir

Counselor: Joshua Raines

- 4-

Date: June 11, 2007

!Exemption

Private Citizen

Q. The caller wanted to know how to obtain an internal affairs report from her local police department.
A. I explained the role of this Office and suggested that she make a request to the police department
under her state's access law.

Private Citizen

Q. The caller wanted to know how to make a request for certain AG files.
A. I explained that this Office processed on behalf of the OAG, and that she could send a letter here
specifying that she is seeking OAG records and describing those records in as much detail as she feels is
necessary to be able to locate the records. She already had this Office's address .

.Private Citizen

The caller had a question about the processing of his initial request in this Office (OIP/06-R0584). After
a short conversation, he said that he'd call Marilyn and hung up on me.

5l

Counselor: Joshua Raines

-5-

Date: June 11 , 2007

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 5j

NTIS -- Dep't of Commerce

Counselor: Joshua Raines

-6-

Date: June 11 , 2007

Q. He wanted to know the status of his appeal, No. 07-1289.
A. CL handled this appeal and turned it in for review on 06/08/07. I informed ~fthis and
stated that he likely would receive a reply within two weeks or so.

Sarah Stakely

Dep't of Ed -- Civil Rights

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 8, 2007
Ken Hendricks

IExem[>tion 61

Hinman, Howard & Kattell, LLP
IExemption 61

Q.

Wants copy of a November 1996 DOJ guidance memo on patterns or practices of
discriminatory lending, probably issued by Fair Housing Section.

A.

I could not locate a public posting of the document using its title. I spoke with Donna
Murphy in the Fair Housing office at Civil Rights Division who said she knows the
memo referred to. She does not know whether this was a public document. Accordingly,
I told the requester that I could not locate a public posting of the document, and I stated
that she could submit a request to the Civil Rights Division. The caller said she was able
to locate other material helpful to her.

Atlantic Monthly

Q.

Wanted to know where he should submit request to AG.

A.

I told him th,at he would need to submit it OIP, and I gave him our fax number. I offered,
but he declined, the JMD mail referral unit address in case there are other components
that would have responsive information.

Julie Dunne

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
IExemptioh

61

Q.

The caller stated that he faxed in a request to us on 5/15/07, and he said he has not
received an acknowledgment letter.

A

Doug Hibbard is handling this request and he stated that the acknowledgment letter was
mailed on 6/6/07, and that the request was being processed. I conveyed this information
in a voice mail to the caller.

ij
!
j

I
- ! E x e m p t i o n 61

I

Q.

Is the NYPD subject to the FOIA?

A.

I explained that the federal FOIA applies to federal agencies, and I stated that the caller
would need to determine which state or city law governed NYPD records access.

Dorothy Beatty

Interpol
353-0803

!Exemption

sl

Not goven

Q.

The caller wanted to know where to submit an FBI request.

A.

I provided the address for submission of an HQ request (also provided contact phone
number).

. !Exemption

61

Q.

In a voice message the caller asked something about Joe Plick, the person listed as the
Dep't of Labor FOIA contact. I left a return voice message asking for a call back as I did
not understand the caller's question. She called again and asked whether FOIA
employees throughout the government are Dep't of Justice employees, or whether they are
employees of the individual agencies.

A.

I explained that each agency operates its own FOIA operation, and that outside of the
Justice Dep't, those people are not Justice employees.

!Exemptions!

Scott Baxter

!Exemption

Even Peterson

51

DOJ Public Affairs
6-0911
!Exemption

51

Not given

Q.

The caller wants to obtain records form NCUA.

A.

I provided NCUA's FOIA address and contact phone number, and I provided the links to
NCUA's on-line FOIA information.

I
I"

j.

Carol Malony

!Exemption

51

IEXelnption sl

I

I
I

I

I
II

i

II

I
!

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor.:

June 7, 2007
Catherine Lev

!Exemption sl

Ms. Kaseor

USDA

9:30AM

301 734 7251
IE~emption sl

member of the public
!Exemption 61

US Customs and Immigration Enforcement refused to give him some kind of frequent traveler
permit because there appears to be an offense on his record. He was adamant he has never been
charged or arrested. I said- first you have to find out which authorities (federal, state or local)
have a record on you. Then after you know that, request a privacy correction from that agency. I
explained the procedure for both.

member of the public

1Exemption76l

l6xemption 61

10:30AM

He wanted to know how to file a FOIA request with OARM. I called OARM and they said all
their FOIA requests are referred to them by OIP. I told him to write to the initial request section
ofOIP.

1

Hattiesburg American newspaper
llAM
She was complaining that they appealed a request from USMS and the decision of OIP took two
years. Do I think it's appropriate? She tried to get me to say something she can quote in an
article. I understood it after the first question and said she should call the Public Affairs Office.

Paula Lynch

Department of Labor

11:30 AM
!Exemption sl

???

member of the public

12PM
Her boyfriend is in a state prison in Tennessee on a state charge. I explained how she can make a
FOIA request under Tennessee statute.

Debbie Anderson

USDA (Forest Service)

12:30 PM

907 586 7837

IExemption sl

t of Treasury

Mr. Gilmore

907 586 7837

lPM

!Exemption

2

51

. ·· . .

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: 6/6/2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10
Patsy Fiffer

Commerce
l~xemption sl

I
Issue: Seeking information on a former BOP inmate. Needs to make a FOIA request and wanted to know
if you can make one electronically.

II

I walked her through the BOP FOIA website and showed her where/how to make an online request.

II

f

I

Stephanie

I
I

I
Suzanne Bellum

DOJ - Office of Attorney
Recruitment

Issue: wants to know how to submit a request with Nlli
I gave her Nlli's FOIA contact information and provided her with the basic guidelines on how to submit a
request.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date: 6/6/2007

Issue: wants to know the status of her FOIA request pending with Citizenship and Immigration Services
I provided her with the contact information for the FOIA office of Citizenship and Immigration Services.

Issue: unclear
Called her back but no answer, so left message.

USDA
301-734-7251

Unknown

Citizen
did not

Issul,l: has questions regarding the Privacy Act
Referred caller to Hillary Jaffee at OMB.

~---'-- ---~ ·-" _:__--~-----~.:...~----'--~---~--

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 5, 2007
Page 1 of 3

NO.

Counselor Name:

NAME

1.

[Ex~iription" 61

AGENCY
private citizen

Jen Ashworth

TELEPHONE

Q: Caller requested BOP FOIA contact information.
A: Provided caller with the requested information.
NO.
2.

NAME
IE~emption .;sl

AGENCY
private citizen?

Q: Caller left a non-specific vmx, but he never returned my vmx.
NO.
3.

NAME
Oliver Lewis

AGENCY
State Department

TELEPHONE
647-2227

TELEPHONE
4 .

private citizen

Q: Caller requested the FOIA contact information for Department of Energy.
A: Provided caller with the requested information.
NO.
5.

NAME
[Exemption 61

AGENCY
reporter, Center for Inv. Reporting

TELEPHONE

Q: Caller ·sought status of his FOIA request to OIP. He requested expedited processing.
A: Checked with JTR, and also in Oracle. OIP has not yet received his request.
Informed the
caller of this.

!Exemption 6J

······-·····----···--------~'------_:_-'---~-'--..:......------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 5, 2007
Page 2 of 3

Counselor Name:

Jen Ashworth

NO.
6.

NAME
Dorothy Hindon

AGENCY
USDA

TELEPHONE
692-0031

NO.
7.

NAME
John Arena

AGENCY
NASA

TELEPHONE

8.

NAME
Gina Kosha

AGENCY
USDA OGC

TELEPHONE
690-0390

NO.
9.

NAME
Br ian Townsend

AGENCY
Treasury (I think)

TELEPHONE
622-3307

281-48~-1008

... ···-· ...

·-··· ·--

-·· -·---

·-

--
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FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Date: June 5, 2007
Page 3 of 3

NO.
10.

Counselor Name:

NAME

-

1Exemptio~n61

Jen Ashworth

AGENCY
Star Ledger

Q: Caller wants to file an administrative appeal with OIP and asked for our fax number.
A: Provided caller with our fax number.
NO.
11.

NAME
-

AGENCY
!Exemptibn '61

?

TELEPHONE
!Exemption 61

Q: Caller left a vmx asking for number to "FOIA Division HQ. 11
A: I tried to call him back, but number he provided was invalid.
--------------------------------------~NOTHING FOLLOWS ________________________________________

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 4, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I advised him on the basic procedures.

private caller

The caller left a voice-mail, but the return number he gave did not work, so I was unable to return
his call.

Nelson Hermilla

!Exemption~

jExelllption 6j

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the status of an administrative appeal made to the Commerce
Department. I advised that he follow up w/Commerce.

I

Jackie Young

!Exemption

2

5j

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 1, 2007
Thomas Hitter

No name

Requester

9:15

No number

Caller wanted to make a request to BOP.
I gave him the address and mentioned he could check out their website for additional
information. End.

Betty White

US Postal Service

9:30

US Patent Office

1

Denise Dishman

SEC

1:00

202-551-5133

IExemption sj

!Exemption 61

Requester (attorney) ·

Caller left a message requesting the amount of fees her client owes. She did not provide her
client's name.
I left a message asking for her to call me back. I did not hear back from her. End.

Requester

[Exemption E?l

None
Caller wants to make a request for "medical information on her and her family."
I explained how she would need to direct her request to the federal agency that she believes

would have records on herself or her family. She talked about some of the issues she is having. I
recommended trying HHS. I also gave her our website and explained how you can click on the
links to access other agencies' websites and read about the type of documents they maintain.
End.

Melanie

!Exemption

2

sj

!Exemption

5l

Reporter with BNA

Caller wanted a comment from Justice for an article he was preparing.
I referred him to our public affairs office. End.
i

!

I

I
f

3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 7/31/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 20

IExemptioH

61

The caller is a reporter for Bloomberg who submitted a request regarding the Corporate Fraud Task
Force to OIP's lR Staff. Basically, he was concerned about the time that it will take to fulfill the request.
He also asked for expedited processing. Vanessa is in the process of reviewing the request for
expedition. (It does not appear that it will be granted expedited treatment). I told the requester that if the
expedited treatment is granted, that his request will be placed at the front the queue of pending requests.
I also told him that he can appeal the denial of expedite(\ treatment. The caller stated that speaking with
the processor might help to -barrow the scope of his request. Matt Carr on the lR Staff will be handling
the Underlying request. I provided Matt with the caller's name and contact information.

Department of State - Office of
Legal Adviser

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51.

Jacob Lipsen ·

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 7/31/07

The caller's message was not entirely clear. However, it appears that she was asking various government
related questions arid wanted to find out about getting a translator. I returned her call and left her a
voicemail stating that if she had a FOIA-related question, I would be happy to help her on the hotline.
She never returned my call.

Tom Bryant

Corporation for National and
Community Service

U.S. Attorneys Office - Civil
Division

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 7/31/07

Private Citizen

The caller had a question unrelated to the FOIA. Rather, she had a complaint regarding prescription
medication. When I returned her call, she stated that she received an ans'Yer to her question elsewhere.

Priva'te Citizen

The caller is the wife of a New York state inmate. She wanted certain information related to the inmate's
criminal case for purpose of allowing him to work in prison. I provided her with the number of the New
York Committee on Open Government and suggested that she also try the court.

Peyton Howard

Department of State

I

Karen Melnik

U.S. Attorneys Office (DC)

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 7/31/07

- 4-

The caller is a reporter who was calling to check the status of his FOIA request. We did not have any
request from the caller listed in Oracle. The caller stated that he received a letter from Garry Stewart, so
I provided him with Sonja Whitaker's contact information at EOUSA.
·

The caller is an attorney at a law firm in Chicago. He was calling to check the status of an appeal (No.
06-1711 ). I told him that the appeal has been assigned to an attorney and that I would pass along his
concerns. I told Catherine that he called about the status of his appeal.

Private Citizen

The caller left a message asking for the address ofthe Attorney General. I left him a return
the address where he could make a FOIA request to the AG.

mess~ge

with

The caller is writing a patient's rights manual for the DC Bar and she had a privacy-related question. I
left her a voicemail message, but she did not return my call.

Bryant VanBrakle

Federal Maritime Commission

!.

-5-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 7/31107
!Exemption

sl

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller left a message stating that she believes that her HIPPA rights have been violated. I explained
that our office does not handle issues involving violations of privacy. I suggested that she contact Health
and Human Services.

Private Citizen
!Exemption

el

The caller is trying to obtain an address to serve a civil defendant in connection with an action in small
claims court. She stated that she is trying to handle the case without an attorney. However, in order to
obtain the defendant's correct forwarding address, the Postal Service requires that she has a court order
and that either a process server or an attorney serve the subpoena. The caller presently has the court
order, but does not want to hire a process server or an attorney. I directed her to the FOIA page on the
USPS website. The FAQs section of the website basically restates these requirements and cites Postal
Service regulations. I suggested that she look up the regulations to ensure that these are the only two
types of people qualified to obtain change of address information. I also explained that USPS probably
takes this approach in order to ensure that, absent certain circumstances, the privacy rights of individuals
are preserved. She wanted me to perform research on this issue, but I simply directed her to the USPS .

I! .

Vanessa Hunter

----

--

--==-

1:

--

Department of Education

!Exemption

51

I·.

l.

- 6-

Date: 7/31/07

Department of State

!Exemption

sl

I
I

I

Fu.LA Counselor Notes
Date: 7/30/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

<$

Terri Roman

/.'

i

1

jExemption 5j

private citizen
not given
Q.
to find out why the FBI is taking so long to process her request. She called us
!Exemption 6j
because she said that she received a letter from OIP acknowledging an appeal from her. claims that she has not appealed to us, because the FBI has not even responded to her request.
!Exemption 6j
!exemption el
A. I informed~at only the FBI can assist her if there has been no final response on her
request yet. I told her that our system does show that we received some type of letter from her on
5/25/05, though not a normal appeal letter. For some reason, it is not assigned to an attorney, and
that if she sent us a 1'-E,...xe_!P_P-:-:ti-on-6""1
has appeal number 05-1648 . I could not find it in the drawer. I told letter of complaint about the FBI's slow response, the only thing that this Office would tell her is
that no adverse determination has been made by the FBI, and that the FOIA provides only for
judicial review of tardy responses by components. I gavethe FOIA service center and!r::E=-xe_m_p_ti,....on-...,fll
public liaison phone numbers at the FBI to find out when the FBI will respond to her request.

!Exemption 6j

private citizen

Q.
because he thinks that the DRC is somehow colluding in its refusal to take
action on classified records responsive to his FOIA request. He claimed that the DRC must
review all govemmentwide classification decisions under Executive Order 12,958.
jExemptiog,6j
A. I explained t o - that the Executive Order merely says that each government agency
must have its own declassification review. In other words, there is some equivalent to the DRC
at each federal agency. The DRC only has authority to review classification decisions made
within DOJ itself
began asking me about who heads the DRC, and who the DRC
reports to. I to
the DRC reports at leastindirectly to the AG, but that I do not know
who it ·
I told Tina about my lengthy conversation with
and she agreed
to talk
inte_rnal workings of the DRC, so I
. -is
questiOn.
/1

TSA

Cameronne Powell

2

Sarah Cottlin

II

r
j·

I.

I
1

3

Il'
I

private citizen

Q: Caller had a question about information that IBM and others have sent to the National
Institute of Standards and Technology regarding software that uses artificial intelligence to
translate between different languages. She wants to request the information that was sent in by
IBM and others.<="'-..,.,.--~
!Exemption

61

A: I informed
that Exemption four might or might not prohibit the release of such
information, but the only way to find out for certain is to make a FOIA request to NIST. I
directed
to NIST's website, where it gives instructions on how to make a FOIA request.

4

Fu.~.A

Date:
Counselor:

Counselor Notes

July 27, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Caller left amessage, the message is long and confusing, but it sounds like she has submitted
several FOIA requests and has not heard from those agencies. I called back and left a voicemail.
End.

No name

Requester

11:45

No number

Caller wanted information on the company "Scribbner Plastics."
Caller thought there was a central repository for all federal documents. I explained how the
request needs to be directed to the specific agency. The Caller had little information regarding
the company. It sounded like he was concerned with the company's patents. I directed the Caller
to the USPTO. End.

l~::xemptlon

sl

Caller seemed concerned about a tort claim he had made. Caller claimed to have made a FOIA
request to a doctor.

_! spo~e to the ~aller for awhile. It sou_nded to me like he needed to make a FOIA- request to the
VA. I gave the Caller their web address. End.

Selective Service
IExemptidn 6j

1

jExemption 5j

2:00

Caller left a voicemail concerning the use ofB3 on documents the Caller received. I left a
voicemail. End.

!Exemption 61

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for certain Department of Justice records, but did not
know where to send them.
I discussed the records with the requester. I recommended he ask for a search at EOUSA, DBA,
and the Office of the Attorney General. I pointed the Caller to our website with all of the
component's contact information. End.

IExetpptlort el

Non-profit organization .

Caller wanted to make a request for records concerning a criminal investigation on the murder of
a former employee of the organization ofwh_ich the Caller is a wemb.er.
I spoke to the Caller about the agencies involved. There were no federal entities. The Caller
knew this and believed Justice had all criminal investigation records for all crimes in the US.
The crime appears to have been investigated by the NYPD. I suggested that he contact the State
Department in NY, to see where the request should be directed. End.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 26, 2007
Ken Hendricks

ATF, GC's office

!Exemption

sl

Alena Graves

Joe Carter

Commerce
202-482-3342

jExemp1i0n Sj

!Exemption 61
!Exemption 6j

Q.

The caller had a question related to state access laws .

A.

I explained that our work relates to the federal FOIA, and I suggested that she contact the
particular state to which her question relates.

Dionne Stearns

EO USA

Q.

Left a message asking for a call related to Appeal No. 07-0318.

A.

I spoke to the caller and we agreed that I would get the file he referenced and speak with
him tomorrow. I spoke to the caller on 7/27/07, and informed him that his appeal will be
adjudicated, but that I cannot commit to a specific date. After I conveyed this jExernption aj
information, but before ·the call was terminated by the me o~ the phone line
somehow disconnected. I made several attempts to re-contact the caller, but reached a
voice mail, so I reiterated the above.

Lorraine Fox

U.S. Fish and Wildlife

!Exemption 5 I
i

I
IExetnption 61

I
Q.

The caller wanted to lmow to submit a request to the USPTO.

A.

I directed him to the USPTO FOIA page, which contains that and other information that
the cal1er will find useful.
f

I

I

Tom Japhet

USDA in Denver

I

I

!
I Exemption 5 I

Sue Ann Slates

Antitrust

!Exemption 5

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 25, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller wanted to know the status of her request to the SEC. I left a voice mail, advising her to _
follow up w/the SEC.

Samaka (?) Farrell

-

IExemptlon al

Caller had a PA question. I referred her to OMB.

Diane Thompson

private caller

Janet Lemons

private caller
IExemption 61

Caller had a question concerning the taxpayer assistance office. I left a voice mail suggesting that
he follow up with them.

IExempt!on

sl
IExempt[on 61

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures to her.

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures to him.

I

private caller

J•

Caller left a voice mail but her contact information was inaudible on the message.

?

2

Caller wanted to know ifthere are regulations on what type of contact information to give out.
No, this is handled on a somewhat ad hoc basis by each agency.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures to him.

NASA

-

private caller

IExemption 61

Caller had a non-FOIA question, so I was unable to assist her.

3

Date: July 24, 2007

- 1-

Counselo r: Kathleene Molen

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16
Citizen (law firm)
IE~ernption al

Issue: trying to locate vital records (birth certificate) on a third-party that her firms represents, this thirdparty was apparently a (ederal employee at some point
I explained to caller that it's highly unlikely that a federal agency would have a copy of this person's birth
certificate. I explained that perhaps the agency would have a form where the person entered the date and
place ofbirth. I told her that she can always submit a FOIA request, but that she probably would not
locate these records through a federal agency.

-

IExemptio~ al

Issue: naturalization?
Called back but nobody answers .

/

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date: July 24, 2007

Richard Leichman

HUD
202-287-4100

Issue: wants to get copies of 911 tapes
I suggested that she contact the records department of her local police department.

I

IG -State

Loraine Fox

US - Wildlife

!Exemption 5

I

American Legal Immigration
s-ervices

Issue: unclear- immigration records
j.

Have called back several times. He is either on the other line, away from his desk or at lunch.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: July 24, 2007

-3-

Melissa

CDFI-Fund

!Exemption 5

Issue: Had questions pertaining to an FBI FOIA request and how to submit a FOIA request to an FO
I gave her information on how to obtain records from an FBI FO.
!Exemption

61

Issue: wants police records and 911 tapes pertaining to the death of her brother
I informed her that these are state records, our office only handles federal records. I suggested that she
contact the state attorney general's office or the police department that handled the investigation.

Issue: apparently states can submit a petition for expedited processing pertaining to habeas cases. This
petition is submitted to the AG's office. Wants to know if he can get a copy of this petition through the
FOIA.
I asked if these petitions concerned third parties; he noted.that to the best of his knowledge they don't. So
there appears to be no issue of consent. I suggested that he could either go through the state attorney's
general office for this information or submit a FOIA request tci the AG's office . . I referred him to our
FOIA website.

Issue: seeking state records from Michigan
I suggested that she contact the attorney general's office for the state of Michigan

I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-4-

Perry Brutar

Date: July 24, 2007

Energy
'

~.

!Exemption

ej -

Issue: wanted to know status of an appeal, 05-2349
I informed caller that this appeal was closed in September of 2006. Ken Hendricks handled the appeal. I
informed caller that if he had any further questions -pertaining to this appeal to contact Ken directly.

I

l
I
I
I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

I left a voice mail message

-I -

July 23, 2007

him to call the hotline back. I never heard back from him.

Caller wanted to know the status ofhis appeal, App. No. 07-1550. I checked Oracle and the appeal is
unassigned. I informed the Caller that the appeal has not been assigned .. The Caller is an attorney and he
is was very frustrated with the entire process. The Caller wanted to know a time frame. I told him that I
could not provide a time frame and that appeals are handled in a "first in, first out" basis.

Caller wanted to know if INTERPOL had a document called Anti-Terrorism/Anti-Drug Funded
Clearance. I checked the internet and I could not find anything. I told the Caller to try INTERPOL and
he said that no one at INTERPOL would speak with him because he is a private citizen. I told the Caller
that he could try a FOIA request for the document, but that would not guarantee that he would receive it.
I explained FOIA's exemptions and Glomar. Caller seemed familiar with FOIA and I gave him
INTERPOL's FOIA Office's address (and phone number).

vI /'

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Unknown

-2-

July 23, 2007

Private Citizen
?

Caller wanted police records from Ohio. I gave the Caller the phone number for Ohio's AG's Office.

F01A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 20, 2007
Catherine Lev

IExernptior.l Bl

member of the public

He wanted to know the status ofhis FOIA request to the FBI. FOIPA 1046932-001. I promised I
wc;>uld look it up.

Thi Kazazian

lp,xeinption 5 I

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

She was reading tome from a DOJ press release about settling a case with Northrop Grumman
(providing untested night vision equipment to the military). She was asking if she could get a
copy of the settlement agreement right away. I said that it probably would not be possible unless
it's been posted on the District Court of Arizona website (where it was litigated). I explained to
her how to make FOIA requests to Civil Division and EOUSA.

Air Force Declassification

!Exemption 5 I

1

??

member of the public

11 AM

??

j
I

Asked if he could submit an appeal by fax. I said he could and gave him the ~umber.

I
I

!.

??

member of the public

!1:30AM

??

I

Asked for a database of all federal, state arid local law enforcement agencies. I said that I don't
think such a database exists. He became very irate and hung up.

-

member of the public

1Exemptiq[l6l

??

12PM

Wanted to know the status of his appeal 07-1563. I assigned it to myself and told him that.

Andrea Armstrong

DOJ/ENRD

12:30 PM

4-0424

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 5

2

I

1:30PM
!Exemption 9

??

member of the public

2PM

??

He wanted to know if he can get any more information on a BOP inmate other than what is on
the website. I said without the inmate's permission -not really. I asked which court the guy was
convicted in (maybe public records), bu the caller did not even know that.
·

.member of the public

??
He was wondering why a private company won't release stuff to him under FOIA. I explained
where FOIA applies and where it does not.

??

member of the public

6j
Wanted to know the status ofhis appeal 07-1238- I promised to follow up and give him a call
back
3 PM

lExemptiori

3

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-I-

Date: 7/ 19/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Jim Blanford

Federal Labor Relations Board

IE~emption 5 I

Private Citizen

The caller, a former federal inmate, wanted to find out how to obtain information that showed the period
of time that he was incarcerated. I provided him with information regarding how to send his FOIA
request to BOP directly. I also suggested that he try to obtain the information outside the FOIA by
contacting the institution where he was previously incarcerated, BOP's main office, or the U.S. Marshals
Service.

Government Employee (Amy)

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 7/ 19/07

Golden Field Office - Dept of
Energy

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller asked the last time that the FOIA was amended. I explained that the last amendment was in
1996, but that the Intelligence Authorization Act of 2003 made small changes regarding the types of
requesters that could avail themselves of the FOIA. I also directed him to the Guide's introduction which
discusses the amendments in more detail.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 7/19/07

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out where he can send a FOIA request dealing with the White House's Faithbased Initiatives Program. The Faith-based Initiative Office told him to contact the DOJ. Based on the
DOJ's website, it appear that the Office of Justice Programs is a partner agency that administers some of
these faith-based initiatives in different con'ununities. I suggested that he contact that OJP directly-and
provided the caJler with the appropriate FOIA address, phone number and email address.

Private Citizen

The caller recently had a FOIA appeal adjudicated by our office. Appeal No. 06-2482 (assigned to
Dionne) stated that the FBI had released portions of 40 pages of documents. However, the caller stated
that he only received 22 pages. I checked Dionne's blitz form, and it indicated that he should have
received 40 pages. I suggested that he send a letter to our office explaining the situation and provided
him with our fax number.

. Dave Bradley

Foreign Claims Settlement
Commission (DOJ)

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-4-

!Exemption

61

Date: 7/ 19/07

Youth Services - DC Government

The caller left a message regarding a specific section of DC's FOI law. I returned her call and left her a
voicemail. However, I did not receive a response.

Shirelle Taylor

USAO - New Orleans
504-680-3156
~Exemption 5

I

Fu..~_A

Date: 7/18/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Counselor Notes

Total calls: 16
private citizen

n/a
Q. This individual is attempting to find an address of a private party for purposes of serving
them in connection with a child custody/visitation proceeding in Florida. She wonders if the
Freedom of Information Act is a viable means for doing this.

A. I told the caller that, assuming that the federal government has such information pertaining to
a private citizen, it is typically not releasable for privacy reasons, and the process of making a
FOIA request often takes several months to complete. I told her that I cannot speak for Florida's
FOIA, but the federal FOIA is certainly not the route to take to attempt to obtain such
information, particularly when the information is needed in the very near future.
unknown

unknown

9:25
unknown
------------------------------~
Q. Caller was apparently contacted by Lynette Arrington about an appeal, and called our Office
to reach Lynette about having some materials from the appeal faxed to her. It seems that the
front desk told the caller that Lynette is out until Monday, so she was transferred to me.

A. I informed the caller that Chiquita handles all of the new appeal intake, and she could likely
help the caller with receiving materials from the appeal. In retrospect, I could have faxed any
needed materials to the caller, so if she is unable to contact Chiquita, I will help her out.
Department of Sfate

Joan Jerry

!Exemption 5

1

I

!Exemption 5 I

-

private citizen

jExemption' 6l

11:00
not
~~~~--------------~----~
Q. informed me that the list pertaining to the 9/11 Victim's Compensation Fund used to be
posted on DOJ's website. She wants to know ifthe list is FOIA-able.
r::lE,...,xe,....rn-P."""ti..,..on-6~1

IExernptiq,n 6j

A. I told- that JMD handles all DOJ website content, and that at the time the list was posted,
JMD would have been the place to make a FOIA request for the list. •
is concerned that at
this point, since the list is no longer posted, DOJ may no longer even have such a list to request
under the FOIA. I told her that JMD should be aware of whether there is a paper copy of the list,
and otherwise whether thereis any FOIA-able material. I don't know if JMD will be willing to
tellover the phone whether the list still exists or if it will ask to make a formal request
under the FOIA to find this out, so I gave her the phone number of the FOIA service center at
JMD. IE?<emp_!jon 6j

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption ~I

Cohen, Cohen Calipinto law firm.
!'Exemption 6j

Q. Following up on a request sent June 12 to Melanie Pustay from
Subject: final opinions and policy statements from OARM .

hims~e~lf~an~d~~~~iiiiiiiil

.A. I informed the requester that the Initial Request Staff received his request (2007-R0743). Per
Ginae, I informed the caller that OARM is currently being searched for responsive records.
Because it is unknown at this point how voluminous the responsive material will be, it is difficult
to estimate how long it will take to process the records.

Army Corps. of Engineers

2

IExemption 5 I

unknown

private citizen

11 :50
unknown ·
----------------------------~
Q: Caller wishes to make a FOIA request for records pertaining to a particular judicial
nomination.
A: I informed the caller that OIP's Initial Request Staff handles OLP's FOIA requests, and gave
him our fax number to make a request. Caller also had questions about the type of materials that
OLP would have, and wished to speak directly to OLP about it. Accordingly, I found a public
phone number for OLP: 4-4601.

Brett Gainer

Federal Highway Administration

12:05

916-498-5891

3

!Exemption 5

Rebecca Arsenal Heresay

IExemption 5 I

Arthur Scretchens

!Exemption 5

4

I

I

!Exemption 5

Journalism Professor Penn State
University

Q: Caller asked ifthere is a D.C. Freedom of Information Act.
A: I told the caller I don't know whether there is one or not. I did tell him that many D.C. Court
records can be requested from EOUSA, but only because the USA's office prosecutes many of
the criminal cases in D.C. I did find a web address for to check out regarding a D.C.
FOIA, which I emailed to him.
!Exemption 6l

private citizen

1Exemption' 6l

.

unknown
j].lst got a FOIA appeal denial from US CIS or NARA, in which it stated that the
ilTilDlgratwn records pertaining to her husband were withholdable under k(6) because of a DOJ
investigation. She wanted to know what her next step to secure release of materials would be.

jExernption 6j

·

A: I t o l d - that her next step could be to sue for access, or to make a request to JMD, who
could direct her request to a DOJ component that might have records. I gave her JMD's address.
jExemption 6j

private citizen

~.

be~~ause he has n~ver lreara-anytl1mg-rrorfCtlie-DRC-aoc:n1fine cla8sification-status o-f

records that were withheld by the FBI per b(l).

·
6
A: I found an email in the file from Tina to
where she stated that the DRC had no jurisdiction
on the records because they originated with another agency. The other agency was consulted
with and wished the b(l) to stand . • apparently never received the email so I informed him of
the DRC's determination by email. !Exemption 6l
jExemption

6l

Exemption

5·

I

!Exemption 5

6

I

F01A Counselor Notes
Date: July 17, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

IExenwtion 61

private

Q. Wanted to talk to some one about fraud
A. Function

Agriculture

Tammy Hines

Jill Sharker

1

federal employee but as
private citizen
Q: how to

Food & Drug

!Exemption 5

Lewis Oldaneck

private

returned call several times, but the line was busy

general discussion about withholding ·3P information

2

I

private

Q: status of appeal

Q: true P A question - referred to OMB

Sharon Brigg

l~xemption 5 I

private

how to

Forest Service

Debbie

private

3

how to

private

Q: is something on the web in the public domain?
A: I guess. Anyone can download the information and do whatever

private

Q: the caller owns a small business in Florida and he is getting tired of check bouncing. He
wants to put info repeople who bounce checks on his personal web site. Is that a problem?
A: I don't know. Suggested OMB. I don't know ifPA applies to what people put on own sites.

4

·•

F&:..A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 16, 2007
Allan Blutstein

I

Total calls: 12

IExerT)ption

Q. Following-up on her request for a complimentary copy ofFOIA Guide

Philip Welter ·

Education, Civil Rights

404-562-6371

IExemption 61

None

N.A.
Q. How to: BOP

A Provided contact information

A.

How to: FOIA
Provided whatever contact information he requested

-- ~Exemption 61

Q. LVM

A. LVM

I

I
I

A. Re-forwarded to Bertina

Q.

61

I
I

Sharon Briggs

Education
505-234-7406 .

f

!

l·
;

-

r
I

!Exemption 61

Q. How to obtain telephone number of a third-party whom he suspects is making harassing
calls
A. Unlikely that any federal agency maintains such information. Even if so, it would be
protected under Exemption 6 or 7C. Suggested reporting matter to local police.

Q. Did we receive his fax, appealing FBI request 102006300

I
I

A. Yes ~ confim1ed with front desk)

I
None

N.A.

N.A.

Q. How to: OPM, USPS
A. Provided contact information
None
IExemptiop 61

Q.

What does 5 U.S.C. 552(b) mean?

A. General discussion about the FOIA

2

Carmen Barnagee

!Exemption 5

IExemptio,Q 5 I

3

I

Flii.A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 13, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Jerry Lawson

!Exemption

Private law firm
!Exemption

61

qj

Caller was interested in what happens to financial information her firm provided to an agency
when it becomes prut of a FOIA request.
I explained how agencies may have to notify submitters of commercial or financial information
of a possible disclosure. The submitter than has an opportunity to provide detailed reasons as to
why disclosure would be harmful. End.

Diane Bridge

NLRB

1:00

No number
!.Exemption 5

Pam

DOL

I

2:20

415-625-7709
!Exemption 5

No name

Requester

2:45

No number

I

Caller wants to make a request for documents that she believes Justice has, according a press
release she has seen.
Based on her description of the underlying event, it sounded like Antitrust and EOUSA would
have records. I pointed the Caller to our website where she could find addresses for these
components. I also suggested she send a request to the mail referral unit. End.

Lisa Jensen

DOl

2:55

907-271-4621
!Exemption

Michelle

None mentioned

3:00

No number

No name

Requester

3:30

No number

2

51

Caller wanted documents pertaining tv ...11 investigation in NYC.
We discussed the underlying matter, and where the Caller believes responsive documents may be
located. Most likely, the documents are with a NY state agency. I directed the Caller to NY
State Department website that discussed the state "FOIL" provisions. I also mentioned that he
may want to send a request to the FBI, both the HQ and NY field office. I pointed him to our
website and FBI's. End.

Robin Syba

FAA

4:00

No number

IExemption 5 I

Steve Dove

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to see if records pertaining to a settlement agreement could be disclosed under
3

FOIA.
I discussed how they could meet the definition of an agency record (records that are (1) either
created or obtained by an agency, and (2) under agency control at the time of the FOIA request).
End.

4

-I -

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

July 12,2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7
!Exemption 6j

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to obtain a copy of a DOJ report regarding the FBI's "data mining." I tried to find out
which DOJ component authored the report, but I could not find out. I called the Caller back and she did
not know which component authored the report. I told the Caller to try and find out which agency
authored the report. I also told the Caller to contact OPA or make a FOIA request to JMD.

Caller left a message stating that she wanted to speak with someone about protecting personal privacy
information. I left a message explaining FOIA and OIP's function. I told the Caller to call me back. I
also gave the Caller Hillary Jaffee's phone number in case her issue was more of a Privacy Act issue.

Caller had his cell phone number released by a Federal Agency in Cleveland. He did not know which
Federal Agency. I told the Caller that I did not know which Federal Agency and I had no way of finding
out the information. I told the Caller to try and uncover which federal Agency.

Caller wanted a copy of a DOJ July 10, 2007 Memorandum relating to immunity of former counsel to the
President regarding compelled testimony. I searched for the Memorandum, but I could not find it and I
could not find any information about it. I told the Caller that he needed to find out which agepcy
authored the Memorandum and he needed to either contact the agency and see if it would release the
Memorandum to him or he needed to make a FOIA request.

- 2-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

!Exemption

6l

July 12, 2007

Military- Hawaii
!Exemption

6l

Caller stated that he saw some DOD information on a website that he did not think was supposed to be
made public. I gave the CaiJer the DOD's FOIA website.

Caller wanted to know if FOIA required agencies to provide table of contents regarding its releases. I
told her that FOIA did not have such a requirement. Caller then wanted the fee waiver statutory citation
in the FOIA. I gave the Caller the cite and I showed her where the cite was in the FOIA (on the DOJ/OIP
webpage).

I
;"

Caller wanted information about case law regarding audit work papers and investigative support
documents. i tried calling the Caller back several times, but I could only reach the DC Gov computer
phone system and, without the Caller's voicemail box number or her extension, I could not leave a
message. AdditionaiJy, there was no way for me to talk with a person or to leave a general message.

I
!

'·

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: July II, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
Terry Ray

government

Jocelyn

Competition Bureau

?

Citizen - Hastings law firm

IExem@Qlijj -

Issue: DOJ issued a press release back in 2005 discussing a settlement agreement with a power company.
She wants to receive a copy of the settlement agreement.
Caller didn't know the name of the case. I asked her if she could tell by the press release which division
might have handled the case. She noted that the Southern District of Ohio was mentioned in the press
release. I suggested that she contact the Southern Distr)ct of Ohio to see if she could verify the name of

//

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: July I I, 2007

- 2-

the. case, or attempt to do a search on PACER. I then suggested that she could submit a FOIA request
once she !mew for certain which case and which district the case originated from.

Cindy Locket ?

DHS

IExemption 5 I

'I
E:-x-em----,pt~io-n-=5...,11

r:l

i

I

I

I
Denise Roth

Treasury

!Exemption 5

I

I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: July II, 2007

Citizen

Issue: seeking TX state records
I explained to caller that our office only handles federal records, not state records. I advised her that she
must contact the attorney general's for the state of Texas.

Work, Anne D
Evitt, Brent
Wednesday, July 11, 2007 11:05 AM
Work, Anne D
Fw: FOIA Hotline

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

can you fi l e this away in your hotline stuff. I spoke with her yesterday and explained our
issue with litigation advice. Nothing further needs to be done really.
Brent
- ---- Original Message --- - From: Keppel, Melissa J <Melissa.Keppel®dhs.gov>
To: Evitt, Brent
Sent: Tue Jul 10 15:55:53 2007
Subject: FOIA Hotline
Brent,

Melissa Keppel
Associate Legal Advisor
Commercial and Administrative Law Divis ion
Office of the Principal Legal Advisor

u.s.
Tel:
Fax:

I~migration

and Customs Enforcement

(202) 616-0883
(202) 514-0455

NOTICE: This communication may contain privileged or otherwise confidential information.
If you are not an intended recipient or believe you have received this communication in
error, please do not print, copy, retransmit, disseminate, or otherwise use this
information . Please inform the sender that you received this message in error and delete
the messge from your system .

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 10, 2007
Ken Hendricks
DC Govt Youth Services
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller wants to obtain the Office's "Bluebook."

A.

The caller thinks she might be referring to the Guide. I explained to the caller that she
could contact Bertina Adams for info on obtaining a hard-copy of the Guide, or that she
could access it on the OIP web site.
U.S. Office of Govt Ethics

!Exemption 5

Q.

The caller wanted case law for the rule that agencies need not create records in response
to a FOIA request.

A.

I directed the caller to the online March 2007 Guide~ and pin-pointed her to pg 80-82,
notes 165 and 166 discussing-that topic.

!Exemption 5

I

I

!Exemption 5

Q.

The caller wanted to know the status of an appeal
called previously, but did not get a response.

A.

I informed the caller that she previously spoke to me, but that when I attempted to call
back, !received an automated response stating that this cell phope user W<!S un_available;
there was ~ot a v/rn option. I to-ldher that the- appeal was in the review for signature
stage, and that once it is signed it
be mailed.

will

She said she

I

Unnamed

Q.

The caller asked about submitting a request to USers.

A.

I directed the caller to the USers FOIA web site where the contact inforn1ation and other
FOIA-related information is provided.
IExemptic:m 61

Q.

The caller is unhappy that OIP affirmed the FBI's "no records" response in 06-2736, and
he asked to speak with "my attorney" who handled the appeal. I explained that the
attorney who handled the appeal was not representing him, and that this Office does not
represent people making FOIA requests.
He stated that he has the name of the SA involvedin the underlying matter, and he thinks
the FBI has records.

A.

I explained that he could send us a letter requesting reconsideration of his appeal, and that
he could include in that letter information that w-ould support his request for
reconsideration. I cautioned that I could not guarantee that reconsideration would take
place. I confirmed the address that he should use for such a request.

!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller wanted general information on how to make a FOIA request. He mentioned
FBI's eOINTELPRO, but he stated he is unsure about which agency he would like to
request records from.

A.

I explained generally about the FOIA and how to make a request. I directed him to the
DOJ FOIA web site so that he could access govemmentwide information about the kinds
of records the various agencies maintain, as well as the contact information about those
various agencies.

I

Unnamed

Q.

The caller wanted to request information from the Ohio National Guard.

A.

I directed him to the Ohio National Guard HQ's FOIA web site.
Mike Bartlett

GC atFMCS

lExem()tlon 5

I

jExe(Jlption 6j

Q.

A.

The caller left a v/m stating that he wants info on the structure of the FOIA, and asking if
. there is a standard "structure besides the Pueblo.GSA.gov structure."
I left a return vim stating that the caller could call the hotline if he still has a question.

!Exemption

Q.

The caller had a question related to either a state/local records issue or a private dispute.

A.

I explained what this Office does, and I suggested that the caller contact state/local offices
regarding records access or consult a private attorney about the matter.
Unnamed

Q.

The caller asked about Privacy Act guidance.

A.

I explained that OMB provides such guidance, and I provided the OMB contact info.

51

Melissa Keppel

ICE

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

-

July 9, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

!Exemption 6j

Caller needed help making a request to FAA. I explained how to do this.

Preeya Noronha

Yvonne Wilson

!Exemption

5&1

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures for this.

I'
private caller

Caller !J,aif a gu(!stiQn about making a request. I explained the procedures forthiK.

private caller

Caller left a message but my attempts to reach him were unsuccessful.
1

USAO/SDNY

ENRD

Andrea Armstrong

4-0424

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller was inquiring about the status of his request. I left him a voice mail w/this information.

private caller

Caller had a P A question. I referred him to OMB.

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained that we do not advise on such matters.

2

F01A Counselor Notes
Date: July 6
Counselor:
Anne Work

Total calls:

hang up (one of
several)

Q.

A.
private citizen

Q. Wanted information on the Privacy Act. Called stated that the information was personal to
him and he wanted it corrected.
A. Explained. Refd to OMB
private citizen called back

Q . . No orie answered the phone at OMB. Called decided it was not a PA.
A the personal information was parking tickets and the caller wanted them "fixed" Not FOIA
private citizen

Q. Wanted "INS" information on dad
A. Explained that "INS" is now part ofDHS. Gave contact info plus info for EOIR

private

Q. The caller has made a request to the FBI, but hasn't heard anything. Wanted to know the
status
A. Gave contact info for FBI

IE?<emption 5 I

private

how to

private caller

Q: several calls from a unbalanced individual. Caller very hostile

private

Q: the caller wanted records from a city
A: explained fed FOIA. Suggested caller contact state re state access

private

how to

private

Q: a caller who was concerned that family pictures are missing from her photo album
2

I

private

wanted info on how to make a request mailed - sent copy of your rt to fed rec

NLRB

IExempti~J~n 5

I
i

I
I
I

I

private

caller stated that he had mailed a letter to the FBI on July 3 and wanted to know if we had it
explained mail room situation and suggested that the caller contact FBI directly

private

caller stated that he had mailed a request to OIP in June but he had not heard anything
found out that the caller's request arrived on June 6 and had been assigned a number - left a voice
message with number ofrequest

3

/

>

>

- 1-

-----

---··········-···········

Date: 7-5-07
------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

'l
'··!

!Exemption

Q: He wanted his
·criminal record.
A; I gave him name check information.

"

!

61

c.:S /!3

,-

. Stephanie Kenon
. 235-0137

1-

I

A: I provided it.

f
f;
I

Counselor: Dione J. Steams

- 2-

Date: 7-5-07

A: I explained the FOIA hotline to him and said that Janice maybe willing to speak with him. He is an
attorney.

Q: He wanted the Health and Human Services FOIA contact information.
A: I gave it to him.

Fl.11A Counselor Notes
Date: 3 Jul 2007
Counselor:
Sean O'Neill
Donald Taylor

Total calls: 16
Coast Guard FOIA Office

IEX:empti6n 5 I

unknown

private citizen

9:30
Q. Caller feels that her privacy rights are being violated by a court order asking her to tum over
her financial and health records to her husband's attorneys.
A. I informed the caller that I can't help her with those issues. The FOIA clearly does not apply.
She has already spoken with HHS about the potential applicability of HIP AA to health records,
so I referred her to the FTC's website (after a 20 minute call) for information about financial
privacy laws.

Department of Energy

Joe Carson

Q. Wishes to confirm that her FOIA appeal on behalf of
29. It was 86 pages, so it would be difficult to miss.
A. I located the appeal in Chiquita's office. It is waiting to be logged into ,Oracle.

Private citizen
9:58

Q. Caller wishes to find out how to make a FOIA request to GPO.
A. I couldn't find anything on the web regarding GPO and the FOIA. The caller found no FOIA
contact for them on our website either. I talked to Ken and Tom, who confirmed that GPO is not
an agency they dealt with for purposes ofFOIA E.O. compliance. I told the caller that GPO is
apparently not subject to the FOIA. After the fact, Ken showed me pg. 50 of the Guide, where a
court found that GPO is part of Congress and is not subject to the FOIA.

Federal Mediation and Conciliation

2

Irene- legal intern

HHS Office of General Counsel

JAG- Army, Fort Bragg

Pat McEiosky

3

local news station
unknown
Q: I received a call from
at a local news station. He asked for our comment on the
Nat'l Sec. Archives report that was recently issue ExernfilJi6o 6'
A: I referred him to Public Affairs, but sa1 . e a already spoken with public affairs,
and he wanted to get a comment from the DOJ component that handled the underlying matters
discussed in NSA's report. My response was to say that I was sorry, but that we cannot comment
on such matters, only Public Affairs can do so. The call ended at that point.

ll::xempt[on

61

Q: Ms.
me
information about the legal status of a Chinese citizen for whom ·
extradition proceedings have been or will be initiated by the Department of Justice.
A: I told her that our Office only handles Freedom of Information Act legal guidance. I asked her
if she was sure this was a matter that DOJ is involved with, and she said "yes." She asked if
there is someone else she could talk to. I told her that since she is a media representative, ifDOJ
has a public position on the status of the Chinese citizen, then the Office of Public Affairs would
be the component she should talk to.

USA's Office for D.C.

private- Jennings, Strouss & Salmon
law firm.

4

!Exemption 6j

Q - c a l l e d to find out if an attorney has been assigned to FOIA appeal number 07-0504.
It was filed in January from an FBI request.! Exemption 61
A: I called back and left a message f o r - i n which I noted that no attorney has been
assigned to that appeal yet. I told her that I would estimate that 130-150 or so appeals are in front
of hers for assignment to an attorney (after I checked the file cabinets). In my message, I gave a
ballpark estimate of one to two months (give or take) before it would be picked up by an
attorney.

USDA OGC- General law division

!Exemption 5

1.

I
private citizen

n/a

4:30
unknown
----~----------------------~
Q: The caller seeks a document put out by Deputy AG McNulty on the federal prosecution of
business .organizations.
A: I informed the caller that he would need to make a FOIA request for such a document if it is
not already in the public sphere. I checked our website and found the similar memo issued by
Larry Thompson when he was the Deputy AG, 'but I did not see one from McNulty. The caller
was hoping there was a mqre informal way of receiving the document than under the FOIA, but I
told him we cannot ask some people to receive their documents under the FOIA while slipping
documents to other members of the public informally, without a FOIA release determination.

5

FOJA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 2, 2007
Catherine Lev

member of the public

9AM
Wanted FOIA contact information for Department of Transportation.

!Exemption

!31

member of the public .

9:30AM
Waned FOIA contact information for DOD IG and Redstone Arsenal (it's an army post)

Rodriguez

HHS

lOAM

202 619 7674

Selective Service

1

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

11:30 AM

202 203 4577

Army Corps of Engineers

-

member of the public

1Exemb1iof'l 6'1

12:30 PM
A government agency is hiding infonnation from the public and why don't we do anything about
it. I asked if she made a FOIA request and she said no After five minutes of going in circles she
asked if everyone in OIP is as stupid as I am. I said she was welcome to try the hotline on a
different day. She asked to speak to my supervisor. I said she should call the hotline and ask for
- the DireGtor.

member of the public
IExe.mption 61

2

Wanted help finding a DOJ publication online. I found it for her and gave her the URL

IExemption 61

. member of the public

1:30PM

Wanted information and how to make a FOIA request to the FBI

!Exemption

61

member of the public

Basically called to vent, was not happy with FBI's response to his request and our affirming of
that response.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Aug. 31', 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

f

7
DHS

!Exemption

5l

private

Q. Very confused caller wanting expedited treatment, but could not remember what agency she
had written. Caller was (I think) waiting for the acknowledgment letter to recall the agency
A.

Legal Service corp

!Exemption

5l

Legal Counsel

IExemption 5 I

1 .

IExemption 5 I

private

Q: how to

[Exemption 5[

I
I

I

I:
I

I

2

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: August 30, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calis: # 7

Unknown

Private Citizen

11:07 am
Caller wanted to know how to request every piece of information the federal government had on him.
Through question and answer, I advised him to submit requests to the FBI, DEA, and IRS.

!Exemption

IExemption 6
Wanted to know how she could find out who the "director" was that was reviewing the finding of a board
that decided a police officer was killed in the line of d~ty (so that the next of kin would receive his
pension) . After gaining some more information, because it sounded like a state matter, Ms. ~
referenced the Public Safety Officers' Benefits Program, which is run by OJP, so I gave her the address
and phone number to the FOIA contact at OJP.

IExemption 6
Wanted to know the correct spelling of Ken Mortensen's name, so I double-checked it online and
provided the correct spelling.

si

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: August 30, 2007

IExemption 6
She wanted to !mow if a museum qualified as an agency for FOIA purposes. She explained that it was a
state entity so that the federal FOIA didn't apply, but she wanted to !mow if the Smithsonian was
considered an agency for FOIA purposes so as to be able to make an argument either way (she didn't tell
me which way she was going to argue). I referred her to Footnote 52 on page 47 of the 2007 guide for
two cases dealing specifically with this issue.

Private Citizen

Wanted to !mow if a specific law authorized an agency to put material on the website. I referred her to
the FOTA Post of 3/14/01 that dealt with E-FOIA matters.

Secret Service

IExemption 5 I

j.

I·

..J

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

08-29-07
Catherine Lev

Alan Sparian

Office of the US Trustees

9AM

IExemption 5 I

Patty Mantoon

Health and Human Services

9:30AM

202 619 0177
!Exemption

51

I
!Exemption 6

member of the public

She wanted FOIA contact information for Customs and Border Protection and DHS. I gave it to
her.

member of the public

IExemption 6

10:30 AM

She wanted FOIA contact information for DEA and also wanted to know the procedure how to
make an expedited request. I gave it to her.

I

\_...,•'/

/

member of the public (UK)

??
He wanted to know which agencies he should contact about training films and investigative
techniques on car bombs. I said - start with ATF and Federal Law Enforcement Training Center
in Glynco, GA.

IExemption 6

O'Melveny & Meyers

11:30 AM

!Exemption 6

She represents the plaintiff in thecase that Ken Hendricks is litigating. She wanted to
see if this office was opposed to an extension on plaintiffs response. I passed the call to Allen
and he resolved it.

IExemption 6

member of the public
!Exemption 6

He wanted to know what happened to the letter of reconsideration he sent in response to our
decision on his appeal 06-2736. I checked and there wasn't a letter. In the course ofthe call he
discovered that he sent to the wrong address.

IExemption 6

member of the public
!Exemption 6

12:30 PM

He wanted the status of his appeals 07-0344 and 07-1292. I asked around and informed him that
they were both submitted for review.

??

Navy JAG, Pensacola Naval Air
Station

lPM

??
!Exemption

2

51

regulations.

member of the public

??

1:30PM

Wanted to know the status ofhis appeal 06-2783. So I assigned it to myself.

3
I.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 8/28/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 16

Jim Allison

!Exemption

Q. Where can I get my fingerprints taken in D.C.?
A. I told the caller that we don't handle that particular issue, but that I am aware from my own
personal experience that local police departments will do fingerprints if you live in their
jurisdiction.

!Exemption 5

1

/
'l

L/

I

51

!Exemption

sl

Jake Woodson

!Exemption

Sl

Defense Logistics Agency

!Exemption

sl

i

I
City of Ft. Lauderdale

!Exemption 6

was calling to find out where to refer a citizen who came to her office with an identity
theft problem. She wondered if someone at DOJ can help this citizen with his identity theft.
!Exemption 6

I

A: I informed that this Office does not handle identity theft, but that a quick "google"
search shows that the Federal Trade Commission has a website devoted to assisting citizens who
are victims of identity theft.

2

!Exemption

!Exemption

!Exemption 6

I

Swimming Association at a State
University (Syracuse)

unknown
to know if a state university would be required to release salaries of its
·~~:;:;--;n

IExemption 6 I
A: I toldthat each state has its own Freedom of Information laws. Also, the extent to
which each state legislature subjects its universities to the FOIA for that state is going to differ by
state. I gave her the phone number for the NY Committee that oversees its FOIA law.

3

sl

sl

private citizen
!Exemption 6

under the impression that federal law prohibits state agencies from requiring her
social security number as a condition of doing business with her. She cited the Privacy Act for
this proposition.
E,....x-em---,pt.,...io-n"""6....,1

""I

A: I told that only OMB is authorized to give legal advice on the Privacy Act. I referred
her to Hillary Jaffe for further guidance.

Carmen Banerjee

National Drug Intelligence Center

!Exemption

4

sl

Defense Logistics Agency

!Exemption

sl

private citizen

WRONG NUMBER

private citizen
unknown
Q: Caller was wondering if a foreign citizen can make a FOIA request.
A: I told the caller that a foreign citizen is free to make a FOIA request, with the qualification
that as of2003 a foreign government or international government or a representative thereof will
not be able to receive records from an intelligence agency.

Coast Guard

IExemption 5 I

5

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- I --- - - - - - --

···········

Date: 8-27-07
- - - - -- -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
Caller 1:

All ison

Time:

Agency:

Peace Corps

Number:

202.692.2576
!Exemption

Caller 2:

Alex Choi

Time:

'Agency:

Dep't of Education

• Number:

202.786.0512
!Exemption

Caller 3:

Jacob Lipson

Time:

Agency:

ENRD

Number:

202.305.0641
!Exemption

Caller 4:
Time:

Diedre MacNeil

Agency:

USDA

Number:

202.720.8112

51

51

51

IExemption 5 I

1

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Date: 8-27-07

IExemption 61
Caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request. I directed the Caller to the "How to Make FOIA
Request" section of www.usdoj.gov.

Jeannie McCoy

!Exemption

51

Caller was an intern for the FBI and he wanted to know where to make a FOIA request for his
background investigation. I told the Caller to make his request to the FBI.

!

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

•

August 24, 2007
Thomas Hitter

No name

Requester

10:00

No number

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to DEA.
I walked the Caller through our website to find DEA's address and DEA's FOIA webpage. End.

!Exemption

61

Requester
No number

Caller made a FOIA request for his background investigation file. Caller was concerned with the
contents of the file.
I explained to the Caller how this Office is unable to help him make any amendments to his file.
I suggested he contact OPM, since that agency conducted the investigation. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

'

I

----- - ·

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted documents that a Texas state representative had.
I explained to the Caller that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies, but I suggested that the
Caller look into the Texas disclosure statute. I did caution that under the federal law, only
1

\

51

federal agencies, and not members of Congress were subject to the FOIA.' The Caller stated he
would call the state AG. End.

Katrina

ICE

3:00

202-732-0301
!Exemption 5j

No name

Requester

3:30

No number

Caller wanted to know who was subject to the FOIA and how to begin to make a request.
I explained to the Caller that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies and that the Caller would
need to direct the request to whichever federal agency the Caller believed to have the records the
Caller wanted. End.

IExemption 6
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

2

51

Caller wanted to make a request for records on a third party who is now on death row. Caller had
a waiver signed.
Based on the information the Caller told me about the records the Caller was seeking, I suggested
the Caller file a request with this Office and EOUSA. End.

Seth Greenfeld

GSA

4:45

202-501-4560
!Exemption 5

I

I

I
I

3

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- I -

Date: August 23, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

Joanne Swanson

!Exemption 5j

Issue: wants to get copies of state court records and wants to know if he can get them through FOIA
I first explained that we only handle matters on the federal level, not the state leveL I then also explained
that FOIA only applies to agencies part of the executive branch. I told him to call the courthouse and to
see if they are wiiling to provide him the copies he is seeking. But I confirmed that FOIA does not apply
in this instance.
1.,

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: August 23, 2007

Issue: submitted a FOIA request to the FBI via fax, wants to know the status

I provided her with contact information for FBI's FOIA office.
Denin Holman

HHS

I searched Oracle but could find no record of this expedited request. Requester stated that she did not
receive an acknowledgment letter from our office. I told her that someone from theIR staff would be in
touch with her. I sent an email to Marilyn explaining the situation and asking to contact requester.
Caller 8:

Time:
Issue: wants to know how to file a FOIA request with BOP

I provided her with BOP's FOIA contact information and briefly explained how to submit a FOIA
re uest.
Arthur Scrushing

FCC
202-418-2184

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: August 23, 2007

Oilier 10:
Time:
Issue: wants to know status of an FBI appeal- 07-2151

This appeal has been assigned to Catherine on 8/22/07. I provided caller with Catherine's contact info,
however I explained that the appeal was recently assigned to her, so she may not be able at this point to
provide him with an exact time-frame for his appeal.
11:

11ime.:
Issue: very unclear what this caller wanted. She apparently had drawings from Rolls Royce for an
engine of some sort and she wanted to get additional information on this engine.
I suggested that she contact Rolls Royce directly. I really had no idea where to send her.
CaJier 12:

Fred Dan

Agency':

Energy
!Exemption 51

Jennifer Goodman

Education

:

Counselor: R. M. Fine

Date: 08-22-2007 #

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

If

Central Islip School District

Caller wanted to put a FOIA request for the school district's seniority list. Advised that FOIA deals with
Federal agency records.

Incoherent caller. Filed a FOIA request in 2006 for copies of the investigative files by a FBI or EPA
agent into the sale of Agent Orange as commercial weedkiller after the close of the Vietnam war. Says
has had threats from President Bush Sr., and others. "FBI trying to kill me ... " for filing request. Has
filed an appeal in this Office- No. 06-1963; Request No. 1033348. FBI response- Partial Release.
Following second search for cross references, the FBI HQ response was that additional material could
not be located.
I told the requester that I would look at the file at FBI next week to check the search, then this Office
would reply to his appeal by letter.

61

!Exemption

Wanted records on methods of evaluating elementary and secondary schools during the 1950's. Referred
her to the Department of Education.

Broadcasting Board of Governors

Martha Diaz-Ortiz
10:45

!Exemption
--·

--

--·

--

---

\

\/

--

/

-

-

-

51

Counselor: R. M . Fine

- 2!Exemption

Date: 08-22-2007 #

61
!Exemption

51

!Exemption 6

!Exemption

Caller wanted to know ifDOJ had put out a press release today re Bank of America. Nothing posted on
DOJ Press site. Found that the statement was released by the FTC today.

Caller's confidential debt information released to her employer. She wanted information on what agency
to file a complaint. Directed her to the Maryland AG's Consumer Protection hotline.

JimKovakis

Civil Division

!Exemption

Lt. Brian Pape

US Coast Guard

2:20

372-3757
!Exemption

51

51

51

Counselor: R. M. Fine

- 3-

Date: 08-22-2007 #

Dierdre McNeill

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: August 21,2007

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 19
Private Citizen

The caller believed that his now deceased father worked for the CIA or the FBI. He wanted to find out
how he could request records from these agencies. I provided him with the FOIA addresses of the CIA
and the FBI and with Debbie Lopes' number (for the FBI request).

Department of Energy

IExemption 5 I

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to inform OIP of a change of address. An appeal letter (05-2876) was sent to his old
address in September 2006. I will send a copy of this appeal letter to the new address.

Tina Jones

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

\

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: August 21, 2007
!Exemption

51

t:

The caller wanted to provide supplemental material to support his appeal (07 -1980). I provided him with
our fax number.

!Exemption

sl

I

Department of the Treasury

!Exemption

Lois Schiffer

51

National Capital Planning
Commission

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: August 21,2007

· Private Citizen

The caller works for a research company. She was interested in making a FOIA request for information
about specific joint federal and state law enforcement initiatives. I explained that she would have to
make individual FOIA requests to each agency/components of agencies. I specifically suggested that she
·
.
submit requests to DRS and the FBI.

Private Citizen

The caller works at the Richmond Behavioral Health Authority. He was under the misapprehension that
his organization had to comply with the FOIA because it received Medicare and Medicaid funding. I
explained that RBHA was not a federal agency and did not need to process requests pursuant to the
FOIA. I stated that disclosure of information may be governed other privacy laws, such as HIPP A. He
stated that he planned to call the Virginia's Attorney General Office in order to find out what laws he
need to applied to his organization.

Nicholas Murphy

Department of State

IExemption 5 I

Private Citizen

The caller worked that the University of California at Berkeley. The university recently reached a
settlement with the U.S. Attorneys Office in San Francisco. For tax purposes, the caller wanted the
DOJ's employer identification number. I suggested that he contact the U.S. Attorneys Office or EOUSA
to obtain that EIN.

Carol Carly

Department of Homeland Security
703-235-0 I 33

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-4-

Date: August 21, 2007

IExemption 5 I:
f

Department of Agriculture

IExemption 5 I

Jenny

Department of Agriculture- Food
Inspection Services

IExemption 5 I

Brad Mantel

Department of Labor
693-4964

!Exemption

Joanne Swanson

U.S. Attorneys Office - San
Francisco

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 5-

Date: August 21,2007

415-436-6855
!Exemption 5

I

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out how she could obtain various arrival records. I suggested that she contact
DHS . I provided her with the main DHS FOIA address and the service hotline. ·

I

I

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Aug. 20
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

!Exemption 5

I

private

Q. Left several messages, but the caller never returned any of my calls

A.

Q. A series of hang ups
A

Jean Ann Wells
I

I
!Exemption

National Credit Union

1 t'·

51

I.

I

!Exemption

51

private

Q: caller wanted to know if someone who worked at the FBI is a US citizen. Caller claimed that
the person lied to her about where he worked and what he did. Caller did not think that US
citizens should lie
A: not FOIA. Caller did not want to make a FOIA request

private

Q: caller wanted the status of his request. Or appeal. Caller had an FBI request number and an
OIP appeal number.
A: checked Oracle and discovered that OIP affirmed the FBI's action almost four years ago.
Caller had a copy of the letter, but caller did not understand it. It was a straight forward affirm of
the FBI's releasing in part.

AUSA M. Johnson

!Exemption

2

51

Foreign Assets

!Exemption

private

Q: caller was concerned about his granddaughter who he stated was in danger from the tribal
court.

IExemption 5 I

Tammy Hines

!Exemption

Jeannie McLaughlin

3

51

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

8/17/07
Allan Blutstein

-

Total calls: 10

1Exemption61

Q.

8:30
LVM. Who governs FOIA in his particular state.

A.

LVM. Referred caller to State Attorney General
!Exemption 61

Q.

Whether Fanny Mae and Freddie Mac are agencies for FOIA purposes

A.

No.

!Exemption 51

Q.

How to: NSA

A.

Provided contact information

1

!Exemption 61

None

Q.

How to obtain information from a local school district

A.

Not a federal FOIA matter. Referred caller to State AG.

Thuylieu Kazazia (sp?)

!Exemption 51

!Exemption 61

Q.

Wrong number. Seeking material for an "ATP" course.

A.

IExemption 61

None

Q. How to complain about creditors/telemarketing calls
A. FTC

-

None

1Exemption61

N.A.
3:50
Q. Called to discuss/complain about his FOIA lawsuit against OSC, whichis being handled by
AUSA Judith Kidwell
A. Politely listened and told him that I'd mention his call to the AUSA.
2

Office of Thrift Supervision

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- I -

Date: August 16,2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
EOUST

Caller 1:

Caller 2:

Agency:

Time:

Number:

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

61

He claims that he just found out that he is on a terrorist watch list and wanted to lmow what to do about
it. When I called the number he left, a recording stated that the number was either no longer in service
and/or had been disconnected. He called back at 11 :56am. His name and address supposedly came up on
a terrorist watch list and he wanted information on this list. I gave him a phone number to the Privacy
Office at DHS and also gave him the address at DHS to file a request.

Caller 3:

Holly

Agency:

HUD

4
llf--~:::: 1-19:40 -------t--1:. .:._ _: ;:~.,.- t-:---1~
(-ish)

When I was on the phone with call #3, my voicemail took a call, but the caller simply hung up instead of
leaving a message.

1Lic_a_lle_r_5_:~jD_i_cd_re_M_c_N_e_il__________~IA~g~e-nc~y:~j~I_G_-u_s_D_A____________~II
j

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: August 16, 2007

10:48 am

IExemption 61

wanted information related to the lllinois FOIA (specifically how to request records from a
local village). I explained that we deal with the Federal FOIA and directed him to the lllinois Attorney
General's website that had a 57-page guide for the Illinois FOIA.

IExemption 5 I i

When I was on the phone with call #7, my voicemail took a call, but the caller simply hung up instead of
leaving a message.

Nat'l Indian Gaming Comm'sn

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: August 16, 2007

IExemption 5 I

Private Citizen

A caller wanted to know how to obtain information related to her ex-husband who is now incarcerated at
Ft. Leavenworth. I explained that she'd need to first obtain a privacy waiver and then submit a request to
BOP.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-4-

Date: August 16, 2007

Tried to get autopsy records for cousin who died in Indiana jail. I directed him to the Indiana Attorney
General's office for specific information on how to file a request under that state's law.

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 15, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Jeannie McCoy

NIGC

9:00

202-632-7057
jExemption

Dorothy Beatty

Interpol

10:00

30803

sl

,.
I

!

!Exemption

51

Army
No number
!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller was submitting information to the Criminal Division. Caller wanted the information to be
considered "confidential."
I explained to the Caller that I was not familiar with the information that was at issue. I gave the
Caller the Criminal Division's FOIA phone number, since they would have a better idea what the
documents consisted of, and why the Caller would be sending the information to their offices.
End.

Caller wanted to know the status of appeal number 07-0302.
I looked up the appeal in Oracle. OIP has received the request, but it has not yet been assigned to
anyone. End.

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to file a complaint because the Caller believes someone is providing false
information to "authorities" concerning the Caller's "background." The conversation with the
Caller was extremely unclear. The Caller repeated sentences or and was extremely ambiguous on
certain points.
I tried to explain that this Office only deals with the Freedom of Information Act. The Caller
sounded like the purpose of the call was to file a complaint. I informed the Caller that this was
not the appropriate office, and if the Caller felt like a federal agency should be involved the
Caller should contact a FBI field office. End.

!Exemption 6

2

'

I·
I

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request.
!·

I gave the Caller FBI HQ's address. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

2:15

61

Caller wanted to check the status of his FOIP A request to the FBI.
I gave the Caller the FBI's FOIA Requester Service Center number. End.

Bill Holtzman

DHS

2:30

703-235-0353
!Exemption

!Exemption

61
IExemption 61

Caller wanted to know the status of an appeal. The Caller did not know· the appeal number.
I searched by the appellant's name and located the appeal. I told the Caller the status and the
proper appeal number. The Caller wanted OIP to resend the acknowledgment letter. I emailed
Priscilla, who said she will take care of it. End.
3

51

!Exemption

61

Caller left a voicemail stating the Caller had a FOIA question. Caller left a voicemail five
minutes later stating the Caller would be gone for the rest of the day and would try again
tomorrow. End.

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 14, 2007
Michael Sherman

IExemption 61

private caller

Caller had a question concerning his request to the FBI. I advised him on how to follow up w/the
FBI.

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures to him.

IExemption 61

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I advised her to pursue this through the appropriate state
FOIA.

1

51

!Exemption

51

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures to him.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller was inquiring as to the status of2 appeals (both were unassigned in Oracle).

2

sl

~emption6

private caller

Caller was inquiring about the status of a remand of a Crim request. Crim's FOIA office agreed
on a release but is getting resistance elsewhere in the agency. I passed along the info to Caroline,
who worked the appeal.

!Exemption

51

Cameron Powell

!Exemption

private caUter

!Exemption 61

Caller was calling about the status of a remand. I passed along the info to Allan, who handled the
appeal.

3

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 13, 2007
Catherine Lev

Norma Ferguson

Farm Service Agency/USDA

!Exemption

51

Linda Litkey

!Exemption

Jill Sigelbaum

sl

Department of Education

lOAM
!Exemption

sl

Jim Broan

Bureau of Engraving and Printing

!Exemption 51 ;

Marcela Goodridge

Department of Education

HAM

202 4011993
!Exemption sl

-

1Exemption61

member of the public

IExemption 61

11:30 AM

She wanted to know what was the status of the President's initiative to create a DNA database for
all unidentified bodies to facilitate the search for missing persons. Her own brother went missing
in 1978. I pointed her to a few websites, but could not do much else.

??

member of the public

12PM

??

Wanted to know how to make a FOIA request to the DBA. I gave him the information

BA Wells

member of the public
!Exemption

61

He wanted to know information about a federal case. I gave him the EOUSA contact
information and privacy warning (get a waiver from appropriate individuals).

??

member of the public

1:30PM

??

She wanted information on visa issuances. I gave her the Department of State contact info.

I:.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 8/10/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

Donald Hawkins

t

J

Secret Service

!Exemption

IExemption 61

private citizen

not given
had some complaints about his attempts to bring lawsuits in the Court of Federal
Claims and/or the Federal Circuit. He wanted to file a complaint with the Department of Justice.
!Exemption

61

A. I told - t h a t those Courts are in a separate branch of government from the
Department of Justice, and DOJ cannot take complaints about the judiciary's normal handling of
its functions. I also informed him that even ifDOJ handled such complaints the function of this
Office's hotline is solely to give legal advice about the FOIA. I recommended that he talk to the
chief judge of the pertinent court if he has complaints about any of the other judges on that court.

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q. Caller seeks an official copy of an August 2004 memorandum opinion by Attorney General
Ashcroft on the Second Amendment.

~
A: I l e f t . _ . . . a message contammg the website address where he can locate the Imtlal
Request Staffs
address to make such a FOIA request for AG records. I also gave the
address

~~o~n~th~e~~~~-----------------------------------------Dep't of the Treasury

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Export Import Bank

!Exemption

Q: When

61

private citizen

was told by Jim Kovakas that he has sixty
tried to query Jim further on the matter, Jim referred

DOJ must actually
appeal within sixty calendar days of the
date stamped on the Civil Division's response.
was unhappy to hear this, because it has
been approximately seventy calendar days. I informed . .that if he has a good reason for being
untimely, we would certainly take that into account in making our timeliness determination. It
2

!Exemption

61

turns out that .
was
to make his appeal. I
certainly take into account• •llr
the caller that the Civil Divis

private citizen

Unknown

unknown
2:00
Q: Caller seemed confused about an "appeal" acknowledgment letter he received. He gave me
the "appeal" number, and then asked ifl could clarify.
A: As soon as the caller gave me the number, I informed him that it was an FBI request number
rather than an OIP appeal number. The caller immediately seemed to figure out whatever had
confused him, and he ended the call.

private

Law Office

2:05
unknown
------------------------------~
Q: An attorney is trying to get the immigration "A" number for one of her clients, and she wanted
to know if there is another way to get it than by making a time consuming FOIA request.
A: I informed the caller that the former INS is no longer within DOJ, that it is now a part of
Homeland Security. I speculated that USCIS likely would not give out such information over the
phone, but perhaps USC IS has a quicker way than a FOIA/PA request to provide such
information. I gave the caller the phone number for US CIS's FOIA shop so that it can give her
better advice on the quickest way to receive such information.

private citizen

unknown

3:25
unknown
Q: Caller sought the addresses to make FOIA requests to EOUSA and the Bureau of
Reclamation.
A: I gave the caller EO USA's FOIA address and referred the caller to our website for the Dep't of
the Interior's FOIA Office's address.

3

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q: Caller called about her defaulted student loans.
A: I referred the caller to the Department of Education.

Jill Siegelbaum

Dep't of Education

!Exemption

4

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

August 9, 2007

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 11
Vanessa Lockett

IExemption 5 I

Ca1ler was confused and angry. He wanted to know to which government department he should make
allegations against regarding alleged harassed and stalking by the government. He wanted me to figure
out which government agency was watching him. I explained OIP's function and FOIA. I told the Caller
that I could not help him.
Teresa Simpson

Animal and Plant Health Services

I

\..

CoWlselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

August 9, 2007

Caller wanted to know the status of his FOIA request with ATF. I left a voicemail message giving the
· Caller ATF's FOIA .Office's phone number.

Caller wanted records about the Metro Transit Authority in Houston. I explained OIP's function and the
FOIA. I emailed Caller the phone number for the AG Office of Texas Open Government Hotline (I
emailed the number because Requester said that he was in his car and needed the number emailed).

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

Seeking animation used by the government in US v. Phillip Morris. I gave the Caller the number and
address for EOUSA's FOIA Office.

Caller wanted me to fax him all of the fax numbers and email addresses for all of the departments of
DOJ. I left a voicemail for the Caller explaining OIP's function and the FOIA. I gave the Caller DOJ's
web address to help him find the information that he sought.

!Exemption 6j

Caller wanted the status of his appeal, App. No. 06-2577. I told the Caller that the appeal has not been
assigned, but it is in the queue for review

- 3-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

!Exemption

August 9, 2007 .

61

Caller wanted to know how many days he had after sending a FOIA response before he could start
judicial action. I informed the Caller that if the agency did not respond to a FOIA request, he could file a
judicial action 20 days after the agency received the request. I also informed the Caiier that he would
have to go through the administrative appeal process if the agency responded to the request.

Caller wanted to know how fast he would receive records if he sent a FOIA request. I told the Caiier that
I could not provide an answer because there are many variables to when (or if) a FOIA requester receives
records.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Augustf
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

!Exemption

sj

Broadcast Board of Gov

I·
I

jExemption 5j

private

caller was insistent that she speak to MAP. Caller got her name off of the web. Caller was very
upset about govt spying on her and planting electrodes in body

private

how to

Christine Smith

!Exemption 5

private

about status of request. Or appeal. The caller did not know. The caller did not have a number for
the request/appeal.

2

caller was concerned that pages were missing from the release. Request from OIP. Checked
with IR and found that no pages were missing. All pages located were released

Brad

State Dept

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

Army

private

how to

3

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 7, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Mark Grobesman
9:15

IExemption 5 I

Chris Geisler

!Exemption

Melody Adams

USDA

10:15

301-734-5272
!Exemption

(

'·

.~· ·

1

51

sl

!Exemption

Robert Kahn

IExemption 5 I

Nicole Merill

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
IExemption 61

Caller called me back on August 8. Caller is brining action against the Department of Justice
because she did not receive a response to a FOIA request. Caller clarified that a complaint has
already been filed and that service of process is now necessary.
·
I told the Caller to contact the Office of the Attorney General (202-353-1555) and the Office of
US Attorneys in Maryland. End.

2

51

51

DOL

Paula Lynch

202-693-3556

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller received a response to his appeal from this office (Appeal No. 07-0950). The letter
informed the Caller that the responsive records were destroyed according to the routine
destruction schedule. Caller wanted to know what the last paragraph meant concerning judicial
rev1ew.
I explained to the Caller that this paragraph cites to the authority under which a complainant can
bring action against the Department. Caller did not want to pursue this .action. End.

IExemption 61

Caller wanted information on a private doctor.
I explained to the Caller that the FOIA is a disclosure statute applicable to federal agencies. End.

Christy Van Guten

U.S. Special Counsel

1:45

202-254-3666
!Exemption

3

51

Caller made a request to BOP and wanted to check the status of the request.
I gave the Caller BOP's FOIA Requester Service Center number: 202-616-7750. End.

!Exemption

Ben Quick

BOP

2:15

609-723-1100 ext. 869
!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about his 1040 tax return.
l explained to the Caller that this is the Freedom of Information Act hotline and it sounded like
4

sl

sl

he would need to contact the IRS. Caller insisted that DOJ needed to be contacted. I explained
that OIP did not appear to be the proper office and that this office could help if the Caller wanted
to make a FOIA request. The Caller did not want to make a FOIA request, so I directed the
Caller to our switchboard: 202-514-2000. End.

!Exemption

61

No answer. Called twice.

Caller wanted to make a request, but was unsure which component would have responsive
records in DOJ.
Based on what the Caller told me about the underlying issue, I suggested the Caller send a
request to EOUSA and Antitrust. I also suggested the mail referral unit in case these components
did not have responsive documents . End.

!Exemption

61

FBI

IExemption 6 I
!Exemption

5

sl

Date: August 6, 2007

- 1-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 15
e~IIer, 1:·

Citizen- Sports Medicine

Issue: had some questions pertaining to Medicare issues
I referred him to HHS for questions regarding Medicare.

Issue: wants docket number for a case or copy of indictment on a case
Apparently the US atty's office for Southern District of CA made a press release on a certain case and she
wants docket number for that case. I suggested she contact directly the Southern District of CA or call
the courthouse for Southern District of CAin San Diego. I gave her both numbers. I figured that if a
press release was made perhaps the US atty's office would provide that info without requesting a FOIA
re uest.
Laura Bandini

National Labor Relation Board

!Exemption

4·:

!Exemption

61

Issue: had question regarding the status of his Treasury FOIA request, also wanted to provide his new
address.
I provided caller with the contact information for Treasury's FOIA office.
Robert Brown

HUD
202-402-2223
!Exemption

51

51

CoWlselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: August 6, 2007

Did not catch his name

Issue: has questions regarding his income taxes and wants all information regarding income tax law
I suggested that he contact the IRS helpline. I gave him the 1-800 number for the IRS help center.
John Sevemy

OSHA

!Exemption

51

· Barbara Good

IExemption 5 I

Paul Bardos

agency

!Exemption

Maurine Bryant

International Trade Commission
: :iN,urnue~~:.

!Exemption

51

:

202-205-3287

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3!Exemption

Date: August 6, 2007

51

Issue: wants copy of a McNulty Memorandum
I told him to submit a FOIA request to our office and provided him with our contact information+ fax
number.
Bill Tobey

FTC

!Exemption

JeffHovell

51

USDA

IExemption 5 I

Caller 14:
.Time:
Issue: had question regarding her appeal that was remanded to CRIM division back in December. She
still has received no answer from CRJM on her remand.
This is appeal no. 06-2837, it was remanded back to CRIM in December 2006. I suggested that she
contact first the CRIM division to see what the current status of the remand is. I provided her with
CRIM's FOIA office contact info. I also noted that Caroline handled this appeal and if she has any
further questions to contact her directly.
Linda Litkee

FEMA

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 4-

Pate: August 6, 2007
!Exemption

51

Counselor:Ramona M. Fine

- 1-

Date: #8-3-2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

l/

!Exemption

Refused

51

citizen

11:00
Caller wanted help to obtain medical help for brother incarcerated in state prison, and information about
how to have DOJ investigate the prison ..
Advised of role of FOIA.

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Counse!or:Ramona M. Fine

- 2-

Date: #8-3-2007

!Exemption

Very young child.
12:50
No significant content.

Wants information on William Jefferson office search.
Returned call: left message.

!Exemption

61

Caller left message at desk. Busy signals and no answer to several calls I made during the course of the
afternoon. Called back at 4:30. Teacher has questions about how to expunge her record of arrest on
suspicion ofMethamphetamine use. Explained FOIA role. Asked if she had an attorney- she has but
called OIP because has not yet met with him.

JimDann

How to make a FOIA request

US Dept Transportation

sj

Counselor:Ramona M. Fine

Date: #8-3-2007

-3-

Probable prank call from colleague. " Russian spy defecting."

DRS Secret Service

August 2, 2007

Sean J. Vanek

FOIA COUNSELOR.NOTES
Total Calls: # 15
Export!Irnport Bank

!Exemption

51

SSA - Houston, TX

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Theresa Simpson

August 2, 2007

Sean J. Vanek

·I
When I called her back, I left a message on her cell phone with my direct number (I 2:04pm). She
wanted to know where to direct a request for information related to grants made under the Violence
Against Women Act. Using the DOJ website, I located the address to the Office on Violence Against
Women FOIA address. When/if she calls back, I'll give it to her.

jExemption sj

Unknown
No message- caller hung up.

j Exemption 6j

Wanted to know how he could obtain a transcript of a press conference
Bill Mercer that was
held yesterday concerning British Airways. I directed him to the hompage of DOJ's website where the
first item listed was a press release. He wanted a transcript, but he did admit that he didn't think one

August 2, 2007

Sean J. Vanek

existed, so the press release was good enough. He then called back a few minutes later after talking with
OPA. They informed him that there was a transcript, but since he was not media, he could not have a
copy. I called OPA to inquire about this and was told that since they are the press office, they only deal
with the press.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

No number
Wanted a copy of a incident report concerning an alleged sexual assault that she was the victim of that
took place at Ft. Drum. I explained that she would need to file a FOIA request with the Dept. Of the
Army. She complained that nobody would help her and that everybody but her has a copy of the file .
She needs the report for the VA hospital, so I suggested that someone there may be able to help her, or
failing that, to contact Ft. Drum directly. She stated that she seemed to remember somebody at the VA
suggesting the same course of action, but just wanted to double-check.

Private Citizen
No Number Given
Wanted the address for HUD's FOIA office. I gave it to her, and she asked for a phone number which I
also provided.

Private Citizen
None Given
He had requested records from the VA and the VA told him that they would answer him in due time as
they were operating on a first-come, first-serve basis. He asked how he could force the VA to comply
with the 20-day time limit when responding to requests, and I explained that as of right now, the only
remedy FOIA provides is filing suit to compel an agency to comply with the statutory time limits.

!Exemption

51

Sean J. Vanek

August 2, 2007

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

61

Mr.
in a nursing home and one of his patients requested records from the SSA and was
initially deriied access to them. He wants to know what his next step is in order to obtain the records. I
called him back at 2:33pm and got a busy signal. I called again at 2:51 pm and he informed me that he
had answered his own question.

!Exemption

61

Wants a certified copy of a memo to then-Attorney General Ashcroft regarding the 2nd Amendment.
After talking with Nick, he explained that information released under FOIA is presumed authentic and no
documents are "certified." I called
at 2:35pm and received no answer (nor did an
answering machine pick up. I tried again 2:53 pm with the same result).

!Exemption

61

Wants to know if once a requester makes a FOIA request, is that information then public also. I
explained that unless the request was about themselves (thus essentially making it a privacy act request)
the fact that a requester made a FOIA request was releaseable.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 1, 2007
Catherine Lev

!Exemption

Amanda??

Department of Treasury

9:30AM

703 905 3537
!Exemption

Tziporah Bullard

Department of State

lOAM

202 663 0383

51

51

IExemption 5 I

Executive Office of US Trustees

Carmen Banergee

member of the public

She wanted to know if the FBI has a physical reading room. I found her a phone number on the
FBI website where she can set up an appointment.

Diane Bridge

NLRB

11:30AM

202 273 3851
!Exemption

Greg Vilders

Customs and Border Protection

12PM

572 8772

51

!Exemption

2

51

??

member of the public

??
12:30 PM
Wanted to know what the salary of the Attorney General was. I said -look online for salaries of
members of the Cabinet.

!Exemption

61

member of the public

Not a FOIA issue- traffic accident in New York City.

??

member of the public

1:30PM

??

Why can't the federal government force the state ofMichigan to release records? Would not
believe me when I told him that federal FOIA has no authority for state records.

Dorothy Lee

OJP

2PM

202 616 3267

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 6

I

US Air Force JAG
!Exemption 6

I
!Exemption

3

51

!Exemption

51

??

member of the public

3PM

??

Civil rights violation by Massachusetts state police - I explained about state FOIA.

member of the public

??

3:30PM

He needed information on his own arrests. I explained NCIC procedure.

4

- 1-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 9/27/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 1a

•

[Exemption 5]

The caller had a question about obtaining a duplicate copy of her permanent resident card. I
recommended that she contact the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services office at the Department of
Homeland Security and provided her with the telephone number.

Kaita Stackhouse

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 9/27/07

- 2-

Private Citizen

The caller asked whether she should send separate FOIA requests to each individual DOJ component, or
whether she could send them to one centralized office. I explained that she should send the request to
each of the DOJ component separately.

Karen McFadden

DOJ - Management Planning Staff

Ann Cook Graver

International Trade Commission
202-205-3102

-3-

Date: 9/27/07

IExemption 5 I

Private Citizen

The caller was a paralegal at a law firm and wanted to find out how to make a FOIA request for
information from the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service on behalf of a client. I directed her to
their USCIS's FOIA website which contained detailed information about making a request.
.

Ariadna Gerk

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: September 26, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13

~xemption 5]

Wanted to know the status of his FOIA request sent to Customs and Border so I gave him the number for
the FOIA contact at CBP.

lExemption 5 I

[Exemption 5

I

Facing an impending appeal deadline, he wanted tq know if he sent
appeal in via Fed-Ex Saturday
delivery if anybody would be in the office to receive it. I told him no, but he was more than welcome to
fax the appeal if he was concerned about a deadline.

He wanted to know about the administrative appeal process for his FOIA request. When I called back,
there was not an option to leave a message nor a voicemail. He called back at 3:28pm but we were cut
off and when I called again I got a busy signal.

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen

Wanted the status of his FOIA request with the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

so I

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

gave him the number to DOT's FOIA Requester Service Center.

Date: September 26, 2007

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 25, 2007
Michael Sherman

Caller was concerned about the lack of response to her request, which was to another agency. I
explained that she should follow up w/that agency.

Caller had an immigration issue to raise. I explained the limits of what this Office does.

private caller

Caller had a question concerning his request to SSA. I suggested following up w/SSA.

private caller

Caller wanted a status update on his appeal. I provided what information I could.

private caller

Caller had a question about a request to EOIR. I referred him there.

private caller

Caller wanted information concerning the status of his remand to USMS. I suggested he follow
up w/them.

IExemR'tio!1'' 5 I

2

f. •

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 24, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Department of Interior

Alex Mallus
9:00

Caller wanted to know where to direct a request for information on federal student loans.
I explored Department of Education's website and it appears they administer these loans. I could- ·
net-loeate the specific agency within that Department tliat would have these records, but I
recommended the Caller call Education's FOIA office. I gave the Caller their number. End.

Debbie Anderson

Not Given

I
(: '

!Exemption 5

Caller left a message regarding the procedure to make a request.
I called the requ<::ster back, but did not hear back from her. End.

Bill Line

IExemJ)tion 5 I

AI Sibarium

EOUST

5:00

34505

2

I

!Exemption 5

3

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

09-21-2007
Catherine Lev

Heather Guthrie

National Endowment for Humanities

9AM

??

Rosalyn Rossi

NLRB

9:30AM

202 273 0028

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

He wanted to know how to get records from the State of Utah. I explained.

Munroe

member of the public

10:30 AM

??

He wanted to know the status of his appeal 05-2876. I left him a message that it has been closed
administratively.

Robert Moll

DHS

IFOIA Exemption

sl

IFOIA Exemption

51

IE?<emption 5.~ I

Betty Ojala
11:30 AM

??

member of the public

12PM

??

Not an actual question, just a lot of venting that Congress exempted itself from FOIA and threats
to expose corruption.

12:30 PM

Martha Diaz Ortiz
1PM

2

Counselor: Kathleen McNa.:..::b_:b___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- _1 _- - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - S__:ep
_:__t_.2_0_.:_,_20_0_7_

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 20

Caller wanted a copy of the FOIA and information about FOIA mailed to him. I put OIP's FOIA
brochu~e in the mail for Caller.

Alex Choi

Dep't of Ed (Civ Rts)

Caller wanted information from a university. I explained OIP's function and told the Caller to try the
appropriate state AG or the Dep't of Ed.

IExemption 5 I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Sept. 20, 2007

!Exemption 5

I

Caller only left a message with his phone number. I tried the number several times and no one answered.

Heather Gaughtry

Nat'l Endowment Humanities

IExe.mptiqn 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Caller wanted information about an appeal. I called the Caller and left a voicemail message and did not
hear back.

Caller wanted information about Minnesota's FOIA. I gave the Caller the Minnesota AG's phone
number.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Sept. 20, 2007

Dorothy Beatty

Caller left a message stating that he wanted US Customs and Border Patrol information. I left a
voicemail explaining OIP's function and told the Caller to try US Customs and Border Patrol.

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to the Forrest Service. I gave the Caller the address for USDA's
FOIA Office.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Teresa Simpson

Sept. 20, 2007

- 4-

USDA
301.734.53 85

IEx'e'Q\ption .5 J

Caller wanted to know if the 60 day appeal time limit was deciphered from the appeal letter's postmark. I
told the Caller that, according to 28 CFR § 16.9(a), the DOJ needed to receive the appeal letter within 60
days of the date of the letter denying the FOIA request.

Pam Ortega

Dep't of Energy
505.845.4441

FOIA Counselor Notes

Date:
Counselor:

1'1 2007

September~

Ken Hendricks

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that she would like to know the status of her request.

A.

The caller is actually inquiring about a request she submitted to the State Dept., so I gave
her the inquiries telephone number for State.

Sandy Balmer

GSA, Atlanta Office

USAF Info Lit Branch

I

I

)

.

~

I

I.

unidentified writer

Q.

The caller wanted to speak with someone regarding a magazine article she is writing
about the law, and she is not sure which office to call.

A.

I gave her the contact number for OP A.

Ray McLaughlin

State Dep't

202-261-8343

IExemptfon 5 I

IRS Chief Counsel's Office .

Fin Cen, Treasury

Charles Keckler

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Administration for Children and
Families
202-260-3530

Catholic Relief Services

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that she had a Privacy Act question.

A.

I left a return v/m stating that we do not provide P A guidance, and stating that OMB does.

IExemption 61

Journalist from Denver

Q.

The caller wanted information on requesting records from the U.S. Secret Service.

A.

I directed him to the FOIA web site for the Secret Service.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 9/18/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: \

3

Sara McGraw

l~emptio'l!}

I

Institute of Museum and Library
Services

IExemptioh 5 I

Bureau of Indian Affairs- Eastern
Region

} .

[. .

National In~ian Gaming Commission

Jeanne McCoy

Lindsay Anchors

private citizen

2

(

12:50
Q: Caller had questions about an EO USA request that has not been appealed.
A: I informed the caller that we would not have any record of the request. I gave her the service
center number for EO USA.

n/a ·
n/a
Q: Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for an Order of the Attorney General.
A: I told the caller that requests for records of the AG should be made to this Office. I gave her
OIP's address as listed on the DOJ FOIA website.

unknown

iiijisought a phone number for the FOIA Office at the FBI, for purposes of coordinating
litigation.

~'"':":":"'""':":""\'~

the main phone number for the FBI's FOIA Office.

U.S. Army Audit Agency

The Virginian Pilot newspaper

(news reporter) asked about the status ofhis appeal number 07-1657.
3

;

IExemption 61

A: I looked into the matter, and then infonned-hat an attorney was assigned the file in early
August, who recently submitted the file for further review by reviewing attorneys. Since the file
has been sent up for review, it may only be a couple of weeks until our decision is made,
assuming that the file involves no complicated issues.

Treasury Department

!Exemption 5

DHS FOIA Office

IExemption 5 I

4

I

- 1-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: September 17, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
Latricia Morris

Norfolk- Fire Rescue Dep't

IExefiiption 5i I

leffHouvell

USDA
202-720-8215

Issue: has specific questions on DOl's Sex Offender's website
I provided him with the contact information for DOl's SMART office (Sex Offender Sentencing,
Monitoring, Apprehending, Registering a11d Tracking). I thought they might be able to help him.

private company that contracts with the government. This company will
Issue: Mr.
often submit a FOIA request regarding various contracts they have entered into with the government. He
was wondering if his company can sell to another company the records they have obtained from the
government through a FOIA request.
I informed caller that his company is free to do whatever it pleases with the records received from a
FOIA request. If his company lmows another company that would like to purchase these records, there
would be no problem with his company selling the records to this other company.
Sharon Brena

Sollicitor

I
'
'
I

-·~-------

Date: September 17, 2007
jExemption 5

-2-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

--- -

----~---

-------

Denise Corvert

----

---

JMD-DOJ
!Exemption 5

Bill Holderen

!Exemption 5

Robyn Weyland

IExemption 5

Issue: requested that information on FOIA be mailed to his PO Box address.
I'm sending him "Your Right to Federal Records" brochure.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: September 14, 2007

- 1-

------------------------------------------------------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 18
TinkCooper

Civil Rights

IExemption 5 I

He wanted to know where to send a FOIA request for specific information regarding research he is doing.
After a few minutes ofQ & A, I gave him the address for FBI HQ and the Detroit FO.

10:42 am

Caller left a message that was garbled and did not contain enough ·

Private Citizen
10:53 am
This (lengthy) call was from a private citizen who accuses the IRS of purposefully violating the FOIA.
He had several questions regarding the 20-day time limit in which to respond to requests and other
questions related to the administrative appeal process and/or filing suit in the federal district courts.
Finally, I gave him the phone number and address of Albert D. Adams, the Director of the Disclosure
Office for the IRS .

Veterans Affairs

r
- 2-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: September 14, 2007

!Exemption 6j

11:34 am
She works for the defense attorney in a criminal case being prosecuted by the D.NM and she wanted to
!mow how to get copies of various press releases made by DOJ regarding the case. I gave the address for
both OPA (through OIP) and for EOUSA.

Private Citizen

I explained
Caller wanted to find out how to get a business license for a hotel in Ohio through the
that other than firearms dealers, the federal government does not issues business licenses and that she'd
need to contact the state of Ohio for that information.

Caller wanted to know how he could find out if a particular company had ever been investigated. After a
few questions, it turns out he was seeking information about a corporation that was possibly facing state
charges, so I referred him to the Delaware version of the FOIA as the company was incorporated there.

Private Citizen

Wanted to know when BOP would respond to a remand from OIP that was dated 6/18/07. I explained
that there is no good way to gauge when BOP would respond but that they would do so as soon as they
could.

Univ. Western Florida
Wanted to know which agency to submit a request for information regarding the Rural Electric
Borrowers statistical analysis. I gave him the address and phone number for the FOIA contact at the
Dept. Of Agriculture.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: September 14, 2007

Wanted information regarding the background investigation process.· In talking with him, he was
concerned that a temp agency violated his privacy by conducting a background investigation. He asked if
they may have broken any laws and I explained that it was more than likely they simply searched publicly
available records and that if he was really concerned he should check with his state's attorney general.

!Exemption 6j

was fired from AFLAC in 2006 and wanted to know if his privacy rights were violated by
AFLAC when they told a prospective employer the reasons for firing him. I told him that the Privacy Act
only applies to the Federal government and that he should check AFLAC's privacy policy and if he was
still concerned, to contact his state's attorney general.

He wanted to know how to submit and appeal a request for information from the Dept. Of Veterans
Affairs . I gave him the address and telephone number of the FOIA contact.

Wanted information on how to request records from the 9/11 Victim Compensation Fund. According to
the FOIBLE, calls regarding information for the Fund are to be directed to the Civil Division, so I gave
him the telephone number for the FOIA contact at Civil.

Private Citizen

He wanted to know the status of his request at DOJ, but he was unable to remember who he sent the
request to. I told him when he remembered to feel free to call back, or check out the DOJ's website and
call the component directly.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 4-

Date: September 14, 2007

NASA's General Counsel's Office

!Exemption 5

Wanted to know what he needed to submit a request on a specific person and where to direct that request.
After I explained the need for a privacy waiver, he stated that the person would never sign one, thanked
me for the information and hung up.

Private Citizen

Wanted to know how to obtain a form from the state of New York to submit a FOil. request. Once I
explained that we only handle the federal FOIA, he stated that he'd look it up on-line at the New York
state's website.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Sept. 13, 2007

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12

IExemptioh 5 I

Bob Mull

DHS
703.235.0136
!Exemption 5

Indian Affairs Office

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Sept. 13, 2007

Sara McGraw

Caller wanted information about the FBI and its search techniques. I gave the Caller
phone number at the FBI.

I gave the Caller the cite for 5 USC § 552(a)(6)(A)(i) for the twenty day response requirement under
FOIA.

Cathy Spence

OEO

Caller wanted information about her ¥edicare Numb~, I gaye the Caller the phone number for HHS
Center for-Medicare and Medicaid Services.

jExenwtion ql

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Sept. 13, 2007

-3-

Caller wanted help with the sale of her boyfriend's motorcycle. I left a voicemail message explaining
OlP's function and telling the Caller that I could not help her.

Dorothy Beatty

Interpol
30803
!Exemption 5

Cynthia Morrison

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 9/11/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 16

Natalie Richardson

National Ocean Service- Dep't of
Commerce

Tammy Ray

Department of Agriculture- risk
management

freedom was sculpted in late 1850's in Rome, Italy. To make a long
story
been unable to get the Architect of the Capitol to provide her Foundation
with more:information about the sculpture. ·She wanted to know if the Architect is required to
answer her·questions under the FOIA.
A. I
Congress has unfortunately not subjected itself to the FOIA, so she will not
be able to receive the answers she is looking for through a FOIA request. It does appear that the
1

G.

··.

Capitol Architect falls under the legislative rather than the executive branch~

private citizen

IExemption 61
Q. Had a question about an agency's release of information about her.
A. I left a return message for her to call me back directly.

Office of the Federal Detention

ISxemption 5 I

Andrea Armstrong

IExemptian 5

2

I

Maritime Administration

IExemption 5 I

private citizen

unknown

11:50
Q: Caller requested information about USMS vehicles in Wisconsin.
A: I gave the caller the phone number for USMS's FOIA Office, but informed him that USMS is
unlikely to give out such information over the phone. Accordingly, I also gave the caller USMS's
address for making a FOIA request.

Martin County Tax Administration

Q:
made a FOIA request for BOP facility employee names and contact information, but
was denied the information under Exemption 7(C). She had questions about the withholding.

IExemption 6 I

A: I told hat she should talk to BOP about its response to her. I informed her that she
does have appeal rights to this Office within sixty days of BOP's initial determination.

unknown

Q: All that the caller left in her message was "Please put this file back on her desk, perhaps she
will reconsider it."
A: I was unable to respond, the caller left no phone number.

3

Penn State University
not given
Q: Caller left a message, but stated that he will call back tomorrow.
A:

Pamela Johnson

private citizen
not given
some general questions about FOIA requests and appeals and judicial review at
He also asked about assessable fees.
l,~x~ri18xUo~o ~l
A: I told ~hat all agencies should provide some type of second-level administrative review
-crfinitial F()JA-decisions, including FEM:A. +told himthat-judiciaheview ·
·
1-'-h... ~-----is dissatisfied with FEMA's administrative appeal response. Regarding fees, !told
the DOJ, fees are assessable after the first 100 pages at 0.10 per page. FEMA has its own fee
schedule, but it likely does not differ dramatically from DOJ's.

4

private citizen

unknown

4:25
Q: The caller asked how he could obtain his medical records from the State of California under
the FOIA.
A: I informed the caller that California's records can only be made available to him under the
Open Records laws of the State of California. The only exception would be ifthe state records
were in the custody and control ~fa federal agency.

BLM- New Mexico

5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Sept. 10, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

tC;

Steve Laughton
treasury

IExemption 5 I

private

Q.
made a request to DEA. The request has
acknowledged, but the caller has not
received any records yet. The caller thinks DEA is not responding because he has had some
problems with police
A discussed backlog

I

Q. Caller wanted information on the driver's privacy protection law.
A. Tried to refer the caller to OMP for the privacy part, but the caller was insistent that DOJ
handled this law. Explained the function of this office, but the caller was not interested and hung
up

1

I
('

l

IExemption 61

Q. Wanted a copy of an unpublished case
A. Faxed it

private

Q: question about timing of response from agency
A: explained backlog

Forest Service

IExemptlol') 5 I

ICE
Angela Alfred

2

3

- 1-

Counselor: Ramona M. Fine

Date: #09-07-2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

IExemption'-~ I

Richmond, VA Fire & Emergency
Services

Explained limits of FOIA.

David Berkowitz, Esq

US Department of Education

Caller claims to have information on serial murders, breaking and entering, theft of his claim to i-Pod,
among other claims. Has filed several requests with FBI HQ. Has appealed latest one to this office.
Wanted to know this office's procedure for handling an appeal. Summarized it for him.

--

-

-

Date: #09-07 -2007

- 2-

Counselor: Ramona M. Fine

Oliver Lewis

State Department

1:50

202-647-2227

- - ·

- - -

-

.......==-

--

-

Caller believes she was wiretapped. Sent two FOIA requests to the FBI, and response was No Records.
"Lowlife cowards ... " Told her how to file an appeal.

Nelson Hermanillo

Civil Rights

3:00

6-3959

Rosalind Rossi

NLRB

3:15

202-273-0028

(,

Counselor: Ramona M. Fine

Date: #09-07-2007

-3-

Colleen Thompson

Bureau Engrving & Printing

4:55

817-847-3845

!Exemption 5

AUSA Wisconsin
608-266-0320

I

Date: 9/6/07

- 1-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10
Social Security Administration

Tracy Glennings

IExemption 5 I

Private Citizen

The caller worked for Exxon. She wanted to make a FOIA request for information from the Coast Guard.
I walked her through the process of submitting a request and provided her with the Coast Guard's email
address and physical address for FOIA requests.

National Labor Relations Board

Michelle Wainer

202-273-1720
!Exemption 5

Private Citizen

The caller left a very involved message concerning where she could be reached. I returned her call, but
she did not call back.

Private Citizen

v
•'

I

/

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 9/6/07

- 2-

The caller had questions concerning statutes involving recruitment/human resources. I left her a
voicemail message explaining the function of our office and stated that if she wanted to discuss a FOIA
matter that she should call the hotline again.

Office of Special Counsel

IExernption 5

Private Citizen

The caller was concerned that her ex-husband, who is incarcerated in a prison in New York, has
contacted her mother through the mail. In a letters sent to her mother, the inmate attached an
acknowledgment letter from our office signed by Priscilla. The caller wanted to find out whether we
could prevent her ex-husband from contacting family members. I suggested that she contact the prison
directly.

Colleen Thompson

Bureau of Engraving and Printing
817-847-3845

jpxemption

o

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 9/6/07

The caller submitted a request to the U.S . Forrest Service and wanted to find out information about fees
incurred under the request. I explained the requirements for a fee waiver and also discussed ways in
which he could narrow the scope of his request to reduce fees. I also directed the caller to our website,
since the U.S. Forrest Service has similar regulations with respect to fee waivers.

Private Citizen

The caller was a staffer in a New York City Councilman's office. One of the councilman's constituents
was also on the phone. The caller was concerned that a private trade school was withholding records
related to the constituent. He wanted our office to take some type of affirmative action. I explained the
function of our office and the role ofFOJA in general.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

9/5/07
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 13

jExeniptlon 5

I

1Exemptjon'5. j

N.A.

none

11:07
N.A
Q. Caller hung up before I could ass!st. He !_ll~ption~g thaJ a field office had told him that he
needed to make a request in writing. When I attempted to clarify which agency he was talking
about, he cursed and hung up.
A.
..~

..

I.

-

!Exemption 6j
jExemption 6j

Q.

Question re: Appeal No. 07-1802, affirming FBI's no records response.

I worked on this appeal. I explained that FBI had located no records on the subject he had
requested, i.e., "Ponytail for Justice". Ifhe wanted a search performed on a different subject,
namely himself, he would need to submit a further request, as appeal letter indicated. Caller
argued that his first request encompassed records about himself and he stated that he would not
submit a second request.
A.

!Exemption 5 ·1

Forest Service
(503) 808-2268
!Exemption 5

I

1:35
Q. How to: FBI and EOUSA

A. Provided contact information

2

!Exemption 6.1

Q. How to : State
A. Provided contact infonnation

Civil Rights

Nelson Hermilla

IExemgtion 5 I

IExemption 61

Q. Howto

A. Provided contact information
Broadcasting Board of Gov.

!Exemption 5 I

N.A.

None

4:00
Q. How to : FDA

N/A

A. Provided contact information

3

.·''

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: September 4, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7

-

Issue: wants to know status ofhis appeal, 06-2881
I left him message informing him that Catherine handled this appeal and to contact her directly if he had
any further questions concerning this appeal. I provided him with Catherine's number.

!Exemption 5 ·1

Pauline Byrd

DHS - Privacy Office

IEX'emptjon 5\l,l

'\\.......

•'

-2-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Beverly Smith

Date: September 4, 2007

National Fishery

IExemption 5

Sheila Jeeter

Energy

1Exe.mpt1on 5

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

28 September 2007
Brent Evitt

United States Air Force

FINCEN at Treasury

Pam Nemeth

!Exemption-s

Paul

Bonneville Power Administration

10:30 am

1

I

EO USA

Dione Stearns
10:00 am

11:00 am
USAO policy is that fees should be paid to the plaintiff, not the attorneys. But, when a settlement
is reached, the parties may stipulate that the fees can be paid to the attorney directly. END,

San Francisco, California

Private Citizen
11:30 am

The requester is from a local government agency in California. He is doing research on the firing
of eight U.S. attorneys. He wants all of the e-mail traffic generated between Congress and the
Department on the subject. I suggested that he check the Congressionaf web sites and accounts of
the news media. I also explained the FOIA to him. END.

Texas

Private Citizen
11:50 am

The caller wanted general infotmation on how to make a FOIA request for information about a
judge. I explained which branches and levels of government are subject to the FOIA. END.

Private Citizen

IExefllption 61

12:00 pm

2

This caller left me a voice mail that was very difficult to understand. He was quite upset that he
had received my voice mail message. I tried to return his call and only got a busy signal. END.

Postal Service

Monica Skinner

!Exemption 5

I

Department of Education
Office of Civil Rights
Chicago, Illinois

Ann Cook Graver

312-730-1571

Department of Education
Office of Civil Rights

Jill Siegelbaum

202-245-6605

IExemption 5 I

Martha Diaz Ortiz

Broadcast Board of Governors
202-203-4577

3

If;xemption 5 I

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 1, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Caller had made a request to an office within the Department of the Army. The Caller has not
received a response, and inquiries into the status have been ignored.
I pointed the Caller the Army's FOIA website and discussed with him how they have a public
liaison and customer service center that can address these concerns. I also discussed with the
right to administratively appeal. End.

Cathy Ziegler

Jeff Almel

USDA

!Exemption

IExe,mption 6'

Lauri Hartmen

I

51

!Exemption

51

Stacy Hutchinson

!Exemption

51

I
I.

Austin Holland

No name
2:30

3

-

Requester

jExemption 6j

3:00

No number

Caller wanted to make a request for several US attorney manuals.
I suggested that the Caller first determine whether the documents are available .on line. If they
are not, I then suggested directing the request to the agencies most likely to have the manuals,
specifically EOUSA. I pointed the Caller to our website and specifically to EOUSA's contact
·
information. End.

. Carmen Banarjee

Requester

None

4:00

Inaudible

Caller left an inaudible message. I tried to determine the number left on my voicemail. I called
the number I heard, however, it was not the correct number. End.

1Exemption 6]

Caller wanted to make a request to the FDA.
I gave the Caller the FDA's contact information. The subject of the request sounded very broad,
so I suggested contacting the FDA to see if they would work with the Caller to narrow the
request and hopefully help provide the Caller with a quicker and more accurate response. End.

4

i

~·.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

10/2/07
Allan Blutstein

Total Calls: 12

Q. Seeks records from local government agency
A. Not a federal FOIA matter

A. Referred caller to EOUST

1

J

I~X~p1ption sl

Q. Seeking records pertaining to animal shelter from a local agency
A. Not a federal FOIA matter
Public Defender

?
Q. How to: 3P inmate's records

A. Not likely to be acknowledged or disclosed, but EOUSA and BOP would be possible sources
None
N.A.

?
Q. Status of appeal 05-2831 (FBI)
A. Provided

2

-

!Exemption

Bl
!Exemption

3:30

61

Q. LVM
A. LVM

April Berg

Education

4:07

(202) 786-0507

Q. LVM
A. LVM

IJ::xernption 6 I

None
N.A.

Q. How to serve a summons on the AG's Office.
A. Referred caller to DOJ's main switchboard and to the Civil Division.

. ~- ..

3

- 1-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 19

IExernptiof] 6 I
Issue: Wanted DOD's FOIA office number
I provided her with the phone number for DOD's FOIA office

\

Date: October 3, 2007

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: October 3, 2007

Issue: wants copy of Privacy Act, but has no internet access
I printed out the version of the Privacy Act that we have up on our website and mailed her a copy.
Reporters Committee for Freedom
of the Press

Issue: wants OIP's position on the current FOIA bills that are pending in Congress
Spoke to Melanie. We both agreed to refer him to the Office of Public Affairs.

I

I

Deborah Waller

IG

I

I.

!
I

GSA
202-420-8293

Issue: seeking state records
I informed her to contact her state's AG's office

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: October 3, 2007

- 3-

Issue: wanted the FOIA contact information for Immigration services
I provided her with that information.

Issue: She was assigned appeal no. 07-2199. The appeal was closed, it was handled by Michael. She
wanted to know what we meant by "Judicial Review."
I informed her that she had exhausted her administrative remedies and that she was now entitled to file a

didn't catch it

Issue: Wanted to discuss Klamath and Critical Mass. Left a lengthy message, but omitted his phone
number. I couldn't understand his last name;

Citizen

Issue: wanted financial disclosure on a judge

-4-

Cow1selor: Kathleene Molen

Date: October 3, 2007

April Brunt

!Exemptions!

Issue: has a dealership and runs credit reports on customers. Wants to know how long to keep those
records.
I informed him about what our office does. I suggested that he might want to contact the FTC.

Issue: wanted to !mow how to submit a FOIA request
I tried calling her several times, no answer and no answering machine.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 4, 2007
Ken.Hendricks

Q.

The caller asked about the status of Appeal No. 05-2831.

A.

The appeal was assigned to former OIPer DJS, but is now with Michael Sherman. I
informed the caller that the appeal had been assigned to an attorney.

Rita Morgan

lpem.ption 5]

Q.

The caller left a v/m asking why she cannot get a job in the state ofTexas. She stated that
each time a new employer does a background check, she gets fired.

A.

I left a return v/m explaining what OIP does. I stated that it sounded as if her question
was not related to the FOIA. I also stated that she can call us back if she has questions
related to FOIA.

Q.

The caller needs to know the address to send a request for forms G884 and G639 related
to her helping her husband come to the United States.

A.

I referred her to the FOIA office for the US CIS .

Federal Marine Fisheries

Defense Contracting Agency

Secret Service

Tracie Kennedy

Erin MacDonald

•·· .

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Oct. 5, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9

jExernptio'n

5l

jExemp~ion 5J

?

Private Citizen
?

Caller wanted arrest records from various states. I explained OIP's function and told the Caller to try the
applicable AG's Offices for the various states.

Jen Heindal

Dep't of the Interior

IExemption 5l

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Jen Machian

- 2-

Oct. 5, 2007

US Trade Rep

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to a state agency in Illinois. I explained OIP's function and I gave
the Caller the AG's number for Illinois.

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request, but was unsure where to make the request. I gave the Caller the
address for DOJ's JMD FOIA Mail Referral Unit.

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 9, 2007
Catherine Lev

jExemption 6j

member of the public

Wanted to know the status of initial request. Said he was her representative. I said I would get
back to him.

member of the public

He wanted to know how to request his criminal record and correct what's in it. I explained.

IExemption 51

??

member of the public

!0:30AM

??

She had an immigration question. I explained OIP function and gave her some resources on the
web.

Tennessee Dep't of Commerce and
Insurance

( _ __]

..

,. . .

Can they release birth dates for state employees? I asked if these were state records. She said
yes. I said - what does state law say? It was an absolutely useless phone call. All she needed to
do was apply Tennessee FOIA to Tennessee state records.

Diane Bridge

NLRB

11:30AM

202 273 3851
!Exemption

Inessa Hunter

5l

Parole Commission

Jacob Lapsou

ENRD

1PM

202 305 0641

Crawford

Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission

1:30PM

202 582 8241
2

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

jExemption 5j

Tink Cooper

Civil Rights Division

2PM

IExemption sj

??

member of the public

2:30PM

??

He asked what was the mission ofOIP, so I gave him the party line. Then he asked "do you view
FOIA as a hindrance to government operations?". Could he have been any more subtle? I saidno, we view FOIA as law that we apply and enforce.

??

member of the public

3PM

??

Questions about looking for records on her deceased father. I asked all the standard questions was a federal employee, military, did he have a criminal record. None of the above. She said
she will try a state agency.

!Exemption

6l

member of the public

Wanted to know the status of his appeal. I could not check Oracle. He said he will fax it in,
which he did. I gave it to Chiquita the next day.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 10/ 10/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

J)
private citizen

asked about the status of h1s appeal, which I happen to be handling. He also asked if I
would order the FBI to
searches under additional terms.
A. I told
that I am actively working on the appeal, and that we might have a response out to
him within the next couple of weeks (I have actually already submitted it for review). I told him
that to the extent additional searches would be an expansion of the scope of his original request, I
would not order the FBI to perform additional searches.

an agency that works with
Department of Energy

Anne Langer

IExemptjon 5l

Dep't of the Treasury

IBxemptioR 5l

Department of Labor

C. ...~.

1

!Exemption 5_1

private

Q.
submitted a request on September 11, 2007. She seeks information on the status of
the request. lsxem,ption 6~ 1
I....E.,..xe_m_R,...,.tio-n"'" "6,' . .,1
A. I informed that the request was received on September 18, 2007, and has been
assigned a request number. Someone on theIR staff has been assigned to work on the request as
well.

private citizen

I

said that a local pharmacy violated her privacy rights under HIP AA, and she wishes
to file a complaint.

I

I
I

I
I

l
I

I

k

2

'· .

------------------~; ·

-------------------------

Judith Means

Department of Commerce
202-482-0387
!Exemption

Diane Bridge

NLRB

2:35

202-273-3851

sl

IE)(emptioh sl

private citizen
unknown
Q: It is difficult to tell. At first,
stated that he needed assistance with unanswered FOIA
requests he made to the FBI, DOD and others. I told him that his only remedy in that situation is
to file a FOIA lawsuit. .He told me that he had already filed such a suit, but the Court has refused
to answer his complaint. ·He then stated that it was actually a non-profit organization that he has
filed a complaint with. He sought my assistance with filing further such complaints (I am unable
to discern whether he was talking about a FOIA lawsuit or some other type of lawsuit). The
conversation only got more confusing from there. Eventually, when I told - t h a t we
!Exemption

3

Bl

cannot assist him with filing a civil complaint, he got angry and asked for my supervisor (who he
claimed would know more about how to help him with the Complaint). I told···~rt-f-tmy
an attorney and have sufficient knowledge to help him with FOIA issues, but that if he has non- L._..__.:.__.:.___J
ons or questions about filing a complaint, he would need to talk to a private attorney.
threatened to have me investigated and accused me of discrimination after I refused to
my last name, and then he hung up. Normally I give callers my last name when requested,
but in this case I feared that my name would appear on a frivolous Complaint in a District Court
ifi gave it to the caller.

Fort Meade, MD

lgxetu'ption' sl

Diane Bridge

NLRB

4:25

202-273-3851

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 11, 2007
Michael Sherman

IEx~mption 61

JeffHoevel

Tammy Hines

US AID

Almadey Khardoury

1

712-5111

private caller

Caller was trying to reach HHS . I provided contact info.

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits on this office's expertise.

private caller

Caller wanted information on the status of his request for reconsideration. I provided what
information was available.

Amanda Mahanchek

Treasury

Brady Kim

2

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits on this office's expertise.

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits on this office's expertise.

private caller

C(llJer had a question concerning making a request. I explained the procedures.

IExemp(km

private caller

el

Caller had a question concerning the mechanics of processing- response times, etc. I explained
3

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-I -

Date: October 12, 2007

·- - - · - - - - - - - - · · -·- -·- ·

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 16
Caller 1:
Time:

Private Citizen

She wanted to know if the Post Office had violated federal law and conunitted identity theft by allowing
her husband's name, address, and social security number to be visible through the window of an envelope
{the letter came from her County's Workmen's Comp. Board). I explained the function of this Office and
the Hotline and suggested that if she was interested in seeing if laws were broken, she should contact
counsel.

Terry Ray

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: October 12, 2007

Private Citizen
10:55 am
Wanted to know how to file a Privacy Act correction request with the state of Louisiana. I gave her the
number for a FOIA (Louisiana) service center help desk.

IExemption sl

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen

She wanted to know if Cluysler was subject to the Privacy Act as she believes they violated the PA when
they contacted her ex-husband in regards to a debt. I explained that the PA only applies to the Federal
Government.

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: October 12, 2007

!Exemption 61

She wanted to know the best way to make a request and which of the two statutes were the most
appropriate to use. After a few questions it became clear that she needed to make a FOIA request rather
than a Privacy Act request as she was seeking information about relatives.

IExemP,tion

6J

He had an interim security clearance (Secret) granted and subsequently revoked and wanted to know who
he should file a FOIA request with to figure out why. I called him back three times and each time a
machine-like voice told me that "this customer had not set up his voice-mail box." ·

!Exemption 5il

lsxemption 5

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 4-

Date: October 12, 2007

Private Citizen

Wanted to know ifthere was a federal law that would remove his name from mailing lists (similar to the
do not call list) and what penalties that law provided for a violation. I told him that I knew of no such
law and that OIP only deals with the FOIA etc ....

).
Private Citizen

Wanted the number for the Civil Rights Division's FOIA office.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

10/ 15/07
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 12

Jane Segalbaum

jExempt!~n 6 l

Q.

?
Seeking update on request to OIP submitted in Aug. '07.

A. Nothing in Oracle, per Doug Hibbard. I forwarded a copy of the request to Nick Delaney,
Marilyn Falkstm, and also placed a copy in the incoming request box at reception area
jExen'\p~ion 6

l
!Exemption

6l

Q. Status of request submitted to JMD referral unit.
A Provided contact information

INTERPOL

j~;xemptlon 5

I

!Exemption 6

I
!Exemption 6

Q.

I

Inquiry re: how agencies handle requests for records from Congress

A. Referred caller to relevant FOIA Update article from 1984.

~• • • !Exemption 6 I
!Exemption 6

I

Q. Whether FOIA is applicable to local school district
A. No. Referred caller to her state's AG. Mentioned FERP A statute as well, which presumably
is Dep't of Education's bailiwick.

-

!Exemption

61
!Exemption 6

I

Q. LVM. Wants to have criminal background checks performed in order to proceed with child
adoption
A. LVM. Not a FOIA matter. CJIS?

A. Referred caller to HHS.

I~xer:nption 5)

2

jExemption sj

!Exemption 5.,

I

r
jExemption sj

3

I

Counselor: RMFine

- 1-

Date: 10-16-2007 #

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Wanted to know if she could request the address of a debtor through FOIA if she gave us the person's
cell phone number. Spoke to her about the function ofFOIA.

.i
I

IE~emption 5 I

Aron Golberg (correct spelling)

EPA

10:30

202-564-5629

Arthur Scrutchins

FCC
202-418-2184

\\ / /

Counselor: RMFine

- 2-

IExemptio(l 6 I

Date: 10-16-2007 #

citizen

IExemption 6 I

11:40

Has not heard anything on his appeal No. 01-2973 : BOP Request No. 0106740. Has moved fr==n,
then to private address several times. Found appeal in file, sent to former address. Faxed it t~l'"=E=-x-em-pt7fo-n-=6,...,l

jExemptlo!J5I

Catherine Fletcher

National Institute pf Standards and
Technology

!Exemption

51

jExer'fjption 6j

Query re status of appeal No. 07-1702. The OIP letter is iil our pipeline.

Patricia Disert

!Exemption

51 .

Counselor: RMFine

-3-

~

-

Date: 10-16-2007 #

-

Pamela Roberts

--

·

CRIM
4-0866

Wanted information on miD FOIA office. Gave number.

Query as to status of SENTRY application. Can't reach US Customs & Border Protection through 800 #

Asks for list ofFFL dealers. Gave her the address of the new ATF offices.

Bill Gressman

US Office of Gov't Ethics
202-482-9245

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: October 17, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work
Tink Cooper

Total calls :

Civil Rt

Steve Laughlin

I
i·

!Exemption

51

education

II
t

\/

private

mom calling about her daughter's divorce and INS documents
explained that INS is now CIS andi is with DHS . Gave contact info

private

caller complained about his boss - a private employer

Jennifer Craurso

private

another INS question & directed caller

!Exemption

2

sj

Deirdre MeN eill

IExeiTlption 51

private

concerned about abuse of children
notFOIA

private

wanted a copy of the FOIA. Left his address but no phone number
mailed a copy of your rts to fed records

private

exchanged several voice messages, but caller would not leave a clue about his question

3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 10/ 18/07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 15
Christine

Department of State

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

The caller was concerned that a credit card company reactivated her card without her express
authorization. I recommended that she contact the Federal Trade Commission.

Tracy Smalls

Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission (EEOC)
202-663-4331
!Exemption 5j

---~-

Joan Gill

-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 10/18/07

- 2-

Private Citizen

The caller was a former federal prisoner who made a FOIA request, but has not received any
aclmowledgment from BOP. I provided the caller with BOP's FOIA liaison.

Dina Stedman

Federal Aviation Administration
(Seattle)
425-227-2148
!Exemption

Private Citizen

Private citizen left a message stating that her privacy rights were being violated. I attempted to return her
call, but it sounds like a different individual (a man) on the voicemail message, so I did not leave a return
message.

Private Citizen
!Exemption aj

The caller is an attorney representing an inmate through the Innocence Project. She stated that she made
a previous request to the FBI for records related to the inmate. The FBI responded that it could not locate
any responsive records. The caller spoke to the case agent at the Portland Field Office who stated that he
had the file, but could not release it to her without an "okay" from our office. At the time, I was not sure
whether she had made the initial request to Headquarters or the Portland Field Office, so I recommended
that she make a request to the Field Office, explain the situation and reference the FBI's FOIPA number.
The caller refused to make another request and asked that we provide her with access to the file
immediately, because she was currently visiting Portland, Oregon. She also stated that she submitted an
appeal to our office with a request for expedition. I stated that we would handle the request for
expedition as soon as possible. The caller called me again the next day asking for the name of the person

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 10/18/07

handling requests for expedition. I gave her Kathleen's name. I believe that Kathleen handled the appeal
and remanded the file for processing at the FBI.
Private Citizen

The caller was a private citizen. She left a message stating her name and phone number. I called her
back, but never received a response.

Nancy Robinson

U.S. Marshals Service

IExetnption 5 .I

Pam Roberts

Criminal Division
40866
!Exemption 51

I~xemption 5 I

Private Citizen

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-4-

Date: 10/18/07

The caller was an attorney representing a man who has been extradited. He wanted to find out which
agencies would have information. I suggested the Department of Homeland Security, the DOJ's Criminal
Division and the Department of State. I provided him with information on where he could find these
addresses.

Private Citizen

The caller had a question about where he could find unclaimed property. He ·explained that the property
was listed in the newspaper. I suggested he go to the library to find a back issue of the newspaper, but
could not direct him to any particular agency.

Private Citizen

The caller left a voicemail message. I returned her call.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-l -

Date: October 19,2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

-

Issue: wants to know how to submit a FOIA request to the FBI FO.
I gave her brief summary of how to submit FOIA request and provided her with FBI FO address
Dawn Goldstein

Agency

IExemgtion'sl

Issue: wanted to know if non-US citizens could submit FOIA requests
Exemption .6

I infimne
that non-US citizens can submit FOIA requests. I informed him that we get FOIA
requests from overseas from non-US citizens. He then told me how India recen~ a FOT~ stabJ!e
and limited FOIA requests to only Indian citizens (smart move on India's part!).- -feels Exemption 6 I
discriminated against because he's a US citizen and can no longer submit a FOIA request in India. I told
him that each country is free to enact their own FOIA statutes, I explained that some countries don't even
have a FOIA, so it's a good thing that India actually has a FOIA statute. He then said he plans on taking
the matter to his congressman - I doubt he will make much headway on this matter.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Issue: has question regarding the Privacy Act
Referred her to OMB and proVided her with Dan Costello's number

Date: October 19, 2007

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

10/22/07
Sean O'Neill

jExemptidfl6l

Sarah Crawford

Total calls :

d/
Department of Defense FOiA Office

!Exemption

jExemptLon sj

INTERPOL

IExemption 5 I

n/a

private citizen

11:15
Q: Caller wants to obtain records from state or local police.

A: I found a phone number for the New York Committee on Open Government and gave it to
the caller.
Department of Education- Office of
Civil Rights

Alex

2

51

11:20

202-786-0512

private citizen

n/a

11:30
Q: The caller wanted to know what Exemptions 6 and 7C protect. She is involved in some type
of dispute with a supervisor where she made a complaint about a third party, and she ended up
getting fired instead. She made a FOIA request and received her statement, but not the statement
of the third party.
The caller asked also if she can get basic information about her Army supervisor (duty
station and the like).
A: I told the caller that such third party statements are protected bythe privacy exemptions of the
FOIA. If she needs such statements for the administrative proceedings the caller would need to
do it through some way other than the FOIA. The FOIA is not a discovery substitute.
Regarding the caller's second question, I told her that for most federal employees we can
release basic information such as salary and duty station, but since 9/11, DOD has become more
likely to withhold some of the information about which the caller had questions. I offered to give
the caller the address for the Army FOIA Office to try and make a request, but she wanted the
telephone number. I warned the caller that the Army may not be willing to discuss what it would
or would not disclose over the phone.

Cecelia

Coast Guard

11:40

202-475-3521

3

question.

Toelle, Utah Army Depot

Aron Golberg
12:30

202-564-5629

private citizen

Q: Mr.-

doctor refuses to give him his medical records, even for a fee. He wishes to know
4

whether the doctor can be required to give him the medical records under the FOIA.

IEJFemption 6 I

A: I told
that the federal FOIA definitely do
give a patient his/her medical records. I told
that he might want to check the HHS
government website to see ifHIPAA has anything to say about the matter.

Chemical Materials Agency- DOD

hang up

Q: The caller hung up.

Henry Breiteneicher ·

Executive Secretary's Office- NLRB
202-273-2917

5

!Exemption

• ••

!Exemption 6

I

2:40

private citizen
2:45
Q: Caller is attempting to get back a "bill of exchange" he sent to his private student loan lender.

A: I told the caller that private lenders are not subject to the FOIA, but that if the Department of
Education has a copy of it, he can make a request to DOE for the document.

6

sj

.I

Q

upset because she interviewed with an employer, informed the employer that she had
two
on her record, and then the employer told all of the other employeesabout it. She
wants to know if she can be assisted under a federal privacy law.
A: I told the caller that the FOIA does not have anything to say about what private entities do
with her private information. I told her that she may want to contact a private attorney who has
experience with those types of workplace issues.

Amanda Simpson

unknown

3:23
re~emptiOn 5

!Exemption

61 ·

called to fin:d out what information the federal government would give to her about an
who was released by the BOP back in 1986.

· IExemption 6 I

A: I told
thather chances of receiving anything under the FOIA are very slim. Even if the
individual's crimes were notorious at the time they were committed, after 20 years the
information would be practically obscure under the FOIA. I told her that her chances for
obtaining information about the criminal conviction ofthe individual are much better if she goes
to the courthouse where the conviction took place.

private citizen ·

Q: Caller had a question about the Privacy Act.

A: I referred her to Hillary Jaffe.

7

I

Counselor: Sean J . Vanek

- - - - - - - ----···· -

--···-

- 1-
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_ _ __
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Date: October 23, 2007

-·· ----- --

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 17

IExe{nption 5 I

(-

·..

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

Date: October 23, 2007

IExemption 6 I
She wanted to know how to obtain a copy of her background investigation file that the FBI performed. I
walked her through how to submit a request to the FBI.

I left him a message at 12:53 pm.

I left her a message at 1:44 pm. She called back and had a question about the E-FOIA amendments and
reading rooms. Essentially she wanted to know if what she was seeing on-line would be the same as if
she went in person. I informed her that this indeed would be the case.s

Pvt Citizen- Innocence Project

She had general questions regarding how to request records from the FBI. I told her to be as specific as
possible and to write to the proper FO and make sure to include a privacy waiver.

Private Citizen

Wanted to know after an appeal was denied, what his next step in the process was. I told him the FOIA

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: October 23, 2007

provides for judicial review either in the district where he resides (in this case SC) or in DC.

He wanted to know if the federal FOIA applied to the states. I told him no, but most (if not all) states
have their own version and gave him the number for the Ohio government's version of a requester service
center.

!Exemption sj

He wanted to know if the Privacy Act applied to his employer. After a few questions I established that
his employer was a private business and hence, not subject to the Privacy Act.

A question regarding the Privacy Act, specifically whether her business was subject to it. After a few
questions I established that her business was a privately owned business and not subject to the PA.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-4-

Date: October 23, 2007

Parole Commission

jExemption sj

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-I -

10-24-07

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 11
Cecilia Odom

Coast Guard

Fed Energy Reg Commission
202.502.8585

~----

-

Caller wanted records from a Tennessee police station. I explained OIP's function and I gave the Caller
the AG's phone number for Tennessee.

I tried four times to return the Caller's call, but I keep getting a busy signal.

J

-

I '

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2.

10-24-07

?

Government Employee
?
!Exemption

~-

-

--

-

-

-

-

~

I left a voicemail for the Caller and did not hear back.

Ann Cook Raver

Phil Undnick

Government Agency ·

-

5"'1

I. ·

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 3-

10-24-07

i '

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 25, 2007
Catherine Lev

Baker

State Department

member of the public

He did not understand our response to his appeal 07-2462. I explained why we closed his appeal.
It was premature, component has not acted yet.

Defense Logistics Agency

member of the public

10:30AM
Is it legal for his neighbor to be raising children when his HIV positive? What's next- my
neighbor eats lunch every day, is that legal?

1

J

Office of the Mayor of Tokyo, Japan

She is conducting research for the Tokyo's mayor's office. There are considering passing a
FOIA-like statute for municipal records. After consulting with Brent and Melanie, I emailed her
some links, sample letters, State Department contact info, etc.

Sandy Balmore

GSA

11:30AM

404 331 0916
jE>{emption sj

Rhea Bhomani

??

12PM

410436 4972
jExemption sj

-

!Exemption

6l

member of the public
??

12:30

She made a FOIA request to the U.S. Mint. They asked her to provide a certification of identity.
She had rio idea what that was. I explained and faxed her DOJ-361.

Jay Stepton

NASA

1PM

202 358 2045

IExemption 5 I

2

Department of Labor

-

member of the public

2PM

He wanted to FOIA point of contact for the Department of Veterans Affairs. I gave it to him.

Department of Treasury

??

IExemption 5 I

??

member of the public

3PM

??

He was calling from some animal rights organization. He asked how does FOIA apply to nonprofits organizations. I said it does not except when the non-profit write to or vies records to a
federal agency.

3

otk :1. c.)

Date:
Counselor:

FOIA Counselor Notes
~001

Anne Work

Total calls:

1

private

Q. Caller was having a problem with her son's school teacher

A. Not FOIA
private

Q. Caller wanted someone to investigate his allegations of people spying on him
A.
private attorney

Q. Wanted status of his FOIA request
A checked on Oracle & provided info

loxemption !3 I

1

(

r-----------------

. ·.

private

caller thought that the FDA is part ofDOJ

Smithsonian

!Exemption

private

phone busy multipie tries

2

sl

(

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- I -

Date: October 29, 2007
·-------------------------------------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
Jeff Koplin

Issue: has questions on Privacy Act.
I referred him to Dan Costello at OMB.
Wayne Berry

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date: October 29; 2007
!Exemption 5

I

·-- - - -

Michael Kinsley

DOJ -Professional Responsibility
Advisory Office

IExemption 5 I

Ji.die Denin

. .

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Kathy Torensi

Date: October 29, 2007

DOl

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 30, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Caller wanted the 2005-07 DOJ Activities of Institutionalized Persons Act Reports.
I checked on line, only up to 2004 is available. I suggested she contact the Office of Special
Litigation Section in CRT at 202-514-6255 (which administers this Act) to see which is the
quickest way to access the most recent reports. If it requires a FOIA request, I gave her the
number for CRT's FOIA office (202-514-4209). End.

FBI
None

IExemption 5 I

No name

9:30
Caller wanted an email she sent while an employee at Commerce - NOAA.
I gave the Caller the address, phone number, and website to NOAA. She had tried asking her
former empl9yer for the email, but they claim to not have it. I suggested contacting this office to
make a FOIA/PA request. End.

No name

Requester

9:35

No number

Caller wanted to fill out a form under F ARA (Foreign Agents Registration Act).
1

(·

! .

I explained to her that our office deals with the Freedom of Information Act. , I directed her to the
Criminal Division's section which deals with this Act. . She claimed she called that number. I
explained that she needs to let that office know she wants to file a claim for information under
F ARA. IfFARA doesn't apply, they will let her know that FOIA could potentially apply. End.
Caller also made a·FOIA request to FEMA two years ago. Caller is trying to find the status of
that response and has contacted FEMA. FEMA continues to claim they are unable to locate the
request and any response they may have made.
I explained to Caller that she has several options: the Caller can file an appeal, file suit, or make a
new FOIA request. End.

No name
10:00

Left message- tried again. No return call. End.

Caller wanted copies of a state inspection report of a house in her neighborhood.
I explained that this office deals with the implementation of the federal statute. I gave her the
contact number for the Virginia Department of Accounts, which administers the state FOIA for
her jurisdiction. I suggested she explain to them what documents she is seeking to see if the state
FOIA is the most appropriate avenue to locate that report. End.

Amanda'

Treasury

12:00

703-905-3537

IExemption 5 I

2

(

.

;·

--------------------~ ------------------------~
!Exemption 6

I

Caller wants records on her client's former employer. Caller stated that the employer had worked
in DOD (but the Caller was unsure of the specific branch) and then served as a federal judge.
I directed the Caller to DOD's Main office (gave the number: 703-696-4506) and suggested she
contact them to see how to better direct her request within DOD. I also explained how the FOIA
only applies to federal agencies and not the judicial branch. I clarified that since the third party
was an Article III and not Article I judge, his records would not be subject to the FOIA. I
suggested the Caller contact the Administration Office of the US Courts to discuss any disclosure
provisions they may have. End.

!Exemption 51

Laura Banjauee

IFxemp~ion 5

3

I

f:

jExernption 6

I

IE~emption 5 I

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to US Postal Service.
I gave the Caller USPS' phone number (202-268-2608) and web address. End.

Caller was concerned about patient privacy interests and doctor's release of information.
I explained how OIP works with the FOIA and that I was not familiar with the statutes governing
the Caller's specific issues. I directed the Caller to HHS-OCR's website which administers the
HIP AA, which based on my reading of their website seemed to address his concerns. I suggested
the Caller contact that agency. End.

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: October 31, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls: /0

private

Q. Wanted information about cert ofid

A.

IExemptiqn 5j

Q. Three hang ups

A
private

Q. No answer despite m

e tries

A.

private

Q. Wanted INS
A. Provided new contact

1

private

how to

private

caller had not received a response and wanted to appeal
ex lained

private

another call about appealing a no response

private law firm

"Lady died and I need to know the name ofher insurance company."
The caller did not really believe me that federal FOIA pertains to federal executive branch gov
and that I could not (would not) look up the name of either the woman or the insurance company
and give her the information she wanted. "Aren't insurance companies regulated?"

2

(

Lindsey Acres

FfC
202-326-2588

IExemption 5 I ,

Simpson Thacher & Bartlett, LLP

Q.

·A.

The caller asked where she should send a FOIA request for banking records.
It sounded as if the caller is seeking Federal Reserve office records from Dallas. Since I
was not sure, I referred her to the Federal Reserve's FOIA office so she could describe the
- kinds of records she seeks so that agency can tell her whether it maintains such records.

Dep 't of Ed, Office of Civil Rights in
Chicago
312-730-1571

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 30, 2007
Ken Hendricks

({

Lisa Babcock

.. !Exemption

!Exemption

51 :

Worldnetdaily.com

61

IExemption al
Q.

The caller wants to request EOUSA and AG records pertaining to Border Patrol Agents
Ramos and Campeon, and he wants to make sure he is submitting to the correct place.

A.

I directed the caller to the online DOJ FOIA reference guide containing all of the proper
contact information for the various DOJ components. I told him he could fax an AG
request to OIP, and that he could mail a request to EOUSA at the address listed.

Q. -

The caller is an attorney asking a question re a FOIA request to a local municipality
outside of Chicago. The response he received had redactions and he wants to know if that
is proper.
;>

A.

I explained that this Office's work relates to the federal FOIA, not state records access
matters. I suggested that the caller contact state/local offices regarding state records
access and the relevant state provisions governing such access.

f//

,•

\.,

/

.·

Scott Breneman

John Stark

..

Admin Law Div, U.S. Army

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

USAO, Columbus, OH

FBI GC's Office, HQ employee who
works out of LA Division

,.---------1

!Exemption

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that she is trying to get information on the Violent Crime Act
of 1994. I left a return v/m at 2:30p.m. asking her to call us back if she still has a
question. After another exchange of calls, we spoke. She stated that she wants
information on the Act noted above. I asked what kind of information she sought, and
then she told me that she has a felony conviction from 1992, and has worked for MetLife
for some time now. She stated that MetLife terminated her employment today, telling her
that under a federal law (the caller thinks it is the Act she mentioned in her call), an
insurance company may not employ a convicted felon. Then, the caller mentioned that
she has an attorney.

sl

A.

At that point, I stated that I could not speak to her if he is represented by an attorney. I
stated that I would only be able to speak to her attorney, and I terminated the call.

Q.

The caller wants to obtain her husband's tax return.

A.

I stated that there is a federal law prohibiting disclosure of such records, but in any case,
DOJ would not have the record. She asked for the contact number for the IRS FOIA
office, and I provided it to her.

Sheila Lawson

U.S. Dep't of Labor, Boston

IExemRtion 51

cannot decipher (bad
connection)

Q.

The caller wants to seek records from the state of California (Dep't of Corrections, and
maybe other agencies).

A.

I explained that this Office's work relates to the federal FOIA, not state records access

matters. I suggested that the caller contact California state offices regarding state records
access and the relevant state provisions governing such access.

Q.

The caller wants to obtain a DOJ report on Orlando Bosch and Cuba that was mentioned
in an article she read. The caller said that the article stated that DOJ issued a report on
the subject in June 1989, and she mentioned that it was terrorism related. She does not
know which component issued the report.

A.

I suggested that the caller submit a request to the JMD Mail Referral Unit, and I directed
her to the online DOJ FOIA reference guide containing the contact information, and other
FOIA reference information.

Kathleen McNabb

Nov. 29, 2007

FOIA COUNSEL(jJNOTES
Total Calls 11
Zapora Bellara

Caller 1:

""

Time:

!Exemption sl

Clay Johnson

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information from a non-profit organization that she says is S).lbj.ect to Sou,th Carolina's
FOIA. I gave the Caller information about South Qarolina's AG's website and I provided some
information about the federal fOIA. , _..
·- . ... - -

.,

. . .--....------------==-----.. . .-----..-.--...----

·-----~-

-

!Exemption 61

rivate Citi~en

Caller wanted records from the State of Michigan. I gave the Caller the AG's number for Michigan.

Kathleen McNabb

Nov. 29, 2007

IExel]lptipn· ~~

Karen Melnick

US Attorney's Office

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information from a police station in South Dakota. I gave the Caller the Open Government
number listed on South Dakota's AG's website.

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information about the Privacy Act and violations of the Privacy Act. I gave the Caller
Hillary Jaffee's phone number.

No Name

Federal Employee

Caller wanted to report a Privacy Act violation. I gave the Caller Hillary Jaffee's phone number.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-I -

Date: November 28, 2007

wanted to know the most likely federal agencies to have information/records on Idi Amin
and other Ugandan politicians. I directed him to both the State Department and the CIA.

Private Citizen
10:39 am
Caller wanted information about obtaining a 911 tape in the state ofW. Virginia. I explained that he
should contact state authorities about his concerns.

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request regarding Florida records. I explained that the FOIA
only applies to the Federal Gov't and that he should try making a request under FL's equivalent law.

She wanted to know if the school installed surveillance cameras, whether or not the tapes would be
subject to FOIA. I explained that since the tapes would not be federal records that the federal FOIA
would not apply, but that the Michigan FOIA might. I suggested that she contact the state's attorney
general's office for her question.

~

!'

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

!Exemption

.

Date: November 28, 2007

61
!Exemption

61

She wanted to know how she could obtain grant information from OJP. I gave her the address and phone
number of the FIOA contact for OJP.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 11/27/07
Counselor: . Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

lf
private citizen
not given

private citizen

address for OIP which is where he needs to send the
unknown

private citizen

Q. The caller would like to make a request for information about a person who made complaints
to a game warding about his allegedly illegal hunting activities.

A The caller thinks that the game warden is part of a state agency, so I told him to call. tbe
Virginia Coalition for Open Government. I provided him with a phone number.

private citizen
not given
the status of Appeal No. 05~2831. .
·

Jt.~nmn:d1ed the appeal,

and received notice that it was closed yestefday: - nnrotrned Mr.
that he should be receiving our determination within the next few days.

Katrina Keen.an

ICE FOIA Officer

12:05

202-732-0301

!Exemption

private citizen
not given
Q: .

is trying to obtain information from his local government.
IExemptiqp

61

A: I recommended that he go to the website for the illinois FOIA.

!Exemption

private citizen

61

1s in negotations between her employer, a union, and others and wants to make records
related to the matter public.
!Exemption

61

.

A: I told that if she seeks state or local records the request would need to be made under
the open records laws of Delaware. I gave het contact information for the Attorney General of
that State.

private citizen

message in which I told her that the federal FOIA only applies to records of
federal government agencies. Each state also has its own open records laws, which may or may
not be applicable to school records, depending on the state.

2

sl

Amanda Mahonchek

Department of the Treasury- FinCEN

2:30

703-905-3537

Don Harris

FLRA

2:20

202-218-7904

private

has some workman's compensation records at a government agency. Another
government agency sought to obtain those records to perform a service on
· s behalf, but
was denied access under the Privacy Act. - had some questions about the gal basis for
the decision under the P A.
liiltkitlit!l~rliJ
~xe!JSgJ~.~~

lgxernpJipli!61

A: I referred-

=m

"'

to Hillary Jaffe.

private citizen

unknown
3:15

Q: Caller had a question about what information privacy laws govern private companies such as
cell phone companies.

A: I told the caller that we don't have authority to give advice on that topic, but based on my own
3

knowledge I recommended that he take a look at the FTC's website for a summary of some 9f
those laws.

Attorney- Department of the
Treas~ry

!Exemption 5j

private citizen

Q:
wanted to request information about a "settlement." The problem is, she was
unwilling to give me any facts to help her narrow down the type of settlement or what
government agency was involved in it.
A: I
each government agency has its own mechanism for making a FOIA
request, and that until she was willing/able to give me more information about the nature of the
settlement, I would not be able to give her any further assistance.

Melissa

Treasury- CDFI

3:50

202-622-0394

Kevin Bromberg

SBA

4

!Exemption

Reporter- Center for Investigative
Reporting

Q: After talking to Janice about how to handle media calls, I returned Mr.
he had already resolved whatever question he had.

5

sl

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: No vember 26, 2007

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

Issue: called back and left a message

NRLB

Laura
~

I

---

~--

Cherry Tolliver

----

-

- - --

-

USDA

IE.xemption

citizen

Issue: wanted to know how to submit a FOIA request to DOJ's civil rights division.
I provided him with the contact information.

J

51

Date: November 26, 2007

-2-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

!Exemption

61

Citizen

Issue: wanted to know how to make a FBI FOIA request
I explained the process and provided her with FBI FOIA contact information.
Cathy Norman

VA

!Exemption

Marilyn Levitt

Surface transporation

ol

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: November 21, 2007

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

Issue: Privacy Act and HIP AA question
I referred her to OMB.

Pam Johnson

Federal Labor Relation Authority

lExernp'tibn 5l

Issue: wanted to receive court transcripts, wanted to lrnow if she could submit a FOIA request to the
courts
I infonned her that the courts are-not subject to tlie FOIA. I toia her that she-could submit a FOIA
request to EO USA. However I cautioned her that chances that EOUSA would have all complete court
transcripts in their files are slim. I also warned her that if the cases she is seeking transcripts are filed in
cases involving third parties, EO USA would request a waiver or proof of death to process third party
files .
·

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Issue: wanted to know where to submit a FBI FOIA request

I provided him with the FBI's FOIA address.

Date: November 21, 2007

Counselor: RM Fine

- I -

Date: 11-20-2007#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
TotaiCalls: # f(

Requester wants to know if she has to give social security number to a police officer. Gave# for SS
complaint line.
I have updated the social security complaint line phone number in the FOIBLE .

Caller wanted to know why IRS froze her bank account. Referred her to IRS and her bank.

Caller wanted help filling out application for renewal of green card. Gave her the INS information
number.

Stacy Kennedy

jExenwtion 6j

Caller wanted records of a military investigation. Gave him Dept Defense FOIA number and address and
web site.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 11-20-2007#

Law Office of Henson & Efron
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know how to file a FOIA request to the FBI for file on an FBI investigation of an
incident on the Red River Reservation . Gave her address of the Min!'lesota FBI field office.

Stacy Kennedy

AntiTrust
3-3383

Thomin Druch

IExemption sl

Wants to challenge denial of employment by FBI. Filed Appeal No. 08-0178; Request No. 1081937.
Told her that I see that the OIP reponse was correct -that we could not challenge the hiring decision.
Gave her the number of the relevant office at FBI.

WMATA
202-962-2058

COLmselor: RM Fine

Wanted phone number of State Department FOIA

-3-

Date: 11-20-2007#

FOIA Counselor Notes

'?,

Date: i't--nf~- t
;{o 0
Counselor:
Anne Work

7

!Exemption

private

3
Q. How to
A gave contact info and info about web

private
4

Q. Caller was unhappy with her bank She stated that she used to work for EPA and wanted
information about the bank under the FOIA
A . Suggested FDIC, but the caller wanted to make the request directly to the local bank

private _

5
Q. Caller had a Title III complaint. Caller wanted this office to investigate

A. Explained FOIA

1

sl

private

how to
gave contact info and referred to web

Civil RTs

private

caller was going to open his own business and want to know abOut permit fees
explained this office and FOIA

four hang-ups in a row

private

2

attempted to return the caller, but there was no answering machine and no one ever answered the
phone despite multiple tries.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 16, 2007
Michael Sherman

lEx!3mption 6l

private caller

Caller was trying to get records from an insurance company. I explained the limits on the reach of
the FOIA.

Treasury
703 905-3537

Heidi (?) Ingalls

Coast Guard

Lisa Babcock

!Exemption

private caller

Caller wanted a status update on his request, which was remanded back to the FBI. I explained
that he would need to contact the FBI for further information.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

2

51

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

3

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 15, 2007
Thomas Hitter

lExemptjon ~f?_l

Betsy Trice

Education

10:00

202-786-0564
1

J

!Exemption

No name

Requester

10:30

None

Caller wanted to make a request to the FBI and EOUSA.
I gave the Caller the addresses and explained that the Caller will need to direct the request to the
specific field offices that may have records. End.

Stephanie Garner

Call~r

had S§nt qyestions to the ASKDOJ email account and had not received a response.

I explained to the Caller that this office does not respond to those
the switchboard. End.

!Exemption

emails ~

Requester

6'1

2

I directed the Caller to

51

12:00

Caller wanted to make a request to BOP.
I gave the Caller BOP's address and other contact information. End.

John Crowley

OPIC

1:00

202-336-8424

Amanda

FinCEN

3

703-905-3537

USAO

202-514-4964

Caller was concerned about the application of Exemption 6.
I explained how Exemption 6 applies to third parties. It is applied when the privacy interest of
third parties (I noted that a first party is the requester) mentioned in the responsive material is
greater than the public interest in the responsive material. I briefly explained that it is a
balancing test. I mentioned that this Exemption is explained throughly in the Guide, which is on
our website. End.

4

Date: 13 November 2007

- I -

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek
---

................... - - · ·· " " " " " " " -

!Exemption

61

Wanted to !mow how to get a copy of a pleading filed by the U.S. against a
When I called back, the answering machine was that of a female voice (with a different last name) so I
did not leave a message.

He claims that his mail is being tampered with and that he has written repeatedly to the Postal Inspector's
office and they have not responded. I explained that OIP has no authority over any other federal agencies
and that he may wish to contact either his local police department or the local FBI field office.

(
"ic
~ C~llet.1,.:

'Fb:n~: "";,

~
;

~-Ag~rw,:-

Private Citizen
·

'.,;;~ , ~{

.

j;•·r"

11:50 am
~Nurtil>er:
He wanted to lmow the status of his FOIA request. After explaining that we do not have a universal
tracking system department-wide, I directed him to our website for the telephone numbers of the
individual components to which he directed his requ(fst.

!Exemption

51

/

I

Counselor: Sean I. Vanek

- 2-

Date: 13 November 2007

Private Citizen

She wanted to !mow how the federal government exercises its authority over the Postal Service to ensure
that no harassment takes place via the mail system. I explained the purpose of the FOIA hotline and gave
her the telephone number of the FOIA contact at USPS.

She had a question regarding the release of a criminal history to a third party. After a few Q & A's, I
directed her to the FBI to make a FOIA request.

He wanted to !mow how to obtain a local police department report. I explained that the FOIA only
applies to the federal government and that he should make a request under his state's version of the FOIA.

Private Citizen

He needed to !mow the telephone number to the FOIA contact at the Food & Drug Administration to
confirm receipt of a faxed FOIA request.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

11-09-07
Catherine Lev

member of the public

She just wanted a portion ofthe Patriot Act and she has no access to the internet. I printed out
125 pages and mailed them to her.

Kevin Chapman

EOIR

lOAM

703 305 3865
!Exemption

51

member of the public

He was inquiring about the status of his appeal 08-0056. I took it and assigned it to myself.

NARA
3UL83 7 2_02_4_ _
!Exemption

1

j

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

November 6, 2007

- 2-

Jol Lynn Miller

!Exemption

LuAnn Chang

Secret Service

Catherine Davidson

Private Citizen

Caller wanted hospital records. I explained FOIA and told her that I could not help her . .

Kim Elliott Steven

SSA - Office of General Counsel

51

-3-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

November 6, 2007

IEx~rnption E3l

Air Force

Linda Bell

Dep't of Commerce

Ed Waldman

Dep't of Labor

IExemgtion 91
---

---

--

~

-

--

Private Citizen

Caller wanted 7,000 documents from HUD. I explained OIP's function and told the Caller that I could
not help him and he said that he was going to call the White House.

Michelle Wollen

November 6, 2007

- 4-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Tim Mellanie

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted military records. I gave the Caller the DOD's FOIA website address.

?

I left a voicemail message for the Caller and I did not hear back from him.

Private Citizen

?

Caller wanted to get a will. I explained FOIA and I told the Caller that I could not help her.

Private Citizen

Ca11er u rgnted

Ajr

Force records

I

gave

the Cal1er

the DOD's

FOIA urehgite

address

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

1115/07
Allan Blutstein

Deana Steadman

!Exemption

5J

!Exemption

!Exemption

IExefllption

51

sl

sl

I
!'

l
''

1

/
j

\

Q. Does the government notify the subject of a third party's FOIA request? She's concerned that
someone had made a FOIA request about her.
A . No . Statute does not require it. Advised caller that she could request an agency's FOIA log.
Also informed caller that most third party requests are denied.

Q. How to: DBA
A. Provided contact information

Local agency refuses to response to a request.
A . Not a federal FOIA matter. Referred caller to State AG.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 2, 2007
Ken Hendricks

t?J
DOD, liT FOIA Office

Jean McLaughlin

Federal Reserve

Dep't of Treasury, FinCen

I
I

I.

OCR, Dep't of Ed, Boston

!Exemption

Unnamed

Unnamed law firm

Q.

The caller stated that with respect to a matter, her firm provided documents to DOJ and
requested confidentiality for FOIA purposes. She asked whether there is anywhere else in
DOJ to which she should send that confidentiality request.

A.

I recommended that she contact the DOJ attorney to whom her firm provided the records.

Karen McFadden

JMD

51

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller asked if OIP is the office to whom he would appeal an adverse hiring decision.

A.

I told him no, that we do not handle such matters. I explained that the appeals we
adjudicate are administrative appeals from DOJ component denials ofFOIA requests .

Q.

The caller stated that he has been requesting information from SSA, to no avail. He has
spoken to Jonathan Cantor at SSA, but SSA will not release requested tapes or
transcripts . ~e wants to sue SSA if he does not get what he wants.

A.

I asked him if he is represented by an attorney, and he said "no." He asked for us to "put
the heat on" SSA to release the requested information. I explained that I could answer
general questions about the FOIA on the hotline. I also explained that OIP does not
manage all agencies' administration of the Act, and that SSA managed it FOIA operations
within its own agency. I told him that I could not call SASA and tell them to release
something. The SSA Web page contains an e-mail address for the ChiefFOIA Officer at
SSA, so I suggested that the caller might want to e-mail the that person. The caller said
he had already done that, then he said his attorney was waiting for the information. I then
stated that I could not speak to him if he is represented by an attorney, but that I would
only be able to speak to his attorney, and I terminated the call.

Jolynn Miller

!Exemption Sj

Anissa Hunter

DOJ, USPC
301-492-5821 ext. 237

le:;xemption

Q.

The caller wanted information on requesting USCIS records.

A.

I referred her to two contact points at USCIS.

61

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

I{

November 1, 2007
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller h·ad a question about making a request. explained the procedures.

Lynne Armstrong

!Exemption

sl

Karen McFadden

private caller

· a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

Ii"

1

j..

I

private caller

!Exemption 6j

Caller was trying to get state records. I advised her that she needs to make a request under the
relevant state FOIA.

Ted Beautler

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

Jackie Young

IExer1}ptio!1 5j

Caller wanted a status update on his request to the FBI. By the time I reached him, he had already
figured out that he needed to contact the FBI about this.

!Exemption 5j

2

!Exemption 5j

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 11114/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

/

tj.
Department of the Treasury

Joan Bender

jExemption Sj

Office of Foreign Assets Control

1

jExemption Sj

n/a
not given
Q. The attorney is going to file a federal tort claim on behalf of a deceased inmate's wife (the
inmate was killed by another inmate).
ants to know what federal agency to file it with.
<=----.--,also asked if we have contact ·
for Richard Schott (BOP counsel).
Exemption 6

!Exemption 61

.

lr=~,....~e-m_R...,.,!l-oo-J"">I

A. I told . . that my advice is limited to matters pertaining to the FOIA. I told BOP's website for any publicly availa,ble contact information for BOP personnel.

2

to go to

I : . .

!Exemption 61

private citizen
!Exemption 61

for a status update on his FOIA Appeal No. 07-1858.
A. I told him that one of our attorneys was assigned the appeal. This attorney submitted the
appeal for review in September, and it is awaiting a final decision at this time.

private citizen

made a request to the FBI for records, and wanted to talk to someone in person about
it. E,. . .xe_m_p.. . ,ti,. . .on--.,. ,61
"'I

the publicly available phone contact number for the Records Division of the FBI.

private citizen

Q:
is unhappy about a DOJ disclosure of personal information made about her. It
sounds as though it may have been made as part of some proceeding. I tried to call her back
twice, but there was no message machine.
A?

Martha Diaz-Ortiz
11:15

Broadcasting Board of Governors

Producer- "In the interests of justice"
upcoming 2008 on Court TV

1Exemption6l

1Exernption_6l

Q: Mr.
first asked if the Judicial Conference of the United States is subject to the FOIA.
There is apparently a large public outcry over the fact that the Judicial Conference sealed all
public comments submitted to it on a recent piece of policy that it is working on. M r . wants the public comments from it as part of a documentary he is creating.
!Exemption 61
A: I told Mr.
the FOIA only applies to Executive Branch agencies. Congress is the
entity that made that call. Congress also created the Judicial Conference, so I recommended that
Mr.
contact members of Congress to make complaints about the transparency ofthe

Criminal Division

Kathy Spence
11:45

IEx,eniption sl

Private attorney in CA

n/a

12:05
Q: This attorney wanted to know whether it is worth his time to appeal EOIR's denial of
expedited processing or whether he should simply wait until EOIR processes the records.

4

A: I informed this individual that if he appeals EOlR's denial of expedited processing this Office
make;;; every effort to adjudicate the appeal from the denial within ten business days.

private citizen
1:00

Q: Caller made a request to the Border Patrol, and wanted to get a status update.
A: I gave the caller the phone number for the FOIA Office of the Bureau of Customs and Border ·
Protection.

Professor- CUNY
2:40
Q : The Professor seeks documents from the university at which he teaches.

A: I told the Professor that the state ofNew York administers its own FOIA law, but that I could
not say whether N.Y. state FOIA law applies to the records of a state university.

unknown

unspecified

!Exemption

51

Laura Banjene

!Exemption 5cl

5

!Exemption

6

51 ·

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 31, 2007
Catherine Lev

Public Defender
!Exemption

61

She wanted to know how her client can obtain his rap sheet. I gave her the NCIC pitch.

member of the public
??
He is a private investigator. He wanted to know how to get background information on a federal
prisoner. I said - I don't know how you would get, but I know you would not get it through
FOIA and explained why.

Kendra

US AID

lOAM

703 875 4350
!Exemption

Paul

OPM

10:30AM

606 4018
!Exemption

sl

51

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

He wanted to know what his judicial remedies were under FOIA. The Social Security
Administration coughed up the records he was asking for after a prolonged and difficult fight. I
said that the remedies under FOIA is compelling the agency to produce records (which he already
accomplished by himself) and awarding of attorneys' fees. He really does not have a cause of
action under FOIA for pain and suffering.

??
11:30AM
!Exemption

- !Exemption

61

member of the public

12PM
He wanted information on how to submit a FOIA request to HHS. So I gave it to him.

Terry Ray
12:30 PM
!Exemption

2

sl

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 28, 2006
Thomas Hitter

Couldn't understand
voicemail
8:45

!Exemption

61

Question sounds like it concerns whether agencies are required by law to respond to requests.
I called back. There was no answer and the recorded message is suspicious. I will try again later.
Still no answer, I am very reluctant to leave a message on this machine. End.

Coast Guard

jExemption 5j

Sounded like a high school
student working on a
project
10:05
He wanted to make a request for documents pertaining to Brown v. Bd of Education.
I told him he needed to make the requests to the specific agencies he felt would have the records
he was looking for. He told me he knew he wanted to contact the Civil Rights Division. I gave
him their address. End.

Jeana Moon

DOE -IG

10:30

202-586-4140

v

"1

IExemptlon

!Exemption

6j

sl

Private Citizen

Upset that insurance company disclosed information about her to a third party.
I explained that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies. End.

DOT

Regina
1:30

!Exemption Sj

Doing a story on people selling ID's to illegal immigrants and he wanted a comment from DOJ.
I gave him the Public Affairs number (202) 616-2777 and the switchboard number (202) 5142000. End.

Cecelia Espenoza

EOIR

2:00

703·305·1994
!Exemption

2

sj

!Exemption

sj

!Exemption

sl

Requester
2:45

Wants to make a request to the FBI.
I gave him the address for their FOIA office. End.

DOL - Solicitor's Office

Ann Armstrong

ENRD

4:00

202-514-0424
!Exemption Sj

Nelson Hermilla

CRT

4:30

6-3959
!Exemption Sj

3

!Exemption

4

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Dec. 27, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

f{

private

Q. Caller wanted information related to her disability daim and settlement. The best I could
figure, both are private. Caller was unable to distinguish between private, state and federal,
believing that "the government" had all records

A.

Constance Jenter

!Exemption

private

Q. Caller had made a request to civil rts, but had not heard anything.
A gave contact info so cller could check on status

private

Q. The DEA/SS/Medicare- someone- raided her doctor's office. The caller claims that no one
except her doctor has been able to help her and that no other doctor will help her without her
medical records that have been "stolen" by some unnamed branch of the govt.
A not really FOIA, but caller did not welcome any of my suggestions - even to discuss all this
with her doctor

private

1

51

Q. Caller wanted a copy of a contract between NY state and HHS .
A. Suggested contacting HHS. Suggested contacting NY under state FOIL.

private

caller wanted the status of his BOP request
gave contact info for caller to check with BOP

EPA

Isabell Pettytfore

!Exemption

!Exemption

5l

5l

private

caller did not have any OIA concerns

!Exemption

2

5l

!Exemption

private

how to
gave contact info. Mentioned the web

3

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

12/21;07
Allan Blutstein

Total calls:

~

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61

Q. Received package from FBI, but the records pertain to a different FOIA requester
!Exemption 61
Appeal No. 06-1770). Caller has an outstanding request with FBI. What to do with the package
and what is status of his request?
A. Referred caller to FBI's FOIA requester service center and public liaison

!Exemption

61

Q. Seeks records from a non-government organization that is listed under title 36 of U.S. Code.
A. Not subject to federal FOIA. At caller's request, I provided contact information for DOJ's
Civil Rights Division.

!Exemption

sl

I

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Dec. 21, 2007
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

!Exemption

sl

private

Q. Caller wanted to know how long it would take for a money order to get to Iowa
A. Explained office and FOIA. Suggested caller contact post office

private

Q. Caller wanted to know how long a religious institution can keep private information
A explained FOIA and ofice

Jenny Cantor

!Exemption

Mark McGuire

1

sl

!Exemption

private

caller wanted an adjustment in his status
suggested DHS. Mentioned name check

2

51

Counselor: RM Fine

-I -

Date: 12-20-2007#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Abby Abercrombie

State Dept. Contractor

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

IExemption 61

Wants to sue U. Michigan re their release of his educational and other records. Advises not a FOIA
issue.

JeffOvall

FISA; Dept Ag.

202-218-7904

Department of Defense
-;:::::;==.~;----11

IExemption 61

!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

·················---···---····-·--···--·-··---

Caller 6:

Aron Golberg

Date: 12-20-2007#

EPA

!Exemption

Caller 7:

Carol Lazar

Time:

Ag~ncy:

NRC

Njmber:

301-415-1484
!Exemption

5l

Agency:

Caller 9:
Time:

5l

2:00

Number:

Fired from his company. Letter confirming his firing used his Social Security number in his address line.
Is this permitted?
Advised this not a FOIA issue.

Caller 10:
Time:

Lorraine Fox

Ageucy:

US Fish & Wildlife, Hadley, MA

Number:

413-253-8629
!Exemption

5l

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Date: 12-20-2007#

!Exemption

6l

Can the attorney she works for request documents pertaining to an Illinois Bar Disciplinary investigation
through FOIA?
Advised not

!Exemption

!Exemption

6l

Left message: How can he access a former prisoner's address and phone number? Returned call - he had
found the info he sought.

see above

Second call. Thanking office for returning first call.

USDAFOIA

Rita Morgan

202-720-8164
!Exemption

5l

NLRB

Michelle Woolren

202-273-1720
!Exemption

5l

5l

Counselor: RM Fine

-4-

Tammy Dawkins

Date: 12-20-2007#

US Attorney Civil Division
202-307-3599

Caller received no records responses in 19950's to FOIA requests
agencies, regarding
her partially restored memory of being on the witness protection program when she was younger. Caller
has no memory of dates, a name used or other information, but remembers being in some Boston court.
Wants to know if she can refer back to the old FBI FOIA request or needs to file new request.
Advised may not have sufficient information for an adequate search . Also, generally, that a new request
would need to be made after such a lapse in time since last request..

Mark Hili

NASAHQ
202-35 8-1.545

--

-----

----

-

-

!Exemption

--

61
!Exemption

61

Advised how to file a FOIA request to the FCC

!Exemption

61

Caller is an employee of a federal agency he declined to name. He has applied for several jobs with other
federal agencies, but has not been selected. Wants to know if he can find his ranking in the selection
process for the current application to a position in an agency he also avoided naming, before he is
rejected. Advised him to contact the human resource office of that agency.

Counselor: RM Fine

-5-

Date: 12-20-2007#

!Exemption

Left message re review of Appeal 07-2255. No answer on two return calls .

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Dec. 19,2007

FOIA COUNSE(!?NOTES
Total Cal · : 13
Caller 1:

!Exemption

61

Agency:

Private Citizen

Caller wanted Connecticut State Records. I informed the Caller about FOIA and I gave him the AG's
phone number for Connecticut.

Caller 2:

?

Caller wanted information about the annual FOIA reports. I called the Call er back and he said that he
had spoken with Tina and did not need my help.

!Exemption

I Caller 4: I Private Citizen

IAgency:

51

II

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for DOD records. I told the Caller to contact the DOD FOIA
Office.

!Exemption

Private Citizen
I tried the Caller several times and I spoke with a person who said that I had the wrong number.

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

!Exemption 61

Dec. 19, 2007

Private Citizen- EFC Assocs.

Caller left a voicemail message with me and I tried calling her back, but I kept on getting an answering
machine for I did not leave any message because I did not think that I had the correct phone
number. !Exemption 61

!Exemption 5l

I left a voicemail message for the Caller and I did not hear back from him.

!Exemption 61

Reporter- Federal Times

Caller wanted to know about DOJ's position on the new FOIA bill. Katy Molen stopped by my office
and told me to direct all press inquiries to the Office of Public Affairs. I called the Caller and gave him
the phone number for the OP A.

!Exemption sl

!Exemption 5l

Caller wanted records from the State of Michigan. I gave the Caller the AG's phone number for
Michigan.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- I -

Date: 12118/07

Caller 1:

Caller 2:

Jocelyn Frye

Time:

Agency:

Federal Communications
Commission

Number:

202-418-0978
!Exemption

Caller 3:

Kathy Turensi

Time:

Caller 4:
Time:

Private Citizen

Agency:

Department of the Interior - Bureau
of Land Management, Denver, CO

Number:

303-239-3688

Agency:
Number:

!Exemption

61

The caller had a general question regarding the FOIA. When I returned his call, he stated that he had

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 12/18/07

already found the answer.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out the status of an appeal that he submitted related to an action by the DEA. I
informed him that the appeal was recently received, but has not been assigned yet. I provide him with the
appeal number.

Private Citizen

The caller worked for a private law firm in Texas. She wanted to determine the address used to serve the
Attorney General. I provided her with the address.

Private Citizen

The caller had a question regarding access to information. I left her a voicemail, but never received a
return call.

Alex Choi

Department of Education
202-786-0512
!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 12/18/07

Private Citizen

The caller is a property manager in Michigan. She wanted to find out a way to perform background
checks on prospective renters, because she was "trying not to rent to criminals." I explained that in order
to make a request for a third party from a specific agency, she would need a privacy waiver. However, I
told her that the government does not perform criminal background checks. I suggested that she look for
this type of service in the private sector.

Private Citizen

The caller had complaints regarding the New York state justice system. Specifically, he was concerned
that Nassau County Police would not investigate his claim that an exotic dancer had stolen his credit
card. I explained to him the purpose of the hotline.

Department of State

!Exemption

Jeff Foster

51

Associate Warden
787-775-7805
!Exemption

Private Citizen

The caller phoned me from a public restroom. The caller felt compelled to explain that the intermittent
flushing sounds -punctuating his questions were occasioned by his motion in front of the toilet's sensor.
He wanted to find out about making a FOIA requests related to himself. He also asked if he could set up
a face-to-face meeting with me. I told him "no." I explained that FOIA requests are made in writing to

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 12/ 18/07

federal executive branch agencies. I informed him that he should submit written requests to whichever
agencies he believes may possess responsive records. He asked for the contact information for the FBI. I
provided him with their public FOIA number.

I~gency: I
II

Iii#
,~
Caller 16:
-

:•

;1irinie;

~

·; I ·.. ~:

,,~gen cy~J' ~~

'1::,

·~

.:i

j !, "'

Np.mbev : ;~

'
Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- I -

Date: December 14, 2007

-- -· ·--- - - - - --

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls:(!Jl
!Exemption

Caller 2:

Private Citizen

Time:

ll:08 am

61

Caller wanted to know why she had to provide her SS# to a pre-paid credit card company in order to
activate the card . She claimed that the credit card company said the Patriot Act required her to disclose
her SS #. I explained that OIP only deals with the FOIA and that I could not accurately answer her
question .

Caller3:

Defense Intelligence Agency

!Exemption

Caller 4:

-

!Exemption

61

Age~cy:_' :

Private Citizen

·. 'i \ "· ': ·-·.··

Time:

12:39 am

N-omti~rn.

She wanted to know how to obtam records on her father who passed away in 1962. She thought that both
the CIA and FBI maintained files on all American citizens. I explained that this was not true and that
unless he had been investigated by an agency of the federal government, it was highly unlikely that any
records exist at the federal level.

Caller 5:

Private Citizen

12:58 pm
Time:
Caller works for a health insurance company. Another employee was arrested by the state of NY for
disseminating and stealing information. He wanted to know how to get that employee charged federally
under the HIPA regulations . I told him he should try the U.S. Attorneys office and they would be able to
help him more than OIP could.

51

.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

;,•.

Date: December 14, 2007

Caller wanted to know the status of her FOIA request made regarding her husband's immigration status. I
gave her the phone number for the Citizenship and Immigration Services at DHS.

She needed to know the address to EOUSA, so I provided it.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 12/13/07
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

9
Office of Government Ethics

jExemption 5j

Jennifer Holyfield

IExemption sl

name not given

!Exemption 5j

!Exemption 5j

!Exemption

Jackie Young/Diane Bridge

!Exemption

Aron Golberg
1:50

gov

!Exemption

61

private citizen
not given

2

sl

sj

!Exemption 6j

.

Q: M r . - wondered when th~ Annual Report for 2007 would be posted to our website.
A: I spoke with Tina, who told me to inform the caller that we hope to have it up by the end of
January.

!Exemption 6j

METRO
not given

question was not a FOIA question. Apparently METRO follows something similar
to the FOIAJP A in releasing information to the public. Another agency wants to obtain privacy
protected information pursuant to a subpoena signed by a Deputy at the agency. Since it is not
signed by a judge or by someone sufficiently "high up" at the agency, METRO does not want to
recognize it as a valid subpoena.
wants to know when federal agencies allow similar
inquiries to trump the protections of the ·
Act.
!Exemption 6j

A: I told -

that her best place to start is to talk to

Jaffe at OMB.

Professional Tutors of America

!Exemption 6j

Q:
that a local school district is violating federal privacy laws. He wants to
make a complaint so that the Department of Justice can investigate the allegations.
if he believes that someone is violating the law, he should make a
A: I told Mr
complaint to
United States Attorneys Office, who. can further inves~i~ate if it feels that
there is any merit to the complaint. This Office can only discuss the generalities of the FOIA
with a private citizen.

3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1················ ·········· ············· ···--~·

Date: 12/12/07

<--<----<---···· - - - - - - -

FOIA COUNSELO~TES
Total Calls: #
Caller 1:

Dwayne Dubbs

Time:

')

-·

Agency:

Federal Bureau of Prisons

Nqmber:

507-837-4503
!Exemption

Caller 2:

Robin Brooks

Time:

Agency:

Health & Human Services- Office of
Inspector General

Number: ,~

202-619-2541

51

!Exemption

Caller 3:

JeffHysen

Agency:
-

Time:

.•

Nnmb_er:

General Services Administration
202-708-7881
!Exemption

Caller 4:
Time:
The caller works for a private law firm in Birmingham, Alabama. She wanted to find out how she could
obtain a settlement agreement in connection with a specific civil lawsuit. The lawsuit involved U.S.
Attorneys' Offices in Tennessee and Massachusetts. I explained that she should make her request to

51

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 12/12/07

EOUSA and specifY the USAOs that she wants searched. I also suggested that she consult the EOUSA
website to determine precisely which districts were involved in the case.

Brenda Washington

Department of Energy

jExemption sj

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether he could request his cell phone text messaging records through the
FOIA, because his telephone provider would not give him this information. I explained that FOIA only
applies to records held by executive branch agencies of the federal government.

Housing and Urban Development

jExemption sj

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to obtain certain information about a U.S. company that had conducted business in
Haiti. He requested this information from the Overseas Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) via
telephone. OPIC refused to provide any of the requested information. I suggested that he submit a
written FOIA request and provided him with OPIC's FOIA contact information.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 12/12/07

Office of Federal Detention Trustee

!Exemption

51

FO/A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 11, 2007
Ken Hendricks

V aru Chilakamarri

Civil Division

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

From: Pustay, Melanie A
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 5:54PM
To: Chilakamarri, Varudhini (CIV)
Cc: Hendricks, Kenneth A
Subject: RE: FOIA question

From: Chilakamarri, Varudhini (CIV)
Sent: Friday, December 07, 2007 2:40PM
To: Pustay, Melanie A
Subject: FOIA question

!Exemption

!Exemption

From: McElroy, Brenda (OP A)
Sent: Monday, December 10, 2007 5:54PM
To: Sherman, Michael J

sl

sl

I
!Exemption

sl

I
I

I

Q.
A.

. The caller left a v/m asking, can I do a Privacy Act request upon the Dep't of Justice?
I reached the caller and attempted to provide general answers about where to submit a
FOIA request. The caller kept trying to steer the.conversation so as to get advice on his
particular sitUation, or to obtain a detailed legal analysis of the FOIA. I told the caller that

I could not give legal advice, I resisted his attempts in that regard, and I reiterated the
appropriate general answers. I recommended that the caller seek advice from a private
attorney if he wants specific legal counsel.

Jocelyn Fry

!Exemption

61

Q.

My husband died in February 2002, and I am trying to get his U.S. Army casualty report.

A.

I provided all of the request submission addresses and numbers for the U.S. Army's FOIA
office, and I provided the web site address for the Army's FOIA web site.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

Called about the status ofhis appeal, 07-2559.

A.

I explained that the appeal is assigned to an attorney for adjudication, but that I would not
be able to estimate when a fmal determination would be made. I explained that we have a
backlog and that we adjudicate appeals in the order received. The caller stated that he
would like to have a chance to speak with the attorney handling the appeal. I stated that I
would forward his message to that attorney [CAS], so that she can return the call.

Jocelyn Fry

!Exemption

51

jExemption Sl

jExemption Sj

lExemption sj

Nat'l Indian Gaming Commission
202-632-7057

jExemption Sj

jExemption sj

Post & Courier, S.C.

Q.

The caller asked whether we had records on DOJ's reaction to states' initiatives pertaining
to immigration, and whether I could recommend a source within DOJ with whom she
could speak.

A.

I recommended that she speak to the Office of Public Affairs.

jExemption Sj

Unnamed public caller

Q.

Wants to request records from EOUSA and Civil pertaining to several cases.

A.

I directed the caller to the DOJ FOIA reference guide and to the specific request
addresses.
Unnamed public caller

Q.

Wants to request records from FBI, probably a field office.

A.

I directed the caller to the DOJ FOIA reference guide and to the specific request address
for main FBI, and then to the FBI's listing of field office addresses. I told her about the
FO
for
FO records.

!Exemption

sl

FOL. Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

12/10/07
Allan Blutstein

Total calla

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

Q. Status of self-request to EOUSA, sent May/June 2007, re: case in S.D. Ala.
A. Advised caller to contact EOUSA directly. Self-requests at EOUSA can take up to 9 months.

jExemption Sj

Pam Kurland

jExemption Sj

Jim Kovakas

jExemption Sj

Q. LVM. How to make a FOIA request. No specifics on message.
A. LVM

Sherri Turner

Forest Service

!Exemption

(202) 418-0978

2

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

Pearl Harbor Day, 2007
Allan Blutstein

!Exemption

"D·~· <.. "")
Total call , 8

61

Q. Complaining about the lack of a response to a FOIA request. However, caller was unable to
identify the federal agency where the request was submitted. She mentioned that it might have
been submitted somewhere in Texas.
I could do to assist this caller
Chris Harwood

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

Q. Whether OIP/IR Staff had received his request
A. Yes. Received that day by MLF. Not assiwed a number nor entered in Oracle.

1

51

OFDT
4-4512

Andrea Armstrong

!Exemption

2

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 12-06-2007#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

rn====================

~
r==================~

Department of Labor
202-693-5533
!Exemption sl

Jeff Orval!

Department of Agriculture

!Exemption sl

Karen Finnegan
3:15
!Exemption sl

Gwen Tucker

HUDNO

3:30

504-589-7210

Re FBI request denial. Appeal sent to OIP: 07-1462. May 17 rec'd.

X

1011

.

Counselor: RM Fine

-

- 2-

!Exemption

Date: 12-06-2007#

61

3:30
Wanted a source for 1980's California driver's license for client. Believes CA DMV has destroyed those
records according to regular schedule. Not FOIA. Gave her CA DMV records request form number.

!Exemption

61

Has received the e-mail scam message marked as corning from the Department of Justice. Deleted w'out
opening.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Caller 1:

Date: December 5, 2007

- 1-

!Exemption

61

10:10 am
Time:
She wanted to know how to make a request for the trial transcripts of US v. Philip Morris. I helped her
navigate the DOJ homepage to the address for EOUSA to file her request.

Caller 2:

Peter Chen

Agency:

USDA -OGC

Cathy Spence

Caller 5:

Ed Yoshimura

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Commodity Futures Trading
Comm'sn

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: December 5, 2007
!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61

He needed to know both the address and phone number of the Civil Rights Division FOIP A shop, so I
gave it to him.

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: December 5, 2007

Caller from Alaska who wanted to know if theIR Staff accepted faxed requests. I told him yes and gave
him the fax number to the office.

He wanted to know how to obtain state records from the state of New York. I directed him to the
attorney general of New York (he was seeking crime statistics).

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 4, 2007
Catherine Lev

<)

0

??

member of the public

9AM

??

He was calling re emails from DOJ. I explained the whole hoax situation, that DOJ does not
communicate with the public via email.

??

member of the public

9:30AM

??

Same question about emails from DOJ- same answer

Cathy Day

Office of the Federal Detention
Trustee

lOAM

4-4512
!Exemption

member of the public

He is buying a lot of farm equipment and he was wondering if there is a way to check if any of
the equipment was stolen. He is asking ifthere is a database of stolen goods. I said ifthere was,
it would not be federal and suggested he contact his state Attorney General consumer protection
office.

1

51

??

l member of the public
I

I

'•'" 1

'

I

11AM

I

If ~,,,.

I

305 431 4745

It's an identity theft problem. Somebody is using her elderly mother's credit card. I gave her
some resources.

??

Department of Agriculture (South
Dakota)

11:30AM

651-290-3049
!Exemption

51

FBI (St. Louis)

!Exemption

??

member of the public (attorney)

12:30PM

She had trouble locating her client's criminal record. We finally realized he was in immigration
detention and therefore not on BOP locator. I gave her some addresses where she should address
her request.

2

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 3, 2007
Michael Sherman

/ ~3

... ,_,..$-

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained the limits on the reach of the federal FOIA, and
suggested checking his state's FOIA.

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

!Exemption

6l

private caller
-

!Exemption

6l

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

!Exemption

51

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed .
/

1

James Reister

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent sp~m emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

!Exemption

2

sl

51

51

!Exemption

61

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

private caller

Caller had a question concerning the fraudulent spam emails recently sent out that appear to be
from DOJ. I explained that the emails should be ignored, and that a complaint can be filed.

3

{. .

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1January 3 I, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
· Total Calls: 20

jExemptlon Sj

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Jan uary 31 , 2008

new fee.

Private Citizen
Caller had a state privacy rights issue. I directed the Caller to the PA AG's Office.

[Exemption 5]

I
Privat5e Citizen
Caller left three consecutive voicemail messages due to the fact that her rambling messages used up all of
the time permitted by my voicemail. Caller said that her privacy rights had been violated because she
received mail after voting in Florida. I returned the call and Caller wanted to file a complaint with me. I
told the Caller that OIP was not an office that received complaints and I would not take her complaint.
She became irate and hung up on me.

II;
I

I

I
Private Citizen
Caller wanted records from the State of Wisconsin. I gave the Caller the phone number for the
Wisconsin Ag's Office.

..:

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

January 31, 2008

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information from the State of Maryland. I gave the Caller the phone number for the
Maryland AG's Office.

No Name

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information from ICE. I gave the Caller the pertinent contact information for ICE's FOIA
office.
INTERPOL

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Private Citizen
Caller wanted records from former employer. I left a voicemail explaining the federal FOIA and
informed the Caller that, if his former employer was not a federal agency, he may want to contact his
state's AG's Office.

Private Citizen

-r tried calling the number left by the Caller, but it was disconnected.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 4-

January 31, 2008

Counselor: RM Fine

-I -

Date: 01-30-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Caller wants the address to get NCIC.
Told only available through law enforcement agencies. Caller says she got it herself in the '80's; just
wants address. Gave it.
..

G~ller
~~

·..~

2t ". · Latanga Rush
'>',

... ~

Time: ·_ .,... • 9:00

..

•,

3f

.

;

lf'A.g;~cy: ..,."" EEOC

'~Numbe11: ~

'l

1'
l·

l

r.,,.
t.
,,·

/

/

/

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Date: 01-30-2008#

Joe Brinkley

Caller wanted to knowhow she could get records of"Korea-gate" from FBI.
Told her how to file a FOIA request. (No internet access.)

Tiffany Ford

•··.

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date: 01-30-2008#

Caller complains the she made a phone call to the 11th Circ court in Atlanta for information about a
complaint against a judge. She was denied. Very angry.
Talked to caller briefly about privacy issues and about the lack of professionalism that would be
involved in giving out such information over the phone.

!Exemption 5j

Dept. Ofthe Interior, Office of the
Solicitor General

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

Date: 01-30-2008#

Jackie Young

!Exemption

5l

Caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request.

Employer released financial information to a relative with the same name.
Not a FOIA request.

Dept. Of Agriculture

_,:

.·

Counselor: RM Fine

-5-

Jerry Ingersoll

Date: 01-30-2008#
Indian Health Service

Status ofhis appeal, No. 08-0137.
Still in review process. CG worked on it. Either with KAH or JGM
Sherman & Sterling

A client is making a FOIA request. Should she use the client's name or the firm's name in writing the
letter.
Gave her the wording.

!Exemption

a!

Caller submitted an application for a position as an administrative law judge. He has not heard back and
wants to know the status of his application. He submitted a FOIA request to OPM for all information
on the scoring of his examination. How can he find the status of the request itself?
Advised to to request status from OPM.

•

Counselor: RM Fine

- 6-

Date: 01-30-2008#

Caller is researching facts for a film and wants to know how to file a FOIA request for information on
importers of polypropylene twine.
Advised to start with making a judgement about what agency or agencies might have such information then file a request to those agencies. He thought of a few.

Cecilia Odum

Coast Guard

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Cecilia Odom

Date: January 29, 2008

Coast Guard
202-475-3521

unclear

Requester left an incomplete number was not able to return the call

wants to know where to submit a FOIA request for naturalization papers

ExenwDon 9
I referred

to DHS and the a

ro riate office handlin naturalization issues.

Brooke Geller

USDA

, .·

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 28, 2008
Catherine Lev

Frank Supik

Department of Treasury

9AM

----------------,

[Exemption~

member of the public

She was corresponding with the Indiana authorities about revocation of her foster parent license.
I gave her the contact information for Indiana Dept of Family and Childten's Services ·

I

.i
I
I

Beth Kramer

Department of Transportation

lOAM

Department of Energ)'

Fred Dann

..- _· .

.1

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

Needed FOIA contact information for the Office of Customs and Border Protection.

??

member of the public

11:30 AM

??

Needed FOIA contact information for the Department of the Army.

Paul Bankas

Department of Labor

12PM

!Exemption

51

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration

Ralph Byrd
12:30 PM

l!~xemptlon

2

51

??

member of the public
!Exemption 6j

lPM

She wanted to know where to file a criminal complaint for ID theft. I gave her some ideas.

??

member of the public

1:30PM

She wanted FOIA contact information for Food and Drug Administration

??

member of the public

2PM

.

She wanted FOIA contact information for Medicare .

3

Counselor: Sean 1. Vanek

- 1- .

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 18

Date: January 25, 2008

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

Date: January 25 , 2008

Shara Brooks

Jennifer Bryan

Caller had general questions on how to file an appeal from the inaction of the FBI on her request. I
explained that the only recourse was to file a lawsuit as the FOIA does not provide for administrative
appeal from inaction.

· ' ·. '

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: January 25, 2008

I

I

I

Private Citizen

Caller was upset that political campaigns had obtained his name and address through the voter
registration rolls in Ohio. He wanted to know if the Privacy Act applied. I informed him that since
registering to vote is a local/state matter, the Privacy Act would not apply and that he should direct
questions to the Ohio Secretary of State.

Private Citizen

Caller needed the address of the FBI to send a FOIA request.

Cow1selor: Sean J. Vanek

-4 -

Date: Janua1y 25, 2008

She wanted to !mow how to obtain records on her husband's entry into the country. I gave her the phone
numbers to DHS, CBP, ICE, USCIS because she wasn't sure which one would have the records she was
after.

I
I

,.
I
Caller needed to lmow how to submit a FOIA request to the Department of Veterans Affairs. I gave him
both the address and phone/fax numbers.

She needed the c.ontact information for Marshals Service.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 24, 2008
Michael Sherman

!Exemption

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

-!Exemption

6l

private caller

Allan graciously agreed to return the caller's voice mail.

!Exemption

6l

private caller

1

51

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expetiise.

Coast Guard

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller was calling out of frustration in dealing w/the IRS on a request he has made. I discussed
what his options might be in handling the situation, including trying to reach an IRS
representative over the phone (caller has already written several letters) or filing a lawsuit.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I exp

private caller

Caller is having difficulties w/the FBI in responding to a request. FBI has not returned his phone
calls seeking information. I suggested he may wish to contact the department ombudswoman.

CRT

Nelson Her milia

2

IExemgtion

3

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-l -

Date: l/23/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # I 0

National Labor Relations Board .

IEltemption

Private Citizen

Federal Public Defender's Office Nashville, TN

5l

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: J/23/2008

U.S. Department of Agriculture Food Safety Division

!Exemption

Canadian Citizen

The caller is in the process of immigrating to the United States. He was concerned because an official at
an American Consulate informed him that his visa would not be approved due to criminal records held by
the FBI. He stated that he checked his NCIC report, and that it shows no record of any criminal activity.
I recommended that he submit a request for records to FBI office that he believes might have records
(and I pointed him to the FBI's website). I also suggested that he submit a FOIA request to the
Department of Homeland Security's Customs and Border Patrol.

Private Citizen

The caller had a question about obtaining records of audits of a tribal council. I returned his call.

Department of Education

IExemptio,n

51

51

Counselor: Caro line Smith

Nelson Hennilla

-3-

Date: 1123/2008

DOJ - Civil Rights

Department of Education - Office of
Civil Rights (San Francisco)

!Exemption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 22, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Fred Dann

1'1

Sara McGraw

EPA
202-564~2565

IExemption 51

Thorin Druch

Barbara Good

USDA
202-720-8045
IExernptiofl

Pamela Johnson

FLRA
202-218-7996

sl

!Exemption 51

Lori Hartmann

State Dep't
202-561-8330
1Exernptlor:J5I

Q.

The caller had a question about her state birth certificate.

A.

I suggested that she contact the agency that manages such records for the state the issuing
state.

Q.

The caller left a v/m, and When I called back she said that she found the Civil Rights
telephone number she needed.

A.

No response needed.

IExernptiGm 61

Q.

The caller had

IExernptlqn 61

a question related to obtaining state records from a college.

A.

I suggested that the caller seek the records under the appropriate state provision.

Rene Coe

LOC, Copyright Office

!Exemption 51

Civil Division

!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller wanted OIP's FOIA request address.

A.

Given.

IExernption 61

Q.

The caller wants access to alien information maintained by ICE.

A.

I directed the caller to ICE's Web site.

I
I

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 0 I- I 8-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Wendy Zeglen

NDIC

814-532-4966

Melanie Yohe

FAAFOIA

9:25

202-267-9552

Jennifer Weaver

Postal Service IG Office
703-248-2362

Cow1selor: RM Fine

-2-

Date: 0 1-18-2008#

!Exemption

Nikki Gramian

How to make Massachusetts FOIA request for information on child support enforcement by
Massachusetts courts.
Directed to MA gov't on internet.

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date: 01-1 8-2008#

119
!Exemption

Thomas Hungar

5l

Office of the Solicitor General
202-514-2211
!Exemption

!Exemption

6l

Has AG Mukasey authorized the use of force in Afghanistan?
Not FOIA

Peace Corp. Office of the Deputy
General Counsel

!Exemption

5l

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

Date: 0 1-18-2008#

Pam Nelson

Dept. Labor, San Francisco
415-625-7709
!Exemption 51

Lynn Buell

Veterans Administration
202-565-5009
l~xemption

----

---

--

5j

-- -

Caller submitted a FOIA request to NSD, asking for expedited handling. Has not received a reply.
Consulted w . MLF . Outlined the route of an expedited NSD request. Referred caller to Gayle Sessoms
ofNSD, and gave phone number.

Martha Diaz Ortiz

!Exemption 51

Counselor: RM Fine

-5-

!Exemption

Date: 0 1-18-2008#

61
!Exemption

61

Wants to know if a particular congressman used the House recording studio within 60 days of the last
presidential election to make a political ad.
Not a FOIA question. Outlined FOIA .

Joanne Paskar

US AID
202-712-1217
!Exemption

Unknown

Long tirade message against use of message machine instead of adequate number oflive persons to
answer hotline.- No name or phone number.

Don Harris

FLRO
202-218-7904

51

Cow1selor: RM Fine

Medaris Oliveri

-6-

Date: 0 1-18 -2008#

AMTRAC
202-203-4577

IExerpption

51

j·
!

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

I

January 17, 2008
Ken Hendricks

No name given

from an immigration law firm

Q.

The caller stated that she sent a client's request to USers two years ago, but has not even
received an acknowledgment. She asked whether it is possible to get expedited servicing
of the request.

A.

· I explained that any requester can request expedited processing. I also gave her the phone
number and e-mail address for the FOIA Requester Service at USCIS.

OGE

Bill Grassman

IExemptioh

61

!Exemption

Q.

Question re naturalization records for deceased US citizen.

k.

I provided the-appropriate users-contact information.

Rita Morgan

USDA

202-720-8164

J

61

!Exemption

!Exemption 6j

Q.

The caller wants to know how to request career-related information about his deceased
brother who was once a DBA employee.

A.

I discussed third-party request requirements, and I directed him to the DBA contact
address and information in the DOJ FOIA Reference Guide.

Dierdra McNeil

OIG's FOIA Office
202-720-8112

-

!.Exemption

61

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that he is looking for information on regarding a false charge
that was made against him a couple of years ago.

A.

I attempted a return call, but did not get an answer or a v/m. The caller left another
message, and I returned the call. I provided him with information on how to access
agency FOIA addresses via the Internet.

sj

Q.

The caller stated that she needs to get some information on how to make a FOIA request
to the Federal Retirement Thrift Investment Board. She does not have Internet access and
the Board will not return her calls. Please mail ·information on how to make FRTIB
FOIA requests to :
!Exemption

A.

el

Anne Work said that OIP could mail this . I will prepared a letter and enclosme on
1/24/08.

Stacy Easter

Commodity Future Trading
Commission
202-418-5011
!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

Q.

I filed a FOIA request awhile ago inw/FBI Boston and HQ. I never received a response
from Boston. I received a response from HQ. I appealed the response and OIP remanded
it. "I got the runaround" from HQ regarding the remand, and I filed a civil suit.

A.

The caller confirmed that he filed a civil suit regarding his requests, and he said he is pro
se and does not have an attorney. I told him that I could not discuss the matters with him

51

I
since they are in litigation. I told him he could address his questions to a private attorney.

unintelligible
l!;xemption 61

Q.

The caller wants to make a DOJ request.

A.

I provided the appropriate address information.

TomHungare

OSG
4-2211
!Exemption 51

Don Harris (2 questions)

FLRA

!Exemption

sl

Amy Shoemaker (2
questions)

Education, Office of Civil Rights
202-786-0525

Fred Dann

jExemption

51

!Exemption

sl

Energy
202-287-1408

Paul Mountaner

Dep't of Energy

!Exemption

51

jExemption sj

Varu Chilakamarri,

Civil

6-8489

· jExemption sj

Nathan Kurtz

Nat'l Endowment for Democracy

unintelligible

Q.

VIM is unintelligible.

A.

I cannot respond to this call.

Laura Starling

Antitrust (ATD)
202-307-1184
!Exemption 51

Bill Tobey

FLRA
202-218-7908
1Exe!J1ption 5J

!Exemption 51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 16, 2008
Michael Sherman

? ·)
I___

Chris Morris

!Exemption

Stuart Bender

IExempticm

sl

private caller

Inquiry about the recent spam emails claiming to be from DOJ.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

private caller

51

Question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

Nat'l Endowment for Democracy

Betsy Cuthbertson

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

private caller

Caller wanted to know the name of OIP's director.

private caller

Question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

IE:xemption

2

51

'·

Jeff Landow

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 1115/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 22
U.S. Coast Guard

!Exemption

Marshall Fields

Department of Treasury - Office of
Foreign Assets Control

!Exemption

Sl

U.S. Department of Agriculture

IExerpption

Private Citizen

The caller left a garbled message in which his telephone number was indecipherable. I think that Ken
answered his questions a couple of days after my hotline day.

sl

Sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 1115/2008

Private Citizen
jExemptipn

6l

The caller wanted access to his records from the Social Security Administration. I provided him with the
link to the SSA's website which explained how to make a FOIA request.

!Exemption

Private Citizen

The caller had a complaint about private companies publishing people's names in connection with debts.
I explained the purpose of the hotline.

Mike Montaine

Housing and Urban Development

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Lisa Terry

-3-

Date: 1115/2008

Import - Export Bank
202-565-3431
!Exemption 51

Attorney in General Counsel's
Office

Department of Treasury

!Exemption

Journalist

The caller was a writer for the Atlanta Journal-Constitution. He wanted to learn the status of a FOIA
request which he had made to the Department of the Army. I provided him with the FOIA contact for the
Army.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out the status of her appeal. Since I worked on the appeal, I informed her that it
was in review process.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether she could make a new FOIA request for a document that she had
previously requested which has since been destroyed. I explained that she could submit a new request

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 1/15/2008

and walked her through the process.

Private Citizen

The caller made vague assertions that her privacy rights were violated by various private companies. I
explained the purpose of the hotline.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find a "FOIA form." I explained that no specific form was required to make a FOIA
request, but suggested that she consult the FOIA portion of the website of the agency from which she is
interested in obtaining records.

Commodity Future Trading
Commission

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-5-

Date: 1/15/2008

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out how to submit a FOIA request. I explained the process.

Private Citizen

The caller received an email that appeared to be generated by the DOJ. He was calling to determine
whether the email was a scam. I directed him to the section of the DOJ website devoted to fraudulent
emails and explained how to report the message.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to learn the status of a FOIA request that she submitted to Customs and Board Patrol.
I provided her with the FOIA contacts for Department of Homeland Security as well as CBP.

Private Citizen

The caller had a question regarding obtaining her mortgage records. I explained that the FOIA did not
apply to private companies .

Nicki Grornni

Department of Homeland Security
202-254-4001
!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

.:

-I-

Date: January II, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 8

Caller wanted .to lmow where to send a request for a list of lands ceded to the jurisdiction of the United
States. He had been told that the AG maintains such a list, but after talking with Nick, I was informed
that the AG does not have such a list. When I ca11ed him back I referred him the Bureau of Land
Management's FOIA number.

Sara McGraw

EPA General Counsel's Office

Private Citizen
10:57 am
He wanted general informl:).tion on how to obtain the profit/earning statements of a small business
(apparently a competitor of his). I explained that (1) it's unlikely that the Federal Government would
have such records and (2) even if they did, he'd need consent from that company/individual in order to
obtain any records.

(

I'

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

Date: January ll, 2008

IExefnption

61

Caller wanted to know how to obtain his 1950s military records. I directed him to the National Personnel
Records Center. He also wanted a copy of his background investigation for his security clearance he said
was performed by the FBI, so I gave him the FBI's contact information.

- 1-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Date: Jan. 10, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

IExernption sl

l~xeinption sl

Teresa Simpson
!Exemption 51

!Exemption 61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted records from the Dept ofTreas. I provided the FOIA Office number for the Dept ofTreas.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-2-

Date: Jan. I 0, 2008

Private Citizen
Caller wanted court records regarding a certain case. I directed the Caller to EOUSA.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted Kansas State Records and records from FEMA. I gave the Caller the phone number for KS
AG. I also gave the Caller FEMA's FOIA Office's phone number.
.

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
Caller wanted state records. I gave the Caller the phone number for Michigan's AG's Office.

!Exemption 51

Private Citizen
Caller wanted Georgia State Records. I gave the Caller the AG's phone number for Georgia.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Frank Supert

-3-

. Date: Jan. 10, 2008

Dept of the Treas
jExemption Sj

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 1/9/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 19

?

Q.
A.

Jenny Weaver (Former
OIP'er)

Postal Service Inspector General

IExemptioQ

91

!Exemption

sl

Department of Energy

private citizen

Q. Caller had a Privacy Act question about whether the state of Georgia can request his social

1

(

security number for some type of insurance coverage it sponsors.
A. I told the caller that this Office cannot give out info1mation about the Privacy Act. I told him
that he is free to call Hillary Jaffe, but that I do not know whether she gives advice to private
citizens.

!Exemption 61

information about her father's military service and court martial in the Almy.
A. I gave ~he Army's address to which she can make a FOIA request.
!Exemption

61

.

Department of Labor

IEX'emptlon

Sandy Balmer

GSA- Atlanta

9:55

404-331-0916

2

sl

jExemption

Chris (see above)

Department of Energy

U.S. Central Command (DOD) .

Department of Education Office for
Civil Rights

Gloria Gintal
10:14

3

sj

NLRB
202-273-3851
jExemption 5j

NLRB

Laura
11:45

private citizen

4

Q: Caller called about an incident on a passenger jet that was investigated by the FAA. The
caller seeks a copy of the final letter by the FAA regarding the incident.
A: I gave the caller the address for the FAA's FOIA Office to which he should direct a written
request.

IExempticm 61

Q:. .stated that AT&T has received a FOIA request from a citizen of a foreign nation, and she
wanted to know whether the federal FOIA is applicable to foreigners.
A: I left a return message in which I first asked why AT&T would be receiving a request under
the federal FOIA. I then noted that, assuining the federal FOIA is ap~igners may
make FOIA requests, with two possible exceptions (see below where ~alled me
1Exempti6'n 6'1
back) .

Laurie Karnay

Forest Service

IExemptign

AT&T

---r:et-\:!med~my-call, at which time-r-noteatfiarthe only tWo exceptions to foreigners making .

FOIA requests is 1) if the foreigner is a fugitive (not the case here) or 2) the foreigner is acting on
behalf of a foreign government or intergovernmental organization, if the request is to an
intelligence agency (also not the case here).

5

sl

Representative Quinn's Office in
Missouri

!Exemption 61

573-526-9775 (fax)
Q: A constituent seeks a copy of the federal FOIA.

A: I faxed a copy of the 2002 version to Kathy to give to the constituent. I also found the 2007
Amendments on thomas.loc.gov, so I included them aswell.

private citizen

Q:
is attempting to get a mortgage broker's license, but the licensing authority wcm.ts more
information about her incarceration fifteen years ago before it grants her a license.
she can make a FOIA request for her records to BOP. I told her to contact
BOP directly for more information about other services offered to former inmates.

Pam Campbell

U.S. Postal Service

3:10

?
IL;xemption 5j

6

Counselor: RM Fine

-I -

Date: 1-08-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # /~

====================

r===================~

Cecilia Odum

Coast Guard

8:00

202-475-3521
jExemption Sj

Stephanie Gamer

Paralegal trying to submit FOIA requests to several agencies, both federal and non-federal. All requests
are for information on properties. Says Treasury will not take the $10. checks.
Gave caller the US Treasury web site for FOIA fee information.

Latanga Rush

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Diane Bridge

Date: I -08-2008#

NLRB

202-273-3851
!Exemption

IExemption el

How to make FOIA request. Gave info. He has access to internet, so guided him through access.

Jennifer Dickey

FMS Treasury
202-874-6827
!Exemption

How to make a FOIA request to US Department of Veteran's Affairs
Caller was on a computer, so guided him to the Dept. Veterans Affairs web site for FOIA forms, sample
'!etters and address.

sl

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date: 1-08-2008#

Jill Seigelbaum

US Dept. Of Ed. Civil Rights Div.

1:27

202-245-6605

State Dept. OLC

Caller has a request for township documents from a contractor.
Referred her to CT FOIA office.

Counselor: RM Fine

-4-

Date: 1-08-2008#

IExemptiqn 61

Called inquired about the status of his appeal, No. 08-0137.
Advised that an OIP attorney was working on the appeal at this time. (CG)

Dierdre MacNeill

US Dept. Ag. OIG

IE~emptlon

citizen
l~xen;lptioh 61

Movie writer doing costume research on John Dillinger. Can we direct her to a collection of period
prison wear.
Advised that this is not FOIA issue. Try BOP.

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 7, 2008
Michael Sherman

I~
private caller

Caller wanted a status update on his appeal.

private caller

Unable to contact caller.

Terry Stasko

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

USPS

Monica Skinner

1

!Exemption

51

IExerriptidh '51

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

private caller

Caller wanted to know who OIP's director is.

about making a request. I explained the relevant procedures.

!Exemption

2

51

!Exemption

3

sl

;

'

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-I -

---~

..

···········--·····-· ~·-·······-···-······---

- ... ........................................

.......................

Date: 1/4/2008

- - - · --· ..·- - -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 12

I:Gall~; 1: ~.
1\ ·"'·
Hf
'
Time: i!.""

....

: Pamela Johnson

!'?Age!!£~:·~· Federal Labor Relations Board

liNirtmber:;
.

~

Gi.

..

202-218-7996

Private Citizen

The caller had various questions about access to records in the state of South Dakota and about the
Americans with Disabilities Act. I explained the purpose of the hotline and recommended that he contact
the Attorney General's office in South Dakota to learn about its information access law.

i

!Exemption

Bill Dittmeier

sl

r

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 1/4/2008
!Exemption

!Exemption 51

The caller believed that subsequent to her commitment to a mental institution by the state she was a
victim of identity theft. I explained the purpose of the hotline. ·

Federal Labor Relations Board

IJ:xemption 51

Private Citizen

The caller was formerly incarcerated in a federal prison. He wanted to obtain a certificate maintained by
BOP regarding his completion of a drug/alcohol treatment program. I provided him with BOP's FOIA
contact information and explained how to make such a request.

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: l/4/2008

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller works for an NBC affiliate in Chicago. He wanted to find out how to obtain court documents
filed in the Supreme Court of Florida. I explained that the FOIA only applies to federal executive branch
agencies and not state court systems.

Attorney in General Counsel's
Office

Department of Treasury

!Exemption

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out the status of her husband's visa application. I provided her with the
appropriate contact information at the Department of Homeland Security.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out historical information about the Criminal Division (i.e. the past Deputy
Assistant Attorney General for the Criminal Division). I provided her with the Criminal Division's
general telephone number.

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 3, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Pam Roberts

Q.

The caller asked how to obtain state records through the FOIA.

A.

I explained that this Office's work relates to the federal FOIA, and that the federal FOIA
provides certain rights of access to federal agencies' records, not state records. I
that the caller determine which
records access ._

__________ ______..

~------~

Nat'l Institute of Standards and
Technology

IExempljon 51

I

~/

!Exemption

Q.

The caller asked where to submit a request to DOJ generally.

!Exemption 6j

Q.

The caller left a voice mail asking whether the 60-day appealde.a dlineis 60 days or 60 ·
calendar days.

5l

A.

_____________.____

I returned the call and informed him that the deadline is a calend

deadline.

~----~

!Exemption 6 j

Q.

How can I contact the SDNY USAO? I am looking for Mafia-related archival material. ·

A.

I provided the contact number for EOUSA's FOIA office and rrecommended that he
contact that office to see if his request should be submi~ted to EOUSA or to the Federal
Records Center for archived records. I also directed him to the FBI's electronic reading
room and
that he check there to see it has records of interest to him.

Q.

The caller asked whether the FOIA had been amended recently, and how she could read.
the amendments.

!Exemption

IExem(ltion

51

61

Q.

This citizen received a survey in the mail apparently from the Census Dep't, and she
wants to confirm that it is from the federal government prior to filling it out.

A.

I explained what this Office does, and what we do on the FOIA hotline. I suggested that
the caller address her question to the Census Bureau or the Dep't of Commerce, and I
directed her to the web sites for those~-~·---------------------~

Laurie Hartmann

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller asked how to obtain West Virginia state records through the FOIA.

A.

I explained that this Office's work relates to the federal FOIA, and that the federal FOIA
provides certain rights of access to federal agencies' records, not state records. I
suggested that the caller determine which state records access provisions apply.

sl

Counse lor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 1-02-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Thorin Druch

I

Wanted cc of S.2488 e-mailed to him.
Referred him to Thomas and Findlaw.

Caller left message. Wants info on how to make a FOIA request. Phone number given is not a working
number.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 1-02-2008#

IExemption 61

Caller was working on a script in LA. The house in which he was staying had a break-in. He believes
that he was under NSA surveillance and that the agency thought the screenplay was a terrorist plan. He
wanted information about how to acquire the NSA satellite images.
Advised this is not within FOIA's purview.

l

Homeowners Association for the development in which caller rents a home has required renters to have a
pass displaying name and apartment number on dashboard of car when parked. Caller wants to know if
this is discriminatory and/or a violation of her rights to privacy.

I
I·
I

I

Advised not a FOIA issue.

I

II
National Institute of Technology

Catherine Fletcher
12:00

Amanda Fry

FERC

2:15

202-502-6029

--------

Terri Ray _
12:20
IExernption

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

Date: 1-02-2008#

Citizen

Caller has appealed an FBI request. Wanted to know how the appeal process proceeds.
Gave him a general description of the process.

Caller has interview for naturalization in 2003 , had a No Records response from FBI and is trying to find
out why he has not been processed yet.
Not FOIA issue.

Louis Sheffler

National Capital Planning
Commission
202-4~2-7223

Jack Lipson

Natural Resources Agency

!Exemptions

I

f

I

I·
i

Counselor: RM Fine

-4-

Date: 1-02-2008#

Judith Means

What kinds of information can be requested under FOIA?
Gave brief general description, and web site.

NLRB
202-273-2935

IIIIIIIIIIIIIII~I=E=xe=m=p=tio~n~~~~-------------------------------------------

Counselor: RM Fine

-5-

Date: 1-02-2008#

IExJ)mption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 29, 2008
Catherine Lev

Department of the Army

Department of Agriculture

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

State law question. Connecticut agency, that issues licenses to casinos, released information
about casino employees. I gave her a phone number for the section of the Connecticut AG's
Office that answers FOIA questions.

Aaron
10:30AM

1

member of the public

IExemptiqiJ'61
Complained about not being able to get things (statute and case law) from the Government
Printing Office. So I printed out and sent it to him in the envelope. It was not much.

??

member of the public

11:30 AM

??

She wanted to know how to request minutes from meetings of the President's Cabinet. I said that
I am not aware that these meetings are on the record. If she wants notes and prep materials from
each cabinet member, she should request from their respective agencies.

Army Corps of Engineers

Carol Maloney

Peter Chen
lPM

2

jExemption ,sl

member of the public
1:30PM
He wanted to know which federal agency issues business licenses. I said I don't know, but I
know it is not DOJ.

Marshall Fields

Department of the Treasury

Sherry Suzuki ·

Customs and Border Protection

3

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-l -

Date: February 28, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Indian Gaming Commission

Private Citizen
......
\

She wanted to !mow if the FOIA applied to a local school district. I told her no, and gave advised that
she needs to go through the state processes.

Private Citizen

She was concerned that a state-run website had her personal information on it and she wanted to !mow if
that violated the Privacy Act. I explained that the Privacy Act only applies to the Federal Government
and that she might want to check out if her state had a similar law.

Private Citizen
10:43 am
Caller wanted to !mow if one divorced partner could obtain the tax return information of the other
divorced partner from the IRS. I explained that without written consent, no records would be released.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: February 28, 2008

Dept. Of State FOIA Office

He wanted the address and fax number for the 1R Staff as he has a FOIA request for AG records.

He was admitted to Mt. Nittany Hospital in State College, PA and claims that they subsequently violated
the HIPAA laws by releasing information to the new media which was broadcast at the 5:30 and 11:00
news broadcasts. I informed him that HHS handles all complaints regarding HIP AA and gave him the
phone number for their Office of Civil Rights.

.lexemption5l

His client had made aFOIA request for an investigatory file on a third party, and a local prosecutor then
subpoenaed his client to ask why. His question was: does a requester have to give a reason why they
want records? I pointed him to the quote from Favish where the Supreme Court basically says no (Guide
page 67-68, fn 123).

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: February 28, 2008

He called and left a message regarding his appeal (no. 08-1 004). When I called him back he had a few
questions, namely: why did the FBI tell him he could appeal if they don't have any records on him? I
explained that he can challenge the search efforts of the FBI and then went on to explain that requests for
FO records need to go to a FO and that HQ (unfortunately) does not tell Requesters that.

FBI Litigation Team

Pamela Johnson

Vanek, Sean J
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sean

Blutstein, Allan L
Thursday, February 28, 2008 2:00PM
Vanek, Sean J
RE: Hotline question

Vanek, Sean J
Thursday, February 28, 2008 1:24PM
Blutsteln, Allan L
Hotline question

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 02-27-2008:#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Office of the Special Counsel

Can we get for her information on the Halliburton ICE contracts?
Explained role of OIP and procedure for making a FOIA request.

Janet Lemons
11:00

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 02-27-2008:#

IExemption 61

Trying to submit a FOIA request online to an agency, but there is no "click" when he hits subrriit; is it
supposed to click?
Advised him to call agency and ask if it has r'cd the request.

Jackie England

Jill Siegelbaum

Office of the US Comptroller

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Is there a website where he can read all complaints being filed against an agency?

Caller wanted fax number for Department of Defense FOIA office.

Caller wanted address of the Social Security FOIA office.

Date: 02-27-2008 :#

Counselor: Caroline Smjth

- 1-

Date: 2/26/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Private citizen

The caller stated that he has been waiting several years for the Customs and Border Patrol to complete a
background investigation. He submitted a FOIA request that asked questions regarding the delay in
processing the background check. I explained that a FOIA request applies to documents that are
currently in existence and that an agency dpes not have to answer questions in response to one. I
suggested that he contact CBP directly to learn the status of his investigation.

Ellen Sebastian

NOAA Fisheries - Alaska

!Exemption

Zapora Bullard

51

Department of State - Office of the
fuspector General
66J-0383 .

Housing and Urban Development

t.
I

I

Counselor: Caro line Smith

- 2-

Date: 2/26/2008

Executive Office of Immigration
Review - Office of General Counsel

Melody Adams

Department of State
202-261-4312

Department of the Army

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Austin Howell

-3-

Date: 2/26/2008

Corporation for National and
Community Service

IExernQtion sj

Private citizen

The caller was very disgruntled. He stated that he believed that the IRS is harassing his family. He
wanted to make a FOIA request to the main IRS office. I suggested that he also make a request to the
Disclosure Office that is closest to where he lives. He tried to share his conspiracy theories with me, but
time did not permit.

Adrian Stinnet

U.S. Department of Agriculture

Cynthia Farrell

U.S. Department of the InteriorOffice of the Solicitor

!Exemption

5j

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-4-

Date: 2/26/2008

Private citizen

The caller explained that he believed that his privacy rights were violated. I provided him with the
Hillary Jaffe's telephone number.

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether private companies had any obligations under the Privacy Act. I
provided him with Hillary Jaffe's telephone number.

Deirdre MacNeil

U.S. Department of Agriculture

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to gain access to records maintained by his local prosecutor's office in Montana. I
recommended that he contact the Montana Department of Justice or the state Attorney General's office to
find out about the state's open access laws.

Private citizen

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 5-

Date: 2/26/2008

The caller wanted records regarding his entry into the U.S. at JFK airport. I suggested that he make a
FOIA request to the Customs and Bordet Protection. I provided him with the CBP's address, website and
telephone number.

Lyman Goon

Social Security Administration
410-965-8131
!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes

I

.!
Date:
Counselor:

2/25/08
Allan Blutstein

Q. How to: FBI
A. Provided contact information

IExemption ·I? I

How to request records from local health department
A.

Not federal FOIA matter. Write to local agency directly.
Education, Civil Rights

1

~~--------------------------------------------------------------~--

Q. Complaining that FBI's FOIA Public Liaison, Debbie Lopes, has not returned his calls.
A. Not much I could do with this one, except listen to him complain.

Q. Wants access to local police records in CT.
A. Not federal FOIA. Directed caller to CT's FOIA Commission Web site

Comptroller of Currency

2

Q. Has a question about a settlement fund ("Dowlinder")
A. Referred her to Civil Division, which is handling that fund.

U nin telligib le

Q. LVM. How to request records on self.
A. LVM. Needs to identify federal agency, first and foremost.

3

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date:2/22/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9

Issue: caller is seeking records from the military to prove that he was used/employed when he was a
child during the Vietnam war.
Tinfoil - I explained that DOD maintains military records. Asked him which branch or division he served
in so I could direct him ~o the appropriate office. He then informed me that he supervised the air force,
navy, marines, etc during the war (although earlier he noted that he was employed/used when he was a
child during the war). It went on and on ... eventually I was able to get him off the phone by providing
him with DOD's main FOIA office information.
Interior
615-564-6838

Issue: seeking records from the US Marshals Service
I provided him with the contact information to the FOIA for USMS.

Issue: he is seeking records from DOT and DOT, according to him, is taking a long time to process the
records. He submitted the request at the end of December 07. I;Ie wanted to know if the 20 days
processing time in the new FOIA amendments was something new.
I explained that the 20 day rule was nothing new to agencies. I informed him to be patient, especially as
DOT has been in touch with him and has provided him with a time-frame as to when he might be
receiving processed records. I think the caller was just frustrated and wanted to talk.
Bill Hozelran

DHS

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date:2/22/2008

Michelle Sim

!Exemption

David Senzal

51

Federal Communication

!Exemption

Issue: wanted to know our reg number regarding appeals and how long he had to appeal from a denial
I told him that the regs pertaining to appeals was at 28 CFR section 16.45. I informed him he had 60
days from the date of the denial letter to appeal. ,

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date:2/22/2008

- 3-

RobertKan

OSHA

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 2/21/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 22
private citizen

Q. Metro issued a citation, and he wants to get it taken care of.
A. I informed the caller that this Office definitely cannot help him with that issue.

private citizen

an official document showing his date of entry into this country. He needs it
within the next couple of weeks.

such short notice, so I referred
assistance.

best vehicle to obtain such information, particularly on
to USCIS's national customer service center for further

private citizen

a copy of OIP's response in Request No. i007-R0743. The file is missing from the
file room, and Ginae does not know where the file is. Cori Ferraro is handling the appeal, so I
assume she has a copy of the initial response.
!Exemption 61

A. On March 11, 2008, I gave Janice a draft letter to send toin which we enclose the
final response, if Marilyn and Carmen are OK with that approach. Initially, Marilyn wanted to
to make a FOIA request, but we only have his address, net- llis telephone number, so it
·
to make a request if we can just send him the final
wasteful to send a letter

private citizen
IE~~JTlptlon 61

eeks the mailing address for DOD's FOIA

1

!Exemption 6j

·

·.

A. I told - t hat the addr~ss to which she should send her request depends upon which
branch of the military she served in {Navy). I gave her the address for the Navy FOIA Office.

!Exemption 6j

Q. Caller seeks records regarding his military service. He left a message stating that he would
call us back tomorrow, because he will not be available at the above number today.

unknown

private citizen

11:05
Q: Caller seeks information about Indiana's open records law.
A: I found a contact on the web and gave it to the caller.

Constance

EOUST

11:20

202-305-2757
jExemption Sj

Tina Bynum

Department of Labor

11:25

202-693-0220
jExemption

2

sl

!Exemption

unknown

private citizen

11:55
Q : Caller wanted to know what to do if she believes that the L.A. Times cut off her telephone
service because she berated the paper about its unfair treatment of President Bush.
A: I told the caller that I can't help her with that issue because of the limited scope of OIP's
activities. If she feels the law has been violated, she can talk to the local U.S. Attorney's Office.
If she is uncertain whether the law has been violated, she can hire a private attorney or private
investigator.

-!Exemption

!?I

private citizen

IExemption 61

12:10
Q: Caller seeks information pertaining to her husband's deportation.

A: I gave the caller the fax number at USCIS to which she can fax a request for such records. I
noted that she should include a privacy waiver from her husband.

private citizen
not given ·
Q: Caller was stopped and treated roughly by the Border Patrol when she was entering the United
States. She seeks records about why she was stopped. ·
.
A: I recommended that she make a request to USCIS/U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

IE!xemption

61

3

sl

2:10

!Exemption

61

Q: The caller has a friend from a foreign country who often travels to the U.S. on business. He is
often stopped by Customs and detained for hours before being allowed into the country. The
caller wants to know how to find out more about these detainments.
A: Again, I recommended that a request be made to US CIS/U.S. Customs and Border Protection.

unknown

private citizen

A: The caller is a U.S. citizen and wants to know why after traveling abroad she is always
stopped coming back into the country.
A: As with prior callers, I directed her to make a FOIA request to U.S. Customs and Border
Protection.

Treasury- Financial Crimes and
Enforcement

Amanda
2:35

jExemption 5j

Craig Blackwell
Annette Fancher

Attorney at Smithsonian

2:45

202-633-5111
633-5096
!Exemption 5j

4

!Exemption sj

David Gatty

Program Manager- Customs and
Border Protection

3:00

202-572-0637
IExei\fi1tlon

sl

Lisa Terry

GC's Office- Import-Export Bank

3:25

565-3431
IExj:!mptJprJ sj

jEx~ption ~~

private citizen

Q: Calle'r believes that General Motors is required to disclose fertain information tP him about
his prior employment.
A: I told the caller that while private companies are likely subject to many disclosure laws, the
FOIA is not one of them. He should probably talk to a Labor Law attorney about his options in
this regard.

5

3:50

Q: Reporter for "The Advocate" newspaper in Louisiana seeks information about an ongoing
investigation.
A: I" referred her to the Office of Public Affairs.

private citizen
4:00

Q: Caller wanted to know where to find OPM's agency regulations for FOIA appeals.
A: I tried but was unable to find anything in the CFR during the call. I recommended that the
caller contact OPM directly to find out more about its FOIA appeals regulations/process.

private citizen

made a FOIA request to US CIS and would like to know the status of it.
A: I referred her to the USCIS's FOIA Office phone n\.unber.

.Dawn Goldstein

NLRB

3:45

202-273-2936
1Exemptlo!15l

6

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 20, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller
!.Exemption

sl

Caller wanted info on accessing the Guide. I pointed him to the website.

Pamela Johnson

!Exemption 51

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of the office's expertise.

·Karren Carrington

USDA/OGC

!Exemption

?

IExempJjon 61

Caller had a PA question. I referred him to OMB.

private caller

1

sl

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of the office's expertise.

Jackie England

!Exemption

ol

IExemptio11

Sharon Hudson

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained that this must be done through her state's FOIA.
2

sl

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

FHFB

Sheila Willis

408-2876

Cathy Spence

3

jExemption sj

jExernption 5j

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 19, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Q.

Admin forwarded an unclear v/m from a caller stating something about wanting
information regarding a police department. ·

A.

I left a voice mail asking for a return call if the caller still has a FOIA question.

Not given

Q.

The caller stated that her privacy rights were violated by an entity called CIS
Management, which she described as a community investment service. She stated that
the entity is part of a HUD program.

A.

Initially, the caller stated that the entity was not federally-affiliated. I suggested that she
contact a private attorney for assistance. When I asked again, the caller stated that the
entity was HUn-affiliated. I again suggested that she contact a private attorney, and I
also provided the telephone number for HUD's OIG Hotline.

Joan

Dep't of Energy
202-586-3595

Chris Morris

Energy
202-586-3159
!Exemption

51

Michelle Ginn

!Exemption

51

Sherry Turner

USDA Forest Service
202-205-1286
!Exemption

Ralph Bird

!Exemption

51

sl

Not Given

Q.

The caller stated that he was fired by his private employer over a year ago, and the
employer will not give him access to related records. He asked whether the FOIA was
available to obtain records.

A.

I explained that the federal FOIA applies to records maintained by federal agencies. I
suggested that the caller contact a private attorney.

Jeanie Layson

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
202-566-31 03

!Exemption 5j

IExemption.61

Q.

Can I use the FOIA to get access to records of Independent Counsels !Exemption 61

andjExemption 61

A.

I referred the caller to NARA (gave him the contact number) since NARA maintains such
records for closed investigations.

Jane Eyre

USPS
202-268-2144

Dierdra Jenkins

HUD
202-402-2533

IExemJ9tion6l

Q.

The caller wants a receipt for a gun purchase, and ATF suggested that she contact OIP.

A.

I told the caller that ATF maintains records firearm-related records, and suggested that
she submit her FOIA request to ATF:

-!Exemption 6j

St. Patrick's Hospital
!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller contacted the hotline regarding a ciaim for service for which the caller was
referred to our office by an insurance company.

A.

The caller stated that there is no federal connection to the claim. I explained that the
federal FOIA applies to records maintained by federal agencies.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 15, 2007
Thomas Hitter

Catherine Fletcher

National Institute of Standards and
Technology

8:30

301-975-4054
!Exemption

-

Sj

1Exemption' 6l

10:00
Caller had made a request to FBI in December, 2007 and had not heard from them.
I explained that the FBI receives thousands of requests, and often are unable to respond within 20
days. I also explained that the Caller will need to make a request to every field office that the
Caller feels will have responsive records. The Caller identified three specific FBI offices that
may have records. The Caller also wanted Marine Corp records. I explained that the Caller will
need to make a separate request to that office within DOD. End.

Don Harris
10:10
!Exemption

1//
1 .

/

sj

-!Exemption 6j

IExemption 6j

11:10

Caller wanted to know if the FOIA was the proper avenue to get certain records from the VA.
I told the Caller that the FOIA applies to all agency records, which are records an agency
maintains or created. I explained that if information falls within the one of the exemptions
identified in FOIA, then it would be protectable by the agency.. However, without actually seeing
the documents the Caller is interested in, I am unable to determine, which exemptions would, if
any, apply. End.

Caller wanted to know the status of a request filed with Anned Forces Institute of Pathology.
I looked at their website, but could not determine in which branch of DOD the office was
located. I gave the number for DOD's main office and suggested the Caller contact that office to
see if they could direct the Caller to the specific office processing the request. End.

Marta Diaz Ortiz

BBG

12:00

202-203-4577

2

IExemption 6j

Marine Corp
No number

Barb Tinderlake

USDA

1:30

202-205-1369

Dawn Kral

Ex-ImBank

1:30

202-565-3248

Holly Salimido

HUD

3:00

202-402-5243

3

jExemption sj

Ariadna Kurk

EPA

3:45

202-564-5471
!Exemption sj

-

IExemptjon

6j

4:15

Caller wants information about local entities in a city in Wisconsin.
I referred the Caller, and gave the appropriate number, to Wisconsin's agency in charge of the
state's Open Government Act. End.

-

!Exemption 6j

Caller did not leave the area code and 202 is not the right area code. End.

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 2/14/08
Counselor:
Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 8

private citizen
10:06

n/a
Q. Sean Vanek received the call, which he took for me. Caller had a HIPAA question.

A. Sean referred the caller to HHS.
private citizen

A. I gave the caller the address for the Post Office's FOIA Office.
HUD- GC's Office FOIA division

1

Horn Lake, MS
n/a
Q. The caller feels that her privacy rights were violated by a mailing sent to her from Mutual of
Omaha that displayed her age on the envelope.

this Office does not handle any law that would be implicated by the
scenario
ing. I recommended that she talk to a private attorney about any rights she
may have vis a vis the company.

private citizen
u:xempt[op

61

Q: Her ex-husband was investigated while in the Anny for child pornography. He also has a
long history of domestic violence. She said that the ex"husband was investigated bythe Criminal
Investigative Division for the child porn, and she seeks the documents associated with the
investigation.
~~"AI

she is welcome to make such a request for records to the Airny, but I warned
her that, particularly due to the subject matter, her likelihood of success in getting any records is
much greater if she hires a private attorney and attempts to get some type of Court order.

Cynthia Morrison

FEMAFOIA

{Exemption

Peter Lynch

CBP

2

51

4:17

202-572-8778
jExemp1ion 5j

3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 2/13/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 7
Department of Education- Office of
the Inspector General
202-245-7001

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to obtain California state court records that are no longer housed at his local
courthouse. I explained the purpose of the hotline and suggested that he contact the court to find out
more information about their records retrieval and retention policies.

Department of Transportation Surface Transportation Board

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 2/ 13/2008
I

!Exemption

j

51

I
I

'

I
I

I

I
I!

Frank Supich

Department of Treasury- Financial
Management Services

!Exemption

Private Citizen

The caller is a private contractor who was bidding for a construction job in New York State. He wanted
to a make a FOIA request for information about past successful contract bids. I explained that our office
dealt with the federal FOIA. I suggested that he contact the New York State Attorney General's office for
guidance about New York's open access laws.

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- I -

Date: February 13, 2008 (from lpm
to 2prri.)

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Caller left a message that did not detail what information he was seeking. I called him back at 1:35pm
but the line was busy (again at 2:05pm).

IEx~mption 61

Private Citizen

a

Caller had list of complaints and questions regarding his FOIA request sent to the IRS. Eventually, I
gave him the address, phone, and fax for both the IRS' Director of Disclosure and the Dept of Treasury's
Director of Discolsure.

_/

cl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- I -

Febmary 12, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
American Welding Society
Caller left a voicemail message wanting to !mow how to apply the Privacy Act to her Society. The
American Welding Society is a non-profit organization. I left a voicemail message stating that the
Privacy Act only applies to federal records.

Michelle Woolen

NLRB

Nicolas Murphy

State Department

Cow1selor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

February 12, 2008

!Exemption

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to initiate a complaint. I told the Caller about the function of OIP and that I could not help
her with her complaint.

Pentagon

FBI

--

-

-~

--

-

-

--

No Name

Private Citizen

Caller had made a FOIA request to the FBI. I gave the Caller the phone number for the FBrs Debbie
Lopes.

Amber Richards

Gov. Agency

Private Citizen
I provided the Caller with the FBI's FOIA contact information.

5l

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 11, 2008
Catherine Lev

!Exemption

61

member of the public

His wallet and cell phone were stolen in the airport and he was warning us not to discuss his
appeal file with anyone. I assigned his appeal to myself and calmed him down.

Department of the Air Force

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

He wanted to know how to appeal a decision by Minnesota family court. I send him some links
from the court's website about appearing pro se.

??

member of the public

??

· 10:30 AM

He wanted to know ifFOIA and Privacy Act apply to records that are in possession of his
employer, a private company. I said no, they only apply to federal records. If you want records
from a private employer, you would need a subpoena.

1

Becky Ronayne

OPM

11 AM

??
IExt:!rnption

Department of the Army
11:30 AM

??

??

member of the public

12PM

??

She wanted information on how to get her criminal record . I gave her the NCIC pitch.

Anne Gorton

FERC

12:30 PM

202 502 8591

Kitty Higgins

Small Business Administration

1PM

202 401 8211

2

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 2/8/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:
U.S. Postal Service law department

FOIA coordinator at a BIA regional
office

private citizen

a copy of a police report pertaining to himself.

!Exemption

61

Army- Fort Belvoir

1

!Exemption 5l

Charlene Thomas

State Department

lExemptioh 5l

Reporter- Congressional Quarterly

Q. The University of West Virginia. and the FBI
University partners in biometric research .

an agreement to make the FBI and the
seeks a copy of that agreement.

lE>remptlon 6l

A. I gave. the address to which he can write to make a FOIA request to FBI HQ.

Customs and Border Protection

IExemption sl

2

PO/A Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 7, 2008
Michael Sherman

Art Kleven

1

Jim Kovakas

IE'Xerp!)tlpn

Fish & Wildlife

2

sl

Ann Cook-Graver

Education/OCR

jExemption 5j

jExemptioh 5j

IExemption 6j

private caller

-

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits ofthis office's expertise.

Liz Johnson

Emily Smith

-

private caller

!Exemption 6j

Caller was trying to get access to a database. I explained what can and cannot be requested under
the FOIA.

3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 2/6/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # g
Susan Matthiesen

Immigration & Customs
Enforcement

Lois Schiffer

National Capital Planning
Commission

!Exemption

sl

jExernption sj

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-2-

Date: 2/6/2008

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller had a complaint regarding a private investigator who has gained access to certain court records
concerning himself. I explained the purpose of the hotline.

jExemptlon

Financial Crimes Enforcement
Network

5l

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 2/6/2008

I·
Private Citizen

The caller wanted to obtain information from the Census Bureau. I provided her with the email address
and contact telephone number, and explained to her about how she could make a FOIA request.

Private Citizen

The caller had previously submitted a FOIA request to BOP and wanted to learn its status. I provided
him with the telephone number of BOP's FOIA contact.

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: February 5, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 9

IExeinpticir\r5l

Cecelia Odum

U.S . Coast Guard

She wanted to know how to obtain a copy of the charges filed agamst
whether or not the charges were federal, she indicated that they were state charges, so I gave her the
telephone number for the NY State office that deals with their FOIL.

USAO-NDCA

She wanted the telephone numbers to the Department of Aging for the states ofiilinois, Texas, and
Michigan.

J. Vanek
- 2Date: February__
5, 2008
____________________________
_

- Counselor:
----·-··--Sean
.

____::

jExemption 5j

Caller wanted to know how to file an appeal of his FOIA request. I gave him OIP's address.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Feb. 4,2008
Date:
Counselor: Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 12

(202) 606-4018

-------~--~------------

INTERPOL

----------

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Q. Which component within DOJ keeps tracks of donations to charities based overseas?
A. No idea. Provided Public Affairs tel. no.
IExerpption

61

Q. Seeks access to local police dep't records
. A. Not a federal FOIA matter
!Exemption

61

Q . How to: surveillance records on self
A. Provided contact info for FBI

Phyliss Morgan

Q. LVM
A. L VM - call not returned

2

61

!Exemption 51

IExernption 61

Q. How to: rap sheet

A.

ens

3

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-I -

Date: Feb 1, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

Marshall Fields

Katie Inman

Private Citizen
Caller made a request to EOUSA and was informed that he needed a privacy waiver to obtain any
records. Caller appealed (still pending). He said that he is in the process of getting the proper waivers. I
told him that once he received the proper waivers, he should make a new request.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Date: Feb 1, 2008

jExempt!on 5j

Madera Salbery

Amtrak

IExemption '51

Army Corp of Engineers

Private Citizen
Caller wanted records from EOUSA. I gave the Caller EOUSA's FOIA Office's contact information.

'

FOIA Counselor Notes

Date:
Counselor:

March 31, 2008
Thomas Hitter

Caller had concerns about her husbands' records at the Department of Veterans Affairs.
I gave the Caller the VA's FOIA phone number: 202-273-0443. End.

Deedee

USTS

9:30

336-721-3464

Deborah Waller

OIG

10:00

o1o-1210

1

Ms. Kennedy

USGS

10:30

202-514-4091

Gill

HUD

10:45

202-402-5082
!Exemption

,Patty Marshall

RRB-OIG

11:30

312-751-3390
!Exemption

Fred Sadler

FDA

1:00

301-827-6548

2

sl

Sl

JeffOvel

FSIS

3:00

202-720-8215

Mary

DOC

3:30

202-482-0242

3

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 03-28-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calis: #

Nikki Gramian

OIG

10:20

202-254-4001

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 03-28-2008#

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted FOIA information in a form to post in the outer office of the police station.
Referred him to the "Your Rights to Federal Records" site.

Caller is submitting annual financial statements to the CFfC. He wanted to know to whom inOIP he
should submit the version with redactions and exemptions marked in case of a FOIA request, or if he
should submit both versions to the CFfC.

call he said he had submitted an edited version of the financial statement. a few years
ago. Said FOIA analysts were not the persons who should say what is releasable in his statement, and
that FOIA "was not like a law or something."
Consulted with ADW as to whether this office has some similar procedure. Called him back and on the
second call he did say he had never submitted this sort of pre- FOIA redacted document.

Laura Bandini

IExemptidp

Caller wants 3 memos dating from the 70's and early 80's. How does she make a FOIA request to the
agency she believes holds the memos?
Discussed.

sl

Date: 03-28-2008#

-3-

Counselor: RM Fine

!Exemption 61

Caller left her name as a message on phone. Returned call on 3-3l·and again on 4-1-2008. Unable to
reach her.

Alisa Turner

IE>Cemptlon 51

Jacob Laden

FEMA
202-646-2203
1Exemptfol'].5l

citizen
469-733-7774
Received a green card 2 weeks ago with a return address ofUSCIS, MO, which expired on January 27,
2007, with no explanatory letter. Is it real?
Not a FOIA question that OIP can ansWer.

Eve Joy

NOA GC Office
727-824-5372

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-I -

Date: 3/27/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
David Lee

Department of Homeland Security

IExen:tption 51

Jill Harbison

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out how he could obtain immigration records related to an individual who is
deceased. I provided him with the contact information of the U.S. Citizenship and lnmligration Service.

Private Citizen
!,Exemption 61

The caller submitted a complaint to a District of Columbia government office. She wanted to find out
how the FOIA could assist her in obtaining information about the complaint. I explained the purpose of
the office.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Mary Angel

Date: 3/27/2008

Federal Maritime Commission
202-523-5725
l~xemption 51

-

-~-----

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
-

li;xerftP.tion 61

The caller had previously made a FOIA request for documents that were withheld by the FBI. He
appealed the FBI's determination to our office five years ago. OIP upheld the FBI's determination. The
caller wanted to find out whether he could appeal the decision to our office a second time. I explained
that he could not, but that he could submit a new request to the FBI for the same documents ..

Private Citizen

I left the caller a voicemail, but he did not return my message.

Alexandra Mallus

Department of the Interior

ISt,emption 51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Frank Wright

- 3-

Date: 3/27/2008

Office of Federal Housing
Enterprise Oversight

!Exemption

Lane Nemirow

Office of Economic Adjustment
202-366-2760
!Exemption 5j

Debbie Anderson

Forest Service

!Exemption

·Private Citizen
!Exemption 6j

The caller wanted to find out whether the IRS had to release the names of individuals associated with
corporations contained on certain tax forms . I explained that several nondisclosure statutes pursuant to
B3 apply to the IRS. In addition, the IRS may apply other exemptions as appropriate. The caller had a
number of questions about what types of information was available to him from the IRS once the FOIA
analysis is complete. I explained to the caller, that we are not required to perform legal research.

sl

51

o1.~
Date: 3!'1fl../08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

FOIA Counselor Notes
Total calls: 13

Jill Harveson

Census Bureau FOIA

IExernptiop 51

general public
9:30
Q. Caller wanted to know if a new FOIA bill was passed recently.
A. I told the caller "yes" and gave him the number of the Senate bill: S.2488.

1

!Exemption 51

private citizen

The caller is trying to find out about a request that is currently being processed by EO USA.
A. I referred the caller to EOUSA.

IExeJTl!Jtton

al

seeks information on how to make a request to USCIS on behalf of his client.
A: I gave the caller the mailing address for USCIS's records center, and pointed him to USCIS's
standard online FOIA form~

private citizen

Q: Caller is trying to obtain assistance with a request he made to the CBP.

A: I gave the.caller the Customs and Border Protection's FOIA phone number.

2

Jill Shaver

FOIA Appeal Coordinator- Dep't of
Education

1:15

202-401-0530

Dasha Hutchison

Department of Agriculture

2:15

?

private citizen

Q: Similar to a caller I had a couple of weeks ago, this caller is upset that a company mailed
information to her that contained sensitive personal information about her on the front of the
envelope (her age). She wants to learn more about the federal laws that are implicated.

3

.. ·

we don't give advice on Privacy Laws, but I did venture that the Privacy Act
likely does not cover her concern. I recommended that she talk to a private attorney or to her
state attorney general. I also recommended that she talk to the FTC, since the FTC seems to
handle certain aspects of privacy law.

Forgot the name .

Rural Development- Department of
Agriculture

3:25

Robert Kahn

Occupational Safety and Health
Commission

3:45

202-606-5716

Employee- State of Arizona

Q: Caller called about a question that seemed unrelated to the FOIA.
A: I tried to call her back, but was on hold for a long period of time in an automated system.

4

' .
Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: March 25, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13

Private Citizen
10:09 am
Caller wanted to know the difference between an Open Records Act and the FOIA. I explained that the
FOIA pertains to the Federal Government and most laws titled like "Open Records Act" pertain to State
governments.

!Exemption

51

AUSA- Colorado

(Exemption

51

..-·

- 2-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: March 25, 2008

Kathryn Aldredge

IE~emptlon

Caller wanted to !mow if the Privacy Act applied to the states: I explained that the Privacy Act only
applies to the Federal Government but that some states had their own version and he should check his
particular state.

Caller had no real FOINPA question, instead he rambled (for 20 minutes), at times incoherently, about
how the city of Berkeley, CA and the United States Government were conspiring to deprive him of his
civil rights. I told him repeatedly that I cannot dispense legal advice and that he should consult an
attorney.

IEJ5emption%61

He needed the number for the Customs and Border Patrol FOIA
December 2007 and has not had a response since.

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: March 25, 2008

It:xe[iJption·5 l

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 24, 2008
Catherine Lev

9AM
State law matter, not even FOIA.

Defense Logistics Agency

l~)<emptiqn sl

Deirdra McNeil

USDA,OIG

lOAM

202 720 8112

Army, FortM-onmouth

1

Brandy Mills

FDA

HAM

301 827 3397
!Exemption

member of the public
!Exemption, 6j

11:30 AM

He wanted the contact information for USCIS and also information on how to use the Social
Security Death Index.

Amanda Michanczyk

FINCEN

12PM

703 905 3537

2

sj

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: March 21, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
Ray McLaughlin

State

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Lindsay Ankers

Date: March 21, 2008

FTC

!

I

GSA
212-264-8780

Issue: apparently the AG issued an opinion at some point on the Hatch Act. He wants a copy of this
opinion.
I told him to submit a FOIA request to our office for those records

Issue: wants to submit a FOIA request to the Criminal Division
I provided her with the contact information for Crim's FOIA office

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 20, 2008
Michael Sherman ·

Lindsay Sweetin

IBxemptlog 51

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of our expertise.

Barbara Catron (?)

private- call~l

·

Caller had a PA question. I provided the OMB contact info.

USPS/OIG

1

Carol Maloney

private caller

Caller was trying to get state court records. I explained the limits of our expertise.

?

?

Caller was trying to find FOIA feedback forms. I informed the caller that I was unaware if such
forms exist in any formal sense.

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of our expertise.

Tim Murphy

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

IExer:nption 51
!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller did not leave a callback number in her voicemail.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller was trying to get state court records. I explained .the limits of our expertise.

Dep't of Education

IExemption 51

3

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: March 19, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 17
V anelle Lockett

Barbara

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

FDIC

~-

-~

-

Barbara Bush
!Exemption

Private Citizen
I gave the Caller GSA's FOIA phone number because she wanted to make a FOIA request to GSA.

51

- 2-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Date: March 19, 2008

Private Citizen

I gave the Caller DOD's FOIA phone number because Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for DOD
records.

!Exemption

Postal Service

Joyce Blakely

li:xemption

-

- - -

~--=--

Private Citizen
I left a voicemial message for the Caller and I did not hear back from her.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to check on her appeal. I left a voicemial message for the Caller and I did not hear back
from her.

sl

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Date: March 19, 2008

Private Citizen
I left a voicemial message for the Caller and I did not hear back from her.

Private Citizen (Federal Employee)
Caller wanted information about the Privacy Act. I gave the Caller Hillary Fielden's number and I told
the Caller to call OMB's FOIA Office if he did not hear back from Hillary within a couple of days.

Rich Delmar

Unknown

Private Citizen

Caller wanted deportation information regarding her nephew. I gave the Caller the ICE phone number.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: March 18, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

Alex Malice
!Exemption sl

Cher Jennings

Forrest Service

IExemption sl

Denise Shap_el

Fed. Maritime Cornrn.
!Exemption sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: /Q
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

private law firm

Q. Caller wanted to know why his client's visa was rejected
A. Explained DHS & gave contact info. Also mentioned State Dep't

I

!Exemption

51

I
I

II
I

I

I
Q. Client was having problems flying in and out of US
A suggest DHS and gave contact info
private

Q. Status of appeal
A. Checked on Oracle and explained how hard we are working on reducing the backlog

law firm

1

Q. Voice message re getting a list of all casino employees based on the Johnson Act
A. Looked at Johnson Act- DOJ Office of Tribal Justice uses it and the Indian Gaming Comm
uses it - mostly for policies re gambling. Didn't see anything about employees. Left a voice
message about both offices at:J.d contact info + my direct dial

private

how to to Labor Dep't

private

complained about problems with FBI
suggested field offices and that the caller provide more information

private

caller claimed that the FBI refused to process her request and she needed it because she is a
victim of FBI torture and she needed the proofto sue

2

Mike

BLM

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 3-14-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Dept. Of Energy

!Exemption 5j

Ex-husband's girlfriend has access to henhildren's-aay care applications which have her financial
information. What to do?
Not the kind of problem that this office can advise on.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 3-14-2008

Applied for a non-federal contractor job. Did not pass the security clearance. ·Was given the name of an
office to call to clear up the matter. He called; was told to put request in writing, which he did. Two
weeks have passed, and he has no answer - what can he do. He seemed deliberately vague about the
agencies he is dealing with, but said "not federal." ·
Not a matter we can advise him on. Pointed out that 2 weeks is not very long.

Dolores Young

Department of the Interior, Regional
Solicitors Office Atlanta
404-331-4447

u~xemptlon

51

10:00
Caller is dating the former wife of a local police officer. The officer obtained and released a sealed
juvenile arrest record on the caller in order to cause him to loose his real estate broker license. The FBI
investigated. Caller submitted a request for access to the FBI investigation to the State Department. Has
received no reply. Wants to know why, and how to get an answer.
Told him how to submit a FOIA request to FBI. Gave address.

!Exemption

6l

How to find all Executive Orders of the last 4 administrations.
Caller has access to internet at his local library. Gave him White House web site for the present
administration and the CFR V ol.lll site for the preceding three.

rI

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

!Exemption

Date: 3-14-2008

6l

Office admin wanted the address ofDEA FOIA office, saying the web site is too confusing.
Gave her the address.

Cathy Holze

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

!Exemption

Dolores Barber
4:40

Department of Education

5l

J3

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 3~2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 7
Private citizen

The caller wanted to set up an appointment for the head of his company to meet with the DOJ's chief
privacy officer. I suggested that he contact DOJ's main switchboard to be connected to the Privacy and
Civil Liberties Office. I also provided him with PCLO's email address.

Bob Ross

Department of Transportation
202-366-9156

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-2-

Date: 3/ 12/2008

Department of Homeland Security FEMA

Deidre MacNeill

U.S . Department of AgricultureOffice of Inspector General
202-720-8112

!Exemption sj

Private Citizen

The caller wanted the address for the Attorney General. I provided her with the address.

Constance Genter

U.S. Trustee Program

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 12, 2008
Catherine Lev

Sara McGrow

EPA

9AM

292 564 2565

member of the public
IExfl.mption

sl

Incoherent rantings and ravings. I just listened.

Mike Montain

HUD

lOAM

703 203 0037

Geenie McLaughlin

Federal Reserve Board

10:30AM

202 452 2407
!Exemption 51

1

i

I·

I

· jExemptic;m 5j

Brandon Lowe

Civil Divisoo

HAM

202 307 0364

Defense Commissary Agency
11:30 AM

member of the public
??
State FOIA matter.

FBI Richmond FO

Judy Curley

US Geological Survey

lPM

650 329 4035

2

member of the public

1:30PM
Her supervisor called her daughter's school pretending to be her. Privacy violation maybe, but
not Privacy Act or FOIA.

member of the public

USCIS FOIA contact information.

??

member of the public

2:30PM

??

Child support enforcement matter.

member of the public

FBI FOIA contact info and sent her certification of identity by email.

3

(.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

II

March J.(), 2008
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 11

Q. None. Endless complaining about VA's handling of her medical claims and a FOIA request.
A. Provided contact information for VA's FOIA Public Liaison and Service Center
National Guard

Q. Seeking information/records from local court

A. Not a federal FOIA matter. Court not likely subject to state FOIA either.

Q. How to: tax records of an organization
A. IRS.

IExemptLon 51

.1

Office of Special Counsel

Army Corps of Engineers

Q. LVM. Ex-Navy Seal Has been asked by former wife's lawyer to produce his DD-214, which
he objects to. What to do?
A. LVM. Not a federal FOIA matter. Portions ofDD-214's are publicly available, according to
DOD Web site. Consult private lawyer or call DOD.

Chris Harwood

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 3/11/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill
Andra Grossman

Total calls: 14
OFHEO- Fannie Mae regulator

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

private citizen

Q. He would like to make a FOIA request for records pertaining to a third party who was
convicted in federal Court back in the 1950's.

A. I directed the caller to the FBI's FOIA web form, where he can make an electronic request to
the FBI.

Q. The caller left a message in which he asked some questions about a pending request with
EOUSA.
IExemptioq

el

A. When I. calle~back, he was talking to EOUSA on the other line, so EOUSA can
-assis-t-him with-his-questions.
Jill Segalman

Department of Education

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

in making a FOIA request for records
'ng to shooting incidents in Iraq.
wanted to find out about the best way to go
aking a FOIA request. He asked about how to format the request and what to include in
it. H also tried to get into more substantive legal matters such as the standards under which
exped ted treatment may be granted.
questions about the proper format of requests, and told him the basics
of a request
request as a FOIA request, sending it to the right component, describing
records with reasonable specificity).
attempted to obtain information that I
deemed legal advice (such as the standards for exp
treatment) I declined to answer his
questions and referred him to our 2007 FOIA Guide. I:E.:;::.:..:!=L.:::.:J

Laurie Vassar

Department of the Interior- OIG

I

Patricia

!Exemption

2

51

IExemption sl

FAA

Melanie Yo
3:05

Darrell Strahorn

Interior appeals office .

3:23

202-208-5339

private citizen

Q: -

called again regarding Appeal No. 05-2076.

!Exemption 6j

A: I told him that we
found that OIP informed
the records were lost. • • •
EOUSA is still searching for the lost records, but I told him that I have no way of knowing that
3

!!=><emption

sl

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption 6j

.

~!aimed that he spoke with Janice at some

buzz Janice, but she did not answer, so I told
Janice's phone number without her consent).

and asked to speak with her. I tried to
she is not in (I'm not going to give him

Karen

FCC

4:00

202-418-7706

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

4:15

202-203-4577

Josh Kranzberg

OGC

4

!Exemption

5

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: March 7, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 14
Broadcast Board of Governors

She wanted to know if we had received her appeal from an FBI request. I looked in Oracle and in the
FBI drawer but could not locate an appeal. When I called back, I explained the mail delays due to the
increased security and suggested that if she was worried, we accept appeals via fax and gave her the fax
number.

He was enrolled in Southern Miss. Univ. under a Police Corps scholarship. When he left the program he
was told that he need not pay back any monies, but recently received a bill and he wants records related
to that. After a bit of research, I discovered that the program was run first by C.O.P.S. and later by OJP.
I gave him the numbers for both.

Nelson Hermilla

DOJ - Civil Rights

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-

-2-

Date: March 7, 2008

!Exemption 61

11:02 am
She called with a question regarding a privacy waiver. With all of the constituent requests forwarded by
the Senator's office, they include a generic privacy waiver. When dealing with a specific request to the
Veterans Administration, the VA informed the Senator's office that the generic was not good enough, and
that more was needed. I talked with Melanie and she suggested that I collect all of the information from
both the Senator's office and the VA and try to work out what the differences are and how we (OIP) can
help resolve the situation. Upon further conversation, what happened was that the letter was not styled as
a FOIA request, and the VA (probably in an over-technical interpretation of their regs) said that privacy
waiver wasn't good enough for a FOIA/P A request and that the Senator's office had to comply with the
regs which lists what is needed for a proper request (the argument is similar to arguments that we make
when attorneys point to their retainer agreement as a privacy waiver).

EPA - General Counsel

IExemptfP.t1

She needed the phone number for HUD's FOIA office, so I provided it to her.

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: March 7, 2008

Department of Education

IExemption sl

!Exemption

61

She wanted to Irnow where to send a FOIA request for a listing of preschools. I gave her the number for
the FOIA office at the Dept. Of Education.

Department of Transportation

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 6, 2007
Michael Sherman

Jennifer Eichorn

DOJ/Ethics Office

I
I

i

!

Agriculture

private caller

Caller was trying to get info about the posting of the annual report. I provided what assistance I
could, inclyding pointing him to the relevant portion of the Department's website.

IExemption 51

!Exemption

1

51

Federal Programs

?

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of the office's expertise.

private caller

State of IL AG's office

Non-FOIA question. I suggested to the caller that her concerns were probably more likely a
matter of state law.

private caller

Non~FJ)IA

question. I explained the limits afthe office's expertise.

private caller

Question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

2

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

March 5, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make a complaint about local and state officials in North Carolina. I explained OIP's
function and I gave the Caller the AG's phone number for North Carolina.

Angela Alfred

Office of Investigation

Wayne Foster
!Exemption

51

IExemptioA

51

George Holliday

-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

!Exemption 6j

- 2-

March 5, 2008

Private Citizen

Caller runs a funeral home in Louisiana and he wanted to know about giving out Death Certificates. I
told the Caller about FOIA and I told him to contact the county clerk's office or the state Ag's office.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to get an employee's social security number or mugshots to verify a background
investigation. I told the Caller, without a privacy waiver by the employee, the FOIA is not the way to go
to get the employee's social security number or mugshot.

Thomas Stack

!Exemption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 4, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Ensign Tracey

U.S. Coast Guard
757-413-7433

Sid Sharma

Interior
202-219-0963

Not given

Q.

The caller asked about access to non -federal records.

A.

I explained that OIP's area of activity is the federal FOIA. I suggested that the caller
contact a private attorney, contact her state's offices, or visit her state's Web site to get
information about her state's records access laws.

Paula Lynch

Labor

Q.

The callers asked questions about accessing records related t~ "national status."
They would not initially explain what they meant by that term, but later stated that it
relates to aboriginal status, "like Indian treaties." The callers were certain that DOJ
maintained the records (they even claimed to have a classification number provided to
them by DOJ: "Truth AI classification numbe~ . They also asked for the
phone number for Colin Powell's former office at State. IE?Se.mptioq.al

A.

I stated that they could submit a FOIA request to the DOJ Mail referral unit (they said
they already had the contact information) if they are uncertain as to which DOJ
,
component is at issue. I provided the contact phone number for the FOIA Requester
SerVice Center at State, and recommended that questions regarding that Department be
directed there. Finally, I instructed the callers on how to access the resources available on
the DOJ FOIA Web site.

private attorney

! ..

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that he has a question about a request.

A.

I left a return v/m asking for call back.

EPA

Ariadne Goerke

202-564-5471

!Exemption

61

Q.

Does the FOIA apply to private/personal matters?

A.

The federal FOIA applies to records maintained by federal agencies.

IExemption
51
-----

Q.

This caller kept pitching a complaint about a specific Department of Education response
to me as a general question. As the caller described it, he requested his own file, then the
agency asked for his permission to redact the file such that they could withhold whatever
they wanted at that point leaving the requester with no recourse. He thinks they should
redact and respond, and he can appeal if he likes.

A.

I refused to offer a legal opinion or provide legal advice. I suggested that the caller
contact a private attorney. I suggested that the caller could also contact Education's FOIA
Requester Service Center, and I provided the telephone number. I did explain generally
that a requester has a right of administrative appeal after an adverse determination. And,
I also responded that I had not heard of the practice he described.

Q.

The caller wanted the FOIA office contact information for the Federal Reserve.

A.

I provided same.

-

!Exemption

61
IExemption 61

Q.

The caller stated that he is a former federal employee who needs to obtain salary-related
paperWork. He stated that he was informed (sounds like by the Federal Records Center)
some years ago that all of his employment records were destroyed in a fire. He asked
about pursuing the matter with GSA and OPM through the FOIA. He also wanted to
know ifDOJ had special access to the records at issue such that DOJ could provide them.
He needs the paperwork to prove some type of monetary loss.

A.

I offered to provide contact addresses for GSA and OPM, explaining that FOIA requests
to an agency would need to be submitted to the appropriate FOIA office. He decided he
did not want to take the info, stating that he has submitted requests and also place
numerous phone calls. I explained that DOJ does not have the special access he
discussed. I suggested that he contact a private attorney for assistance.

Michelle Wollen

NLRB
202-273-1720
!Exemption 51

l~::xemptiob al

IExernption al

Q.

The attempted to obtain records from the U.S. Army's Criminal Investigation Division
pertaining to his brother's 1978 death. He is skeptical of the Army's "no r~cords" FOIA
response, and is dissatisfied with the telephone conversations he has had with the Army.

A.

I attempted to suggest that the caller contact the Army's FOIA office, but he informed me
ha already contacted the main FOIA office as well as the field office at issue. I explained
OIP's function, and that we do not maintain the records for other agencies. He stated that
he contacted an attorney, then stated that he was not represented by an attorney. When he
again stated that he had an attorney, I ended the call and told him that I could speak only
with his attorney if the attorney had questions.

Q.

After the Sago Mine collapse, the caller began to draw up her own mine safety plans and
documents. She has been in contact with Pennsylvania state agencies, mine operators,
and members of Congress. At some point, she thinks that a Pennsylvania agency told
everyone to not speak with her, and she wants to know why that was done.

A.

I explained what OIP's function is. I told the caller that the FOIA does not apply to
congressional records, but that I could help her with submission addresses for federal
agencies if she wanted to seek access to federal records. For access to state records, I
suggested that the caller contact a private attorney, contact her state's offices, or visit her
state's Web site to get information about her state's records access laws. Fcir concerns
beyond the FOIA, I suggested that she contact a private attorney.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: March 3, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 11

know the definition of "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy"
submitted a FBI FOIA request. Caroline handled the appeal and affirmed withholdings
under 7C & 7D. He now wants to know how we define a "clearly unwarranted invasion of personal
privacy." I explained to him the type of information that is generally withheld under 7C. That didn't
seem to satisfy him. I then referred him to the Guide for more specific examples. He said he was going
to read it and probably call back.

Issue: His law firm is answering a DOD subpoena. His firm wants to make sure that the information that
is being produced will be withheld as confidential. He wants to know how to go about it.
I asked him if there was an attorney he is dealing with a DOD. I suggested that he discuss this matter
with the DOD attorney. I told him that the DOD FOIA office wouldn't really be the place to discuss how
to withhold this piece of information.
Sharon Hudson

Dept of Labor

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: March 3, 2008

IExemption ~6l
Issue: wanted to !mow how to submit a FOIA request to the FBI

I gave him guidelines on submitting a FOIA request and gave him the FBI's FOIA address.

Issue: wants to submit a FOIA request to the Postal Service
I provided him with USPS's FOIA address.

Issue: she is trying to locate an inmate, she was told that he was in BOP's custody
I looked on the inmate locator and couldn't find anything on him. I then located him on the Michigan
Department of Correctiop.s facility, b!~t it appears .that he might have been transferred to a federal medical
center. I suggested that she recontact the state institution because he's clearly a state inmate, not a federal
inmate.
--

-----~-

Jacob-L-ibtzen -----

-ENBR-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Paul Carr

Date: March 3, 2008

OPM
'

I

Aria Negerk

EPA
202-564-547 1
IEKemption sl

.
Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: April 30, 2008
f

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES

.I
I

Total Calls: 11

!Exemption

sl

Issue: Submitted a request to the US army for some records in February, he has never heard back

I asked which address he submitted his FOIA request to and if he had ever received an acknowledgment
letter. He informed that he emailed the request and couldn't·remember the email address. I gave him the
phone number for the main Army FOIA office, suggested that he call them to see if they had received his
email. If the FOIA office has no record of the request, I suggested that he send a letter or fax to the FOIA
office.

Issue: Wanted to know how much time an agency had to process a FOIA request

I informed him that under FOIA an agency has 20 days to process a FOIA request. However I told him
that if his request involves a large volume of records or if his records are classified, then it might take a
substantial amount oftime before he receives anything.
Amanda

Treasury

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Rita Morgan

Date: April 30, 2008

USDA

Cecilia Winter

Delores Barbara

Education

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: April 30, 2008

-

Issue: I tried to reach him twice, left message, but no luck in getting through

Jane Eyre

USPS

IExemption 51

Phill Staub
IExempti'Qn 51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 04-29-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Cecilia Espenosa

AFFOIA

Michelle Gum

Counselor: RM Fine

Deborah Butler

- 2-

Date: 04-29-2008#

Treasury IG Office

!Exemption

51

I

i

'·

How can he file an appeal?
Gave info and address.

Jocelyn Richards

I

Department of Energy

!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

Jantique Ferrell

- 3-

Date: 04-29-2008#

US Coast Guard
202-3 72-2167

Officer back from 3rd deployment to Iraq, has been raped. Diagnosed with post traumatic stress
syndrome. Information about her has been circulated to her unit, to non-military wives, others. She
wants to know who will help her stop the privacy violations.
IE>-<&'mp(i0h_l:6!il
Not a FOIA issue. However, discussed with BVE.. Gave her the number o~t Defense
Privacy Office and advised her to arrange an appointment with her Staff Jud~

Jacob Hawley

I

I
I

l

I
I

.. .
FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 28, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller had an inquiry about her appeal.

private caller

Caller was misdirected here by the switchboard. She needed to reach ATD.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

US Geological Survey

!Exemption

1

ol

IExemption 6 I

private caller

Caller wanted to know whether records belonging to a federal reserve bank, which is privately
operated, are agency records. It's unclear, due to the unusual status of such banks.

private caller

Caller needed the contact info for

-

private caller

IExem!Slion 61

Caller wanted to get the status of her request. I informed her that it has been assigned to an
analyst.

private caller

Caller had questions about making a request. We discussed the relevant procedures.

2

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 4/25/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 5
Catalina·Cabral

Attorney General's Office

!Exemption

51

Pension Benefit Guaranty
Corporation

Abbie Abner

Environmental Protection Agency

202-564-6739

!Exemption

Deidre MacNeil
Albert Stewart

sl

Department of Agriculture - General
Accounting Office

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 4/25/2008

NOAA - Fisheries Service

i
I

!Exemption

51

j

1:

I
I·

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 04-24-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Her picture and arrest record have been placed on the internet by reporters for smokinggun.com . How
can she have it removed?
·
Explained the function of this office. Not FOIA'. matter.

How to send a FOIA request for Texas state records.
Helped her to locate the site on the internet.

Linda Figueroa

EOUSTFOIA

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 04-24-2008#

i

E=-x"em-p-:"ti"'":"on-5;:"'11[

r::l

I

I

John Unwen

!Exemption' s!

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

IExempfiQn

Date: 04-24-2008#

6,1
I Exemption 6 I

Caller has called the hotline a few times for help making a FOIA request. Called to say thanks for the
advice.

Bob Moll

Homeland Security
703-235-0136

j

I
How and where to make a FOIA request to the AG.

Caller is a college student. The college gave information about him to another student; can this office do
anything about the violation of his privacy?
Not a FOIA issue.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

Date: 04-24-2008#

!Exemption 61

Caller made a FOIA request for videotapes he wants to use in litigation. The tapes were withheld under
7(A).
I talked about 7(A). He was angry because of the cost to him of having his lawyer obtain the tapes.
Under FOIA. "he himself should be able to get them free ."

How to send a FOIA request for .a copy of a circa 1961document that she has been told was sent from
AG Mitchell pertaining to her father, who died in the Bay of Pigs action.
I

Gave her information for AG FOIA and also suggested FBI files, and gave that address.

I

l~xemption 51

·

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 23, 2008
Catherine Lev

Meredith

Millenium Challenge Corporation

9AM

??

member of the public

Not a FOIA issue. He has a dispute with the VA Hospital that provides his medical care.

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

He is a Canadian trying to get a visa to the US. The people in the consulate told him that DHS
has something on him, that prevents them from issuing a visa. He asked me how to make a
Privacy Act correction of records request and to what address. I explained.

An etta James

Secret Service

!0:30AM

202 406 9148
!Exemption

1

51

Nelson Hermilla

Civil Rights Division

11 AM

514 5120
l@xemption 51

Robin Fields

Federal Highway Administration

11:30AM

??

!Exemption 51

Janet Wong

Department of the Interior

12PM

505 248 5605
l~;xemption sl

Holly Deal

DOl (NPS)

12:30PM

??
IExerpption sl

2

FO/A Counselor Notes
Date: 4/22/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 19

jExemption

Kathleen Lanham

Sj

Department of the Treasury

IExemption sl

Sharon Hawkins

lt=oemptiqp

:Sl

!Exemption 51

1

!Exemption

61

private citizen

IS
to obtain information about former federal inmates for employers who
are checking backgrounds of the former inmates. He has blanket permission from these former
inmates to investigate their backgrounds, but does not have the signed Privacy Waiver that DOJ
uses for third party requests. He wondered if his permission slip is sufficient to ma.Ice a FOIA
request on such individuals.

!Exemption

61

A. I t o l d - that I would not be too confident that such
permission is good enough to
act as a Privacy Act waiver. Having said that, I
BOP's phone number so that he can
find out whether they would be willing to accept such .... n"'"''" Waiver.

Jim Ballad

OSG

12:15

514-3957

Ed Bordley

USMS

12:40

7-8571

IExemption sl

2

1Fxemption'5l

Madeiras Oliveri

AmtrakFOIA

1:25

202-906-3741

FBI Litigation Unit
n/a

private citizen

Q: The caller is not happy at the time it is taking BOP to respond to his request for medical
3

records on himself.
lt;:xemption "61

I

A: I told. .that he can talk to BOP directly about the matter. His only other option is to take
the matter to Court.

!

I
Dewey and LeBoeuf

Q: The Firm wants to make a FOIA request on behalf of its client for financial information
pertaining to a third party company. The caller wanted to know whether the third party company
would be given notice of the FOIA request.
A: I felt that the caller was straddling the line of seeking legal advice. I told the caller that
normally when one makes a FOIA request, no one with an interest in the information is notified.
I did refer the caller to the Exemption 4 section of our Guide for further information on an
exception to this, where submitter notice is given by an agency to interested third parties in
certain cases.

Dewey and LeBoeuf

Q: Follow-up question.
A: I left a message that has not been returned.

private citizen

information about what to do when an agency refuses to answer his request.
message in which I informed him that the FOIA provides only for judicial
is dissatisfied with agency's non-response.

Mine Safety and Health
Administration

Larry Reynolds

202-693-9449
4

I

·I

private citizen
3:15

Q: Caller wants a copy of Program Statement 5324.04.
A : I checked BOP's website, and it is not on the website. Other than by going to a prison library,
I recommended making a FOIA request to BOP for the Program Statement.

private citizen
3:53

Q: The caller sought a "certificate of citizenship."
A: I gave the caller USCIS's main customer service center (to find out if such certificates are
issued), and USCIS's FOIA service center (in the event that the caller seeks to make a FOIA
request for such records).

Q: This caller believes that he is being illegally surveilled by his local government. He seeks an
investigation of the matter.
A: I told the caller that if he has evidence of illegal activity against him (violations of federal law
only), he should contact his loca:l FBI office or U.S. Attorney's Office.

Paul Oman

OCC- U.S. Customs and Border
Protection

4:40

202..344-2972

5

!Exemption

sl

I
I

I

Josephine

FTC

after 4:45

202-326-2013

!Exemption

6

51

-

!Exemption

61

IExemption 6 I

1:15
Q. How to : self
A. Referred caller to DOJ Web site.
•'·
.. _-

,, ; .

!Exemption

2

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: April 18, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10

I called and left a message at 9:45 am. He called back at 11:34 am. He wanted to know if he could get a
list of high school seniors (he runs a photography business) for him to use as a mailing list. I explained
the same information as callers 2 and 4.

She wanted to know how to obtain information about a specific school district. I explained that the
federal FOIA only applies to the federal gov't and that she'd need to contact her state gov't for more
information.

IExemption, 6: I
Essentially the same call as caller #2, so I gave him the same information.

IExemption 6 I

a

Private Citizen (Atty)

He wanted to know if he made request for a list ofFOIA requesters whether or not such a list would be
releaseable. I explained that certain information like addresses and phone numbers may be redacted, but
the names of individual requesters are generally releaseable.

Counselor; Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date; April18, 2008

US Geological Sur.vey

I Exemption 5j

!Exemption ·51

!Exemption

6j

Private Citizen

She wanted to know how to obtain contract information between the government and a contractor. After
a few questions, I discovered that she was asking about Camp Lejune, NC, so I gave her the phone
numbers for the both the Marines and the Army at DOD (I wasn't sure which branch of service was at
Camp Lejune).

IExeolPtior~sl
'

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: Aprill7, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8
Heidi Morrison

DOL

Kathleen Saunders

Lory Carney

Forest Service

!Exemption 5j

Issue: This caller went on for about 20 mins before I could get him to ask questions associated with
FOIA. Apparently he has submitted a number of FOIA requests electronically but nobody is willing to
accept them once they see his name. I advised him to place them in writing, not all offices are set up to
receive FOIA requests over email. He asked what he could do within the agency if he's receiving no help
at the initial request level. I informed him that he could appeal within the agency. I directed him to a list
of FOIA contacts on our website and advised him to contact the FOIA offices he was interested and ask
them where to address their appeals . He asked if there was an impartial way to get help on this matter. I
told him he had the option to go to Court or he could go to NARA for mediation services. This caller

I.

I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

I

Date: April 17, 2008

goes on and on, there is really nothing we can do for him, it appears that he has no FOIA requests with
DOJ, but that he wants DOJ to step in because he feels that none of the agencies where he has submitted
FOIA requests are complying with the requirements of the Act. .

Dan Brady

Parole Commission

IExemption 51

Michael Krasner

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Scott Shurlock

· Issue: wanted to know how to submit a FOIA request to the FBI.
I briefly summarized the process and then provided him with the FBI',s FOIA address.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-I -

April 16, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 15

Tracy Smalls
!Exemption

sl

IExemption 5]

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-

-

-

-

-2-

April 16, 2008

-

-

-

---

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

-

Heidi Morrison

IEx,.emRtion sl
Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to ICE at DHS. I gave her ICE's FOIA Office's phone number.

Frank Wright

Private Citizen
I gave the Caller EOUSA's FOIA Office's phone number and contact information because she wanted to
make a request to EOUSA.

IExemption sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

April 16, 2008

Private Caller
Caller wanted the status of a FOIA case that is in litigation. I told the Caller that I could not help him
and I explained the purpose of the Hotline.

David Brady

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

AprillS, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Export Import Bank

Q.

The caller asked about the status of her very recent request to OIP.

A.

After speaking with the caller, I forwarded a message to Marilyn Falksen on our IR staff.
Marilyn called the requester to discuss the status.

!Exemption

Stewart Baker

sj

DHSOGC
202-612-1149

Tracie Ross

USMC
703-614-4008
!Exemption

Q.

Called about a records access denial from a state agency.

sj

A.

I explained that OIP's area of activity is the federal FOIA. I suggested that the caller
contact a private attorney regarding the denial.

Q.

The caller left a message stating that she needs us to send her a copy if the HIPPA.

A.

I returned the call and explained I could not send her that statute, and I explained what we
do on the hotline. She stated that she did not get a response from Dep't of the Interior and
that she wanted a hearing. I explained in genen~l terms that all requesters have a right to
an administrative appeal and judicial review after that. I suggested that she contact an
attorney. She responded that she is an attorney and that she cannot keep up on all the
changes. She asked why her requests (all the same) to fifteen agencies had to be
administratively appealed to each agency. Then, she rambled on emphatically regarding:
her mentor who drafted the FOIA; surveillance; the war; changing laws without
legislation; general corruption and collusion. I explained that I could not help her.

Debbie Anderson

USDA, Forest Service, Alaska

Special IG for Iraq Reconstruction

!Exemption

sl

Dep 't of Education

Mary Potter

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

Census Bureau
301-763-4207

Annette Fancher

Smithsonian
202-633-5096

5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April14, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller had a question about a request made to a state agency.

Jennifer Bryan ·

IExemRtigp sl

private caller

Caller had general questions about the request and appeal process. I explained the basic
procedures.

Jacob Lipson

1

!ExemptionS!

I

private caller

I

I was unable to decipher the caller's voicemail, and thus could not return the call.

private caller

Caller was trying to get privately held records. I explained the limits of the FOrA's reach.

l~xemptlon sl

!Exemption sl

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 11, 2008
Catherine Lev

Jerry Sussman

IExem~:>.tion

-

!Exemption 61

member of the public

9:30AM
Not a FOIA issue. Explained to me how it unconstitutional for John McCain to run for President
since he was born in Panama.

member of the public

He wanted contact info for BOP.

Hawaii State Government
10·:·30·AM

5J

DC Department of Health

He wanted a copy of the Guide. I put him in touch with Tina

Tink Cooper

Civil Rights

11:30

5-1309

Gabriel Chavez

Department of Treasury

12PM

202 622 2834

Fred Sadler

FDA

12:30 PM

??

member of the public
??
2

She wanted BOP contact info.

Amanda

FINCEN

1:30PM ·

??

IExemption sl

Babak Rastgoufard

USDA

2PM

202 6904323

IExemption sl

Nicky Gramian

DHS/OIG

2;30 PM

202 254 4001

IExemption sl

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

4/10/08
Allan Bhitstein

,.
!

#calls: 7

Civil Rights
I

!:

Q. How to get documents from non-profit organization.
A. Not a federal FOIA matter.

-~~xewptib.n 6J

Q. How to access local school records
A. Not a federal FOIA matter.
Jen Ashworth

None

N.A

N.A

12:53
Q. How to : state matter
A. Referred to state AG

1

i

{·

!Exemption

U.S. Geological Survey

2

sl

Counse lor: RM Fine

----- - · ········--··········-----·························--·

-l -................

'

. ...................................______ ..................................
'"

Date:04-09-2008#
·-------------....................................................______

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

~~

Tamara Wade

IExemption sl

IExemption sl

Counselor: RM Fine

iCaiW,' 4:

,,.

Judy Cearley

-2-

Date:04-09-2008#

.Al"'en~y: ~' US Geographical Survey
it J?'

"'

'j'

,.,,:
~Nil.mber: '& 650-329-4035

''Time:

~.~

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

Chris Kurt
11 :QO
!Exemption

51

pI

Counselor: RM Fine

Jane Virga

Date:04-09-2008#

-3-

Farm Credit Administration

IExemption 51

Anonymous

citizen

12:30
How can he make a FOIA request to the FBI?
Discussed and gave the address.

David White

Civil Rights

1:47

7-0791

Arlene Vasquez

OLC

2:00

212-542-7215

Clare Harrigan

HUD

2:00

202-402-5102

Counselor: RM Fine

Marty Zimmerman Pate

-4-

Date:04-09-2008#

Federal Law Enforcement Training
Center

I

912-267-3103

IExer:nption sl

Caller wants to know how and where to file a FOIA request for records pertaining toa specific
investigation by the President's Council on Integrity and Efficiency.
Found that the FBI holds the records of the PCIE .. Discussed how to submit the request.

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 4/8/2008

provided him with EOUSA's website containing the list of U.S. Attorneys' Offices and their contact
information.

IE;xen1Ptior:t 6 I

DC Government - Office of the

The caller was handling a request for their office's investigation policy manual. She stated that she was
aware of a case involving the FBI in which the court affirmed their redactions under B2 and 7E. She
explained that the DC Government has an exemption comparable to 7E, but not one similar to B2. I
suggested that she consult the online version of the Guide pertaining to 7E and discussed the standard to
her.

Tom Bloom

Amtrak

IExemption sl

Chris Kirk

Office of Special Counsel
202-254-3716

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out how to obtain "criminal bonding" information for a third party. I explained
that she could make a request to EOUSA, and that she should specify the district that she wants searched.
However, I told her that there is a conspiracy theory regarding "criminal bonds" among inmate
populations and that it unlikely that the office will have responsive information.

-3-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 4/8/2008

IExemption 6 I

The caller wanted to find out the status of his MDR request. Specifically, he wanted to determine
whether the DRC had reviewed certain classified material and whether they would advise him of any
adverse determination regarding declassification. I explained the purpose of the hotline and
recommended that he contact Brent in order to learn more about the DRC process.

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller thought that he could obtain information from publicly funded hospitals pursuant to the FOIA.
I explained that the FOIA only applies to federal executive branch agencies.

Dolores Barber

Department of Education
202-401-1995

Private Citizen

I left the caller a voicemail, but did not receive a return call.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out the legal remedy when a private company fails to comply with a FOIA
request. I explained that the FOIA does not apply to private entities.

Private Citizen

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-4-

Date: 4/8/2008

The caller wanted to obtain infonnation pertaining to an FBI investigation that took place in Arkansas. I
suggested that he make a written request to the FBI's Little Rock Field Office and provided him with the
address.

I
I
I
I

Susan Cornell

National Institute of Health

!Exemption

The caller had a question regarding access to state documents pertaining to a criminal investigation. I
suggested that she contact the NY attorney general's office for irifonnation about that state's open access
laws.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 4/7/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 10
private citizen- he was charged with
harassment

!Exemption 61

·1Exemption 6 I

seeks a copy of a letter he allegedly mailed to a woman that led to his conviction
for harassment. He claims that he was denied access to a copy of the letter.
A. I told
he would need to contact the Pennsylvania State Police, Right to Know
Law Section, to find out if such a document is releasable. The proceedings were in a PA state
court.

Catherine Aldridge

Department of the Interior

IEx~mption 61

Special Warfare Command- San
Diego

1

./

!Exemption

12:30

IExf!mPtion

61

Q. The caller had some questions about a FOIA request he made to the FBL He wondered why
the documents were not within the date scope he requested, and he also wonder~d if he ought to
appeal.
A. I told the caller that I can't be the one to tell him whether he should appeal, because I cannot
give legal advice to the public. I told the caller that if he does appeal, we would examine the
entire record to determine whether the FBI followed the dictates of the request. Otherwise, I
referred the caller to the FBI's Service Center for further information about the work done on his
appeal.

private citizen

Q.
seeks some documents from the FBI, and he was told by the FBI that he could not
receive the documents in electronic format because the documents are not already in the
electronic reading room. He wanted my legal opinion as to whether the FBI misinformed him
that he is required to pay duplication costs to receive the documents in paper form.
If;x~in'¢!fiO'n•6i;l ·
A. I tol~ that I cannot give legal
I did note that our Guide can be consulted.
He was very persistent, but I told him
prejudge the FBI's action here, because this
Office could receive an appeal from
would need a full and fair adjudication (which I
cannot and should not do over the
I conceded that the FBI usually processes its
documents electronically, but I did not concede that this means as a legal matter that the FBI
should have provided the documents on a CD . I
if he is dissatisfied with the FBI's
action, he can appeal to this Office, and we will
to determine whether the FBI's
action was proper.

Surface Transportation Board

Marilyn Leavitt

1:45

2

51

!Exemption

sl

Dorothy Henden

!Exemption

Dan Klayman

Criminal Division

3:10
IExemption~sl

Ted Beutler

NOAA GC Office

3

sl

3:40
!Exemption

!Exemption 6

I

private citizen

Q: The caller wanted to know if the FOIA requires a non-profit organization to disclose that it, as
a consumer advocacy group, is actually "on the dime" of a competitor.
A: I told the caller that the FOIA only applies to records in the custody and control of federal
agencies. While non-profits must make certain tax disclosures to the IRS, and major
corporations must make SEC filings, otherwise, the federal government is unlikely to have much
information about private entities. I recommended that the caller contact the FTC or the state
attorney general or private counsel to find out if the competitor is violating any applicable laws.

4

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- I -

---

Date: April 4, 2008

Total Calls:
!Exemption

61

He wanted to know if an agency needed to publish something in the Federal Register when they decided
to apply a FOIA exemption automatically and categorically. I explained that with the possible exception
of 7A, no FOIA exemptions are automatic given the balancing tests of personal privacy versus public
interest and so forth.

!Exemption

sl

J 1:3q
He wanted to know how to obtain a certified copy of a Federa:i District" Court Judge's oath of office. I
refened him to the Administrative Office of U.S. Courts.

t.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

IExernptiqn 6 I

Date: April 4, 2008

Private Citizen

She is writing a book on John Wayne and wanted to submit requests to the FBI, CIA, and State Dept for
any records. I explained that the FBI maintains an electronic reading room where his file is preprocessed and I further explained how to get there. Finally, I couldn't give her the CIA and State Dept
contact information as the internet wasn't working, but I explained how to find that information on the
web.

!Exemption 61

She had trouble with the FBI's website, so I walked her through it. I also provided the address to the FBI

!Exemption

sl

He had a question regarding HIPAA laws, so I directed him to Health and Human Services.

Co unselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: April 4, 2008

She wanted information about a local building inspector in NY state, so I referred to either the NY State
Attorney General's office or the NY State Dept of State (without the internet working I couldn't
remember which office had FOIL number in it).

IEx,emption

Justice Command Center

She needed the fax number to the FOIA office at the SEC, so I walked her through the website.

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: April 3, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13
AcerHemel

!Exemption

51

Issue: has FOIA questions, have called her twice and left her two messages

lssue: has a FOIA request with USMS . Wants to file a complaint or have someone look into how her ·
FOIA request was handled.
I forwarded this to Al:mc::Jor om):mdsman pu:rroses. \Sop·~ Anne!)
Diane Bridge

IExemplion sl

1

I'

l
!· ~

Issue: Is trying to locate a county record in California

i ·~

I informed requester that CA state law gpvems this matter and that.pe should contact theCA AG's office.
.

'

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: April 3, 2008

!Exemption 61
I Exemption 6

I

issue: wants to know the status of a FOIA request that she submit with DOJ. She couldn't tell me which
office she had submitted it to, but she said that she received an acknowledgment letter. She said she
would locate the letter and call back:

NDIC
814-532-4572

Nikki Sanchez

NRC?

IE~emption 61

issue: wanted to know how to submit a FOIA request to the FBI
Provided her with short summary on how to submit a FOIA request along with FBI's contact information
Amtrak

l

I

!
Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Mathew Connelly

-3-

Date: April 3, 2008

USPS

IExemption sl

!Exemption ~'I

DC - Pretrial services

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 2, 2008
Michael Shennan

;D

Caller wanted a status update on an appeal of hers.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of our expertise.

Commerce/OIG

!Exemption

Education/OCR

Henni Kennedy .

DOJ

J

5l

IExemption sl

Andrea Armstrong

-

!Exemption

61

Unable to return caller's voicemail.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 1, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

LM stating that his letter to the Secret ervice was returned in the mail and wanted to
know why; wanted assistance in submitting a FOIA request toSS. However, caller did not leave
his area code. I tried calling locally, without area code, but received an error me.ssage. Because
caller mentioned "West Virginia" in his message, I also attempted to call him using the WV area
code, 304, but again received an error.

!Exemption

51

I
'

Mathew Carmel

OSHA DATA (private company)

IExemption sl

IE)(emption '9 I

Private Law Firm

Caller advised that his law firm has filed suit against fed agencies, but is concerned whether
service has been properly effectuated. His question pertains to service & summons w/respect to
the local and DC USAO's.
I discussed with ADW and she advised that service or process Q's are considered legal advice,
and as we don't give legal advice the caller should just call his local court clerk. However, it
appears that caller left a fax number so I was ultimately unable to return his call.

Brenda McElroy

2

IExemption 6 I

LM stating that she wants surveillance of an accident near a railroad station. Returned call and
explained that FOIA applies to records that are maintained by federal agencies, and so is not
applicable to police or similar non-federal recordings. However, because she stated that the
video she sought may have been shot at a train station, I told her that Amtrak is a FOIA-a}?le
entity, and she could attempt to request the record from them in the chance that they operated the
camera. I directed her to Amtrak's website. I did reiterate that they niay not have anything, but
that is the most likely federal repository, if any.

!Exemption 6

I

LM without details. Called back and LM with my contact information.
4/2 - Called again and LM stating that I was following up on her Q and that she can call me if
she needs further assistance.

3

Jennifer Bryan

Hen Kennedy

ENRD

2:49

202-514-4091

LM w/no detail. Called back and she advised that she had be~o reach her contact at the
FBI, who wasn't returning her calls. She has since spoken t o - a t FBI, so he is handling
her concern and she doesn't need anything further from us. Is xernp
, ~ T!Of!
"'·~t> I
"

Angela Alfred

4

!Exemption

Constance Genter

Education/Civil Rights

No name given

Private caller

5:10
Caller asked about how to request mug shots that he believes are in the custody of the USAO for
Puerto Rico, and whether there is a "rule" to release these photos or not. I gave him EOUSA
contact and basic info re making a FOIA request, and explained that there is no "rule" about
photos; rather, he has to ask for the records, then EOUSA will make a decision and they will tell
him the basis for their decision, then they will give him appeal rights. He then asked if his name
would be released if he made a request and I advised him that FOIA requesters have no privacy
in the fact that they submitted a request. As a caveat, I told him that if he ever wanted to request
his own records, he would have privacy in that case.

5

sj

Date: May 30, 2008

- 1-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 11

!Exemption

5l

Forest Service (Minnesota)

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

Private Citizen
10:19 am
She wanted information about a specific attorney who is licensed in Pennsylvania. Since I'm also
licensed there, I directed her to the PA Bar's website which maintains certain basic information on all
attorneys licensed by the state.

Constance Genter

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- - - - - ·-·· - - - Caller 6:

Mary Rohmiller

Caller 8:

Private Citizen

- 2-

- -- - - - --· - - ·

--------

Date: May 30, 2008

Agency:

2:21pm
Number:
Time:
He had Privacy Act questions (specifically fee-related) so I referred him to OMB generally, and Wendy
Liberante specifically for the fee questions.

Caller 9:

Didn't say

Agency:

Treasury

!Exemption

Agency:

2:44
Number:
Time:
She recently had a background investigation performed and wanted to know how to obtain a copy of it. I
explained how to make a request to the FBI.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 29, 2008
Michael Sherman

Coast Guard

Jonathan Shunate (?)

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Anissa Hunter

!Exemption

1

51

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller has not received any response from the Air Force to a request she made 3 months ago. I
provided additional contact information so she could follow up w/them.

Terry Henry

!Exemption

JMD

Kara McFadden

!Exemption

Debbie Anderson

51

USFS

Transportation

2

sl

!Exemption 6

!Exemption

61

private caller

I
I·

Caller had a question about an appeal.

private caller

I attempted to return the call but got a recording saying
number.

private caller

Caller wanted to know whether certain types of informatiOn 1s
by federal agencies. I
explained that I did not know whether the government maintains the information he was
interested in (much less which agency would have it), but could explain how to make a FOIA
request for the info.

private caller

Caller wanted info about the status of a request- docs were referred by Crim to the DAG. I
passed along the info to the IR staff.

3

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#OS-28-2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Caller wants to know if his appeal from the action of the FBI on his request No. 1112179 has been
received by this office. Sent May 161h.
Oracle has it as received 05-23-08. Appeal No. 08-1856.

Department of Education, Office of
Civil Rights

!Exemption

Office of the AG, Criminal

51

i.

Date:#OS-28-2008

-2-

Counselor: RM Fine

AUSA: S.D.NY

Carolina Fomos

!Exemption

61

Caller is a private investigator working for the city of Seattle. Wanted the phone number for BOP FOIA.
Gave it to him.

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date:#OS-28-2008

Department of Energy

!Exemption

51
I

I
!

\

Sarah Schuh
2:59

!Exemption

61

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Date:#OS-28-2008

-4-

Counselor: RM Fine

Secret Service

Lapita Huff

!Exemption

sl

I

I

Paula Benjeber

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Caller left message saying that she wants to know how to obtain a transcript of her son's trial.
Returned call, but the son answered; saying his mother was not available, so just left a message that I was
returning her call.

? Message re FOIA procurement? No answer- returned call

51

- 5-

Counselor: RM Fine

!Exemption

Date:#OS-28-2008

6l

Second call. Caller left message that she wants a "fee "T<''""'r··
trial and the lawyer who represented son. Called, spoke to
numbers for Ohio freedom of Information contacts. Caller is not r .nt,.,r,F'nf'-

I
I·

!
!

i .

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 27, 2008
Ken Hendricks

The caller stated that she is undergoing experimentation via high-tech electronic weapons and
that James Corney admitted on CNN that he added her name to the terrorist watch list. She
thinks Lockheed Martin, DOD, and DOJ are involved in the efforts against her. She said her
Congressman's office told her to send a FOIA request to DOJ.
I discussed generally the rights of access through FOIA; told her that she would need to submit a
request to DOD for DOD-related records; and provided her with the JMD Mail referral request
address for DOJ.

2.A - In her first call, the caller stated that her husband was deported, and she lost his paperwork.
She wants to obtain a new copy. She asked about in-person pick-up of copies at an immigration
office.
I provided the DHS ICE FOIA request address for alien file requests, along with the
accompanying telephone number and required request information. I suggested that she contact
ICE with questions on obtaining copies of the paperwork, including the options for in-person,
non-FOIA service at an ICE office.
2.B - In her second call, the caller stated that she has her husband's alien file, and that she is only
looking for the last record issued when her husband was released from prison governing his
immigration eligibility. She is unsure of the record's title, or which agency issued it.
I suggested that she try to determine the title or originating office. I suggested that she contact
ICE to discuss whether this is the kind of record issued by them. Once she determines which
agency issued the record, she can request a copy from that agency's FOIA office.

!Exemption

61

The caller reported trouble related to incorrect information either on state or private entity web
sites (his description was unclear).
I briefly explained what OIP does, and I suggested he contact state offices or a private attorney.

!Exemption

61

The caller is seeking state records.
I briefly explained what OIP does, and I suggested that she contact state offices or a private
attorney.

Did not identify self

The caller is seeking state workers' compensation records.
I briefly explained what OIP does, and I suggested that she contact state offices or a private
attorney.

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61

The caller left a v/m indicating that he had a FOIA question.
On my second attempt to return the call, the caller stated that he found the information he
needed.

I.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 23, 2008
Catherine Lev

B.A. Wells

OPM

9AM

202 606 2730
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

She wanted FOIA contact info for certain agencies withing the Department of the Navy.

Anthony Loverno

Tracy Fey

Department of Interior

12PM

??

IExemption sl

1

sl

Tracy Rogers

USMS

lPM

??
!Exemption

member of the public

!Exemption 6j

He wanted to know how to make a FOIA request to GSA.

2

sj

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 5/22/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

DHS- Domestic Nuclear Detection
Office
DNDOinfo@dhs.eov (front office
email).
!Exemption

!Exemption

DHS- USCIS

Linda Spencer

202-272-8282

1

51

51

I
I

!Exemption

private citizen

n/a

10:35
Q. A private citizen was arrested for marijuana use/possession 36 years ago. He believes, but is
not certain, that the FBI and/or the predecessor to the DEA got involved in the case.
A. I recommended that the caller contact his local agency under New Jersey's open access laws.
In addition, if he feels that the DEA and/or the FBI has records he can make requests to those
entities at the addresses listed on DOJ's FOIA website.

!Exemption

61

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q. The caller is trying to prove his identity to obtain an AZ driver's license, which apparently
lapsed years ago, with the DMV losing all records pertaining to the caller in the meantime. The
caller wondered whether any federal agencies issue ID's that would assist him with his problem.

A. I was unable to help the caller. He cannot obtain his social security card for lack of proof that
he is who he says he is. He already got a copy of his tax returns, and he has never had a passport.
I suggested that the caller talk to an attorney about what can be done in his state judicially to
prove his identity.

!Exemption

2

51

sl

State Department

!Exemption

sl

I

\"

private citizen

Q: The caller seeks a copy of a statute relating to his benefits claim against the Veteran's
Administration.
A: I told the caller to look up the statute on the web or obtain it from the VA. I cautioned,
though, that the VA likely will not release a copy of a statute under the FOIA since statutes are
publicly available documents.

Broadcasting Board of Governors

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

!Exemption

Jim Kovakas

Civil Division

2:45

4-3319

!Exemption

sl

3

sl

Department of Transportation

Seth Kaufman
3:25

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

private citizen

4

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 5/21/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 8
Wanda Beasley

General Accounting Office

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

Private. Citizen

The caller worked at a law firm and wanted to obtain information about state contracts granted in
connection with the "Big Dig." I explained that this was a state and not a federal issue. I suggested she
contact the Massachuset Attorney General's Office to find out how to make such a request.

Tracy Fey

Department of the Interior
Minerals Management and Service
Bureau
303-231-3706

Private Citizen

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 5/21/08

- 2-

The caller worked at a law firm. She wanted to obtain prosecution-related information on behalf of a
client who was a convicted of a federal crime. I suggested that she request this information from
EOUSA, and told her to specify the district in which the prosecution occurred.

Private Citizen

The caller was attempting to obtain information related to his travel outside the country. I suggested that
he contact Customs and Border Protection and provide him with the address and telephone number.

NASA - Goddard

Private Citizen

The caller had a question related to mail tampering. I suggested that he contact the U.S. Postal Services'
Inspection Service. I provided him with that contact information.

1.:

Kathleen McNabb

May 20,2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

Private Citizen
I called and left a voicemail, but I did not receive a return call.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

I called and left a voicemail, but I did not receive a return call.

Private Citizen
Caller made a request to the FBI which involved many records and very hi- fees. Caller spoke with
al
the Caller back
!Exemption 61 ~e FBI would not give him the records on CD. Caller wante o
ow ifn ould appeal
<:--denial regarding the CD. I spoke with JGM and advised the Caller of JGM's advice
tan
adverse determination must be in writing in order to appeal to OIP. Sincedenial was ov r the
~ ,E
.....__x_e_m_p-ti_o_n.....,6,.----,
phone, Caller could not appeal the CD issue to OIP.
~ ~ho informed him that he could receive the records on CD.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted records from General Motors. I explained the FOIA to the Caller.

!Exemption

Private Caller
Caller wanted the DOJ to intervene in Amtrak's refusal to provide its employees' personal information
pursuant to a FOIA request. I told him that the DOJ would not get involved.

51

May20, 2008

Kathleen McNabb

Private Citizen
Caller wanted infonnation about removing a misdemeanor case. I explained FOIA to the Caller.

!Exemption

61

?

Caller wanted a very recent synopsis of all the recent case law regarding unit prices. I told her about The
Guide and OIP's website's Case Summaries.

Wylene

USPS

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make a complaint about the Geogia Dep't of Labor leaving private information on a
person's answering machine. I explained the FOIA and told the Caller to contact the GA DOL or the GA
AG.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know where to make a FOIA request for information about a US Attorney's employment
history. I told him to try EOUSA.

Joan Fine

FTC
!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information from NASA. I told the Caller to contact NASA.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 19, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

The voicemail at this number was not the Caller's voice. I tried a couple times to see if the Caller
would pick up the call. I could not reach the Caller. End.

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to bring corruption charges against some local officials.
I explained that this Office, and the FOIA, were not the appropriate resources. In the alternative,
the Caller asked for the US Attorney Office in Conneticut. I gave the Caller those numbers.
End.

Exemption

61

10:15
Caller wants information on biological mother who passed away several years ago.
I explained to the Caller, that a proof of death will need to be submitted with the request. I also
explained that each agency maintains its own records, so the Caller will need to determine which
agency will have records that may be responsive. I directed the Caller to OIP's website to see
which agencies are subject to the FOIA and recommended browsing their websites to determine
what kind of records they maintain, and where the request should be directed. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

1

61

Cathy Nachmann

VA

10:35

Catherine.N achmann@va.eov
703-538-0947
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Caller wants to file a FOIA request with Medicare.
I gave the Caller the address to Medicare and suggested she be as specific as possible about what
office she would like to direct her request to within Medicare. Based on the type of information
she was asking for, it sounded like a FOIA request is not the best avenue. I suggested calling the
Medicate hotline and gave her that number off of their website. End.

Caller made a previous appeal to OIP and now would like information from that appeal to make a
second request to OIP.
I gave the Caller OIP's contact information and suggested the Caller make a request for the
contents ofthe previous appeal and provide proof of identification, to increase the availability of
certain information. End.

!Exemption

61

Requester

2

51

IExemption 61

1:15
Caller wanted to make a request regarding a Judge.

I explained that courts are not subject to the FOIA and that the requester will need to identify
which agency would have records the Caller is looking for. I gave the Caller our website of
agency contacts, and suggested she look through these to determine where the request should be
directed. I also cautioned that courts are not subject to the FOIA and that the Caller may have
limited access to records concerning third parties. End.

Vaneisha Bell

FMC

1:30

202-523-0535

!Exemption

61

I.
I.

Requester

Caller wanted the government to bring a criminal action against a company for mortgage fraud.
I explained that is not the type of work OIP does. I gave the Caller the number for his local US
Attorney's Office. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted information regarding a personal injury suit.
I explained to the Caller that this office works with the Freedom of Information Act. Since the
requester was not seeking access to federal agency records, OIP would not be of any assistance.
End.

3

Martha Diaz Ortiz

BBG

3:30

202-203-4586
!Exemption

Sl

r.

I

r
[
I

!

Nelson Hermina

CRT

5:15

63959
!Exemption Sj

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 16, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

Treasury/OGC
7:09 (LM); 8:15 Callback
(LM)

202-622-5266

JeffOvall

Agriculture

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

6l

Private company

10:03

Not provided

Caller stated that the social security numbers of state contractors were released by WV pursuant
to state FOIA - she wants cites showing this is prohibited. I explained that the federal FOIA is
different than the state act and, at any rate, because FOIA suits are based on the withholding of
agency records, there really wouldn't be a case saying that agencies are prohibited from releasing
certain info. Caller then asked about, w/respect to the federal FOIA, whether companies can
prevent the release of their trade secrets. We discussed reverse FOIA and Exemption 4, and I
referred her to portion of the Guide on those topics.

!Exemption

6l
IExemption 6l

12:09 LM/Callback 2:20
1

5l

111111~1----------------~

IIIII(LM)

Caller LM asking if she needs to make a FOIA Request to see what offices Ted/Barbara Olsen
worked for at DOJ in early 90s. I LM her a message w/my direct line, but she didn't call back.

Legal Services Corp, OIG

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Corps of Engineers

Not provided

Private citizen

2:00

Not provided

Caller wanted b6 guidance; specifically, he wants to know where the guidance is that allows
DOD to redact a particular type of document. I explained that we do not have guidance for every
document; rather, we have general guidance based on precedent and which can be found in the
FOIA Guide. Directed hinJ, to the b6 section of the Guide.

-

!Exemption

61

Georgia/Cobb County govt.

2:30/Callback 4:00

!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about whether personal email addresses (or private citizens) need to be
released. I explained that his state law governs; however, we did talk about how privacy works
in the federal FOIA (e.g. that such personal information is often withheld), but I reiterated that he
needs to consult his state FOIA.

2

!Exemption

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

3:50/Callback 4:10

Caller wants to know how to request surveillance camera video taken in an Amtrak station. She
isn't sure who maintains the camera in question- the city or the train station. I told her that if
it's city, she will need to contact them. I also directed her to Amtrak's contact info, if she thinks
they maintain the camera.

!Exemption 6j

4:45 LM/Callback 5/19

Caller LM re : who has to be served in FOIA litigation. I returned her call on 5/19 and LM
suggesting that she look to her local court rules for service requirements.

3

51

May 14, 2U08

Kathleene Molen

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
!Exemption 61

Issue: Wanted to know how much the ATF would charge in search fees for a specific request
I provided her with ATF's FOIA contact information and suggested that she contact them directly.

Kathleen Lanam

Treasury

!Exemption 51

-

!Exemption 61
!Exemption 61

Issue: Wants to know how to submit an appeal with OIP regarding his FBI request
I told him how to go about his FOIA appeal. However, based on our conversation, I could tell that
....IE_x_e_m_p..,..tio_n_6o:-~l-is only really interested on the status of his name check. So, I provided him with the contact
~ation for the National Name Check Program Unit. I told him that he is more than welcome to file
his appeal, but that if he wants to know the status of his name check, he should contact directly NCPU.

Kathleene Molen

May 14,2008
Lary Sheker

FCC

!Exemption

sl

Dept of Education

!Exemption

unknown?

!Exemption

61

Citizen
!Exemption

61

Issue: it appears that he has a question regarding an appeal that was adjudicated by our office. I called
and left him a message but I have not heard back from him.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
. May 13,2008
Counselor: Vanessa Brinkmann

'

j

I

Court Services

!Exemption

sl

Peyton Howard

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

U.S. Geological Survey

1

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Goodwin Proctor law firm, Boston

Didn't provide
Wants instruction on submitting request to "INS." I explained that there is no form required, but
that if the request is for records on an individual (it is) she needs to have proper
authorization/identity verification. Also directed her to DHS/USCIS's website, where she found
some directions on submitting a request.

11:00 LM/Callback 11:30
(LM)
Caller LM re her FBI appeal no. 07-0390.

!Exemption

61

Caller returned my message on 5/1 4: she is not really checking on a FOIA matter (she had a prior
request but that is now closed) so much as trying to file a grievance about government/FBI
policy. I explained that her complaint is not a FOIA request and, as such, I cannot assist her. I
suggested she contact FBI directly with her concerns.

N atl Oceans Service, Office of
Response & Restoration

Victoria Fleming

2

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

!Exemption 61

51

51

Library of Congress, OIG
!Exemption 61

Caller said that the LOC rec'd a records collection in a bequest. The records include some
Executive branch agency documents which would otherwise be subject to FOIA; caller asks if
she has any obligations under FOIA to consult with agencies before releasing.
Discussed w/Michael - we agreed that this isn't a FOIA question, but is there somewhere else we
can refer her? There may be PRNhistorical records implications here. I called. . back and r::IE,...xe-m-p""'ti,....on~6l
advised her ofDOJ's policy that pre-1988 senior office records are transferred to NARA. Given
that some of these documents may be at NARA, I suggested she contact them to see if they have
any guidance, or if they have in fact already disclosed some of these records.

US Inti Trade Commission

!Exemption

Becky Ronain

OGC,OPM

3:59

202-606-2885

3

51

!Exemption

51

I

I

.i
!Exemption

61

Private
!Exemption

61

Caller had a Privacy Act question and I referred her to OMB.

jExemption

National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration

John Donaldson

!Exemption

4

51

51

I .

!Exemption

5

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 5/12/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: ·
!Exemption

61

q
private citizen

n/a
.. ;. Q. The caller seeks information about his dead mother's government employment, but he has
been unable to obtain records dating past 1973.
A. I recommended that the caller make requests to both pertinent agencies and the National
Personnel Records Center. The caller has already done that, so I recommended that he follow the
appeal procedures of each agency. I also informed the caller that he can take the agencies to
Court if he is ultimately dissatisfied with the actions taken.

· private citizen
i '

··:

not given
11:15
Q. A private citizen made a FOIA request to the FBI, and a "no records" response was given.
She filed an administrative appeal with this Office, which she claims was denied. She has since
filed complaints with the Attorney General and others alleging that the FBI's denial was
·. tantamow1t to a "hate crime" against her. She asked what else she can do to complain about the
FBI's conduct.

I

I
I

A. I informed the caller that she can take the matter to Court, which she does not want to do.
She asked if this Office would reconsider its decision, and I told her that we would be happy to
do so, if she sends a written request for reconsideration.

DOJ- Community Relations Service

George Henderson

!Exemption

1

sl

!Exemption

51

Department of Energy, Office of
Foreign Assets Control
202-622-4374

!Exemption

61

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q. The caller seeks his "rap sheet" for a job to which he is applying.

A. I told the caller how he can make a request for the "rap sheet" through CJIS . I also referred
the caller to the FBI's website for further information.

unknown

Department of Labor

1:00

unknown
!Exemption

Dave Apol

U.S. Trade Representative

2:00

395-9633
!Exemption

2

51

51

!Exemption 51

Kathy Ray

Department of Transportation

2:45

202-366-5546
jExemption 5j

unknown

unknown

4:30

n/a

Q: The caller had a question regarding a non-FOIA OLP matter. She called this Office in error.
A:

3

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: May 9, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

4

Private Citizen

J

9:00am
Caller wanted the address and phone number for the Office of Intelligence and Policy Review (OIPR). I
explained that they are now the National Security Division and gave her the necessary information.

!Exemption 6j

Caller had a hard time understanding why she couldn't get records on a third party. 1 explained that she
would have to prove death in order to receive records on a third party.

Janice Smiley

jExemption 5j

Gov't Ethics Office

jExemption 5j

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

He needed the FOIA contact information for the Federal Retirement

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

He needed the FOIA contact information for the Social Security Administration.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: May 9, 2008

She wanted information on how to obtain Texas information. I directed her to contact the state
authorities.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

He needed to know where to file a FOIA request for information about a specific atmospheric rocket
used in the 1960s. After suggesting DOD, NASA, and NOAA, Requester informed me that he's tried
every agency he can think of and was just looking for further suggestions.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 8, 2008
Catherine Lev

t

r

??

member of the public

9AM

??

He wanted contact information for the Civil Rights Division.

??

member of the public

9:30AM

??

She wanted contact information for ICE and CBP.

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

He had a question on whether FOIA covers banks. He wanted some information that his bank
was not coughing up. I explained what FOIA covers and gave him some numbers for consumer
protection agencies in his state.

member of the public
10:30AM

!Exemption

61

He wanted FOIA contact information for Federal Retirement Thrift Board. They are a very small
agency and have only one publicly known point of contact. I suggested he write to their general
address and put the words "FOIA request" in big bold letters right on the envelope.

Anastasia Taylor

ICE

llAM

??
1

I
I

!Exemption

11:30 AM
She wanted to get the records on a sex offender that moved into her neighborhood to verify his
story. I said whatever information that must be made available to the public would be at the local
police and she is not going to get anything else through her state's access law or through FOIA .

• • • • • !Exemption 6j

member of the public

12PM
He wanted to receive a brochure about FOWPrivacy Act. I put one in the mail for him.

Amanda Mohanchek

FINCEN

12:30 PM

??
jExemption Sj

Michael Watson

FERC

lPM

??
jExemption Sj

Lindsay Ingers

FfC

1:30PM

??

2

sl

!·

,;.•

!Exemption

3

sl

I·

Counselor: RM Fine

-I -

Date:#5-7-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Consumer Product Safety
Commission Office of the GC

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Guidance on submitting FOIA request for information on a black power group to FBI, ATF, Civil Rights.
Caller had the FBI site for making an online request.
Discussed sending request to the likely FBI field office as well as headquarters office. Gave addresses.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

NotFOIA
What is the current title of the International Corporation Administration- left message.
When I called back caller said she may have found the name.

Jeannie McLaughlin

Federal Reserve FOIA

61

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2!Exemption

Date:#S-7-2008

51

Jackie Becker

Federal Reserve IG Office

!Exemption

!Exemption

A hypothetical; would a person who had neglected to mention a felony record be found out if a foreign
government, hypothetically, perhaps Germany, called in a FOIA request pertaining to this person when
he traveled to that country?
Not through FOIA

JeffOvall

Federal Food Inspection
Commission (FFIS)
202-720-8215
!Exemption

--

-

-

51

51

51

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Yishinori Himel

Date:#S-7-2008

US Attorney Office, Sacramento
916-554-2760

Local CA police department
employee calling as a private citizen

Caller is a shop steward. A colleague got her phone number from a commercial reverse look-up web site,
and has been able to access a good deal of information about her. Wants to know if this is legal under
the privacy laws.
Explained role ofFOIA. Spoke briefly about the states having their own privacy statutes. She will start
inquiry at the state level.

!Exemption

61

Caller and wife immigrated from Holland through Canada in 1973. He cannot find his records and is
having trouble finding help from Immigration ..
Explained this is not FOIA, then gave him a phone number at EOIR as a place that could direct him to the
right office to call.

Department of Education

!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#5-7 -2008

- 4-

US Geological Services

Judy Curly

650-329-4035

!Exemption

DHS

E'Carl Jourdian

407-268-8601
!Exemption

sl

51

Date: May 6, 2008

- 1-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

II

,.

9:31am
Caller needed the address of the FBI in order to send a FOIA request to them.

George Henderson

!Exemption

I

I

Civil Rights Division

61
!Exemption

He need the address for CJIS to obtain a copy of his criminal history report.

61

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: May 6, 2008

------------------------------------------------------!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

She wanted the FBI's address to make a FOIA request, so I gave it to her.

Federal Trade Comm'sn

She wanted information on how to obtain state records from NY, so I advised her to contact the NY State
Attorney General's Office.

!Exemption

Private Attorney

She wanted to know if there was a way to tell if a specific document had ever been the subject of a FOIA
request. I explained that individual reading rooms have frequently requested documents but no
government-wide list of such documents exists .

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 5, 2008
Thomas Hitter

IExemption 61

!Exemption 61

-

!Exemption 61

10:00

Caller wanted information on a tax exempt organization.
I suggested contacting the IRS to see if they have a disclosure provision for this type of
information specifically. I also suggested making a FOIA request, and I directed the Caller to the
IRS FOIA website. End.

!Exemption 61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to file a G-884 form (information regarding adopted children) with Citizenship
and Immigration Services, and thought that a FOIA request should also be filed.
I gave the Caller the USCIS website and suggested following the G-884 instructions, as well as
filing a FOIA request. End.

-

!Exemption

61

10:30

1

Left message at 11:30. Caller did not return the call.

Alex Mallus

Interior

12:00

208-5342
!Exemption

!Exemption

Brendon

FAR

4:45

202-326-3408

sl

!Exemption

2

sl

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 2, 2008
Anne Work

Total calls:

private

Q. The caller had appealed more than 60 days ago, but has not heard from the agency.
A. Suggested that the caller contact the agency about the status. Explain backlog

I

I
!!

Forest Service

Barbara Timberlake

1

!Exemption

Jim K.

51

Civil

!Exemption

51

Agric

NSD

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

2

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

May 1, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

Fin. Crimes Enforcement Network
!Exemption

Bill Meal

. . !Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to make a request to the FBI. I gave the Caller the address for the FBI's website and
explained how to make a proper FOIA request (I also explained about the FBI's field offices).

5l

-2-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

!Exemption

61

May 1, 2008

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know where to make a request for a contract with the Marines Corp. I told her to contact
the DOD's FOIA Office (webpagc).

Private Citizen
Returned call and left a voicemail message and did not hear back.

Annette Sancher

Smithsonian
!Exemption

sl

\

--·~·-----····-··--~3

Date:
Counselor:

0

FOIA Counselor Notes

Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

\<6
private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q. The caller seeks a photograph of Senator Oban1a.
A. I told the caller that it is unlikely that making a FOIA request to the Department of Justic~
the best way to obtain a photo of Sen. Obama. I gave him the telephone number for the DC
Office of the Senator.

private citizen

to find out whether the law places any temporal limits on the extent to which a
can investigate a candidate for employment on that company.
the FOIA certainly has nothing to say about that topic. I told her that the
only
agency of which I am aware that delves into privacy laws is the FTC. Other than the
FTC, which is an unlikely candidate to address her question, I told the caller that private counsel
with an expertise in such laws is her other option.
!Exemption

61

Q. The caller needs a page from a filing in an EOIR Board of Immigration Appeals case.
A. I found a telephone number for the clerk of the Board of Immigration Appeals and gave it to
the caller.

IExemption 61
T1me:
Q. The caller lives in HUD subsidized apartment housing. The caller was threatened by another
tenant who has a drug problem because he informed on that other tenant. The security guard in
the building wrote up the incident report, and management refuses to give it to the caller.
A. I told the caller that the federal FOIA only applies to records of federal govemment agencies.
I told the caller that the State FOIA for Maryland likely only applies to state govenm1ent records,
but I gave him the phone number for the Maryland AG to confirm whether the state FOIA law
1

could apply.

!Exemption

State Agency

6l

The caller wanted a copy of the FOIA as recently amended.
A. I referred her to our website for the text of the FOIA, showing the changes made by the Open
Government Act of 2007.

private citizen

Q: The caller believes that he is being surveilled by DBA, and wishes to make a request for any
associated records.

A: I gave him the address to which he can send a FOIA request for such records.

n/a

private citizen

12:35

n/a

Q: The caller stated that she made a FOIA request for the position description of her job. The
employer allegedly responded by changing the job description and reassigning the caller to
another job. The caller wanted to know if the "No Fear Act" is tied in to the FOIA, such that the
FOIA would allow individuals to make retaliation claims against the agency FOIA decisionmaker.

A: I told the caller that the FOIA does not provide for such actions.

Army Reserve FOIA Officer

!Exemption

2

5l

jExemption sj

Janine Galloway

National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administratic

1:50

301-713-9667
jExemption

Liberty Township Fire Department

Q: Someone made a request to the caller for medical records of third parties, citing the Freedom
of Information Act.
A: I told the caller that the federal FOIA only applies to agency records of federal government
agencies. Even a state FOIA is unlikely to allow the release of such records, but the caller will
talk to his attorney to find out.

!Exemption

61 .

private citizen

Q: The caller is appealing a lower court decision in Georgia. To file the appeal, he must obtain a
court transcript, which costs $300. The caller attempted to tell the court clerk that the fee can be
waived under Georgia law, but the clerk was not helpful.
A: I told the caller that this matter is unrelated to what this Office does, but I recommended that
the caller try the clerk for the Court of Appeals.

3

51

....

private citizen
2:45
Q: The caller seeks an investigation of an alleged violation of federal law against him.
A: I told the caller that if he indeed believes there has been a violation of federal law, he should
talk to the local U.S. Attorney's office.

Trish Cortel-Hamilton

Department of the Interior

2:55

404-331-4447 Ext. 229
!Exemption

Margaret MatthewsonMarris

USDAOIG

3PM

202-720-6001

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

private citizen

4

sl

a FOIA request a couple of months ago for his certification of naturalization.
He seeks to follow up to find out the status of the request.
A: I referred the caller to ICE's FOIA office telephone number.

!Exemption

61

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q: Caller referenced international fraud and other similar non-FOIA matters in his message.
A: I was unable to reach the caller, due to a bad connection at his end.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

DOJ/Civil Division

Brian Eric Henderson

5-9363
!Exemption

5

51

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek
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Date: June 27, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13

. . !Exemption

61

Private Citizen

9:07am
She had a question regarding what amounts to a state issue in Minnesota. I gave her the telephone
number for the Minnesota AG's office.

Name not given
9:23am
Caller was apparently in some sort of helicopter accident in Orlando, FL and wanted a copy of the FAA's
incident report. I referred her to the FAA's FOIA contact number to get specifics on how to file a
request.

COtmselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

!Exemption

61

Date: June 27, 2008

Private Citizen

He had submitted a FOIA request which was denied per 7A. He, and his company, had no idea that there
was a pending investigation and he wanted to know how to find out what exactly was being investigated.
I explained that it would be impossible for me to know and that he should ask the agency (something
with Medicare/Medicaid) directly.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Apparently Enterprise Rent-a-Car gave personal information about the cal1er to the DCPD. His question
was, did Enterprise violate the Privacy Act? I explained that the PA only applied to the federal
government and not private entities.

He needed the contact information for BOP's FOIA staff here in DC.

He wanted a status update on his pending OLA request I asked Natasha and she indicated that it would
be put into the review chain in the near future. He also asked for a status update on appeal no. 08-1817,
which I submitted for review on 6/10/08.

CoWlSelor; Sean J. Vanek

-3!Exemption

Date: June 27, 2008

61

He wanted to know how to purchase a copy of the 2007 Guide. I explained that it was available in full
on-line, but he wanted a hard copy. Inside the back cover is the GPO information, so I gave him the web
address and the phone number.

Caller wanted to know how to file a request with Customs and Border Patrol. I gave her the number to
call for more information.

i

FOIA Counselor Notes

i
Date: June 26, 2008
Counselor: Thomas Hitter

~

..

BiH Grassier

OGE

8:00

202-482-9245
!Exemption sl

·.'

-

!Exemption 61

9:00

Cal1er had a question regarding the procedure for processing documents pursuant to the Texas
Public Infonnation Act.
I explained that this Office works with the Freedom of Information Act, which applies to federal
agencies. I found the website for the Texas office that implements policy, and may administer
guidance, for the Texas statute - the state Attorney General. I directed the Caller to that Website
and suggested the Caller contact the Office of the State Attorney General. End.

Brenda Redman

Education

9:30

216-522-2667
1

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

10:00

6l

Caller wants information from the Caller's insurance company, regarding a workers
compensation issue.
I explained that this office deals with the Freedom of Information Act, which applies to federal
agencies. Since the Caller is seeking records from a private company, there is no recourse under
the FOIA. I suggested doing some research on line, or contacting an attorney who works in the
area of workers compensation. End.

Caller wants to write a letter to the Attorney General.

I explained that the number she called is the Freedom of Information Act Hotline and that our
office can help if someone would like to request records from a federal agency. I gave the Caller
the Department's website and suggested looking at the link for contact infmmation to see where
the Caller could direct the letter. End.

!Exemption

6l

Caller wants the address to make a request for the Caller's application to DOJ's Honor's Program
in 2002.
2

sj

I gave the Caller Ofi>'s address to file her request. End.

Agent

Customs Border Protection

2:30

?
!Exemption

Kathleen Mitchell

MET

3:00

354-6788

51

!Exemption

51

Fred Daniel
3:30

IExemption 51

3

I.

!Exemption

6l

Caller wants to file a complaint against a judge in New Jersey, concerning some form of
corruption.
I explained that this office works with the Freedom oflnforn1ation Act, which deals with record
release and federal agencies. Caller thought the number dialed was the Office of the Attorney
General. I gave the Caller the Department's switchboard and the OAG's phone number from the
Department's website. End.

!Exemption

I

6l

I·.

Caller would like records from a county courthouse in New Jersey.
I explained that the Freedom of Information Act only applies to federal agencies. I suggested the
Caller contact the courthouse directly to see how the Caller can obtain records. I searched for the
coritact information online and provided the Caller with the courthouse's number. End.

!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

6l

Caller is thinking of selling caricatures of celebrities and would like to ]mow if there are potential
privacy considerations.
I explained that this is not the area of law this Office deals with. The FOIA applies to
information a federal agency has and what can be released to the public. End.

Harry Mast

Criminal Division

4:30

40948
!Exemption

4

Sl

IExemption sl

IExemption 61
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Richard Washington

HUD

5:00

708-0614 ext. 5262

sl

!Exemption

5

sl

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: June 25, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10

agency

!Exemption

Marie-Lynn

EEOC

Issue: Submitted a FOIA request to USDA. USDA has informed him that they are waiting to hear from
if it objects or not to the release of information.
the
was a little confused by this statement and wants to know what USDA means. I informed him that
there is probably information that might fall w1der Exemption 4. I told him that the agency is required to
provide submitter notice to the company to inform them that a FOIA request has been submitted and to
see if the company has any objections to the release of the information. The agency provides the
company with a certain amount of time to object to the release of the information. Once the time has
elapsed, if the company has not responded, the agency assumes there is no objection and releases the
information. I referred him to DOJ's regs on handling business information 28 CFR section 16.8.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Issue: wants to lmow status of FBI appeal 08-1058
This appeal was assigned to Sean Vanek. I provided . . . ,ith Sean's contact information.

!Exemption

61

61

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Chrissy Buckhard

- 2-

Date: June 25, 2008

Immigration Review

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Issue: Can a FOIA request be submitted to determine whether someone has dual citizenship?

I informed her that if she wants records on a third party, she needs to get a waiver from that person to
access their records. Unless of course she has POD.

·eaner 8:
.r;

Deirdra McNeill

USDA

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: June 25, 2008

Susan Cornell

Time:.

--------- --

Nlli
-

301-496-5633
-

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Issue: 5 U.S.C. section 552(a)(6)(F) that an estimate of docwnents withheld should be provided to
requester unless "such estimate would harm an interest protected by the exemption in subsection (b) ."
Caller wanted to know when would this occur?
I informed caller that this could happen in the instance of 7(A) or b(l) where we don't want to
acknowledge how much information we have on an ongoing investigation, or how much classified
information we have on a certain subject matter.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 24, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

1

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

....

·

..

!Exemption

5l

Postal Service

!Exemption

5l

SAUSA at Camp Lejeune (Marine
Corps)

!Exemption

!Exemption

5l

61

Caller wants to know how to make a FOIA request. I directed him to our website and told him
where to find guidance.

Tax Division

Carmen Banerjee

!Exemption

2

5l

!Exemption

Denise DeSadario

sl

. National Indian Gaming Commission

!Exemption

51

?????
11:45

Caller did not have a FOIA question.

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

61

Calling on behalf of student govt for records regarding state university. Gave her info/contact on
Oregon public records law.

John Serveny

3

-

!Exemption

51

?

?

3:10
None given
----~------------------------~
Caller LM asking if there any charge in requesting docs under FOIA, but did not leave a callback
number.

Caller LM - wants to kriow how to make a FOIA request for FBI records. Calked back and LM
w/my direct line, but did not hear back
I.

National Indian Gaming

Joanne Shylosky (sp?)

!Exemption

4

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 6/23/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 11
Private citizen

The caller had a complaint about a local government agency's failure to provide him with documents. I
recommended that he contact his state attorney general's office.

Private citizen

The caller left me a voicemail asking me to fax over information about the FOIA. However, it was not
clear from the message exactly what he was seeking and he only provided his fax machine number, not
his contact number.

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller had a question about making a FOIA request to an agency in his town regarding a traffic signal
outage. I suggested that he contact his state attorney general's office.

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller is the executor of his mother's estate. He called to complain that the local nursing home would
not turn over hi s mother's records. I explained the purpose of the hotline.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 6/23/08

Bureau of Reclamation

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out information about her state's pension fund. I recommended that she contact
the Massachusetts Attorney General's office.

!Exemption

61

The caller was an author writing about someone who was investigated by the FBI for his connection with
communism in the 1950s. She had a number of questions about requesting information from the FBI. I
walked her through the process and explained field office requests. I also explained the types of
information that she should include in the requests (e.g. DOB and proof of death).

Dorothy Beatty

Interpol
x30803
!Exemption

The caller wanted to find out how to make a privacy act amendment request for records held by the U.S.
· Postal Service. I provided her with the main telephone number and suggested that she ask to speak to
someone in the FOIA office or their Privacy Office to find out where she could make such a request.

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 6/23/08

Private citizen

The caller was trying to obtain information about the status of a FOIA request sent to the Attorney
General's Office. I provided him with Marilyn Falksen's telephone number.

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out the location of a federal inmate who had been released into the custody of
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement. I provided her with the number of the Headquarters of the
Office of Detention and Removal Operations Offices as well as a local field office number.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 06-20-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
!Exemption

61

Address for submission of FOIA request to OAG.
Confirmed the address.

!Exemption

61

Wanted FBI Philadelpia FO address.

!Exemption

.TimKovakos

51

Civil
4-3319
!Exemption 51

I

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Denise Desiderio

Date: 06-20-2008

National Indian Gaming
Commission
202-418-9818
!Exemption

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Executive Office of the President,
Office of Science and Technology

61

Caller made a FOIA request 18 months ago to the State Department. Who can he call to get status of
request? Caller talked about many phone calls to various federal agencies pertaining to this request.
Advised him to make a written status request, helped him locate the request number on the letter sent
from State, gave him the address.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Wanted to know where to send a FOIA request for records that
her husband, an
immigrant, has been deported. He was removed from their hoine by "federal officers" 8 years ago, and
she has had no word since. She does not know what agency these officers represented.
Spoke to her about the difficulty of the situation since she doesn't know who took her husband. Gave her
the name, address, phone number and e-mail for ICE FOIA as a place to start.

sl

Date:
Counselor:

r1

FOIA Counselor Notes

June..211, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

??

member of the public

9:30AM

??

She had a state law q'u estion. I directed her to the NY AG website.

??

DEA

lOAM

??
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

sl

member of the public

10:30 AM

??

He wanted to find out how to make a request for the results of his background investigation for
the military, so I directed him. He also made a positive comment that we are the only hotline that
did not feed him BS and gave him real help.

Mona Mossey

SSA

llAM

410 966 2190
!Exemption

1

sl

jExemption Sj

Nikki Gromian

DHS/IG

11:30AM

??
jExemption Sj

??

member of the public

12PM

??

She had a question about Florida state law.

JimKovakas

CRT

12:30 PM

514 3319
jExemption sj

??

USPS

1PM

??
jExemption Sj

2

??

member of the public

1:30PM

??

He wanted OPM contact info.

??

member of the public

2PM

??

He wanted contact info for the Secret Service.

!Exemption

61

member of the public

He wanted to know the status ofhis appeal 06-1230. I explained that it was closed and why.

!Exemption

61

member of the public

He wanted to know where he could make a request about the 9/11 Commission. I figured that if
it was created on the authority of the Attorney General, he should make a FOIA request to the
AG's Office, i.e. us.

??

member of the public

3:30PM

??

State consumer protection issue.

3

??

member of the public

4PM

??

She wanted to know how can she receive the by-laws of the charitable organization. I asked her
some questions to see if the organization had any connection to the government, tax-exempt
status, etc. but she did not know.

!Exemption

61

Defense Logistics Agency

??
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

member of the public

??
He wanted FOIA contacts at the National Security Division ofDOJ and also DHS.

4

sl

I·.

FOJA Counselor Notes
Date: 6/18/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 5

Carmen Banerjee

Tax Division

!Exemption

Q. The caller filed an appeal from FBI request number

1109239~000.

51

He wanted to know

whether this Office has received it.
A. Appeal received June 4. Not yet assigned to an attorney, but will undoubtedly be shortly.

Barb Timberlake

!Exemption

U.S. Mint

Kathleen Mitchell

202-354-6788
1

51

!Exemption

61

Q. The caller wishes to file a criminal complaint against a police officer in Pennsylvania. The
local DA's office does not wish to prosecute the officer.
A. I told the caller that unless there is a credible allegation of a violation of a federal statute, the
federal govenunent cannot get involved. If the caller believes that the officer's actions may fall
into this category, I recommended that he contact the U.S. Attorney's Office for the Western
District ofPennsylvania.

2

Date: June 17, 2008

- 1-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 11
!Exemption

61

James Madison Project
!Exemption

61

He had a status inquiry for a request he currently has pending with OLA (IR Staff). The request was
initially Nick's, but has since been reassigned. I found that Natasha has the request now and it is
currently out to OLA. I also faxed him a copy of the acknowledgment letter as he stated he didn't receive
one. For more information on this call, see my e-mail of 6/ 17/08 to JGM, ADW, and BYE.

!Exemption

51

Jacqueline Gross

IExemption 51

Date: June I 7, 2008

- 2-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

---------------------------------------------------------------!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

He wanted information from Indiana, so I referred him to the state of Indiana's version of the FOIA.

!Exemption

61

She wanted to know if we had received her reconsideration letter of her appeal (appeal no. 08-1743). I
checked with Patrick to see if he had handled it, but he has not as of yet. When I called her back I left a
message that explained that mail doesn't come directly to OIP so there is a bit of a lag between receipt by
Main Justice and receipt by OIP.

!Exemption

sl

GSA (OIG's Office)

!Exemption

Forest Service

Jacob Lipson

!Exemption

sl

sl

Vanek, Sean J
Vanek, Sean J
Tuesday, June 17, 2008 10:30 AM
Mcleod, Janice G; Work, Anne D;

1

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 16, 2008
Michael Sherman

!Exemption

SIGIR (Iraq recon)

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

Jim Kovakas

1

51

51

JeffHovell

Agriculture

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of our expertise.

Customs & Border Patrol

2

Si

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: June 13, 2008
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

private

Q. How to

A.
-

!Exemption

61

Q. About the annual report- answered basic, but referred to Cori for detailed questions
A.

US Trade Rep Office

Elizabeth glazer

!Exemption

A

private

Q. Left message- caller did not return
A.

USDA

Diedre McNeill

1

51

Chris Lagello

!Exemption

private

51

public defender

wanted copies to be certified. Referred to agency that had records.

!Exemption

private atty

caller wants to find a 3P.
Explained

private
exchanged messages - never spoke
2

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- I -

Date: June 12, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 11
!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

!left a voicemail message and did not hear back from Caller.

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information from the State of Virginia. I provided VA's AG's FOIA number to the Caller.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted info about a man investigated by the FBI and tried in federal court. I explained FOIA and
personal privacy in FOIA records. I told Caller to try the FBI and EOUSA for records.

Corp for Nat'l Community Service

Tom Bryant

jExemption 5j

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

I gave Caller general information about FOIA.

jExemption 51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Date: June 12, 2008

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to know the status of her two IR Staff requests (Ag 08-R-0179 & Ag 08-R-0049). I spoke
with Laurie Day, who is assigned to the requests, and I informed the Requester that both requests are
being processed.

Arnetta James
!Exemption

sl

Private Citizen
I left a voicemail message and did not hear back from Caller.

Karen Finnegan

EOUSA
!Exemption

sl

I

:' h

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

.. '··"
.· ··,-".
'

- 1-

Date: June 11, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

Rita Morgen

,,,,-.

r.

I. ~ '

Issue: had questions on Privacy Act

called left message with OMB contact information

agency

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 10, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller LM stating that she is following-up on an appeal she made on 1115/07. Apparently, she
was supposed to but never received a remand letter dated 2/23/08; she wants to know what
happened and if she can get another copy. She apparently spoke with Josh Raines about this
previously.
Checked Oracle and saw that the only remand that matches is dated 2/23/07, not 2008.
Called back on 6/11 and told her about the date discrepancy. She said it was definitely 2007, and
she said she spoke to Michael back in April so he should know about this. I told her I'd check
with Michael and get back to her. Shortly after speaking w/caller, Kathleen advised that she also
got a call on the hotline and will talk to Michael then respond to caller.

!Exemption

61

Caller wants forms to fill out to seek records on himself. I explained decentralized processing to
him and directed him to our website, where he can see the addresses for different components
and agencies. I also told him about verification ofiD requirement when requesting records on
oneself.

Agricultural/Rule of Development

Dorothy Hinden

202- 692-0031
202-692-0031 0013 (fax)
!Exemption

1

51

Caller LM asking what document is needed to prove that subject ofFOIA request is deceased. I
called back and told her the more she can provide the better, including such items as an obituary,
news article, death certificate, etc. She asked if a death certificate would work and I said that it
would.

Hank Brankmeyer (sp?)

IExemption sl

Judy Kirley

U.S. Geological Survey

Dido 't provide

Private law firm

12:15

Didn't provide
2

Caller wanted phone number for Army Engineer District, Louisville. Gave her Army FOIA info.

!Exemption

61

Private

Didn't provide
Caller LM stating that she wants docs re an AF, but didn't leave phone number so I couldn't call
her back..

!Exemption

61

Caller LM saying she is "trying to get copy of a report." I called her back and LM.

FMWRC (Army)

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61

!Exemption

3

51

Vera Stevenson

IExemption sl

Treasury GC

Steve Lawton

!Exemption

4

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 9, 2008
Thomas Hitter

Paul Carr

OPM

10:30

202-606-4018
!Exemption

Jacob

ENRD

10:45

No number

5l

jExemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

1

61

5l

Caller sent a request to the JMD Mail Referral Unit, but has not heard anything after sending the
request.
I gave the Caller JMD's number to see if that office can let the Caller know where the request
was sent. I also directed the Caller to OIP's website for a listing of all DOJ components and
suggested reading about what type of records each component maintains to see if the Caller can
determine where to send the request. End.

Joyce Hern

VA

11:30

202-461-6213
jExemption 5j

!Exemption 61

!Exemption 6j

Caller is trying to file a request with the SSA. After discussing what the Caller has attempted to
do so far, it sounded like the Caller may not really be trying to access the FOIA.
According to correspondence the Caller received from the SSA, it sounded like there is an access
provision in SSA's regulations for the type of information the Caller is seeking. I suggested
following the instructions provided in the correspondence the Caller received from the SSA and
also file a FOIA request with that agency. End.

!Exemption 6

I
!Exemption 61

Caller would like to make a request for election material.
After speaking with the Caller it was determined that the responsive records were created by the
Civil Rights Division (DOJ). I gave the Caller CRT's website for the address and further
information about making a request with that office. End.
2

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller made a request to the FBI and received a response that the withheld documents were
classified. Caller has not seen the response letter from the FBI, but was relaying information as
provided by the Caller's attorney and wanted to know if the response sounded valid.
I explained that there are some exemptions that do apply to classified information, specifically
Exemption 1, and sometimes Exemption 3. Without seeing the FBI's response, or having the
Caller recite the response to me, I am unable to verify which exemptions were applied. I
explained that the Caller can challenge exemptions through an administration appeal or in court
by bringing suit. End.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 6, 2008
Allan Blutstein

!Exemption

Total calls: 8

61
!Exemption

61

!Exemption

61

Q. How to : FOIA for 9111 Victim Compensation Fund
A. Referred caller to Civil Division
!Exemption

61

Q. How to: FOIA 3P who worked at Congress and was admitted to Supreme Court
A. FOIA inapplicable to Congress and the judiciary.

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61
!Exemption

61

Q. Wants to report a privacy violation against his non-government employer
A. Suggested the FTC

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Q. How to report an Internet privacy violation
A. Referred caller to FTC

61

IExemption 61
Q. How to obtain records from NY's Dep't ofFinance
A. Federal FOIA doesn't apply to state or local agencies. Suggested State AG's Office or NY's
FOIL hotline at Dep't of State.

Criminal Division
6-0724

Education, Civil Rights

!Exemption

2

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Date: June 5, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
Billie Willis

Tax Division
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

Private Citizen

Caller wanted W . Va. FOIA info. I explained the Federal FOIA and OIP's function. I told the Caller to
contact theW. Va. AG's office.

Associated Press
Caller wanted to know if it was proper for him to send his FOIA request regarding Valerie Plame to the
FBI, JMD, Crim, DAG and the AG . I said "yes" if he felt that they would have responsive records. I
explained that JMD should forward the request to any other agency that may have responsive records.

Private Citizen
Caller needed info from USCIS. I gave her the web address for USCIS.

Private Citizen
I explained how to make a proper FOIA request. I told the Caller about expedited processing and
explained that it is difficult to receive expedited processing. I told the Caller to email COPS because she
had not received any retum calls from COPS FOIA contact. I told the Caller to call COPS main office if
she did not receive any conununication.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-2-

Date: June 5, 2008

jExemption

Maureen Bryant

Fed. Gov. Law Library
jExemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Dep't of Ed.
!Exemption

Private Citizen
I called the Caller back, but I had the wrong number.

51

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 4, 2008
Catherine Lev

-

!Exemption

61

member of the public

9AM
Not a FOIA issue, her husband is being mistreated by the prison authorities.

!Exemption

Constance Genter

EOUST

lOAM

202 305 2757
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

member of the public

IExemption 61

10:30 AM
She wanted contacted information to make a FOIA request to the FBI.

??

member of the public

11 AM

??
1

51

51

He wanted a point of contact where he could ask about New York's Freedom of Information Law.
1 found it on the Attorney General website and gave it to him.

Heidi Warner

DOl (Land Management)

12PM

907 271 5711
!Exemption

Paul Bonner

Department of Energy

12:30PM

503 230 5199

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

61 .

member of the public
??

She wanted DHS FOIA contact info.

!Exemption

61

member of the public

??
He wanted EOUSA FOIA contact info.

Rob ert Brown

HUD

3PM

??
2

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

member of the public

??
He had two appeals with our office- 07-0754 and 07-0755. We closed them for being in
litigation. He said he withdrew his lawsuit and wants the appeals reopened. I asked if he had
proof that he withdrew his lawsuit. He said he would fax it.

3

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 6/3/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

Lynn Armstrong

IExemption 61

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

5l

New York writer

Q. The caller sought assistance in deciding which federal agencies to make FOIA requests to.
He seeks information about a 1960 assassination attempt on president-elect John Kennedy. The
individual was investigated by the Secret Service and prosecuted in the S.D. Fla.
A. I recommended that the caller send FOIA requests to EOUSA and the Secret Service. He has
also checked the National Archives due to the possible historical interest of the documents. I
recommended that the caller also send a request to the FBI, which often maintains very old
records, and who would likely have at least known of the existence of the assailant.
· !Exemption

61

NATEC- San Diego .

1

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

sl

private citizen

Q. The caller was difficult to understand, and I eventually had to cut off the call.
A.

Paul

OPM

10:40

202-606-4018
!Exemption

private citizen

:05
Q: The caller wanted more information about New York's Freedom of Information Act.

A: I referred the caller to NY's Committee on Open Government.

private citizen

11:50

2

Sl

Q: The caller wanted to know what the time limits are for FOIA requests.

A: I told the caller that the agency has 10 days to acknowledge the request, another 10 days to
make its determination, and it can also in certain circumstances extend its time to reply by
another ten days.

Q: Regarding FOIA Update Vol. 16 No.3 from 1995, the caller wanted to know if this is still the
current OIP position with respect to the scopirig ofFOIA requests.
!Exemption

61

A: Unfortu~ erased the message before obtaining the entirety of the phone number.
Hopefully, ~ill call again.

I

I

I
I

Department of Agriculture

Tonya Woods
noon

Cindy Valdo

Department of the Interior

12:25

505-816-1671

3

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

private citizen

Q:
was fired from his position on the D.C. Metropolitan Police. He made a FOIA request
for his records seven months ago, but has heard nothing. He wondered if I could help him.
A: I told
OIP only handles the federal FOIA, and the law governing his request is the
D.C. FOIA. I found a website with helpful information regarding the process of making such a
request, along with information on the governing law.

LT Brian Pea

Coast Guard

1:15

202-372-3757
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

private citizen

seeks information about a lease between a private company and a local airport. He
··-;~.::..:.if:..t.::.h;:;::e;:,;re is any chance that the federal FOIA would cover such records.
that it is highly unlikely that the federal FOIA would cover such records, because it
is highly unlikely that a federal agency would have such a lease agreement, unless there was a
reason for it to possess such a document. I referred.
to North Carolina's Open Records Law
for further assistance.
!Exemption 61

Federal Law Enforcement Training-

Marty Zimmerman-Pate

DRS

4

j.

.:

5

-I -

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 6/2/2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Eric Moskowitz

NLRB

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

The caJler wanted to request the rap sheet information for a man with whom she was involved in a civil
suit. I explained that she would not be able to obtain that information without his consent.

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caJler had requested records about himself from the FBI. He left an angry message about the FBI's
failure to locate any responsive records. I left him a message, but he never returned my call.

Patricia Stokes

GAO
202-512-9951

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 6/2/2008

- 2-

EOUSA

Melinda Green

514-5144
!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller had a question regarding state
general's office.

documents~

I suggested that she contact her state attorney

~~~~~r --!':'~''·~· Private citizen

The caller had a question regarding state documents. J suggested that she contact her state attorney
general's office.

Veterans Administration

!Exemption

5l

5l

1

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 6/2/2008

-3-

Private citizen

The caller had question about an employee's right to obtain information from a corporation's personnel
files . I explained the purpose of the FOIA.
Steve Lotten

Department of Treasury
622-8413
!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Broadcasting Board of Governors

Private citizen

The caller had a general question about the FOIA. I returned his message, but never received a return
phone call.

Private Citizen
!Exemption

The caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the purpose of the hotline.

61

;.

.

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-I -

Date: July 31, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10

none
Upset because she filed a discrimination claim with HUD, and claims that HUD, despite her instructions
to contrary, released personal information of hers to the Respondent. Wanted our office to tell her how
to proceed against HUD for this improper disclosure.
Told her our office gives FOIA advice and information, and that her question did not fall within the
scope of our authority; that I was sorry to say we really couldn't help her. She was very angry, yelling at
me, and eventually hung up on me.

B.A. Wells (2/606-2730)

Office Personnel Mgmt, FOIA
!Exemption

51

Wendy (2/395-3647)
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

Left voice mail re wanting to know what she can have access to under the FOIA. Calling internationally;
said she'd call back.

!Exemption

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: July 31, 2008

.
I
I
I
I

Had some Privacy Act questions, not within our scope. Referred her to John Barkhamer
(202/395-4501) at OMB.
Donna B. (816/350-5522)

US Citizenship and Immigration
Services (DRS-Missouri) Nat'l
Record Center, FOIA Division
!Exemption

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 3-

Date: July 31, 2008
!Exemption 51

Left voice mail, but with no information. Did not receive until after business hours. Called him
back following morning; left message telling him to call me. Have not heard from him.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: July 30, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES .
Total Calls: # 13
-

!Exemption

61

Financial Times Enforcement
Network

8:49am
She was actually returning a phone call from CAS related to a previous hotline question. I gave her
CAS's direct number.

!Exemption

61

She wanted a status update on her husband's appeal (no. 08-1973 EOUSA). I told her that it had been
assigned to an attorney (CGG) but was not yet completed.

Private Citizen
10:24 am
He had a question about a form that the state of West Virginia sent him in order to make a FOIA (the
state equivalent) request. I explained that we deal only with the Federal FOIA and that he should contact
somebody in the state ofWV.

He wanted to know if he could speed up the process of receiving records by paying a fee (similar to
paying more for shipping to get something faster). I explained that there is a way to expedite processing,
but not in the manner he was asking about.

She wanted to know how she could set up a private meeting with the
for a group incoming VIPs.
asked MAP where I should direct her call and we decided that Public Affairs would be the best place.

He needed the DEA's FOIA contact information.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: July 30, 2008

!Exemption

sl

He wanted to lmow how to file a FOIA request with the FBI - so I gave him the contact information.

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

He wanted to lmow if the IRS had any special requirements for filing a FOIA request. Since I don't
lmow, I gave him the number of the FOIA shop at IRS.

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

He asked if there was a law that could force a private company to give him records related to his
employment testing. I explained that both state and federal access laws only applied to governments and
not private entities.

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: July 30, 2008

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 7/29/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10
David Palmer

Department of Homeland Security
(Office of General Counsel)
202-282-9735

Chris Morris

Department of Energy

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller is an attorney who is representing a client in a deportation hearing. She submitted a FOIA
request to EOIR and wanted to learn the status. I provided her with Crystal Souza's name and telephone
number at EOIR.

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Ray Madden

- 2-

Date: 7/29/08

Department of Energy - Office of
Inspector General
202-586-4073 #5
!Exemption

51

Amanda

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to learn the status ofhis FOIA appeal (08-2221) from the action of ATF. I explained
that his appeal has not been assigned to an OIP attorney yet, and recommended that he check back with
our office in a month. He stated that he wanted to withdraw his appeal, because ATF informed him that
he could not make a new request while the appeal is pending. I explained to the requester that he could
make a new request regardless of the status of his appeal. However, I stated that he will (hopefully) get
the same result if he requests the same information from ATF again. I told him that if he wants to make a
new request for different records, he was free to do so. He stated that he was going to "go nuclear" and
write his Congressman in connection with this request.

Richard Stevens

Department of Homeland Security
(ICE)
202-732-0306.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 7/29/08
!Exemption 5j

The caller was a lawyer who made a FOIA appeal from an action by EOIR on behalf of her client. She
wanted to find the status of the appeal (08-2014). I explained that the appeal had not yet been assigned to
an attorney and that she should check back with our office in one month.

Beth Krammer

Department of Transportation

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 7/28/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

l :U

private citizen
!Exemption

6l

11iii;th~;a~;t I personally handled this appeal, and I
in light of the nature of the records
on July 11, 2008. I told I
anticipate that a final decision could be made very soon (perhaps
within a week).
called me back and attempted to find out what the decision was on
appeal. I informed him that no deCision has been made yet.

Ms. Culbert

FAA litigation office

9:15

202-267-9572
!Exemption

51

Treasury- Office of Foreign Assets
Control FOIA appeal authority

!Exemption

1

sl

!Exemption

51

George Pruden- with
Dorothy Lee and Carl

!Exemption

Chris

DOE FOIA Office

12:20

202-586-3159
!Exemption

2

sl

sl

-

Employee of an education lender

12:30

Q: The caller wanted to know whether the FOIA governs whether the lender can/should use the
FAFSA forms filled out by students for marketing purposes.
A: I told the caller that while I would not be surprised to find that Congress has passed a law
governing what lenders can do with information provided by students, the FOIA has nothing to
say about the matter unless the F AFSA form is in the custody and control of a federal agency.

Marshall Fields

OFAC- Treasury
202-622-43 7 4
!Exemption

51

Alma Andrews

IExemption 51

retired Postal employee

wanted to know how to follow up on a Privacy Act request she made.
A: I gave her the phone number for the customer service center and the public liaison.

3

!Exemption

61

private citizen

Q: Priscilla sent an email forwarded from ENRD to her about a private citizen concerned about
how the State of Oregon uses social security numbers. Priscilla wondered if I had any idea where
to direct the person.

A: I forwarded the relevant portion ofthe Privacy Act Overview (PCLO publishes it) that
discusses this very topic.

Paul Garfman

OPM

2:45

?

Mary Offerdahl

Dep't of Commerce (OGC)

3:10

202-482-0242

4

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

5

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 25, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Kirk Marusak

EPA

9AM

202 564 4493
!Exemption

Jenny McLaughlin

Federal Reserve Board

9:30AM

202 452 2407

51

!Exemption

Martha Diaz Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

lOAM

??

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

10:30 AM
She wanted EOUSA contact info.

1

61

51

??

member of the public

llAM

!Exemption

61

She wanted status of appeal 08-1394. I gave it to her.

??

Department of Commerce/OIG

11:30 AM

202 482 0242
!Exemption

2

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 24, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

Dorothy Hinden (sp?)

!Exemption

Pamela Johnson

Private (Diagnostics Imaging Services
Corp.)

Caller needs a copy of the 1999 fee schedule for Medicare- apparently she made a June 16, 2008
FOIA request for this document to HHS. I told her that, to the extent the info she's seeking is in
the old regs for HHS, she can access it online through GPO Access. She had been unable to find
these old regs before. I also gave her FOIA contact info for HHS/Medicare & Medicaid, because
what she had did not comport with what's online.

1

sl

Trible Grees

jExemption Sj

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know his appeal status (case number 08-1 022-F), he submitted the appeal and
asked for expedited handling on July 10, 2008. I told him I'd check our system and get back to
him.
Checked Oracle: caller's appeal was rec'd 7/21108, just a few days ago. Called back and advised
caller that we had received his appeal, but only three days ago (I explained that our mail routing
can cause delay). To the extent that he sought expedition, we'll be responding on that shortly;
otherwise, we handle appeals on a first-in and first-out basis. He was not pleased that he couldn't
get an ''immediate" response.

Joleyn Miller

Dept of Energy

Chris Morris

2

!Exemption Sj

!Exemption

61

Caller LM. I returned call with my private number but never heard back.

DOD/Education

IExemption sl

Private

!Exemption 6j

None given
Caller had questions about how to make a FOIA request and request expedition. I advised of
process and directed him to the FBI and JMD MRU (he is seeking records related to a
"fingerprint report"), and explained cert of ID requirements.

3

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption

Laura Timberlake

51

Forest Service

!Exemption

51

·!Exemption

51

Federal Highway
Admin/Transportation

!Exemption

4

51

Caller did not want to give
name

Social Security

4:53

Not given
!Exemption

????

Private

Not given
5:15
Caller was argumentative and insisted on "OAG's number." I said I don't have a general number
for that office, so she insisted on a Crim Div employee's number. I told her I could give her
Crim's FOIA number, and did so.

!Exemption

61

CallerLM.
Called back 7/25 and LM. Did not hear back.

5

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 23, 2008
Thomas Hitter

No name

Requester

9:15

No number

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for the number of dogs shipped out of the country per
year.
I explained that the Caller needs to direct the request to a specific agency. I gave the Caller our
website with all agency FOIA contacts and links to their home pages. I suggested looking
through the list of agencies and then sending a request or calling the agencies that the Caller
believes may have responsive records. End.

Caller wanted a copy of the Caller's bank statements from the Caller's bank.
I explained that this office works with the FOIA, which applies to federal agencies. I suggested
calling the bank and asking for the records, or sending a written request to the bank. End.

No name

Requester

12:00

No number

Caller wanted a copy of the Guide.
I explained that the Caller can purchase one, or access it on-line. The Caller decided the on-line
version was sufficient. I directed the Caller to the link on OIP's Website. End.

No name

Requester

12:10

No number

1

Caller wanted a privacy waiver for a request to EOIR.
I checked EOIR's Website to see if that office had a specific waiver for requests to EOIR. I did
not locate one. I directed the Caller to the link for the Department's privacy waiver that is located
on our Website. End.

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted records about a project in the 1940's by "the War Department."
Based on the information given by the requester, I suggested writing to the DOD. I gave the
Caller the DOD's Website and suggested looking at their components to see what office is most
likely to have records. I also suggested addressing the request to DOD's HQ, as they may have
responsive records or may be able to direct the request to the proper office within DOD. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller sent a request to SEC. SEC responded, but withheld information. Caller would like to
know what rights the Caller has under the FOIA and Executive Order 13392.
I explained that the Caller does not have additional rights under the Executive Order. However,
under the FOIA the Caller can administratively appeal and adverse determination and bring a
lawsuit against the SEC. I suggested calling the SEC's Customer Service, if the complaint the
Caller has relates more to how the Caller was treated, or the length oftime it took to process his
request. End.

Emily

Secret Service

2:00

202-406-9060

!Exemption

2

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know the owner of certain titles ofland in the Caller's county.
I explained that OIP works with the FOIA, which only applies to federal agencies. I suggested
contacting the Caller's county offices, and if they are unable to help, the Caller could try offices
at the state level. I explained that I was unfamiliar with this area of law and the Caller's
jurisdiction (Mississippi). I further explained that if the Caller needed legal help, the Caller
should contact an attorney in the Caller's jurisdiction with expertise in this area. End.

Terry

USDA

2:45

No number

IExemption 51

Mary

Forest Service

3:30

No number
!Exemption

3

51

lExemption 5l

Requester
No number

Caller wanted to make a request for records regarding an old ship used by the Navy.
Based on the information the Caller knew about the records in general, it sounded best to send
the request to the Navy. I suggested the Caller examine Navy's website to see if that office would
have responsive records. I gave the Caller the Navy's FOIA website. I also gave the Caller the
Navy's address to file a request. End.

4

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 07-22-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Jerry Lawson

Small Business Administration OIG

8:45

202-205-6696
!Exemption

Amanda Michanczyk

Treasury - Fincom

9:35

703-905-3537
!Exemption

Thuylieu Kazazian

ICE

9:45

202-616-0329
!Exemption

51

51

51

Counselor: RM Fine

Cheryl Durham

Date: 07-22-2008

- 2-

Civil Rights FOIA

11:30

George Pruden

Office of Judicial Programs

11:50

6-3627
!Exemption 51

Anonymous

citizen

12:45

refused

Not FOIA. This caller was referred to the OIP hotline by the DOJ switchboard.
Caller asks who he can speak to about getting the federal government to regulate libelous speech posted
on U Tube. The caller lives in Indiana. I suggested that he might be able to interest someone at the law
school in Bloomington in discussing the issues involved.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Date: 07-22-2008

Tom Bryant

Americorp

1:10

202-606-6678
!Exemption

Rene Coe

51

US Copyright Office, GC office

1:33

IExemption sl

Megan Floyd

FEMA, Denver

1:49

303-235-4638
!Exemption

Cindy Anderson

51

CPA, OGC office

IExemption sl

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

Cynthia Morrison

Date: 07-22-2008

FEMA

3:24
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Caller is taking her citizenship test tomorrow. Cannot find the name of the new Attorney General.
Gave her the name and spelled it out.

Department of Agriculture

Sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 21, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller wanted a status update on appeal 08-1441, and also wanted to inform us that the
requester's address has changed. I passed a1ong the info to SJV, who has the appeal.

private caller

Question about a request to the FTC. I suggested following up w/FTC, and provided contact info.

Jacob Lipson

!Exemption

Occupational Safety Health
Commission

Jennifer Mahr (sp?)

private caller

Caller needed assistance following up on a request he made to US CIS. I provided contact info.

1

51

private caller

Question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller had questions about a response he received from USDA. I explained why they were
requiring certification of his identity.

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I was unable to assist this caller.

!Exemption

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I was unable to assist this caller.

Caller wanted a status update on her appeal, 08-0673. I passed along the info to CF, who has the
file.

2

51

private caller

Caller had a question about an appeal to our office. I told him we had likely not yet received it.

James Madison Project

private caller

!Exemption

Caller need status info on a couple of requests/appeals.

3

61

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 18, 2008
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 13

Susan Johlie

Education-Civil Rights

!Exemption sl

!Exemption 61

Q. Seeking information about a DOJ qui tam action

A. Referred caller to Civil Division
-

!Exemption 61

Q. LVM. Immigration-related question.

A. When I returned her call, she told me that she had already found the information she was
looking for

!Exemption

1

Sl

beth.kramer@dot.gov
!Exemption

sl

Tracy Rogers

!Exemption

Commerce- IG
202-482-0911

-

!Exemption

61

Q. General question about state FOIA laws
A. Referred caller to a web site with links to each one: School of Journalism at U. Missouri

Nikki Gramian

2

sl

!Exemption

61

None

N.A.
Q. How to: FOIA various agencies
A. Referred to DOJ's web site for contact info

N.A.

None

N.A. .
Q. How to FOIA: DOJ grants
A. Provided contact info for OJP
-

!Exemption

61

None

N.A.
Q. How to: FOIA to OIP
A. Provided OIP's contact information

N.A.
!Exemption

Q. How to request DOJ's assistance with extradition of Mexican national
A. Referred caller to Criminal Division, Office of International Affairs

3

61

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 07-17-08

I

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES

I

I

Total Calls: #

I.

!Exemption

Amanda Michanczyk

Federal Crime Enforcement Center
(Treasury)

10:20

!Exemption

What is status ofhis appeal, No. 08-2013?
Not yet assigned.

51

51

I
I

i.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 07-17-08

Dierdre MacNeil

USDAOIG

12:10

202-720-8112

Jacob Tieson

Treasury - Fincen

1:00

703-905-3864

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

citizen
refused
Father of a son within 2 months of majority. A guardian ad litem has been court appointed for the minor.
Father has filed a FOIA request for IRS information on son's trust fund, and has been refused because not
legal guardian. Appealed, but untimely.
Just listened. Advised that the son could file a FOIA request himself if he wished to do so in a few
months.

Tom Bryant

AmeriCorp

1:05

202-606-6678
!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Shannon Trainer

Date: 07-17-08

Florida Dept. Of Environmental
Protection

!Exemption

51

DOT

Beth Kramer

366-0365
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

How to make a FOIA request to the Department of Energy?
Caller had a computer. Guided him to the web site.

How to file a FOIA request to the Veterans Administration.
Caller had a computer. Guided him to the web site.

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

!Exemption

Date: 07-17-08

61

4:15
How can a client's trade/commercial information be shielded from a possible FOIA request in the future?
Non-disclosure agreement?
Cannot shield releasable information requested under FOIA. A non-disclosure clause would have no
effect on the response to the request.

AmyVanue

Veterans Administration

!Exemption

51

IExemption 51

Tracy Fay

Minerals Management Service,
Department of the Interior

4:45

303-231-3430
!Exemption

51

(

.

'

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 16, 2008
Ken Hendricks

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller is trying to locate a person (or learn whether he is dead or alive) whom she
thinks may have died in Jordan. The caller also suggested that the person she was trying
to locate might have been involved in criminal activity or otherwise might be a missing
person.

A.

I explained that OIP's area of activity is the federal FOIA. I suggested that the caller
contact her local law enforcement office if she had a crime to report, or her local FBI
office if she thought she had a federal criminal report to make. I provided her with the
phone numbers for the FBI offices in Birmingham and Mobile.

Chris Durso

Labor
202-693-5292

Monika Moore

AUSA, USAO in Alexandria
703-299-3 779
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

51

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

703-299-3779

IExemption sl

Q.

The caller wants to request records related to his detention and his contract linguist work
for the FBI.

A.

I provided the FBI's request address as well as Web site address for FBI FOIA
information.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller wanted advice on the legal methods for shutting down an abortion clinic.

A.

I explained that OIP's area ,o f activity is the federal FOIA. I suggested that the caller

contact a private attorney for such legal advice.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller made two FOIA requests through the JMD mail referral unit, and she wants to
know how she can get the request status for each one.

A.

I provided the two contact numbers listed for JMD. I suggested that she contact JMD to
learn where JMD referred the requests so that she could then contact the individual
components regarding status.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller left a v/m asking how he could learn the status of his immigration-related
FOIA request.

A.

When I returned the call, the caller stated that he obtained the contact information for the
immigration office that he needed.

Beth Kramer

DOT
202-366-0365

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: July 15, 2008

-I -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #9
!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information on how to file a class-action lawsuit against unspecified doctors who he
alleged administered psychotropic drugs to him against his will. After explaining that I could not help
him, he proceeded to explain exactly what happened to him and I suggested that he contact the state .
authorities.

-

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

8:14am
She originally wanted to lmow how to obtain her money back from an insurance agent she alleges
embezzled money from her. After I explained that we deal with federal records and not criminal
allegations, she wanted to lmow how to file a FOIA request with the FBI (I think), so I provided the
address to the FBI's facility in Winchester.

Judy Curly (sp?)

!Exemption

EPA - IG's Office

!Exemption

51

51

·_:-·

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: July 15, 2008

IExemption 61
She needed to lmow where to send a FOIA request to for information from the U.S. Mint in San
Francisco. I provided the information found at usmint.gov.

!Exemption 61
!Exemption

61

He needed to verify the address to send a FOIA request to the FBI for a copy of his background
investigation.

!Exemption 51

,.

: .

~

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 14 Jul 2008
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

Jerry Hanson

17
Comptroller of the Currency

!Exemption

61

private citizen

Q. The caller believes that the FBI is wiretapping hirn and blocking all of his phone calls.

A. From my vantage point, the only thing I could suggest is to make a FOIA request for records
pertaining to himself from the local FBI Field Office in Oklahoma City.
Justice Command Center Security
Emergency Planning Staff

!Exemption

Federal Labor Relations Authority

Pamela Johnson

1

sl

!Exemption

Jim Kovakas

sl

Civil Division

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q: The caller wondered how to find out the names of private companies that engage in
government contracting with agencies such as the Census Bureau.
2

sl

A: I told the caller that I do not know to what extent agencies automatically make such
information public. I told her that she can make a FOIA request for such information, or she can
contact the agency directly to find out if such information is already public.

private citizen- Michigan
!Exemption

61

Q: is blind, and was rejected from a job at a nursing home, allegedly because his mother
was a patient at the nursing home. · The nursing home refused to provide a copy of the pertinent
company policy. nts to find out whether such an action is legal, and hopes to obtain the
Exemption 6
policy from the company under the FOIA.
A: I informed the caller that the company's records are not subject to the FOIA unless they fall
into the hands of a federal government agency. I recommended that the caller either contact the
Department of Labor or talk to a private attorney about any labor laws that might potentially
come into play here.

Alisha Vasquez

BOP Attorney

11:40

913-551-1128
!Exemption

Customs and Border Protection

Carolyn Jackson

202-344-2841

3

sl

Sherry Turner

Dep't of Agriculture- Forest Service

12:30

406-283-7559

!Exemption

6l

private citizen

Q: The caller wonders whether the records of a private employer are subject to the FOIA.
A: I told the caller that such records are typically only subject to the FOIA if the records are in
the custody and control of a federal government agency. I told the caller that he might wish to
check the state's open records law, although I would be surprised if such a law was applicable to
the records of a private company.

!Exemption

6l

4

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

6l

Q: is a BOP employee who was involved in an incident for which he was suspended. He
seeks a copy of the incident report.
A: I gave the caller the BOP address to which a FOIA request should be addressed.

!Exemption

61

private citizen

Q: The caller left a lengthy, incoherent message about an FBI agent trying to kill her.
A: The caller did not have the presence of mind to include her telephone number in the message.

Linda Kahn
2:20

!Exemption

private citizen

unknown

!Exemption

2:25

61

Q: A group of homeowners in Texas is upset about its homeowners association's failure to
maintain the properties. In response, the association released the names of all members who
failed to pay their dues (allegedly in contravention of the association's bylaws). The caller
5

sl

wondered what could be done about the release.
A: I told the caller that the federal FOIA only pertains to releases of information made by the
federal government of records within its control. It does not apply to a release by a private
association. I told the caller that he could try talking to the state attorney general. In this case,
the secretary of state signed off on the bylaws, so it may be that the state attorney general's office
could/should enforce the provisions of the bylaws against the association. The caller will try that
first, and then talk to a private attorney if necessary.

Jen Hershbang

Treasury

3:00

622-8279
!Exemption

private citizen
n/a

is a patient at a state hospital in California, and has some complaints about his
access to religious services, as well as other aspects of the hospital's treatment of the patients.
A: I determined that the Civil Rights Division (Special Litigation Section) investigates
complaints about hospitals run by state/local governments. I referred the caller to that Division.

6

5l

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-I -

Date: July I l/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

?
Left message asking where/how to report a Privacy Act violation. I referred him to OMB, John
Barkhamer for further information.

!Exemption

6l

Per ATF's website, giving out this information is a service they provide. I advised to give ATF a
bit more time to respond, as he had just faxed request a few days prior, and if did not hear back, to call
the phone # on ATF website to get the status.

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-2-

Date: July 11/08
!Exemption

Clarene Martin (2/442-8073)

5l

Office of Chief Financial Officer of
D.C. O'f"JPMnTn,,.nt
!Exemption

5l

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 10, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

!Exemption

61

member of the public

He wanted to know how to make a request to the FBI, specifically for electronic surveillance

Teresa Simpson

Department of Treasury

9:30AM

703 604 0295
!Exemption

??

EPA

lOAM

202 564 6009

51

IExemption 51

I
I

' Matthew Connolly

i:

USPS

!0:30AM

202 268 8582
!Exemption

1

51

Brooke Geller

Department of Agriculture (IG)

llAM

??
!Exemption

Linda Harvey

CRT

11:30 AM

??

Wanda Davison

Department of Treasury

12 PM

202 622 6387
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Department of the Navy
!Exemption

12:30 PM

!Exemption

61

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

61

member of the public

He wanted the brochure Your Right to Federal Records. He lives at
I will send it to him.
!Exemption

61

61
2

51

51

Judy??

US Geological Survey

1:30PM

??
jExemption 5j

David Disraeli

Security and Exchange Commission

2PM

512 334 6650
jExemption 5j

??

member of the public

2:30PM

??

State law issue, not FOIA.

Nikki Gramian

DHS (OIG)

3PM

??
jExemption 5j

??

member of the public

3:30PM

??

Wanted FOIA contact for the State Department.

3

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#07-09-2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Lynn Armstrong

CDC, Atlanta

9:30

404-639-7272

Caller recently found that there is a note that there is a background investigation pertaining t o his
divorce on file in his military records. Who can he speak to?
Gave him the numbers for Defense Privacy Office and USArmy Privacy Office.

Postal Service

Matthew Connelly

202-268-8582
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

Date:#0?-09-2008

- 2-

Counselor: RM Fine

Caller left message with no information. Returned call: left message to call again.

!Exemption

sl

FDA Chief Counsel

Dorothy Warden

202-385-8241
!Exemption Sj

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Wanted phone number for OPM
Found it for her.

!Exemption

61

Wants to lmow how to find the date of manufacture of his gun: the manufacturer is out ofbusiness.
Local police told him to find out through ATF FOIA.
Told him that I did not lmow if that was the correct source of the information he wants, and gave him the
name of Marilyn Labrie at A TF; suggested that he talk it over with her.

- 3-

Counselor: RM Fine

!Exemption

Date:#07-09-2008

61

D. Beatty's phone number

!Exemption

61

Social Security FOIA phone number

!Exemption

61

How can she get information on a DOD contract?
Gave caller the DFOIA web site.

!Exemption

61

Can he use FOIA to find any encumbrances on a local movie theater property?
Explained FOIA

!Exemption

61

- 4-

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#07 -09-2008

Caller had confused the functions of OIP and EOIR. Wanted an EOIR update on an application for legal
status by an applicant. The firm had filed an appeal with OIP : Appeal 08-0367 (closed 01-04-2008).

claimed that the attorney handling the case had not received a response from OIP.
I faxed a copy of the OIP response, dated November 29,2007, to -

!Exemption 61

Needed phone number for US Customs and Border.

IExemption

61

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: July 8, 2008
Counselor: Anne Work

'

Ii
I
Ir

Total calls:

I'·

I,

I
Q. Request for list of training managers.
A. What is a "training manager"? A manager who trains. The agency has an old list. There is no
title next to the name and some on the old list train, but others do not. Discussed whether this list
is responsive to the request. Discussed telling R to try various sub-units of the agency because
sub-units may have up-to-date list.

hang up

Q. Lots of breathing, but nothing else. Caller hung up
A

!Exemption

61

Q. Caller had detailed and specific questions beyond my knowledge about the 12-31-07 bill.
Finally referred her to Cori
A.

Andy McCready

Commerce

1

Payton Howard

!Exemption

sl

wanted slip op.
E-mailed

!Exemption

2

sl

private

caller very upset and irrational.

private

wanted info about Justice Program publication re sharing info between families and schools
located division that publishes booklet and gave contact info to caller

bow to

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 7, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller needed the phone number for USMS's FOIA office. I provided it.

Maritime Commission

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

sl

private caner

Caller was trying to send us a request and needed our fax number, which I provided.

private caner

Caller had a passport question. I referred her to the State Department.

Suzanne Ben

!Exemption

private caller

1

sl

Caller wanted some assistance interpreting a response letter she received from us (the relevant
language concerned records that were lost and ones which were destroyed pursuant to destruction
schedules). I explained why and when we employ such language.

private caller

Caller was concerned about a lack of response she received from a request she claims to have
made. I provided what assistance I could.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller made a request to the FBI, but has not received a response, or even an acknowledgment. I
suggested following up w/the FBI, and provided the contact info.

2

Date: 07-03-2008#

- 1-

Counselor: RM Fine

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Deputy General Counsel White
House CEQ

Mark Macintosh

202-456-3885
!Exemption

OPM

Paul Carswell

202-606-40 18
!Exemption
~-

-

--

~~-

-

Ted Bolling

Could he and Bolling call for a discussion together this afternoon
Yes Discussed issues again

-

51

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 7/2/08

Private citizen

The caller was a defendant in an immigration proceeding. She wanted to obtain all the information in her
deportation. I provided her with the address and the telephone number of Immigration and Customs
Enforcement.

Bill Gross

Office of Government Ethics

Private citizen

The caller had a complaint about a company that continually sent him mail solicitations. I suggested that
he contact the Federal Trade Commission.

!Exemption 51

The caller wanted to learn the status of appeal number 07-3 792, which was submitted by her son (who is
currently incarcerated). I informed her that the appeal had been adjudicated and that the letter had been
mailed.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 7/2/08

- 3-

Private citizen

The caller was phoning from Opengovemment.org. She wanted to obtain a breakdown by agency of
certain statistics listed in the Executive Order report.

Private citizen

The caller was testifying as an expert witness and using certain documents that he had obtained through
the FOIA as trial exhibits. He wanted to know whether FOIA records could be certified. I suggested that
he contact the agency where he originally obtained the documents. I explained that there agencies are not
required to certify documents, but may do so as a courtesy. I stated that the letter from the agency may
be sufficient to show the origin of the documents at issue.

FBI (Lab)

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

July 1, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Brad Smith

OLC

9AM

??
lExemption Sl

!Exemption 6l

Office of Naval Intel

lExemption Sl

Holly Salamino

HUD

llAM

202 402 5243
lExemption Sl

!Exemption 6l

member of the public
!Exemption 6l

He wanted to find the Annual FOIA report for Federal Retirement Thrift Board. Since it's not
online, and Tina does not have it, I gave him FRTB number to call.

member of the public
!Exemption

61

BOP FOIA contact info.

??

member of the public

2PM

??

He needed help finding FOIA publications on the internet. I walked him through it.

Regina Edwards

State Department

3PM

??
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

sl

Army Corps of Engineers
??
!Exemption

2

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

.....

__Date:#OS-29-2008
___ _ _
........

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # /

c:r

Caller 1:
Time:
This caller left a message that she wanted to go into the witness protection program. The number she left
was not a working number.

Caller 2:

!Exemption

61

Agency:
Number:

Time:
Message. Called and left message to call again.

!Exemption

61

Message. Called - no answer

Caller 4:

Jeff McGrady

Agency:

AntiTrust

Time:

8:12

Number:.

202-476-0532

!Exemption

51

~~C~a~ll~er~5~::....._~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~====---4~A~g~e:n~cy~:_j. FDA e'e
Time:

9:15

Numb

!Exemption

Can one's manager demand to have a copy of one's Wage & Earnings statement? Not a FOIA.

61
!

I
I

lI·

J

!.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date:#OS-29-2008

Annette Fancher

OGC Smithsonian

9:30

202-7 5 8-5096
!Exemption 5j

John Tyler

!Exemption 51

Gregory Smith

ISRA

10:15

703-284-6690
!Exemption 5j

----

-

~-

~

--

---

- -

--

Department of Transportation

jExemption 5j

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

Under FOIA can he request documents kept by a private mobile home park?
No .

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#OS-29-2008

- 3-

Caller 11:

Tanya Woods

Agency:

Time:

1:24

Number:
!Exemption

Caller 12:

Daniel Glass

Time:
!Exemption

Department of Agriculture

51

Agency:

Civil

Number:

4-4469

sl

Does a private firm have to shield from a non-FOIA request for e'e records.
Not FOIA.

Caller 14:

Amanda Michanczyc

Time:

Agency:

FINCIN: Treasury

Number:

703-905-3537
!Exemption

sl

Caller 15:
Time:
Wanted phone number of the Philadelphia FBI FO to ask for records on her father..

Caller 16:
Time:

Tammy Dawkins

Agency:

AUSA DC

Number:

307-3599

!Exemption

51

II
i

I

Counselor: RM Fine

-4-

Date:#OS-29-2008

!Exemption

61

How can she find the FOIA internet site?

!Exemption

61

Caller believes that the FBI has been surveilling her at two locations, and she asked how to submit a
FOIA request for agency documents.
Told her how to submit request after I discussed the possibility that she may not be under surveillance.

!Exemption

61

Wanted on-line sources of information on court cases.
Talked about how to use PACER, which he has access to, through a non-profit he works with.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

Allan Blutstein

Total calls:

!Exemption

61

Q. How to : USDA
A. Provided contact information.

(;;aller

-

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q. Law firm wanted to know how to serve a summons and complaint against the United States

A. I referred the caller to Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and advised her that I could not give
her any legal advice

Stephanie G.

!Exemption

Civil Rights, Education

Christian K.

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Q. How to : state or local records
A. Not a federal FOIA matter. Referred to Sta:e AG for

Jvice.

61

51

51

-

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

Q. How to: PA Complaint against FAA.
A. Not OIP's fuction. Referred to OMB for any PA questions.
-

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

Q. Status of his appeal, 08-2357
A. I check the appeals director - no one has drafted a letter yet.

jExemption 5j

!Exemption 6j

Q. How to: FBI
A. Provided contact information

2

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 8/27/08

-I ·········---··········----

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 14
Caller 1:

Private citizen

Agency:
!Exemption

Time:

61

The caller wanted the contact for Customs and Border Patrol. I provided the information to him ..

Caller 2:

Paula Lynch

Time:

Agency:

Department of Labor

Number:

202-693-3556
!Exemption

Caller 3:

Cindy Ferro

Time:

Department of the Interior

Number:

Time:

Caller 4:

Agency:

Amanda

Agency:

FINCEN

Number:

703-905-3537
!Exemption

j

51

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

!Exemption

Date: 8/27/08

6l
!Exemption

5l

Export-Import Bank

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the purpose of the hotline.

Private caller
!Exemption

6l

The caller was an official with the State of Arkansas. He was dealing with a state FOIA request for
documents that contained FCC information. He wanted to know whether these records were under the
control of the federal government. He stated that these documents were not stamped with any
information limiting disclosure beyond the FCC and was not aware of any agreement between Arkansas
and the FCC regarding these types of documents. I explained that these records were likely state records
under Arkansas open access laws and suggested that.he consult the state law.

5l

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 8/27/08

Private citizen

The caller wanted to make a request for information concerning the oaths of offices for federal judges
and for federal prosecutors. I recommended that she make her requests to OIP and EOUSA, respectively.

Private citizen

The caller had a question about requesting information in connection with a bankruptcy action. When I
returned her call, she indicated that she had already found the answer to her question.

Elizabeth Glazer

!Exemption

Private caller

The caller wanted to obtain an incident report from the Federal Railroads Administration. I provided him
with the address and telephone number and explained that he would need to make a written request for
the report.

Private citizen

The caller had a Privacy Act related question. I provided him with OMB's number.

sl

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 8/27/08

Private citizen

The caller wanted to make a FOIA request to the Air Force JAG. I provided him with the FOIA contact
information.

Sherry Suzucki

Customs and Border Patrol

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 26, 2008
Michael Sherman

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about making a request to the FBI, in particular what information he should
provide. I explained that personal data/details can make it easier for an agency to tie a file to a
particular individual (especially one w/a common name).

?

Caller had a question about auto disclosure (a2) vs. requests for records (a3). We discussed the
differing obligations each type of record imposes on an agency.

private caller

Non-FOIA question. I explained the limits ofthis office's expertise.

Caller had a question about release of privately purchases transcript hearings. I referred her to
FOIA Update, which has an article discussing the issues that arise in such requests.

1

!Exemption

Caller had a PA question. I referred him to OMB.

Susan Kehoe

Education/OCR

public defender service

Caller needed our fax number, which I provided.

Ariadne Goerke

private caller

Caller was seeking info on appeals sent to OIP.

2

61

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 25, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

!Exemption

sl

Janet Wong
505-248-5605
!Exemption

? (Fed employee)

Sally Dunaway

1

51

!Exemption

2

51

· FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 22, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

61

Called regarding the status of an administrative appeal filed with OIP. The number is 08-2357 .
I checked oracle, and informed the Caller that the appeal was assigned to an attorney on August
13, 2008, and he is reviewing the file. End.

Annette Fenture

I!

Smithsonian

!Exemption

Mary Angel

FMC

11:30

202-523-5725

1

51

Jacob Litzman

ENRD

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to speak to DOT regarding information about.him in his files and his rights under
the Privacy Act.
I explained that our office does not deal with the Privacy Act and we are separate from DOT. I
recommended contacting DOT and suggested contacting their agency's office that administers the
Privacy Act. End.

CPB

Michelle Boy

2

sl

202-572-8756
!Exemption

Ray Hamilton

AUSA

3:30

505-224-1449

51

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: August 21, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 17
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

She wanted records on a specific teacher at a local illinois school. I referred her to the Illinois state
FOIA.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

She needed to know how to obtain records on a third party. I explained the privacy waiver form and
provided her the address for the Dept. Of the Army.

·-

11:11 am

He left a message without stating his question. When I called back, the phone just rang and the
answering machine/voice-mail never picked up.

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: August 21, 2008

Private Citizen
11:29 am
She wanted to know how to obtain a specific Attorney General opinion from the 1870s. I explained that
the IR Staff only processes requests for the current AG and suggested she try NARA and/or the Library
of Congress.

James Paxton

Civil Division

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: August 21, 2008

He wanted to know how to obtain specific military records from his time when he was stationed at Ft.
Dix. I provided him with the Army's contact information. This could have been the same caller as
number 4 (they sounded a lot alike) but he didn't give his name on this particular call.

!Exemption

61

He wanted a status update on his DEA appeal (appeal no. 08-2280). I explained that it was recently,
August 19, assigned to an attorney (KMR) and that we'd let him know the outcome as soon as possible.

OGC - Smithsonian

!Exemption

Private Citizen

He wanted to know what the difference was between the 2004 and 2007 versions of the Guide. I
explained that the 2007 version is an updated version of the 2004, without the Privacy Act portion.

!Exemption

61

She needed the contact information for the VA.

Private Citizen

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 4-

Date: August 21, 2008

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: August 20, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14
Caller ·1.:~

none
Had not made a FOIA request

Adyjsed him to make a request under the California Public Records Act for the info, since it's state/local
records. Found website with two organizations' phone numbers to contact for help in making a request,
which I gave to him.

!Exemption

51

'

I
'

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: August 20, 2008

- 2-

none
Checking on status of appeal # 08-1441.
I looked it up and found that it is assigned to SN. Told her that an attorney is working on her appeal and
we hope to get a response to her soon, but that we have such a high volume, I cannot give her an
estimated date. (Also followed up with SN to let him know.)

!Exemption

He sent FBI a commitment to pay fees for the records they found, but has not heard back despite
several faxes and letters as to whether they are in receipt of that and whether they are now
processing his request.
Advised him to call the FBI's FOIA contact phone number from their website to inquire about
status. And also that it is possible they are processing it and just may not contact him until he
actually receives the records/response in the mail.

Left message that had a question about FOIA and I called back. Not there so left a message to
call back.

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 3-

Date: August 20, 2008

!Exemption

sl

DHS OIG
!Exemption

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 4-

Date: August 20, 2008

New York Times reporter
Can he fax or email to submit a request to the AG? Told him don't accept email requests but he
can fax request to our fax #, or mail in a request - see our website for address, contact (CLM).

!

.

i

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: August 19, 2008
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

/4-

private

Q. Wanted "government" records. Did not want records from "part" of the government because
"government" agents arrested him in 1993

A. Tried to explain FOIA process

!Exemption

private

Q. Caller was unhappy with appeal process. Caller wanted a jury trial
A explained FOIA procedures
Antitrust

Bureau of Reclamation

!Exemption

1

51

5l

private

status of appeal
Cathy G. has - she handled caller with info

Cathy Knowles

!Exemption

private

wanted to make a complaint about her ill treatment at the hands of FDIC

private

how to

private

looking for info about Patty Hearst
how to
2

sl

private

caller works for postal service. She wants to file a complaint against the postal service - but she
is already in litigation re her fitness for duty.
NotFOTA

Carl Sosebee

Peace corps

!Exemption

private

trying to get the address of a 3P
explained

private

wanted to submit FOIA request, but confused about the address
provided KXFO address

3

51

-I -

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Date: August 18, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16
!Exemption

61

Issue: wanted to know if we had received his appeal dated 8/4/08
I checked Oracle and told requester that we had received his appeal on 8/14/08. I provided him with the
assigned appeal number and informed him that he would most likely be receiving an acknowledgment
letter from our office this week.

DOJ-ENRD

Jacob Leibson

!Exemption

61

citizen

Issue: wanted to know the status of some immigration records and FOIA request that had been filed in
relation to these immigration documents.
I informed the caller that DHS handles immigration issues. I provided him with the FOIA contact
information for immigration office.

Caller 5:

Date: August 18, 2008

- 2-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

Deirdra McNeill I Margaret

Agency: ·

OIG -USDA

Number:

202-720-6001

Agency:

citizen
!Exemption

Number:

61

Issue: seeking congressional records and records on the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

I informed him that Congress is not subject to the FOIA. I provided him with the contact information for
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
Caller 7:

!Exemption

61

Agency:

citizen

Number:
Issue: wanted to know if he could get copies of his ex-wife's bills from her attorney through the FOIA

I informed him that the FOIA onlJ: applied to government records
Caller 8:

Nancy Johnson

Agency:

State

!Exemption

51

f .

-3-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

!Exemption

Date: August 18, 2008

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: a USPS employee who wants her medical records. She said she submitted a FOIA request for her
records.
\

I gave her the contact information for USPS' FOIA office. I informed her that if USPS happens to have
any medical records on her, they will release them. However, USPS cannot provide her with medical
records from private practitioners
citizen

???
Issue: he's trying to get information from a state agency and wants to know how to go about it.
He did not leave a phone number, I'm unable to call him back
NLRB
202-273-3851

Sharon

Am track

!Exemption

Sally Donaway

Education

Sl

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-4-

Date: August 18, 2008

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption 6j

Issue: seeking records on a third party and wants to know where to send her request. She's not certain
what type of records she's looking for.
First, I informed her that if she's seeking records on a third party she must provide either a waiver or
POD. I then suggested that she look at the list of agencies with their FOIA offices on our website to
determine who might have records on this individuaL

jExemption 5j

Issue: has questions regarding appeal 08-2391
This appeal is assigned to Sean O'Neill so I provided caller with Sean's contact information and told him
that he would be able to answer questions specifically related to this appeal.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 15, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Chris Marge

Department of Energy

9AM

??

Linda Spencer

DHS

9:30AM

202 272 8282

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

He wanted information on how to conduct genealogical research in immigration records. I gave
him the information.

??

member of the public

10:30 AM

??

He wanted to know what kind of fees he could be charged for making a request under Privacy
Act. I said - you can be charged for copying of the records, but not for search.

l

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

-

!Exemption

61

member of the plublic

llAM
Not a FOIA matter. While I am not a doctor, the caller seemed to be in acute psychiatric distress
and suffering from hallucinations.

Tiffany Ford

??

11:30 AM

??

!Exemption

BBG

Martha Diaz Ortiz

202 203 4577
!Exemption

2

51

sl

I

.

('l
CoWISelor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 8)\s/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 15

Private citizen

The caller wanted to make a request for certain records about Head Start from the Department of Health
and Human Services. I provided her with the contact information for HHS's FOIA office.

Department of Health and Human
Services

lExemption Sl

!Exemption Sl

Private citizen

The caller wanted to pay a FOIA fee for a friend who is serving time at a U.S. penitentiary. Based on the
appeals reference number that she provided, I was able to tell her the amount that she could send to
EOUSA (with a check made payable to the Department of Treasury).

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 8115/08

- 2-

Private Citizen

The caller had questions about making a FOIA request to the DOJ. Specifically, he wanted certain
contract information. I suggested that he make a request to JMD and provided him with the contact
information.

Paul

OPM

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller had been turned down for a job on the basis of his criminal history. He wanted to make a
FOIA request to the FBI for records about himself. I explained how the FBI processes requests and
suggested that he submit the request to field office that he believes maintains responsive records. I also
told him how to make a request for his rap sheet.

Paul

Department of Energy - Bonneville
Power

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 8/15/08

- 3-

Kimberly Veach

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

U.S. Attorney's Office- NC
803-929-3021
!Exemption

Chris

U.S. Attorney's Office - NC
803-929-3021
!Exemption

The caller had questions about the processing of his administrative appeal. I answered these questions.

Private citizen

IExemption 61
The caller wanted to find out how to submit a request to the ATF. I provided her with ATF's address.
She later called back to ask for the address for U.S. Marshals Service-which I also gave her.

51

51

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 8/15/08

-4-

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether she was eligible to work in the United States. I left her a voicernail
explaining the purpose of the hotline. She did not call back.

Geraldine Jones

HUD
314-539-6564
!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

August 13, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7

: Anokewel Korsheed

Los Angeles AUSA
!Exemption

--

--

--

--

---

-

-

sl

---

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

August 13, 2008

- 2-

Ron Jackson
!Exemption

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make a FOIA request for information from the AG about what does and does not
constitute crimes in light of the AG's recent speech in which he said that not every violation of law is a
crime. I explained FOIA and told the Caller that the FOIA involves government records and does not
mean a person can ask for clarification. I gave the Caller the address to make a FOIA request to the AG
and I gave the Caller DOJ's FOIA webpage address to assist him.

?

Private Citizen

Caller appeared to be mentally ill. He left a mumbled and whispered message which I could not
understand. Caller did not leave a name or phone number.

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 8112/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

private citizen

n/a

9:10

Q. Caller wanted the FOIA addresses for DOJ, Department of the Treasury, and the Department
of Education to make requests to those entities.
A. I gave the caller the pertinent addresses.

private law firm

Q.
called for a status update on the following appeals:
08-1813- Assigned to Marilyn
08-181 4- same
08-181 5- same
08-1816- same

A. I called and left a message in which I noted that Marilyn is assigned to the appeals (as of last
week), and that she is waiting for the Civil Division to send the records to her for review.
FDA FOIA Office

Lisa Babcock

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Q. 08-2207, regarding an FBI HQ file he is seeking. He wants to speak to the person who

1

sl

!Exemption

handled the appeal. I handled the appeal so I will give !Exemption

61

a call back.

61

A. had some general questions about our decision on appeal. I noted that we remanded
seventeen pages for reprocessing because there were some apparently errant withholdings on
those pages.

Office of General Law- Coast Guard

Linda Banks

·'
!Exemption

Postal Law Department

Bill Meal
llAM

Dan Van Horn- USA's
Office
11:45

4-7168

2

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

sl

private citizen
!Exemption

61

local police reports, and the local police denied such records, referring her to try to
obtain records through the FOIA.
A: I

the telephone number for the Connecticut Freedom of Information Commission.

Susan Alexander

Superior National Forest

12:55

218-626-4323

!Exemption

sl

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q: Seeks records about his involvement with some type of atomic bomb project.
A:

USDA Office of Inspector General

Dierdre McNeil

!Exemption

3

sl

!Exemption

private citizen
3:50

Q: The caller wanted the address to make a FOIA request to the DEA.
A: I gave it to the caller.

4

sl

Date: August 11, 2008

- 1-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 15

Private Citizen
9:38am
He wanted to lmow how to make a FOIA request to Customs and Border Patrol to find out why he wasn't
hired for a position he had applied to.

He needed the contact information for the FBI.

!Exemption

61 .

He left a message indicating that he wanted a status check of his DEA request. When I called him back,
the person that answered the phone told me that I had a wrong number.

!Exemption

U.S. Trustee's Office

/

sl

Counselor: Sean:_:J~._:_
V_:a::.
ne::.k::___ _ __ _ _ _ _ _-_2_-_ _ _ __ __ __ __ D_a_te_:_A_u..::g:_
u_st_l_l.:...
, _20_0_8_

Stewart Bender

called back and it appears as though I simply misdialed the telephone. Anyway, I gave him
for Kathy Myrick over at DEA.

!Exemption

61

He wanted to lrnow if we could mail him information about the FOIA. I suggested that we could mail
him one copy of the "You.r Right to Federal Records" pamphlets.

He wanted state records from Alabama so I referred him to the Alabama AG's Office.

!Exemption

61

She wanted to lrnow she could use a screen-shot from the FBI's website for use in her business. I
talked with BYE and he suggested that I direct her to the FBI's Office of Public Affairs.

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: August II, 2008

She wanted to know what happened to a bunch of FOIA requests the AP filed in 2005. These requests
related to the Guantanamo Bay detainees and she wanted copies of whatever was released. I explained
that due to the decentralized nature ofFOIA, no list of requests probably exists, but that she should try
the Dept. Of Defense as they are the most likely to have any records posted in the electronic reading
room (most/frequently requested section).

A message was left on my voice-mail of a citizen (male) complaining that he had questions about the
FOIA and that the government's action in connecting him to an individual's voice-mail is "detestable."
He further stated that he was going to make a "complaint" and that he "had this number." I have no idea
to whom such a complaint will be made. Unfortunately, he left neither a name nor a number.

He wanted to know how to make a FOIA request, so I walked him through the process.

There were two voice-mails on my phone this morning, but no messages, the callers simply hung up.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

8/8/2008
Allan Blutstein

Total calls: 10

DHS

Nicole R.

(202) 282-8036

Veronica Graves

USDA-OIG
(202) 461-5879

IExemption sl

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q. LVM. How to obtain copy of his official personnel file.

A. LVM. Probably not necessary to submit a written request. I suggested that he simply call his
personnel office and make an appointment to review his file.

J
1

George Pruden

!Exemption

!Exemption

None
Not provided
Q. How to : federal funding for schools in Califomia
A. Provided contact information for Department of Education.

Not provided
!Exemption

61

!Exemption

61

Q . How to find records on BOP's web site
A. Provided caller with BOP's web site address.

-

!Exemption

61

Q. Seeking results of a fingerprint examination regarding her application for an occupational
license in Califomia.
A. FBI CJIS? That was the only relevant agency I could think of.

2

51

sl

!

ATD

7-3574

3

I
I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 7, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

NASA, Houston

!Exemption

?

Private

9:15
Caller is looking for info on HIPAA (medical files). I advised that she was calling the wrong
place and gave her the toll free number for HHS Office for Civil Rights.

Amanda Mahonchek (sp?)

Fin Ceo/Treasury

/
\/1

5l

!Exemption

???

Caller LM not pertaining to FOIA matters, but rather generally claiming a conspiracy against her.
Did not call back since I can't assist her.

Private attorney
4:30
Caller had various questions on what happens when private people meet or communicate with
govemment people- can the information be released? I explained agency records, etc. under
FOIA.

2

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 6, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption 51

Bill Wells

OPM

9:00

No number
!Exemption

-

!Exemption

61

9:15

Caller is an insurance agent and was ordered by a judge to disclose his clients' information.
I explained that our office works with the FOIA, which applies to federal statutes, and suggested
the Caller contact an attorney. End.

51

Celest King

FAA

9:45

No number

Paul Carr

OPM

10:30

202-606-4018
!Exemption

Diane Bridge

NLRB

10:45

202-273-3851
!Exemption

2

51

sl

Margaret Peak

VA

11:15

461-8111
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61

Left message. No return call. End.

-

!Exemption

61

3:00
!Exemption

Rachael Hiken

51

Bonneville Power Administration

!Exemption

3

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a request to the SEC.
I gave the Caller the SEC's website to learn more about what type of records they would have. I
also gave the Caller the SEC's email address for submitting FOIA requests. End.

-I

Exemption

61

Requester
No number

4:30

No number to return call. Caller left a message saying the Caller would try again later. End.

!Exemption

61

Caller claimed to have material that concerned the Department's current "investigation into
W achovia," regarding drug trafficking.
I explained that OIP is not the proper office to direct her call. I suggested that the Caller call the
local FBI office (who according to the Caller is "heading up" the investigation), or call the
Caller's local U.S. Attorneys office. End.
4

Carl Soethersby

Peace Corp

5:45

692-2161
!Exemption

5

51

•

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

Date: 8.5.08

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR N OTES
Total Calls: 14

!Exemption

sl

David Palmer

!Exemption 6~-

Caller received a letter from OIP denying his request for expedited processing of his appeal (App. No.
08-2280). Caller wanted to know a time line for his appeal. Caller's appeal is not assigned to an
attorney. I informed the Caller that his appeal has not yet been assigned and the Caller kept wanting me
to provide a time line. I told the Caller that I could not give him a time line.

No Name

Private Caller

Caller wanted to download a "FOIA application" from our website. I returned Caller's call and left a
voicemail message. I did not receive a call back.

1

I /
[_/

Date: 8.5.08

-2-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

George Pruden
!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information about maintaining various government systems of records mailed to him (he
left his address). I returned Caller's call and left a voicemail message explaining that he needed to make
a FOIA request to the appropriate agency. I did not receive a call back.

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to make a complaint about ERISA violations. I spoke with the Caller's assistant and I
explained that OIP only handles FOIA, and has nothing to do with ERISA law. I explained that . . !Exemption 6l
may want to make a complaint to the Civil/Criminal Division of the DOJ.

!Exemption

6l

LA Congressperson's Office

Caller wanted information about a FOIA request to Army. I gave the Caller the Army FOIA Liaison's
name and phone number.

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

Caller stated that she is calling form an international number and she wanted information about FOIA.
Caller left her number, but she mumbled the number and I could not decipher the correct number from
her voicemail message.

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen

I returned Caller's call and left a voicemail message. I did not receive a call back.

5l

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Date: 8.5.08

!Exemption

51

I

.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: August 4, 2008

.~~~----~-------------------------------------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7
li

- !Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: Wanted to know the status of his appeal, 08-1978 (FBI)
This appeal is assigned to Michael. I provided calier with Michael's contact information if he wanted to
discuss any further the status of his appeal.
Caller 2:

Issue: unclear what happened at the request stage. Caller claims that he submitted a request to the
District's AG's Office and that he then received he letter from DC indicating that our AG had records but
then provided appeal rights to our office.
This conversation was all very confusing. So I suggested that he submit an appeal to our office, along
with a copy of the alleged letter from DC (as he was apparently provided with appeal rights to our office
from DC - which I seriously doubt, I just think he submitted a request to our office and just doesn't
understand the whole process). Things will be clear to our office once we receive the documentation .
Well at least I hope it will be.
Call~r

3:.

!Exemption

61

Issue: wants to know that status of a ATF FOIA request
I provided caller with the FOIA contact information for ATF and infomied him that ATF would be able
to provide him with the status of his reguest.
Caller 4:

Citizen
!Exemption

61

Issue: wants state records from CT
I informed him that he must go through the state to get records from CT. I suggested that he contact CT's
attorney general's office.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: August 4, 2008

Issue: Has some sort of consulting company and was interested in submitting FOIA requests over the
Internet and wanted to know if the government was moving in a direction where citizens could search for
themselves agency records.

I referred him to DOJ's list of all federal agencies and indicated that the ones that have email addresses

he can submit FOIA requests electronically. I also told him that it's highly unlikely that the government
would ever let citizens conduct their own searches in response to their FOIA requests. I explained that
there were too many security issues (classified info etc .. ) and therefore the government will most likely
always be processing its own records.
Lisa Goldplus

USAID .

!Exemption

51

(

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

August 1, 2008
Ken Hendricks

B.A. Wei~

OPM

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

law firm librarian

Q.

The caller wants to purchase copy of the March 2007 Guide.

A.

Bertina Adams stated that she will contact the caller ori 8/4/08 with the necessary
information. I informed the caller of that follow-up call.

51

-

!Exemption 61

Q.

The caller is seeking records related to her husband's ex-wife's care/custody of children.

A.

I briefly explained what OIP does, and I suggested she contact state offices or a private
attorney.

Michelle Wollen

NLRB
202-273-1720
!Exemption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

Ca"'er

September 30, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

-

!Exemption

61

Ageney:

Priv.ate

No_.f;
Time:.

9:00
Wants to request his immigration file; decentralized; CIS contact information.

Caller
No.2:

;.\gency:-

Nina Argent

Indian Health Services
301-443-1452

&geney!

Melissa

CDFI/Treasury
202-622-0394
!Exemption

Caller

CaUer.

!Exemption

61

Agency:

sl

National Guard

Deloris Barber

. ,&:g~l)ey:

Education

10:30

~· Number:

202-401-1995

No.5:
'fime:

1

!Exemption

51

IExemption 51

Katie Duncan

ENRD

2:25

40424

!Exemption

61

Private citizen

FOIA request to FBI; cert of identity for getting his own records.

Federal Highway

Govt
804-265-5456

2

-

!Exemption

61

Private Attorney
!Exemption

Can you fmd out if a person has filed a return to IRS?

!Exemption

61

Status on a request: No IR record on this guy.

·Energy
303-275-4747

!Exemption

61

Appeal status - Sept 101\ 2008-0203
Rec'd 9118/08; nothing further in system.

3

61

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: September 29, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7
-!Exemption

61

Issue: had some questions on appeal 08-2609 (FBI).

This appeal is open and is assigned to Sean O'Neill. I provided caller with Sean's contact information for
any questions pertaining to this appeal.

I'

Issue: Wants to know if the FOIA enables him to gain access to inmates to interview them

:I

I informed him that the FOIA would be of no assistance to help him gain access to inmates for
interviews. I suggested that he contact our Public Affairs Office to discuss any possibilities for
interviewing BOP inmates or BOP officials.
Alex Malice

IExemption sl

Issue: wanted to know how she could get a copy of the purple guide

I gave her Tina's contact information. I also informed her that the guide is accessible online.
!Exemption 6j

Issue: wants records from the State of Montana

I referred her to the Attorney General's Office for the State of Montana.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: September 26, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 12

Caller 1:

Jill Sayre

Agency: .

Dept AG - OIG's Office

Chris Morris

Caller 4:

Private Citizen

Agency:

11:09 am
Number:
Time:
She needed the contact mformatwn for both DHS and CBP.

Caller 5:

Jim Kovakas

Agency:

Civil

/

.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: September 26, 2008

Unknown
11:31 am
A voice-mail was left but the caller must have had a bad cell connection as the message was
unintelligible.
Veterans Affairs

Lynn Bule (sp?)

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

She really didn't have a FOIA question, her phone call consisted of her complaining about the healthcare
system in the United States and her fear of deportation even though she is a natural born citizen. After
explaining the purpose of the hotline and determining that she really didn't have a question that I could
answer, I politely hung up the phone.

He wanted a status update on his appeal, appeal no. 08-2757.

She wanted to know how to make a FOIA request. I explained the general process of submitting a
request to an agency.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

He needed the contact information for the Federal Communications Commission as he wanted to file a
formal complaint against an FBI agent he claims has illegally hijacked his cell phone and is using it to
take sexually explicit pictures of himself (the caller, not the agent) after the agent has drugged him.

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Sherry Suzuki

- 3-

Date: September 26, 2008

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:#09-25-2008

-I -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
US Trade Representative

Elizabeth Glaser

!Exemption

Joy Anderson

Dept. Homeland Security

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Not FOIA. Does she have to answer an attorney's request for interrogatory information?

sl

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

-

- 2-

Date:#09-25-2008

!Exemption 61
!Exemption 61

Caller wanted information on how to file an appeal to a denial of a FOIA request made to the TVA.
Gave address to contact.

!Exemption 61

GC office of the CA office of

Caller's office is a co-located fusion center, meaning the files contain both State and Federal records.
Can the state release federal"records that are in the files in response to a CA state FOIA request?
Check CA state open government regs.

Is there a video on the Lysine investigation made by AntiTrust?
Gave phone contact for AntiTrust and information on how to file a FOIA request.

Not FOIA. Social Services department ofHeadstart has fingerprinted caller for clearance for a job: how
long does the application process take?

Not FOIA. On Immigration Form 369, what does address at time of naturalization mean?

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date:#09-25-2008

!Exemption

-- - -

~~

-

-~-

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted status of an appeal to a FOIA request made by her husband which was denied by the FBI .
Caller gave the appeal number.
Found that the appeal was to an EOUSA request, not FBI, and that it was remanded by OIP. Advised
caller to contact EOUSA for status.

Dierdre MacNeill

USDA IG Office

!Exemption

61

Caller made a FOIA request to the Army Corps of Engineers and was denied in 2006. He still wants the
information he requested. Can he appeal?
Advised caller to make another request, and if denied, to appeal within the allotted time for appeal.

sl

-4-

Counselor: RM Fine

!Exemption

Date:#09-25-2008

61
!Exemption

61

Not FOIA. Caller believes his former employer, a private corporation, was using him for experimental
drug testing in the 1950's.

Larry Walquist

US Trustees

4:22

202-3 53-0253

IExemption sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 9/24/08

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 16

Nelson Hermilla

DOJ- Civil Rights Division

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether he could request the names and addresses of all social security
recipients from the Social Security Agency. I responded that he can make such a request to the agency,
but that they likely will not provide such information because it is protected by Exemption 6.

IExemption 61
The caller had a question about exemption 4. I returned her call, but she never called me back.

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to find out information about a third party's immigration status. She wanted to submit

Date: 9/24/08

- 2-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

the request to the Department of Homeland Security. I explained that she would need written consent
from that third party which authorized her to make request on his/her behalf.

John Elmore

!Exemption

Valerie Martinez

Veterans Administration
713-383-2372
!Exemption

-

-~

--

--

-

-

-

Private citizen

The caller had recently discovered that certain Kansas state records showed that he was convicted of a
crime that he did not commit. He had cleared up the mistake with local/state authorities, but was
concerned that the federal government might have a similar record. I suggested that he make a request
for his records from the local FBI office (in this case the Kansas City Field Office). I also recommended
that he request his rap sheet record from ens.
Private citizen

The caller was planning on conducting business with the government of Ghana. He wanted to figure out
whether it was safe to conduct such business in lieu of their government's history of corruption. I
suggested that he contact the Department of State.

sl

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 9/24/08

Lane Walkins (?)

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller was an attorney at the Reporters Committee. He wanted various information about B3 statues
which were documented in the last E.O. report. I suggested that he contact Katie Rossi (and I warned her
about the call).

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller left me a voicemail about information that his company had to provide to the National Park
Service. I returned his call and left him a message explaining that the purpose of the hotline.

Marshall Caggeiano

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 9/24/08

Private citizen

The caller wanted general infom1ation about the FOIA. I sent him the public's guide to records.

Dorothy Beatty

!Exemption

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

6l

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 22, 2008
Michael Sherman

. . ."" .
1 7

private caller

Caller had a question about a request to a state agency. T explained the differences btw. state and
federal FOIAs.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

Int'l Trade Commission

private caller

Caller needed assistance following up on a request he made to BOP.

1

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained the differences btw. state and federal FOIAs.

private caller

Caller was trying to get records from a bank. I explained the limits of the FOIA's jurisdiction.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

private caller

Caller is frustrated w/the lack of response he has received from Treasury/OFAC to a request he
made there. I suggested following up w/Treasury.

!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

2

Caller wanted status info on a request. I left a return voice-mail.

Josh Templet

Payton Howard

Jamie Barber

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about inaking a request. I explained the procedures.

3

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: September 19, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
Cynthia Morrison

FEMA

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

!Exemption

Date: September 19,2008

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: Had questions regarding the Privacy Act

I referred her to OMB, to John Barkhamer
Rhonda Johnson

EOUSA

Robin Brooks

!Exemption

OIG -HHS

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: wanted to know if she could obtain a former federal employee's records under FOIA
I informed her that if she has a waiver from that person or POD, yes she can obtain these records.
Otherwise, there's no chance she can obtain these records.

Issue: seeking records from the AG's office, wants to know where to submit the
I provided her with our address, I also referred her to our website and the list of all DOJ components and
FOIA addresses

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 3!Exemption

Date: September 19, 2008

61

Citizen
!Exemption

61

Issue: A niece submitted a request concerning her uncle to the FBI. The uncle wants to appeal to our
office the FBI's response to the niece. Can the uncle do this?
Yes, in order to save time, the uncle may appeal. I informed the caller to indicate the FBI request
number. I also informed the caller to put it to my attention, I will most likely handle the appeal so people
are not confused.

Caller lrl':

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: called back several times and left messages but no response.

Annessa Hunter

Parole Commission

!Exemption

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 18, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

Laurie Karnay

Sue Ellen Sloca

Farm Service Agency

!Exemption

Carol Curley

1

51

!Exemption

• • • •• !Exemption

51

61

10:00
Caller LM with a question regarding the release of medical information when patient signs
release but provider refuses to release it - does the provider have to release it?
CB and advised caller that this isn't a FOIA question in that FOIA only applies to federal
records; however, I suggested that since this involves medical records (HIP AA) she may want to
HHSOCR.

Private CPA

Private

10:30
Caller is trying to request certain IRS records. I walked her through IRS's website with and
showed her the contact info of her local office, to which to make her request; also pointed out
IRS info on fees and time limits.

Vernon Preston

Smithsonian

!Exemption

2

51

IExemption 61

Private attorney
!Exemption

61

Caller is trying to serve a subpoena on DOJ and is wondering who to send it to. I told him we
can only answer FOIA guidance but that as a general matter if he is trying to serve the Dept he
needs to go through the US Attorney's Office.

Dierdra McNeal

!Exemption

3

sl

!Exemption

Private

51

Private citiZen

1:15
Caller wants to know where to find "Department reports to Congress." I advised that we don't
just have an "overall" report every year; rather, we report on specific topics pursuant to relevant
legislation. Turns out he is looking for False Claims Act reports- he will speak to Civil about
this as it appears to be under their purview.

Jacqui Caldwell

USTR

Joe Larosky

4

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

Caller LM and I CB on 9/19. She is seeking records on an incident she had with Border Patrol
because she's applying for a job. We walked through Border Control's website and I pointed
out the relevant contact info and guidance; also mentioned the need to submit id verification
since she's seeking her own records.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller LM saying he wants to know the status of an appeal associated with request #1116484000;
he sent the letter in on 9/5/08. I checked Oracle but didn't see a record of this in our system.
When I called back it seems that I have the wrong phone number.

Debbie Siegland

Sallie Dunaway

5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 17, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Ronald Jackson

Department of Transportation

9AM

ronald.j ackson@dot.gov
!Exemption

sl

USNCB- Interpol

Kevin Smith

!Exemption

sl

member of the public

I

I
??

He wanted FBI FOIA contact information.

??

member of the public

10:30AM

??

She was having trouble getting her medical records from her doctor. He was not answering her
calls. I suggested she write a letter to him requesting her records, but could not help beyond that.

1

I

I'

!Exemption

61

member of the public
!Exemption

61

He wanted to know the difference between U.S. District Court and District Court of the United
States. I said that this was a constitutional law question and FOIA does not require that agencies
do research.

??

member of the public
!Exemption

11:30AM

61

He wanted FOIA contact information for DHS and Interpol.

member of the public

??
She made a request to BOP for records pertaining to her son. They asked her to provide a cert of
ID with his signature authorizing her to receive records. She did that. However, BOP sent her
the same response as the first time. I called Wilson Moorer and he said he will fix this.

JeffOvell

FDA

12:30 PM

??
!Exemption

??

member of the public

lPM

??

He wanted FOIA contact information for DHS and CBP.

2

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: Sept. 16, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9

!Exemption

51

Senator's Office
Caller wanted statistical information from OLA. I gave him the DOJ's Main Switchboard because I could
not find a phone number for OLA.

Dep't of the Interior

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-2-

Date: Sept. 16, 2008
!Exemption

Kevin Smith

sl

INTERPOL
Exemption 5

-

---

Tim Coller
!Exemption

sl

i·

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: September 15, 2008
Counselor: Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

61

Caller is working on an article for publication concerning the "Read Id Act."
I explained to the Caller that this Office is not the proper office to contact. I gave the Caller the
switchboard's number, as it sounds like the Caller may need to speak to Public Affairs. I also
suggested the Caller take a look at DOJ's Website for further direction as to which component is
responsible for administering that statute. End.

Canadian Public Health Agency

Left message.

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a request for records on himself from both federal agencies and state
agencies.
I directed the Caller to our Website for a list of the federal agencies subject to the FOIA. I
suggested taking a look at their Websites to determine what agencies would have responsive
records. I also explained that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies, so the Caller will need
to seek access to state agency records through a state statute. The Caller explained that the Caller
is seeking records from 5 different states (Maryland, Virginia, California, Florida, and
Wisconsin). I confirmed that each of these states has a state FOIA or Open Records Act. End.

-

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

12:00

1

61

Caller is seeking records from BOP and EOUSA for records regarding the Caller's prison term
and criminal trial.
I directed the Caller to OIP's Website with DOJ components' FOIA addresses and contacts. I
also directed the Caller to the DOJ Certificate of Identification and explained that the Caller will
need to provide a complete copy of this form with the Caller's request. It also sounded like the
Caller was seeking records regarding immigration or deportation. I suggested sending a request
to DRS and directed the Caller to OIP's Website for agency contacts and addresses. I also
suggested examining each DHS components' Websites to determine which office would most
likely have responsive records. End.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 12, 2008
Ken Hendricks

i

!Exemption

I'

61

!
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller left a voice mail after hours on 9/11/08 stating that he left a voice message on
the hotline the day before to ask whether OIP had received his appeal.

A.

I looked into this and found that the appeal recommendation had been submitted for
signature. I informed the caller that the appeal had been assigned to an attorney for
adjudication, and that a letter would be sent to him once the adjudication was final.

Sara McDonald

Office of Special Counsel
254-3608

!Exemption

Larry Wahlquist

EOUST
3-0253

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Defense Logistics Agency
!Exemption

-

IExemption 61
IExemption 61
2

61

51

Q.

The caller asked how to obtain copies of audio-tapes used in the Anthony Pellicano trial
in Los Angeles.

A.

I provided the EOUSA request address, and I stated that the caller's request should
identify the subject district.

!Exemption

Sharon Hawkins

Amtrak

!Exemption

HUD

Mike Montain

202-402-5550

3

sl

sl

unidentified

Ohio State Bureau of Workers'
Compensation

Q.

The caller wants prison BOP information pertaining to a specific person's incarceration
history and release date. He stated that he called the BOP records office and that the
office gave him our number and told him that he would have to contact "the FOIA."

A.

I explained that each DOJ component maintains its own records and conducts its own
processing. I provided the phone number for the BOP general counsel's office, where
BOP requests are directed.

Ida Sebillo

Dep't of Energy
505-845-5038

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 11, 2008
Michael Sherman

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question about a request to BOP. I referred the caller there.

private caller

Caller had question about a request to FEMA.

private caller

Caller wanted info about her state's FOIA. I explained that she should check w/her state gov't.

!Exemption

61

DEA

1

sl

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about making a request. I left him a voice mail, which he did not return.

Federal Retirement Thrift Board

!Exemption

Tracey Rogers

!Exemption

Ida Sevio (?)

!Exemption

61

private caller

2

51

51

Counselor: Scan J. Vanek

jD
Date: September 9, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 18
-

!Exemption

61

9:40am
She wanted to know what her redress was for her personal FOIA requests to HUD that were not
answered in the 20 day statutory time frame . I explained that the only course of action for untimely
responses was to fi le suit.

Amit Poduri (sp?)

!Exemption

DOTreasury
202-622-1119

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: September 9, 2008

Heather Graham-Oliver

!Exemption

61

She needed the contact information for BOP.

!Exemption

61

11:12 am
He wanted a status update for appeal no. 08-2459 (BOP). I explained that it had yet to. be assigned to an
attorney but likely would be in the near future.

!Exemption

61

He wanted to lmow how to make a FOIA request for court-sealed documents . I explained that the FOIA
does not supercede a judge's sealing order and that he'd be better off either contacting the court or
consulting an attorney.

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: September 9, 2008
..

········ ···-- - ~--

.. .....

.............••....•... ........
~

DHS

Caller 12:

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Time:
When I called her back she told me that she had found the answer to her question on our website so she
didn't need my help.

Caller 14:

No name given

Agency:

2:14pm
Number:
Time:
Caller need the address for the Office to file an appeal.

Caller 15:

Helen Dunaway (sp?)

Agency:

Dept of Ed

Fed Programs

!Exemption

Caller 17:

Madiera Oliver

Agency:

Amtrak

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Caller 18:

- 4-

!Exemption 61

- - --

Agency:

Date: September 9, 2008

---·

Private Citizen

Caller had a question about the 100 free pages provision in terms of fees and whether or not he qualified
for it. 1 explained that no matter the fee category, every requesterl e?os~ fre~es.

Ho/1-

I

Agency:
Number:

II

I

Agency:

Number:

I~:::::, ·I

II

II

I

Agency:

Number:

Caller 24:

II

..

/

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 9/9/08

- I -

FOIA COUNSELOR N OTES
Total Calls: # 13
Private citizen ·
!Exemption

61

The caller made a FOIA request to an Army research laboratory for information related to a certain
contract. The Army has not responded to his request within 20 days and he wanted our office to
investigate. I explained the purpose of our office and suggested that he either contact the Army FOIA
office directly or that he initiate a lawsuit.

Private citizen

IExemption 61
The caller left me a voicemail with a non-working number. The area code indicates that he called from
Tuvalu.

Private citizen

The caller left a message. 1 called him back and we continue to play telephone tag.

Chris Connoba

U.S. Attorney's Office- D.C.

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 9/9/08
!Exemption

Greg Vildars

51

Customs and Border Protection
202-572-8772
!Exemption

51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out information related to the Open Government Act and the FOIA. I
suggested that she consult the OIP website.

IExemotion

61

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to find out how to make a request to the National Park Service. I directed the caller to
NPS's website-which allows requesters to submit requests electronically.

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Philip Weltner

Date: 9/9/08

-3-

Department of Education - Office of
Civil Rights

!Exemption

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to obtain information related to the denial of a "Nexus" card, which facilitates crossing
the U.S . border. I recommended that the caller submit a request to Customs and Border Protection.

Marni Shiels

DOJ- Office
Women

ofV~olence

Against

IExemption 51

Private citizen

The caller wanted to complain about phone calls received from a private mortgage lender. I
recommended that she contact the Federal Communications Commission.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 9/8/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 13

!Exemption

Patricia Blatt

Federal Reserve Board

lOAM

202-452-3696

private citizen
!Exemption

61

was in Denali National Park in Alaska on vacation when she was robbed. The park
of investigative report, and
like a copy of the report.

1

sl

Deanna Harvey

DOE

11:15

504-734-4316
!Exemption

51

GPO

Wanda
12:54

!Exemption

2

51

,..
private citizen

n/a

lPM

n/a

Q: This citizen is starting her own business and was wondering whether the Privacy Act applies
to her activities.
A: I told the caller that we do not give out legal advice regarding the PA, and that OMB only
gives out policy guidance to agencies. Having said that, I told her that she would likely find in
DOJ's "Privacy Act overview" that the Act tends to apply to federal agencies rather than private
companies. I reconimended that she seek private legal counsel for further assistance with any
privacy laws that might impact the operation of her business.

Heidi Kutcher

DOE

1:55

303-844-4572
!Exemption

private citizen

n/a

2:25
Q: Caller received our appeal determination, and wanted to know the statute of limitations for
filing suit against the government.
A: I told the caller that I must decline to give legal advice relating to suing the government.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Q:

61

would like to make a FOIA request for a certain government contract at Fort Bliss.

3

sl

A: I gave her the address to which she should send such a request for records (a Ft. Bliss
address).

-

!Exemption

61

private citizen

?

3:20

called yet again regarding the status of his appeals (08-2278, 08-2279).
A: Coincidentally, I saw Janice earlier to~nformed me that she hoped to sign those
letters by the end of the day. I informed- -ofthis, but refused to hint at what our final
IExemption al
decision might be.

!Exemption

61

private citizen
!Exemption

61

Q: Request for a status update on Appeal 08-2357.
!Exemption

A: I informed

61
that I am in the process of reviewing these records.

John?

DHS

4:30

?
!Exemption

4

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

September 5, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Matthew Connolly

USPS

202 268 8582

9AM

!Exemption

Chris Hogan

Office of Special Counsel

202 254 3606

9:30AM

!Exemption

Sl

Department of Treasury

Tim???

202 622 1119

lOAM

!Exemption

Sl

Department of Treasury
(FINCEN)

Amanda??

703 905 3537

!0:30AM

!Exemption

1

Sl

Sl

: ;. ·

!Exemption 51

Beth Kramer

Department of Transportation

!Exemption 5l

Susan Massias

DHS-ICE

11:30AM
!Exemption 5l

DOD Educational Activity

12PM

??
lExemption Sl

member of the public
??

12:30PM

====

He wanted FOIA contact info for Transportation Security Administration.

2

~

??
member of the public

??

lPM
She wanted USCIS FOIA contact.

member of the public
!Exemption

She wanted EOUSA FOIA contact info and Cert of.ID form, which I emailed to her.

2PM
He wanted Navy FOIA contact info.

3

61

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: September 4, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 5

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

Pamela Johnson (202-218-7996)

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: September 4, 2008

Left message regarding privacy info about her brother
!Exemption 61
Returned her call, left message. She returned after hours, and I returned message again.

Needs his Selective Service records in order to apply for permanent residency.
I did a Google search and referred him to www.sss.gov/records, which states he can obtain such records
··
from either Selective Service or from NARA, depending on year of birth.

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date :#09-03-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
-

!Exemption

6l

Caller wanted the status of four OIP cases.

!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

6l

Caller wanted information about how to file a FOIA request to the IRS .
Discussed and gave him the address.

Cynthia Sydnor

Treasury: Financial Marketing
Service

jExemption

5l

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

!Exemption

Date:#09-03-2008

6l

Caller wanted information on how to make a third party FOIA request to the FBI.
Discussed.

-

!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

6l

In an appeal, what is the adjudication process?

Discussed.

!Exemption

6l

!Exemption

6l

Caller left message that she has a FOIA question.
Called. Unable to reach her, and she did not returned my call.

Caller left message that she has a Privacy Act question.
Called. Unable to reach her, and she did not returned my call.

!Exemption

6l

Caller wanted the phone number of a person in the US Marshall Service FOIA office.
Found the number of the office for her.

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Kathy Nachman

Date:#09-03-2008

Veterans Administration

!Exemption

Adrian Martin

Department of Energy IG Office

3:15 .

202-5 86-1653
!Exemption

51

Message. Caller has made a request for information on her employer and has not had a reply. It is not
clear whether this is a FOIA request or to whom it was made.
Caller picks up, but does not speak when I return call.

!Exemption

Left message. No response.

61

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 4-

!Exemption

61

Caller wants information on how to file a FOIA request with US Fish and Wildlife.
Discussed how to make a FOIA request and gave caller the address.

!Exemption

61

Date:#09-03-2008

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

September 2, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted info about Catholic Charities. I left a voicemail message explaining the FOIA.

!Exemption

61

Caller had questions about reporting requirements regarding backlog reduction. I spoke with TEH and he
said that he would call the Caller.

Dorothy Beatty

Annette Santra

Smithsonian
!Exemption

---

--·

·--

-

-

-

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to know if the Smithsonian falls under the FOIA. I said "no", but the Smithsonian operates
as if it is under the FOIA and processes requests.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information about a federal prisoner. I left a voicemail message explaining the FOIA and
instructing the Caller that she may want to try BOP.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to purchase the 2007 Guide. I left a voicemail message instructing the Caller to contact
GPO and I gave GPO's phone number.

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

September 2, 2008

!Exemption 5j

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 30, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Non-FOIA question.

Jill Harbison

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

51

(

.

Crystal Souza

!Exemption

sl

Celia Winter

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

·private caller

Caller was trying to find a centralized list ofDOJ political appointees. I told him that I was not
personally aware of whether such a centralized listing exists.

Office of Government Ethics

!Exemption

2

51

51

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know who has to be served when suing DOJ in a FOIA suit. I informed him that
this is governed by FRCP 4: The USAO, the AG, and the component.

private caller

Caller had a general question about getting 3P info. I explained that in most cases, agencies will
not release 3P information.

private caller

Caller had questions about making a request. I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

3

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 29, 2008
Ken Hendricks

f L.'t'

.f

'

Toni Slappy

IExemption 51

Treasury, FinCen

!Exemption

/

51

!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller wanted the status of the FOrA request he submitted within the last ten days.

I.

A.

I explained the 20-day deadline and suggested that the caller allow for time to receive an
acknowledgment letter. After allowing for such time or receiving such letter, I suggested
he call again if he still had any questions.

i

r

I

!Exemption 6j

Q.

The caller is looking for some sort of certificate pertaining to her adoption of adoption.
She was born in Canada and adopted by American parents. The SSA told her she needs
this certificate in order to get a replacement Social Security Card, and they told her to call
OIP.

A.

I explained the access provided by the federal FOIA. I suggested that she contact the a
state agency to see if such records can be obtained from the;m . Otherwise, I suggested
that she determine which federal agency might have this info.

Lisa Babcock

SBA
202-401-8203
!Exemption Sj

Pam Roberts

CRM
4-0866

Linda Bell

Commerce
202-482-3032
!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

Barb Bracey

sl

Treasury, OGC Office
202-622-1997
!Exemption

sl I
I

A DC agency

Q.

The caller asked whether a lawsuit that had been dismissed without prejudice could still
be litigation for withholding purposes.

A.

At first, I though the caller was from a federal agency. It also appeared that the caller did
not understand FOIA concepts such that we could have a meaningful conversation. After
the caller referenced a DC Code number, I learned that she was a DC agency caller. I
consulted with Brent and we agreed that I should tell the caller to consult with an attorney
within her agency. I left a message for her suggesting that she do so.

!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller wanted to check the status of an HHS request she made four weeks ago.

A.

I provided the contact info for the HHS FOIA Service Center and Public Liaison.

Larry Wahlquist

EOUST
3-0253
!Exemption

sl

Larry Wahlquist

!Exemption

Denis Mann

NASA

818-393-6779

sl

jExemption Sj

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

October 28, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 17
!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

I returned Caller's call and I did not hear back from him.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted Obama's birth certificate. I explained FOIA to the Caller and told him that I could not help
him verify Obama's citizenship.

?
I generally explained fees and fee waivers to the Caller.

Private Citizen
Caller faxed a FOIA request to OIP. I checked Oracle & I spoke with Priscilla Jones. I also spoke with
Marilyn Faulksen who said that she did not receive the request. I left a voicemail explaining that OIP did
not receive the faxed request and Caller should fax it again.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to JMD. I gave him JMD's FOIA Office phone number.

Private Citizen
Caller mailed a FOIA request to OIP. I checked Oracle and I spoke with Priscilla Jones. I also spoke
with Marilyn Faulkscn who said that she did not receive the request. I left a voicemail explaining that
OIP did not receive the request and Caller should send it again or wait a few more days and check again
to see if OIP received the request.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller inquired about status of her FBI FOIA request. I provided the phone number for Debbie Lopes.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

October 28, 2008

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information from the AG. I gave the Caller the phone number for the AG's office.

IExemption 61

D.C. Dep't of Tax

Caller has a DC FOIA (not the federal FOIA), but wanted to ask what the DOJ does when a case is being
litigated (non FOIA case) and a party makes a FOIA request. I spoke with BYE and we both said that
while courts say that FOIA is not a substitute for discovery, a person is not foreclosed from making a
FOIA request when litigating a case (that is not a FOIA case regarding the request).

Austin Holland

Corp Fin. & Community Service
!Exemption

51

OPM

Joann Shavet

!Exemption

I

------

-

-

- -

-

. Private Citizen
I returned Caller's call & I did not hear back from him.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

I returned Caller's call & it was the wrong number.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know where to get a copy of the DOJ Cert ofiD and Privacy Waiver form. I directed
the Caller to the FBI's FOIA webpage which has the form.

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 3-

!Exemption

61

October 28, 2008

Private Citizen

Caller wanted ATF's FOIA Office phone number which I provided.

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 27 Oct 2008
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 25

!Exemption

Anessa Hunter

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

U.S. Parole Commission

!Exemption

6l

private citizen

Q. The caller seeks records from a state agency in the Bronx.
A. I referred the caller to NY's Committee on Open Records for further assistance.

!Exemption

6l

Q: Calling about the status of Appeal No. 08-2757.

~:The appeal is open and assigned to Sean Vanek. It is an Antitrust Division appeal. After
talking to Scan, I called the appellant and informed him that due to a somewhat difficult legal
issue needing to be resolved, the appeal's final disposition is unlikely to be imminently
determined. The appellant asked ifl realized that the statutory time for our response has passed,
and I said "yes." I told him that he is free to sue, which is a decision for him to make. I did tell
the caller to feel free to call back right before the decision to file suit is finalized, and we will
check the.status again to see if resolution is any closer.

Did not understand

foreign

10:55

'!

Q: It was difficult to understand the caller (heavy British accent), but he may have been calling
from a government agency within the British government. He wanted to know what federal
agency has technical oversight for managing the databases containing all "government
enactments."
A : I told the caller that there is no central electronic repository for all records of government
laws, regulations or official actions. Each agency keeps its own electronic records of such
activities. If the caller seeks the electronic repository for the Code of Federal Regulations or the
U.S . Code, I recommended that he contact GPO.

OGC- Defense Logistics Agency
!Exemption

2

6l

Stephanie Spencer

OSHA- Dallas, TX

Loretta Harber

AUSA- Eastern District of Tennessee

!Exemption

51

NLRB

Denise Minor
11:45

!Exemption

Lisa Gallegos

Bureau of Reclamation

3

51

noon

702-293-8403
!Exemption

Private citizen

n/a

12:55
Q: The caller wants to know who she can have investigate Barack Obama's background to
determine whether he is in fact qualified to be President. I think that the caller believes that Mr.
Obama does not meet the citizenship requirements of the Constitution. The caller wishes to talk
to someone in DOJ's leadership offices.
A: It sounded like the caller represented some type of political group, so I told her to try calling
the publicly available phone numbers in our public affairs office. I also told the caller that if a
violation of law were suspected, the U.S . Attorney's Office would be the entity to contact.

!Exemption

61

private citizen

This individual called earlier, but forgot to inform us of his new address:
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Air Force FOIA Office

61

!Exemption

4

51

51

!Exemption

51

private citizen

Q: The caller had a question regarding FOIP A number 1116220 at the FBI.
A: I referred the caller to the FBI's requester service center.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q: Caller unsuccessfu11y attempted to locate FY '09 training information on our web site.
A: I emailed her a copy of the training dates.

Bill Toby

FLRA

2:10

202-218-7908
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61

!Exemption

5

51

!Exemption

private citizen

attorney

2:25

n/a

51

Q: Caller seeks the address of the Attorney General to send him a copy of a Complaint.
A: I asked if she was attempting to "serve" the AG, and she said no. I don't believe that, so I
simply told her to look for the "contact us" link on DOJ's home page, and left it at that.

private citizen

n/a

2:55

Q: This caBer advised that she does not know her real name or birthdate, and further advised that
her father was the president of the U.S .. She asked if we can assist her with determining her
identity.
A: It should come as no surprise that I told the caller that OIP cannot assist her with this.

Katie Duncan

ENRD

3:30

4-0424
!Exemption

51

Office of Special Counsel

Erin McDonald
3:35

!Exemption

6

51

!Exemption

Susan Harlem

5l

NLRB Library

!Exemption

Caller No. 25: private citizen
Time: 4:35
Number: n/a
This caller seeks a police report relating to her father's accident. Michigan has a FOIA law that is
administered by the Department of Human Services. I referred the caller to that state agency.

7

5l

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 10-24-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

6l

Caller wanted an address for Kaiser Steel in order to file a FOIA request.
Discussed the role ofFOIA.

!Exemption

6l

Caller wants to know if she has a right to a copy of her Housing Authority's annual budget, instead of
having to read it in the HA's office?
Discussed role of FOIA

!Exemption

6l

Not FOIA: wanted White House Press Office.

-

!Exemption

6l

10:10
Wanted status of Appeal No. 08-2757. Found on Oracle.

- 2Date: 10-24-2008
Counselor: RM Fine
-----···--·- - - - - - - - - ---- - - -- -- -- -- -·- -- -- - -- -- - - -

citizen

Refused to give name

Not FOIA
Wanted contact information for Office of the Attorney General.
Gave it to him.

!Exemption

61

Wanted address of Federal RR Administration FOIA office.
Gave it to him.

!Exemption

61

Wanted information on how to file a FOIA request.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Wanted phone number of the Leesburg Pike office of Office oflmmigration Review.
Gave it.

!Exemption

61

Wanted guidance on how to file a FOIA request for a client.
Discussed.

61

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date: I 0-24-2008

LAOC Overseas: Private

Has a request from the NY Times for reports that speak of operations of the investment fund .
Not a FOIA request.

Caller Jives in HUD housing. She is being denied information about herself.
Gave her BUD FOIA number.

!Exemption

61

Checking status of Appeal No. 08-2752.
Appeal closed October 24, 2008. Discussed appeal process.

Caller wanted information on making a FOIA request to the IRS.
Gave him the web site.

/

I

..

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 10/23/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 12

private citizen
9:30
Q. Caller seeks the fax and phone number for JMD's mail referral unit. He wishes to make a
FOIA request by that means .
A. I gave the caller the information he seeks.

Canada)

private citizen

: i.:

Q. DOJ investigated a Canada bank who aided and abetted Enron in some of its fraudulent
activities. Appellant seeks any applicable records.
A. My research revealed that both the SEC and the Criminal Division were involved in the
matter, so I gave the caller both of those addresses to make FOIA requests.
Military base (don't recall which)

!Exemption

unknown

51

FBI's Litigation Support Unit

12:40
!Exemption

51

r .-

OCR- Dep't of Education

!Exemption

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Alston Bird law firm

61

that a subpoena was served in Washington DC on the "records custodian"
for
of Justice. The matter at issue is an investigation by the US Attorney's Office
regarding Mirant en~trading. For some reason, EOUSA's FOIA Office referred the caller to
us. l suggested that. .contact the US Attorney's Office directly, but she wants to know if there
is person or entit:x who is the "records custodian" here in DC who would get served such a
subpoena.
!Exemption 61
!Exemption 61
A: I talked to Brent, and then in formehat her best bet is to talk to the litigators who have
the responsive records.

a

Judy Femi or
Susannah Parker

National Mediation Board

1:50

202-692-5040
!Exemption

2

51

sl

!Exemption

51

private citizen

Q: The above appellant called about the status ofhis Appeal No. 09-0086. He threatened to sue
on November 16 if we don't comply with the 20 day deadline.
A: I told the caller that the appeal has been assigned to an attorney but that its review is not yet
complete. I advised patience because "no records" responses are normally quickly adjudicated in
our office.

!Exemption

61

Attorney for

IExemption 61

contact info in the appeal folder
Q: Appeal No. 08-2696. Colleen is the attorney for the requester, and had some questions about
our response. In her request for her client, she asked for cross-references. In its response, the
FBI expressly limited the scope of the search to main files. Appellant then appealed, and we
affirmed. I handled the appeal, and I only recommended affirming the search because of the
express limitation provided on the search by the FBI.
!Exemption

61

.

A: I told that we affirmed the search because of the express limitation placed on the
search, but that we would have scrutinized
· more closely if that limitation hadn't
been placed on the scope of the search. I told
that she could ask for reconsideration, or
make a new request for cross-references, or both.

Denise Minors
(home)
202-273-2935 (work)

IExemption 51

3

jExemption Sj

Rita Morgan

USDAFOIA

3:25

202-720-8164
jExemption Sj

!Exemption 6j

jExemption 6j

4

Q: The caller is representing an older woman whose WWII veteran husband is seeking a divorce.
The caller wants the husband's personnel records (besides being a veteran he was a 30 year
civilian Am1y employee).
A: I referred the caller to the National Persmmel Records Center, which has both civilian and
military records· of former government employees.

5

' .

- 1-

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:# 10-22-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
!Exemption

61

National Security Division
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

!Exemption

EEOC
203-663-4648

Copyright
703-766-8754
!Exemption

sl

sl

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

!Exemption

!Exemption

Date:# I 0-22-2008

61

61

citizen

Caller needed the address of the FBI FO in Little Rock, AK.

Pamela Johnson

FLRA
202-218-7996

I.

-

•

Called~:
'·;
Reginald Shephard
·t
···~~;
} ~;-. "··

USDA
301-734-3257
!Exemption

Caller wanted the status of his appeal on request No. 2008 USMS 19958.
Spoke to SJV. Told caller we have not yet issued a decision.

51

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date:#l 0-22-2008

UST
3-0253

Anthony Draga

EEOC
203-663-4648

. .

.

Tim~: .~

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 21, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller was trying to reach FBI/RIDS. I provided the phone number.

!Exemption

61

private caller

Caller was making an inquiry about an old appeal/remand.

Broadcasting Board of Governors

FSCC

Jeremy Lafroncois (sp?)

1

!Exemption

Stephanie Garner

private caller

Caller needed the address for the DC District Court.

private caller

Caller had a question about malcing a request. I explained the procedures.

Jacob Lipson

private caller

Checking on status of appeal. I informed him that it is being processed.
2

51

private caller

Checking on status of appeal. I informed him that it is being processed.

!Exemption

private caller

3

sl

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

4

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: 10/20/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
none, and no phone # given
Called to lodge complaint with DOJ about the baseless accusations being made against ACORN and
asking for the accusations to be investigated because believes they are an attempt to disenfranchise voters
and prevent ACORN from protecting the vote of many people.
I passed along this request/complaint to Roxanne Black at the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division, 202/307-2767.

!Exemption

5l

Could not understand his message -heavy breathing and difficult to hear.

!Exemption

6l

Wanting to know the time line/expected response time on her BOP appeal, that she mailed out on or
l

~/

I

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: 10/20/08

about October 1.
I could not find anything with her name in Oracle. Asked Nakeitha to look into it. Called
to let her know that if she has not received an acknowledgment of receipt letter from OIP within the next
week or so, she should check back with us.

Ms. Ortiz 2/203-4577

Broadcasting Board of Govs.

Vanessa Hunter. 301-492-5821,
x237

US Parole Cornm'n.

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: 10/20/08

-3-

Law firm
Inquiring about status of his appeal, #08-2752, which had a request for expedited review in the appeal,
and whether or not it was in fact being expedited. Advised him that his appeal had been assigned and
that I would look into whether it was being expedited, but that he would only received expedited if he met the standards for obtaining such review. I did not indicate that we would be calling him back, but
rather that I would ensure that it was being handled.
This is Sean Vanek's case, and JMG, KM and Ken Courter worked on the expedited review request. I
apprised JMG and SJV of my conversation with MrThey are handling it from here. Have
made a decision on the request for expedited review.IExemption 6 1

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date : October 17, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 9

!Exemption

sj

Private Citizen
10:49 am
He needed the contact information for USCIS.

!Exemption 5j

Latita (sp?) Huff

US Secret Service

!Exemption 5j

Private Citizen

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: October 17, 2008

He wanted to know how to make a request to the USAF for a list of resource managers at Langley AFB.
I gave him the contact info. for USAF's FOIA office.

Private Citizen

He needed the contact information for the DIA, CIA, and TVA.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: October 16, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9
GregKan

agency

!Exemption

Roger Eckerd

51

NOAA

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Beth Kramer

IExemption sl

/

v

. ...

- 2-

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

!Exemption

!Exemption

Date: October 16, 2008

61

61

Issue: had questions regarding the Privacy Act
I referred her to OMB, John Barkhamer (202.395.450 1)

Ca'Uer 8:

Phil

OGE

!Exemption

51

Federal Reserve

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 15, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

,7
0

??

member of the public

9AM

??

She wanted to know about Credit Privacy Number (CPN). I told her - the government does not
establish these for customers, she will need to contact her bank or credit bureau.

??
9:30AM

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Nina Argent

Indian Health Service

10:30AM

310 443 1452
!Exemption

51

51

??

member of the public

11 AM

??

He is being stopped by Customs every time he enters the US. I suggested he contacted DRS's
hotline for travel redress - DHS-TRIP hotline.

??

member of the public

11:30 AM

??

He had an immigration law question, not FOIA.

??

member of the public
!Exemption

12PM

61

He wanted information on the grants federal government made to the Tahirih Justice Center. I
gave him the FOIA contact information for Office of Violence Against Women.

I
??

member of the public

12:30 PM

??

He wanted FOIA contact information for HHS.

2

•

j

Kathleen McNabb

October 14, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18

Caller wanted me to find out why the FBI failed to respond to his FOIA request. I gave the Caller the
phone number for Debbie Lopes.

_-

!Exemption 61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know if she could make a request for competitor information. I said that she could, but
that the government may redact information pursuant to the FOIA exemptions.

Kathleen McNabb

October 14, 2008
!Exemption

61

Private

I returned the Caller's call and his phone kept ringing, but no person or voicemail answered. Thus, there
was no way for me to leave a message.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to know the status of her FOIA request to the Nuc. Reg. Comm (NRC) . I gave the Caller
the NRC's FOIA Office's phone number.

Caller wanted to know what happened to a FOIA form that was posted on SSA's webpage. I told him that
I had no idea and that he should contact SSA.

Marshall Fields

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Treasury Dep't

Anti-Trust

Kathleen McNabb

October 14, 2008

Jacob Lipscomb

ENRD
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

51

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information about the naturalization of her Italian grandfather. I gave her contact
information for USCIS .

Exemption 5

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information about her deceased father's assets, but she did not know what agency she
should contact. I explained FOIA and the federal government. I also told the Caller that she should
probably contact the IRS . Talso told the Caller to try the relevant State AG's Office that may have
information.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

Caller wanted information about a defective treadmill. I explained the FOIA and told her to figure out
what federal agency she thinks may have the records that she seeks.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-I -

Date: 10/10/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 22
Larry Walkins

!Exemption

51

I.
i.

JimKovakas

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Civil Division
x43319

--

--

----

Jacob Woodson

v

--

-

-

-

-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: I 0/ 10/08

- 2-

!Exemption

Tricia Long

51

Department of Treasury

!Exemption

Private citizen
!Exemption 6

I

The caller wanted to learn the status of his FOIA appeal (08-2459). I explained that the appeal was
currently 1n the review chain.

Journalist

The caller wanted certain information related to the Ted Stevens trial. She explained that this
information had been released to the Washington Post. I suggested that she make a request to EOUSA,
specify the district to be searched, and provide details about the previous release to the media.

Private citizen

The caller left me a voicemail claiming that she is being watched/harassed by her family and by the
government. She provided me with her name, social security number, mother's maiden name, father's
name and occupation, her date of birth, her place of birth and her state of current residence. What she
did not provide me with is a workable telephone number. Her voicemail box was full and would not
accept any new messages.
Karen Hickey

TSA
571-227-5337

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 10/ 10/08
!Exemption

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller left me a message stating that she had requested medical information for some type of an ADA
hearing . I returned her call, but did not receive a phone call in return.

Private citizen

The caller had a number of questions about his legal rights if an agency fails to respond within 20 days. I
explained that he could file a lawsuit. However, it was not clear to me that he made the request to an
agency. He changed his story several times-but it sounded like he had made a request to a private
student loan company.

Private Citizen

The caller had appealed a fee waiver denial. He stated that our appeal letter cited to a slip opinion which
he could not locate in his library. I mailed him a copy of the decision.

!Exemption

61

??

The caller had a question regarding reading rooms requirements. I suggested that she contact Katie Rossi
next week.

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 10/10/08

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether the federal government was going to investigate Acorn-the group
that was going to steal the election in November. I explained the purpose of the hotline.

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted records related to his role in a covert operation involving the FBI and CIA. I provided
him with the FOIA contacts for both agencies.

Private citizen

The caller had a question regarding a request made to the Social Security Administration. I provided her
with the telephone number of the FOIA contact at SSA.

Kathy Day

Office of Federal Detention Trustee

!Exemption 5j

Cleveland Scene
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to find out information regarding the legal process that the FBI follows in order to
search a judicial chambers. I explained the purpose of the hotline and suggested that she contact the FBI
or EOUSA.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Vanessa Hunter

-5-

Date: 10/ 10/08

U.S. Parole Commission

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller was compiling a database of access professionals for the Inter-American Development Bank
and he wanted Melanie's email address. I stated that I could not give him that information.

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to find out the status of an appeal (08-2028). I explained that the appeal was currently
in the review chain. He also had a question about an initial request made to the IR Staff. I provided him
with Marilyn's contact info.

Private caller

The caller wanted to find out how he could obtain his military personnel records. I left him a voicemail
explaining how he could submit requests to DOD agencies.

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: Return calls from October 9,
2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 3
Veronica Bailey

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

She wasn't in, so I left her a voice-mail to call the hotline back (10:42 am).

61

Counselor: RM fine

- 1-

- -- -- -

-·--·-

Date:# 10-08-2008

- ··-··

FOI.t\ COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Caller 1:

!Exemption

Time:

61

/2.,

Agency:

citizen
!Exemption

Number:

Caller wanted the address of the FOIA office for the US Embassy in Romania.
Gave her the web site.

Caller 2:

Pamela Johnson

Agency:

FLRA

Time:

9:25

Number:

202-218 -7996
!Exemption

Caller 3:

!Exemption

61

51

Agency:
Number:

Time:

Caller wants information on a contract up for bid. He thinks it is a military contract.
Gave caller the address, phone number and web site for the military FOIA Liaison Office.

Caller 4:

!Exemption

61

Agency:

citizen

Time:
Number:
Status of a FOIA appeal filed by husband, challenging an EOIR request.
Looked up appeal in Oracle : not yet sent.

61

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date:# 10-08-2008

Isabelle Pettiford

!Exemption 6J

When will OIP be issuing guidance pertaining to the changes under the new FOIA.

!Exemption 6J

Caller has trouble witha truck parts company and wants to know how he can find the owner of record.
Not a FOIA question.

!Exemption 6J
!Exemption 6J

METRO has a new Public Access Policy. What should she count as "pending" cases in the quarterly
report.
Referred caller to LAD.

Megan Mikhail

Department of Energy FOIA

2:00

630-631-3244
!Exemption

sJ

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

!Exemption

Date: # I 0-08-2008

61

Not a FOIA question.
Caller wanted BOP policy on prison standards.
Gave BOP central office number.

!Exemption

61

Caller was standing outside the US Immigration Service building in Chicago . He had gone into the
building for information on the status of his case. He was turned away by office personnel who told him
to call DOJ. He did, and the DOJ switchboard sent the call here.
!Exemption

61

Called the advocate in Chicago Immigration office and asked why Mr.
as sent away. She said
it was a new receptionist's mistake, and that she would take care of the matter herself if I could reach
him; she gave me her name. Called him on his cell phone and told him to go back inside and ask for the
advocate by name .

Department of Energy

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Oct. 7, 2008
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

!~··

private

Q. Howto
A.

private

Q. Howto
A.

!Exemption

Tink Cooper

1

51

A.

private atty

doing research. Want info on DOJ grants
suggested OJP, but further discussion revealed that caller wanted local grants between NJ county
and NJ state

!Exemption

!Exemption

Library of Congress

61

questions about posting info on the web. Caller wanted to withhold the names of the companies.
Discussed PA not available for companies (unless mom/pop shops)

private

status of A. Checked ~ still pending with arty

2

51

private

how to

AUSAfromNY

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

law student

did not leave a complete phone number

Nancy

FDA

private

caller had fingerprints taken two weeks ago for a job and has not heard. What is the delay?
Caller did not understand time frame or function of this office.

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 6, 2008
Michael Sherman

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

!Exemption

sl

private caller

Caller was interested in getting a copy of the Guide. I referred the call to Tina.

private caller

Caller was trying to get info on Indiana's FOIA. I suggested checking on the state's web site.

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller wanted to request congressional records. I explained that Congress is not subject to the
I

\

1

FOIA.

private caller

Caller had a non-FOIA question. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

-

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller had a question about a request he made to EO USA, and its subsequent treatment by OIP. I
am awaiting a call back from EOUSA in an attempt to resolve the matter.

Angel Washington

IExemption 61

Caller had a question about requests for confidential treatment of documents submitted to the
Treasury Department. I explained that there is no formal mechanism for doing this (at least as it
relates to the FOIA), but also explained the agency's submitter notice obligations.

!Exemption

private caller

2

51

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller had a question about a request to the USDA. !suggested following up w/them.

Linda Banks

Coast Guard

Cecilia Ford

!Exemption

3

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

October 3, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

Larry Schecker

FCC.

10:00

202-418-1717

51

!Exemption

Jeff Ovel

FSIS

10:30

202-720-8215

!Exemption

61
!Exemption 6j

1

51

Caller has a question concerning how to access certain documents.
I called the Caller back, but there was no answer, or voicemail. End.

Ed Bordley

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Caller claims to have made a request to FBI and received a response that informed the Caller that
"she was not entilted to them."
I tried to clarify if they told the Caller there were no records or if they were protected under a
FOIA exemption. The Caller did not know. I explained that the Caller can appeal a DOJ's
components determination to OIP. I suggested doing so and including a copy of the FBI's
response letter with the Caller's appeal. I gave the Caller OIP's address. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Requester

2

61

51

1:00

!Exemption

61

Requester
No number

Caller would like records on himself.
I explained that the Caller will need to write a request, complete a certification of identification,
and send a request to the DOJ component that the Caller believes would have records. I directed
the Caller to our website for a listing of all DOJ components. The Caller already had a copy of
the certification of identification. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

!Exemption

61

Left message.

No name
4:00

USPC Request

Linda Banks

Coast Guard

4:30
!Exemption

51

3

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: October 2, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 15

!Exemption

6l

He wanted a status update for his remanded appeal from the FBI. I informed him that he'd have to
contact the FBI for an update.

Jennifer Hiendle (sp?)

Pam Roberts

!Exemption

!Exemption

6l

is a 57 year old male who wants to run for President when he turns 70. He also wanted to
know
he could obtain information related to giving poor people money to build bomb shelters as
he sees the major crisis facing the United States as the rise of global terrorism. Additionally, when asked
if had a FOIA-related question, he admitted that he has never heard of the FOIA nor the Privacy Act and
proceeded to ask general questions about both acts, specifically when they were enacted, why, which

I

"

\......

Sl

Date: October 2, 2008

- 2-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Exemption 6

President signed the bills, who voted for the bills in Congress, an other associated questions. I
answered his questions to the best of my ability, but must confes
at I did not know the answers to all
of the questions. Then, the conversation turned to a book Mr.
·s currently reading about the
Kennedy Administration and he wanted to know ifl had ever read such a book and what my thoughts
were regarding the book's theme and conclusion. I explained that I haven't yet had the opportunity to
read the book to which he was referring, so I could not render an educated opinion on it. After finally
prompting him to ask a FOIA-related question, Mr.
·
that he wanted "full disclosure
and due diligence" mailed to him. When I asked
he gave his address as follows:
General Delivery - Airport
Large Federal Building
96820-9999
IExemption 6 I
For some reason, I don't think that this is a valid address, and in any event, since Mr. was
unable to articulate exactly what he wanted mailed to him, I have not placed anything into an envelope to
be mailed.

I·

Linda Banks

!Exemption

sl

i·
Ray McLaughlin

She needed the contact information for the San Antonio Field Office of the FBI.

!Exemption 6

I

He wanted a status update on his appeal, appeal no. 08-2628. It was closed on 9/23/08 and I explained
fuat

be

shovld

be

receiving a

cop~'

gf the letter

very

sogp

- 3-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

!Exemption 6

IExemption 6 I

Date: October 2, 2008

I

received a ticket for excessive noise coming from his television and he wanted to know how he
could find out how many other tickets the officer who wrote his had written for excessive noise. After
explaining that his request sounded like it should be addressed to the state of illinois (where. .lives) !Exemption 6
he asked me if I have ever heard of a $130 ticket for excessive noise. I stated that I did not, and he then
proceeded to explain that the last such ticket he received was about 20 years ago while he was riding his
Harley Davidson motorcycle. This ticket was not nearly as expensive as the current $130 ~ ~~E~x.:.:em-pt.,..io-n-:6,-,l
estimates that it ranged somewhere in the $30-40 ballpark). At the end of the conversation, I reiterated
my suggestion that he contact the state authorities.

I

There was a voice-mail message
at 12:30, but the caller spoke in such accented English that it was
impossible to understand either what she wanted and/or the number to call her back.

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-4-

Date: October 2, 2008

IExemption 6 I
I called her back on 10/3. Her question was where she could find the privacy waiver form on the FBI's
website. I walked her through finding it.

I

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: October 1, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16
Technology Biz Assoc.

I

I~
I

Wants to protest a contract awarded by the Army or possibly make a FOIA request. Thinks might need
to protest with GAO.
Told him to look at GAO and Army website for info regarding protesting a contract award and re how to
make a foia request/where to send.

Told

would have to contact DOD, Army to make a FOIA request if that's

!Exemption

r ..
~~ ,..~ ·

sl

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: October 1, 2008

~------------------------~---------------------------

Caller 6:

Marge Gaiagos 303-275-5249

USDA, Forest Service

Caller 7:

Inquiring about a request letter sent to DOJ Referral Unit on 9/6/08 for certain info that he thinks might
be with the FBI. Called Referral Unit and they didn't know anything about it.
Told him that it's possible Referral Unit did refer to proper components and he will hear shortly, or to be
sure, he should just go ahead and make a FOIA request directly to FBI if thinks they have the records, or
any other components which he believes have records.

Caller 8:

Chicago Housing Authority

Wants to make a FOIA request for an Request for Proposal (RFP) put out by DOJ for fair housing testing
- how can she do this?
Advised her that if she thinks this type of record/issue belongs with the fair housing division of the Civil
Rts Division ofDOJ (which it would appear that it does), she should make a FOIA request to them, or
call them first to determiiJe whether they would maintain this type of record.

Caller 9:

law firm

His client needs to expedite a FOIA request because needs a copy of his Naturalization Certif in order to
receive Medicare benefits. How can he expedite this?
Advised him of expedited processing elements as described in the Act, and that each agency has
regulations further explaining the "compelling need" test or "dissemination" test. He knew about this
already. Agreed that this would not meet the test - had already decided to ask state senator to help out
the client by contacting the Soc Sec Administration.

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 3-

Date: October 1, 2008

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

Sl

Asking whether we would accept service for a subpoena of the video surveillance tape of cameras on top
of the "Bond" Building at 1400 New York Avenue, since it captured a crime on the street.
Advised her to look at FRCP Rule 4 regarding the specifics about serving a fed govt agency.

Caller 13: Brenda McElroy 4-1444

Agency: Pardon Attorney
!Exemption

Caller 14: JeffOvale

sl

Agency: Food Safety and Inspection, Dept of Ag.
!Exemption

sl

-4-

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: October 1, 2008
!Exemption

51

Agency: law firm

Caller 15:

Client has a FOIA request- what do they need to do to authorize attorney to make the FOIA on his
behalf?
Advised him that the agency from which they seek records may have a specific form, and he should go to
their website to determine and find this. Otherwise, a document authorizing the representation in this
matter, signed and notarized by client is required/sufficient.

,.
;

Caller 16:

!Exemption 6

I

Needs a proper mailing address for FOIA Office for Medicare.
Left message telling her that she should go to Medicare website to confirm; and gave her the Baltimore
address that I found on the site.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: II- :( 2
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls: 1

private atty

Q. How to make request
A. Explained

Q.

1

1

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 26, 2008
Ken Hendricks

f~
Herbert Anson Mills

Q.

Left a v/m regarding appeal no. 08-2696.

A.

I returned the call and reached law firm other than the one identified by the caller. I left a
v/m asking for a return call. I eventually spoke with the caller. After follow-up with
Anne, it was determined that this closed appeal is being reconsidered after post-closing
letter from the caller. I notified the caller of the reconsideration.

Terry Miller

SBA office in Birmingham

FAA FOIA Office

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller said the AG's office provided our number, but she is still not sure she has the
correct office. She has been calling DOJ for seven days and would like a return call.

A.

I made four attempts to return the call, but reached a busy signal each time.

Amanda Wise

51

Treas
202-622-1934
!Exemption

Paul Silter

USCIS BP
202-344-2003

51 •

!Exemption 5j

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

Q.

Calling to confirm receipt of a FOIA appeal he submitted on 11121/08.

A.

I confirmed receipt of the appeal and provided the appeal number, 09-0429.

Phil Gressman

OGE
202-482-9245
!Exemption 51

Georgia Fligg

Education
303-844-5258
jExemption 5j

Barbara Catron

jExemption Sj

!Exemption 61
!Exemption 61

Q.

Called regarding annual report questions.

A.

I forwarded his number to Bertina Adams for follow up.

- ! E x emption

61

a Canadian Customs officer with the
!Exemption 6j

Q.

Can a Canadian citizen obtain information on when he pre-cleared U.S. Customs in
Canada?

A.

I answered that generally foreign citizens can submit FOIA requests. I also directed him
to the electronic version of our Guide pages 62-65 for the exceptions to that general rule.

Addendum to 11-26-08 FOIA Counselor notes (KAH).

Barbara Katron

FDIC
703-562-2383
!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

-FOJA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

11/25/08
Allan Blutstein

!Exemption

Total calls: 16

61
!Exemption

61

Q. Status update on appeal# 06-0314, from action of FBI on request 1029669
A.

Appeal inventory shows that the appeal was remanded. Advised caller to contact FBI.
INTERPOL

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

51

I

l
I·
'

J
1

l.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Heather Graham-Oliver

!Exemption

N.A.

None

N.A.
Q. How to: ATF
A. Provided contact information

Times Ledger

Seeking an official photo of Eric Holder
A. Suggested DOJ's press office.

2

sl

I
I
I

Secret Service

Princina Stone

NOAA
(301) 713-1364

Ilya Dyse

!Exemption

3

51

!Exemption

61

State Attorney General, VA
!Exemption

Q. LVM
A.LVM

4

61

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 11/24/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill
Princina Stone

Total calls: 2l

Dep't of Commerce

private citizen

Q. The caller wishes to file a FOIA request. He would like information about an aircraft that
crashed shortly after it was manufactured in the 1940's. There are apparently rumors that the
rurcraft was sabotaged, so the FBI may have been involved in the crash investigation.

l

A. I told the caller to make requests to both the FAA and FBI, including as much detail as
possible, given the age of any potential records.

!Exemption

61

private citizen

Q. The caller wondered how FERPA and the FOIA interact with one another, because FERPA
purportedly allows schools to publish basic directory information about students without penalty.

.

A. I told the caller that universities are not subject to the federal FOIA; only federal agencies are
~bject to the FOIA. Having said that, in some states public universities might be subject to the
state FOIA.

Office of Justice Programs

Dorothy Lee

6-3267
!Exemption

private citizen

2

sl

!Exemption

61

Q: Question about obtaining records pertaining to the mass cult slaying in Jonestown in 1978.
A: This was a rambling call, but I was able to tell the requester to make a request to the FBI,
which has 48,000 pages of records regarding this matter.

Arlene Davis

FDIC
202-898-6905
!Exemption

private citizen

Q: Question regarding obtaining certain state records (restaurant landlord/lease information in
NYC).
A: I referred the caller to the NY State Committee on Open Government.

Office of Government Ethics

Bill Grassman

202-482-9245
!Exemption

private citizen

3

51

51

!Exemption

61

Q: Seeks records about herself(somehow relates to an immigration deadline).
'A: Tried to call her back but after a few rings got a fast busy signal.

Lori Hartman

State Department
202-261-8330
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

private citizen

61

Q: The caller wishes to get a status update on 09-0076 ( Cori), 09-0077 (Cori).
A: I informed the caller that Cori is out until December 8, so we cannot provide solid information
out about the status of the appeals until that time.
Professional Responsibility Advisory
Office

!Exemption

!Exemption
(

I

I.

4

61

51

Q: Caller wanted a status update on his appeal.
A: EOUSA initially gave a "no records" response even though the caller provided his criminal
case number. There is no question that records exist, but Cathy G. is working with the U.S .
'Attorney's office to determine where the records are currently located, after which we will
;respond on appeal.

-~Exemption 61

private citizen
!Exemption

3:15

61

Q: Attempting to send a FOIA request to the Navy electronically.
A: I emailed-

a link to the Navy's electronic web form for FOIA requests.

!Exemption

61
private

Q: Caller called again to find out the appeal number for his appeal.
A: 09-0086

Q: Called again. See above for my response.

Dep 't of the Treasury

Hugh Gilmore

202-622-0876
!Exemption

5

sl

!Exemption

Deloris Barber

Department of Education

private citizen

Q: For the fourth or fifth time, caller wishes to know the exact scope of the request at issue in his
appeal.
A: I again informed the caller about the nature of his request (a very broad request for records
pertaining to the 9/11 attacks).

6

51

, ;·

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:#11-21-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14
!Exemption

61

Long diatribe about a Fair Housing council in his district.
We discussed how to send a FOIA request to HUD and also what a FOIA request is, as distinguished
from a Fair Housing complaint.

Patti Block

!Exemption

Small Business Administration

Treasury

Tim Kollar

622-1119
!Exemption

51

51

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Date:# 11-21-2008

571-237-4885

How to file a FOIA to challengefacts pertaining to a doctor's report from 1993 which he believes to have
been fraudulent diagnosis of himself that made him ineligible for full disability.
Explained what he could and could not obtain through FOIA. Found the number of the VA
Ombudsman's office and gave it to him.

Are brothels legal in any state beside Nevada.
No.
Not a FOIA question.

!Exemption

61

Questions pertaining to Appeal No. 08-2228. Believes that FBI has records that were not released to
him; specifical Jy wants records of phone calls that show that many of the current technological gadgets
were based on research papers stolen from him in 1993.
Consulted SN, who worked on the appeal and affirmed FBI's release: all records, including FO records,
but excluding duplicates, were released to by the FBI..
!Exemption

61

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Date:#ll-21-2008

Can a local 911 call be requested under FOIA?
Only federal agency records are subject to the FOIA.

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

61
!Exemption

61

How can she find out the year her mother became a US citizen? She knows there was correspondence.
Gave her the ICE FOIA website.
Leslie Jones

LaborFOIA
281-286-6237

Counselor: RM Fine

-4-

Date:#ll-21-2008

!Exemption

el

Caller was very vague. She submitted a FOIA request to the Department of Defense, then appealed the
response. She would not give names, subject or dates of request or appeal.
Discussed the process and said the next step would be a lawsuit. Caller wanted help with the suit: told
her I could not help with that.

I
BIA Eastern Region FOIA

!Exemption

Sl

r
i
I
I

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: Nov. 20, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

jExemption 5j

jExemption 5j

II Caller 3:

I

Robert Silber
!Exemption 5j

II Caller 4:

- -l.!::::IE=xe=m=pt=io=n6::!.l_ _

___iiL..:A~g!.::en:.:c:::...:y::....__jiL..:L=a..:.:.w..:..F.::irrn:.:.:.__ _ _ _ _ ___JII

Caller is responding to a submitter's notice with a letter listing objections (including reasons) regarding
the release of a contractor's information. Caller wanted to know if his objection letter is FOIAble. I
spoke with ALB & he said that it is FOIAble.

Caller 5:

!Exemption 6j

Private Citizen

Caller changed his address & he did not receive OIP's final determination regarding his appeal (App. No.
08-2609) . I mailed his appeal letter to his new address .

J

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-2 -

Date: Nov. 20, 2008

!Exemption 51

Dept. of Treasury

·--

--

---

--

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-I -

Date: 11/19/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 8
Caller 1:

IPatsy Pfiefer

Time:

I

.. Agency:

J?epartment of Commerce

w

Number:

202-482-5443
!Exemption

Caller 2:

51

Private citizen

Time:

Nu

I left a voicemail for the caller, but he never returned my call.

Caller 3:

Jackie Young

Time:

Caller 4:

Agency:

NLRB

N~mber:

202-273-3825
jayoung@nlrb.gov
!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private citizen

Time:
The caller wanted to learn the status of his remanded request to the FBI. I provided him with the Debbie
Lopes' telephone number.
..

Caller 5:
Time:

Kathleen Gill

Agency:
Number:

'

Green Mountain National Forrest
802-747-6709

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-2-

Date: 11 / 19/08

Broadcasting Board of Governors
202-203-4577

Private citizen

The caller had a question regarding an FOI request that he submitted to a local New York State entity. I
explained the purpose of the hotline and suggested that he contact the state agency directly.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 18, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

,~
member of the public

9AM

!Exemption

61

She wanted to know how to request records about herself. I mailed her a cert of ID form because
she claimed she had no access to the internet.

??

member of the public

9:30AM

!Exemption

61

She wanted EO USA contact info. I determined that after half an hour of struggling with her
limited English proficiency and speech impediment.

!Exemption

??

member of the public

10:30AM

??

Wanted to know who he should serve if he wants to sue the FBI to correct his records. I said
consult Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and local rules in your district.

1

51

??

member of the public

llAM

??

She wanted FBI contact information.

Barb Sliwa

HUD

!1:30AM

312 353 6236 X 2613
!Exemption

Tim Coller

Treasury

12PM

202 622 1119

51

!Exemption

Sheryl Umbra

!Exemption

61

He wanted information re application of a local zoning law. I directed him to his state and local
authorities.

2

51

??

FTC

1:30PM

202 326 2013
!Exemption

Sherry Suzuki

Customs and Border Protection

2PM

??
!Exemption

Sl

51

??

US Secret Service

2:30PM

??
!Exemption

Joan Gill

HUD

3PM

??
!Exemption

51

sl

Forest Services

Angie Monaco

!Exemption

3

sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: November 17, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Sharon Haggins

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Sharon Haggins

Private Citizen

He needed the FOIA contact information for the Social Security Administration.

Substance Abuse (and something
else) Administration

.!Exemption

6l

!Exemption 6l
, 11:59 am
She wanted to know the status of appeal no. 09-0175 (EOIR). I explained that we are awaiting
information from EOIR and that the appeal would be assigned as soon as that information becomes
available.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

Date: November 17,2008

!Exemption

5l

U.S. Forest Service Law

!Exemption

!Exemption

5l

5l

Caller hung up without leaving a message.

Small Business Admin.

!Exemption

Sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

!Exemption

Date: November 17, 2008

61
!Exemption

61

She wanted to !mow if the burden was on the agency to contact a third party when records were requested
on that third party to seek permission to release the records. In other words, she wanted to know if
Person A requested records on Person B, did the agency have to get permission from Person B to release
records. I informed her that the burden is in fact on the requester (Person A) to secure such permission.

(

.. .

1..

·

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 14, 2008
Thomas Hitter

jExemption 6j

!Exemption 6j

Caller wanted documents regarding a ship log, that he believes is from the Merchant Marine or
Coast Guard.
Based on the type of information the requester sought, and after reviewing both office's Web
sites, it appears that the requester will need to make a request to the Coast Guard. The Merchant
Marine is not always government owned. Given this uncertainty, it is unclear if their records
would be covered under the FOIA. I gave the Caller the Coast Guard's contact information. I ·
suggested calling to see if they maintain the type of records the requester is seeking, and if not
asking if another government agency has these type of records. End.

Michelle Welin

NLRB

12:00

202-273-1720
!Exemption

Hattie

National Credit Union

1:00

No number

1

51

!Exemption

No name

Requester

2:45

No number

sl

Caller wanted to see if a document regarding "payola" was available on line or was a FOIA
request required. Caller believes there is an AG memorandum on this topic.
I searched on line to see what "payola" concerned (payment for commercial purposes). I did not
locate any AG material, however, I did locate documents in the FCC and FTC pertaining to
"payola." I explained my findings to the requester. She said she will go back to her source that
claimed there was an AG document. I also suggested making a FOIA request to this office to see
if there are any responsive documents in the AG's office. End.

Shawnte

DOL

3:00

202-693-3622
!Exemption

MSPB

Arlin Weinfordner

2

sl

(
~--------------

3:30

653-7200 ext. 1162
!Exemption

3

sl

(

(

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: November 13, 2008

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 17
; ;~ '

!Exemption sl

Wants to know the prospect of getting more documents in their appeal, Appeal No 08-1708, ofEOUSA's
Said that client had called 5 weeks ago and OIP told him to have his attorney call, thus Mr
!Exemption 6lcall.
~se.

Told him that I was unsure of the status of the appeal-- I did not even acknowledge a record of the
appeal, as I was uncertain whether he was legit. or not- but that I would look into it and someone would
get back to him. I then explained and referred to SRO, as it was his appeal, to follow up, as I was unsure
whether there was some sensitive history to this caller.

Ted Butler, 301-713-7383

Dept of Commerce, Nat'l Oceanic
Admin.
!Exemption Sl

(

(

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 6:

-2-

Michelle Wollen 202/273-1720

Date: November 13, 2008

Aaency:

NLRB
!Exemption

Caller 7: (Could not understand name),

Very difficult to understand and hear this message.
asking about Appeal# 09-0175. When
I called back, the voice mail indicated that it was a different #being reached, and the voice was not same
as person who called, so I did not leave a message.

Caller 8:

Chris, 586-3159

Aaency:
!Exemption

51

Dept of Energy

sl

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 9:

- 3-

Date: November 13, 2008

IExemption 61

Agency:

Wanted to lrnow how to get records regarding the arrest, etc. of his father-in-law who is in prison.
Explained to him how to make a FOIA request and to think about which DOJ components may have
records (BOP, DEA), and where to locate the request instructions for those components.

Caller 10:

!Exemption

61

Agency:

Wanted to lrnow how to get her file and how much it would cost.
Called her back and left a message to call back with more information about her question.

Caller 11: Mr. Arlen Wine Fordner, 202/653-7200, x1162

Agency: Merit System Protection Bd.

!Exemption

Caller 12:

!Exemption

61

51

Agency:

Calling about Appeal# 08-0035 . Was not happy with our letter, and what can he do? Very upset at the
govt during the FOIA process, that he could not obtain the records he requested.
I told him he can exercise his other rights under the law if he chooses, but that I could not provide him
with legal advice.

·Caller 13: Larry Wahlquist, 3-0253

Agency: EOUST

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-4-

Date: November 13,2008
!Exemption 5j

Caller 14: Deedee Bones, 336-721-3464

Agency: USGS, Alaska Science Center
!Exemption 5j

Caller 15: Erin McDonnell, 254-3608

A2ency: US Office of Special Counsel

!Exemption 5j

!Exemption

5l

(

(
- 5-

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 17:

!Exemption

Date: November 13,2008

61

Have we received his requests for records sent to OIP and the AG, dated 10/22/08?
Told him that we received them on 11/13/08.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

Nov. 12, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

Not given

Private Company

8:25

Caller wants to make a request to Ill-IS/Medicare and has Q's re: fees; address; format and level
of detail for request. I directed her to the proper website and we walked through it together so
she could see where all the information she needed was available.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller has a fee waiver Q but says she can't find the info on our website. I directed her to the
appropriate portion of our website.

Not given

1

11:15
!Exemption 6j
Caller LM saying she is trying to verify whether a particular person works for the federal
government. I called back but the line just kept ringing with no voicemail.

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption

NY State gov't

!Exemption 6j

Not given
Caller is trying to find 2 CD's mentioned in a Sept. 2008 President's Task Force Report. Upon
discussion, determined that there is a reference in the doc saying that the FTC made the CD's.
Accordingly, I advised of decentralized FOIA processing and suggested he write to the FTC for
the CD's.

!Exemption 6j

Caller LM saying he has a FOIA Q; however, when I called back he mumbled something
inaudible and hung up.

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption

61

Caller wants to contact "the FOIA" to find out about Obama's childhood/background. I tried to
explain FOIA process and that he needs to identify which agency/office he wants records from,
and needs to request agency records, but he kept insisting that he has talked to "the FOIA" before
and wants to do so now, because "the FOIA" will be able to tell him whatever he needs to know
about Obama. Despite my best efforts, could not persuade him that the FOIA is in fact what it is.

2

sl

-

!Exemption

61

Massachusetts State gov't

2:45
Caller has a Q re: tax ID nos.: are there any restrictions on
numbers? After
discussion with Anne (I thought I had read a new decision re: this but now can't seem to find it),
CB on 11/13 and advised caller that we don't protect these numbers under FOIA (though I can't
opine on his state law). He also had Q's on an IRS statutory provision but I advised I can't advise
on that, only FOIA.
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wants to request Medicare records- who does she write to? I gave her the contact info for
HHS/Medicare.

Judy MacLaughlin

Not given

Caller wants to know ifi have any idea why DOJ would be named on a foreclosure action. I told
him that I advise on FOIA and couldn't say why, because I don't know. Could be that the
complainant just made a mistake.
·

!Exemption

61

Govt contractor

Caller LM with a Q re: HIP AA (a P A case). I CB and told her that we can only answer P A Q's
from DOJ offices; gave her OPM's contact info.

3

!Exemption

Sl

!Exemption

sl

NOA contractor

4

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: 11/10/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
Joel Lynn Miller

citizen

NLRB

citizen

??
Issue: Citizen called wanting information on FOIA. He left no name and no phone number.

Barb Blassey

Treasury

!Exemption

Martha Diaz Ortiz

Board of Broadcasting Governors

5l

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: 11110/08

Issue: Wants to know the status of one of her appeals, it is BOP appeal 08-2574.

I'm actually handling this appeal. I informed her that she will probably have a response on this appeal by
the end of this month.
Frederick Wallace

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Issue: tinfoil. Noting that the FBI is picking his lock and breaking into his apartment. He says that he
has submitted a FOIA request, has appealed and is not happy with our final determination.
I told him that if someone is breaking into his apartment to report it to the police. I also told him that as
he has already submitted a FOIA request and appealed, he has exhausted his administrative remedies. He
is now entitled to sue DOJ if he is not satisfied with our final determination. Again tinfoil situation.

51

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 3-

Date: 11/10/08

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Issue: wants to submit a FOIA request to the Army Corps of Engineer, what should she do?
I provided her with the contact information for the FOIA office of the Army Corps of Engineer

Issue: was looking to get an update on administrative complaint filed by an inmate
I informed her that our office only handles FOIA matters that we do not track BOP administrative
complaints. I suggested that she contact the institution directly.
-

!Exemption

61

Issue: wanted to lrnow the address to submit a FOIA request for AG records
I provided him with our contact information.

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 7, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

!Exemption

rV

61
!Exemption

61

Caller has a pending FOIA request with EOUSA and is trying to figure out what the status is. I
explained that EOUSA would best be able to tell him that (he has the contact info already) since
we can only weigh in on component's actions on appeal. We discussed generally the procedures
for first-in-first-out and whether the fact that he needed to clarify his request with EOUSA would
take him out of line.

Private
-

!Exemption

61

of an appeal (2008-06651) regarding records on
Checked in Oracle: it's assigned to Katy. Checked with Katy
and she advised that she has just put it in for review.
!Exemption

61

LM with caller and apprised her of status.

Private/no name

Contract bidder/private company

Not given
11:00
Caller wants to make a request to the IRS. I gave her the appropriate contact and reference
information to do so.

1

Private/not given
11:20
Caller LM re: how to request criminal records under the FOIA/PA.

!Exemption

61

Called back and LM but didn't hear back..

Private/not given

Private

12:52
Not given
Caller has filed a court complaint for Dept of Education records. She has already sent the
complaint to the US Attorney's Office but says the Court insists she sends a copy to the AG's
Office, and wants the address. I told her I can't opine on who she needs to serve, but gave her the
address for the AG per her request.

Private
Not given
Caller wants the status of an appeal. I checked Oracle and noted that it's assigned but just
received on 10/14. He asked how long it would take and I explained that it varies depending on
the situation with each case, but that we have at least 20 (sometimes 30) days to respond. Since
it's only been a few weeks, he'll call back after a couple of weeks to check status.

Private law firm
Not given
Caller had questions on how to complete an FBI form. I gave him FBI's phone number for
assistance. Caller also asked how to make a fee payment- should he send in a check with his
request? I said no, FBI will tell him if/when he owes fees, and that he shouldn't send it in until
they ask.

Caller LM saying she is having trouble pulling up a link
sure where). I LM in return but didn't hear back.

2

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date:~~

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10
Caller 1:

Private citizen

'Orne:

Number:

The caller wanted help filing a FOIA lawsuit. I explained that purpose of our office and stated that I
could not provide him with legal advice.

Caller 2:

Private citizen

Time:
The caller wanted information about how to mark certain business information that she was submitting to
the Department of Justice. She explained that based on her reading of a B3 statute, the information
which she was providing to the government was exempt from disclosure. I explained that there was no
guarantee that the information would not be disclosed in response to a future FOIA request. However, I
stated that there was no harm in indicating the non-disclosure statute that she believed was applicable on
the records .

3:

ACLU - Colorado

Private citizen

Time:
The caller wanted to find out how to pay fees assessed by the OIP IR staff in connection with her request.
I provided her with our office address and told her to make the check payable to the Treasury
Department.

!Exemption

Caller 4:

Caller 5:
Time:

Chris Morris

61

Agency:

Department of Energy

J¥lt:lnher.:· 202-586-3159
!Exemption

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-2-

Date: 10/8/08

Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted the Department of Justice to assist him in his quest for free speech. I explained the
purpose of the hotline.

Bill Grassman

Office of Government Ethics

!Exemption

sl

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out the status of his appeal (no. 08-2357). Sean O'Neil contacted himand
provided him with information about its status.
Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller left a message regarding a request that she had made for certain Medicare information. I left
her a return voicemail explaining the purpose of the hotline. I suggested that she contact the agency to
which she made her original FOIA request.

Private citizen

The caller was the chief of the South Palm Beach Police Department. He wanted to know whether
records held by the police department were subject to the federal FOIA. I explained that the police
department did not need to respond to a federal FOIA request, but that the records may be subject to
Florida's open access laws.

1..

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Caller 1:

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Caller 2:

Private Citizen

- 1-

Date: November 5, 2008

Agency:

9:31am
Number: ,
Time:
He wanted to !mow how to make a FOIA request for mformatwn about a government contract. When I
asked what agency he was seeking the records from, he didn't !mow. I told him once he found out, all
he'd have to do is write a letter to that agency requesting the records under FOIA.

Agency:

Caller 3:
Time:

10:30 am

Dept of Interior

Number:

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Nelson Hermilla

- 2-

Date: November 5, 2008

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

Civil Rights

Fish & Wildlife

Jacob Howley

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

!Exemption

Date: November 5, 2008

61
!Exemption

sl

Caller wanted to know if we dealt with HIPPA as well as FOIA. I told her no, and referred her to HHS.

!Exemption

61

Private Citizen

wanted to know how to obtain information regarding a federal inmate. I asked if he had a
privacy waiver and when he answered no, I explained that virtually no information would be released to
him other than what is available on BOP's website.

!Exemption

61

She wanted to know if a request that she had faxed to OIP had been rece1
with the IR staff, but I was unable to find out prior to leaving. So, I called her back and explained the
situation and informed her that I'd call her again in the morning.
UPDATE 11/6: I called her back at 11 :00 am, but nobody answered so I left a message.

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 11/04/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 14
Private citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to ask questions regarding OIP's determination in connection with appeal no. 08-2819.
Sean O'Neill handled the appeal and agreed to contact the caller to discuss it.

Private citizen

The caller had a question about the status of a request that he had sent to t)le Houston Field Office of the
FBI. I provided him with the FBI FOIA contact information.

Martha Diaz Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption

51

Deparl:rtlent of Energy

Chris Morris

!Exemption 5j

FLRA

Rosa Copple

202-218-7907
!Exemption

---

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 11/04/08

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller was searching the internet and he located the FOIA Post piece about our office's 25th
Anniversary party. He is planning a similar party for his organization and wanted to get our input. I left
him a voicemail explaining the purpose of the hotline.

Almedia Dickson

DOJ - Financial Division

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

61

!Exemption

The caller wanted to know whether the fees associated with a Privacy Act request were different than
those charged in connection with a FOIA request. I explained that since the two statutes are applied
simultaneously that the analysis for fees I fee waivers is the structure presented under the FOIA.

Private citizen

The caller wanted to obtain a copy of an appointment affidavit of a federal judge. She wanted to know
how to request this information. I provided her with the IR Staffs contact information.

Private citizen

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 11/04/08
!Exemption

61

The caller wanted to find out why federal agents raided a house in his neighborhood. I explained the
purpose of the hotline.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

!Exemption

II

61

51

I

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller wanted to obtain a rap sheet. I explained to him where he find information about NCIC checks
on the website.

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

November 3, 2008
Thomas Hitter

V

Roger Mills

!Exemption

No name

Requester

1:00

No number

Caller wanted to raise a concern about the election tomorrow.
Caller did not leave a name or number. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted more information regarding the denial of the Caller's administrative appeal.
I returned the call and left a message. No return call. End.

Caller wanted to raise a concern regarding "government operations," which involved members of
the Caller's family.
I asked if the Caller wanted to make a request for information regarding these operations. The
1

sl

Caller did not, specifying she had 'au the required information, but wanted to bring it to the
government's attention. I explained that OIP works with the FOIA, which is an access provision
for federal agency records. ~nd.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller is involved in a dispute with the Caller's own attorney that represented the Caller in a
workers' compensation claim. The Caller would like documents that are in the possession of the
Caller's insurance company.
I explained that OIP works with the FOIA, which only applies to federal agencies. End.

-

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

4:00

61

Caller wants a copy ofBarack Obama's birth certificate.
I explained that the FOIA applies to federal agencies. The Caller then stated that the State of
Hawaii has a copy of the birth certificate. I suggested calling the particular state agency the
Caller believes has a copy of this certificate to see if it is available through a state statute. End.

2

FOIA Question
Page 1 of2

Vanek, Sean J
From:

Smith, Kevin [Kevin.R.Smith@usdoj.gov]

Sent:

Tuesday, November 18, 2008 12:46 PM

To:

Vanek, Sean J

Subject: RE : FOlA Question
Sean:

-----Original Message----From: Vanek, Sean J (SMO)
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2008 11:05 AM
To: Smith, Kevin
Subject: RE: FOIA Question

Kevin,

-Sean
From: Smith, Kevin [mailto:Kevin.R.Smith@usdoj.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2008 10:49 AM
To: Vanek, Sean J
Subject: RE: FOIA Question
Sean :

Kevin
Kevin R. Smith
General Counsel
lnterpol-USNCB
U.S. Department of Justice
202-616-4103
kevin .r.smith@usdoj .gov
-----Original Message----From: Vanek, Sean J (SMO)

11/18/2008

FOIA Question

Page 2 of2

Sent: Tuesday, November 18, 2008 7:21AM
To: Smith, Kevin
Subject: FOIA Question

Hi Kevin,
!Exemption

Sean J. Vanek
Attorney-Advisor
United States Department of Justice
Office oflnformation and Privacy
Washington, DC
(202) 616-5463

11/18/2008

sl

,.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
dec. 31
Counselor:

Anne Work

Total calls:

Lj.

!Exemption

private citizen

Q. Caller wanted status of her letter, but caller did not know if it was a request or appeal, what
agency or component she wanted or when any of this had ocurred.
A

!Exemption

1

51

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- I -

Date: 12/30/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 11
Private Citizen

The caller had a question regarding the status of his appeal (number 09-0569). I told him that the appeal
had been received and that an attorney will work on it shortly.

Private citizen

The caller had a question regarding obtaining certain state records. I recommended that he contact the
state attorney general's office in Delaware. '

Sharon Brenna

Department of Interior

!Exemption

Jane Eyre (?)

Matt Kronisch

Department of Homeland Security
202-282-2144

sl

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

!Exemption

Date: 12/3 0/08

61
!Exemption

Jacqueline Caldwell

U.S. Trade Representative

Private Citizen
!Exemption

61

The caller had a question regarding privacy rights of employees in a private company. I explained the
purpose of the hot! ine.

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to learn the status of a FOIA request that she had submitted to the DOJ. She did not
know to which DOJ component she had sent the request. I recommended that she locate the
acknowledgment letter that she had received-and contact the appropriate office.
Jennifer Marr

OSH Review Commission

!Exemption

Private Citizen

The caller is an attorney who had a question regarding how to submit a FOIA appeal to our office. I
answered his questions about what type of information to include in the appeal letter and also explained
the expedited processing standards.

sl

sl

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: December 29, 2008
Counselor: Thomas Hitter

Jackie Caldwell

USTR

9:00

301-512-4658
!Exemption

!Exemption

51

61
!Exemption

61
!Exemption

Beth Kramer

DOT

9:30

366-0365

51

!Exemption

Diane Bride

NLRB

10:30

273-3871
!Exemption

1

51

51

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a request to the Department of Justice.
I explained that the Caller could file a request to the mail referral unit, if the Caller was unsure
which component within DOJ would have responsive records. I suggested trying to also choose
components and send requests directly to those components, since this would most likely bring a
faster reply. Based on the subject matter of the request, I suggested writing to EOUSA. I gave
the Caller the mail referral unit's and EOUSA's addresses. End .

• • • • • !Exemption

61

12:00

!Exemption

61

Caller left a message.
I left a message, but no return call. End.

!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to make a request to AT&T.
I explained to the Caller that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies. The Caller explained
that the Department of Treasury may also have the records, since AT&T may have also submitted
the records at issue to that agency. I gave the Caller our FOIA contacts web page. End.

!Exemption

--

51

!Exemption

6l
!Exemption

6l

Caller left a message.
I returned the Call, but a recording stated that the Caller's mailbox was full and no message could
be left. I tried again, but did not reach the Caller. End.

Declassification Authority
202-357-5275
jExemption 5j

3

.

i

.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 23, 2008
Ken Hendricks

Alex Cboi

Dep't of Education, Civil Rights Div

!Exemption

IExemption 61
!Exemption

61

Q.

Called to check status of her app. No. 09-0152.

A.

I left a v/m stating that the appeal is assigned for adjudication and that letter would be
sent to her when adjudication was completed. I stated that she can also call to get
additional status updates in the future.

Treas, GC office

Barb Bracy

202-622-1997
!Exemption

51

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Q.

The caller left a v/m stating that he does not have computer access and that he is seeking
forms under the FOIA.

A.

I attempted to return the call twice and it sounded as if the caller was on another call.
There was no answer and no v/m.

Diedra Jenkins

sl .

IExemption 51

Counselor: RM Fine _ _ _ _ __ __ __ _
- _1 _- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____::D ate: 12-22-2008#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

2

!Exemption 5j

Caller wants to file a FOIA request in order to find out if he is being monitored under a domestic satellite
surveillance program. He does not know what agency may be doing this.
Discussed the need to address a specific agency.

I

!Exemption 6j
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know how to word a FOIA request.
Discussed.

!Exemption 6j

!Exemption 5j

l:

Ll

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Date: 12-22-2008#

Caller had sent duplicate appeals, the second one because he meant to certified mail and forgot the first
time. He wanted to !mow the status of the first request.
The first request is assigned to SRO. The second request has been closed as a duplicate.

Dolores Barber

US Dept. Of Education

3:27
!Exemption

51

Stewart Bender

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 19, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption

~

61

Caller wanted to make a request to several agencies.
I referred the Caller to our Web site for a list of agencies and addresses. End.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller wanted to know the status of an appeal he made with OIP.
I asked if the Caller had an appeal number - he did not. I asked if he had received any
correspondence from our office. I explained that our office provides an acknowledgment letter
signed by Priscilla that assigns the appeal a number. The Caller said he would look through his
files and call me back. End.

!Exemption

1

_..

sl

:

..

'

·FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 12/18/08
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 11
none - private citizen

Q. He filed a FOIA about 11 months ago and still has not received a response and believes this is
an instance of stonewalling.
A. I called him back and he said he wasn't sure to which component his request should go, so he
sent his request to the FOIA Mail Referral Unit. I told him I would see ifl can track down the
correct component for him to contact regarding his request. I called the MRU and they could not
find a record of his request immediately and would call me back after a more thorough search.

unintelligible
10:40am
Q. Could not understand the name of the caller, and only a portion of the telephone number
A.

Solicitor's Office, Dept. of the
Interior, Denver Office

Sharon Brenna

303-231-5353 x338
!Exemption

Sl

USDA FOIA Service Center

!Exemption

1

sl

US Office of Human Ethics

!Exemption

sl

Dept. Of Treasury General Counsel

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

Medicine Ball Wrap Force (???) in
Colorado

12:03 pm
Q. Left message but did not state nature of her question
A. Left message- did not cal back as of 116/09.

2

!Exemption

61

sl

BOP - FCI Dublin in California

Counselor Robinson

!Exemption

3

51

FOJA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 17, 2008
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

I/

Draga Anthony

EEOC

9AM

202-663-4648
!Exemption

Jan ice Semper

HHS, Administration for Children
and Families

9:30AM

202-401-9363
!Exemption

Cindy Cafaro

Department of Interior

lOAM

(202) 208-5216

!Exemption

Robin Brooks

HHS, OIG

10:30AM

202 619 2541

sl

sl

!Exemption

1

sl

sl

!Exemption

??

member of the public

11 AM

??

He wanted HUD contact info.

Brooke Howell

HUD

11:30 AM

??
!Exemption

Jill Harbinson

Census Bureau

12PM

??

5l

!Exemption

5l

!Exemption

5l

member of the public
12:30 PM

!Exemption

6l

He wanted to check the status of his appeal. I said it was assigned to an attorney and will be
processed.

Stephanie Smith

DHS

lPM

??

2

5l

!Exemption

?'?

51 .

member of the public
!Exemption

1:30PM

61

Not FOIA, immigration matter.

Denise Rodriguez

HHS

2PM

202 619 7674
!Exemption

3

51

i;·.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 12/ 16/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

/5

!Exemption

IExemption 61

sl

FBI FOIA litigation unit

!Exemption

Susannah Parker

National Mediation Board

9:50

202-692-5040

51

IExemption sl

1

Department of Treasury

Sarah Kotler

FDA- denial of appeals officer

10:30

301-827-6551 (or 6554)

Tom Bloom (with
Madeiras Oliveri)

Amtrak
202-906-2623
bloomt@amtrak.com

2

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

Haddie Eulon

51

National Credit Union
Administration
703-518-6544
!Exemption

n/a

private citizen
1:30

Q: Caller wants to make a FOIA request to the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration.
A: I gave the caller instructions for doing so from that DOT component's web site.

private citizen

3

si

Q: Someone made a complaint to the FBI regarding the caller's political yard signs. He wishes to
make a FOIA request to the FBI for records pertaining to that complaint. He lives in Michigan.
A: I gave the caller the address for the Detroit Field Office. I told him to label the request as a
FOIA request and to include a certificate of ID with the request.

Cheryl Bill

Bureau of Engraving and Printing

3:15

202-874-2058
!Exemption

!Exemption

61

private citizen

Q: Request number 1121845. The caller wishes to submit an appeal and would like to know
more about how to do so. The caller wishes to know how much information to include in the
appeal.
A: Because the caller wishes to appeal only specific withheld pages, he should simply list the
page numbers and state that he is appealing only those withholdings.

FOIA Service Center- Dep't of
Education

Deloris Barber

!Exemption

4

sl

51

~

.

FEMA region 2

!Exemption

sl

I

Cliff Daly

!Exemption

5

51

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Date: 12/ 15/08

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16 (plus 1 inquiry initially received via email)

!Exemption 61

West Islip (sp?) School District

Caller left a message requesting documentation to show that faxes are acceptable as FOIA requests.
It seems to me that each agency establishes its own rules about what constitutes a proper FOIA request.
(For example, some agencies accept FOIA requests submitted online while others do not offer online
request submission.) I checked with KM and she agreed that this would be an agency by agency
determination .

.-=---.-,.,

I called Ms
and explained that the rules for FOIA request submissions vary by agency, citing
as much after
a few examples of different agencies' procedures. Ms.
doing some research online and thanked me for

!Exemption 61
Caller requested a police report pertaining to her
received a letter
advising of a fee of approximately $54 to obtain the requested records but has now misplaced that letter.
Caller wants to know where/how to pay the free . Caller rovided the following identifYing information:
Exemption 6
Case
, and Complaint NoWhen I spoke with Ms.
I learned that she is seeking additional information about the
of
Act request she submitted to an office in Lansing. I
I E,.-xe_m_p"7'ti,.-on~6l - - about the federal FOIA being different than the Michigan FOIA and told Ms
r::
she would need to contact someone at the Michigan office to get additional information a
Michigan FOIA request. As promised, I looked into the issue online. After speaking with someone in
the Michigan AG's office I was able to obtain the phone number for the FOIA Division office in Lansing.
I called Ms.
gave her the Lansing office number, and advised that she should call that number
for further
about her request.
~Freedom

Private Citizen
Caller left a voicemail message whic~d that she was a hotline caller but did not explain the
nature of her inquiry. I returned Ms.- -calland left her a message explaining that I was returning
'!Exemption 61
her ca11 from earlier today.

Private Citizen ·
Caller seeks information about how to file a complaint
to respond to his FOIA request. I explained to Mr.

st British Petroleum Corporation for failing
the FOIA applies to agencies within the

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 2-

Date: 12/15/08

Executive Branch of the federal government but that the FOIA does not apply to entities that are neither
chartered by the federal government or controlled by · such as vate cor;gQ~~~:-1

IExemption 61

After addressing
of Mr. to discuss his request. I
suggested that Mr.
the corporation
for obtaining the
information he seeks (as opposed to filing a FOIA
which I am assuming the
company was unsure how to handle), but Mr.
already done this and was
dissatisfied with the response he received. I provided Mr.
the address and phone number for
lr=E,_x-em-pt...,..io_n...,6,....,1 the De5rtment of Energy should he wish to file a request for Department of Energy records, although I
told Mr1
that it did not sound likely that the Department
would maintain records
about the specific BP rewards program in question. I advised Mr.
state AG offices
sometimes maintain consumer
divisions that look into customer
state of MD does- and Mr.
told me he would look into this as well.TF;;;;;;;:;-;;t~Rl

Private Citizen
that he was calling with a question for the FOIA counselor. In his
stated that there is not a number at which our office could cal him at this time. Mr.
· that he would call again later.

Treasury

Paul White

!Exemption sl .

Madeira(?) Salaberry (sp?)

Amtrak

IExemption sl

!Exemption 61

Private Citizen (from Dayton, OH)

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 3-

Date: 12/15/08

Caller left a message stating that he had spoken with "David M. Hardy" of DOJ but was
around." In his message, the caller said he has an issue with an appeal. Specifically,
said
that,
the records were sent to his correct address, he received records pertaining to another
individual
Mr
spent a significant portion of the message asking me to hold on
message cut off before he
while he
unfortunately, Mr. ~=~:..:.:....~· ~,~~=.:....:C::,:O~ntact him. IExemption 61

Kitty Higgins

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

SEA
!Exemption

Doug Ticker

51

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 4-

Date: 12/ 15/08
!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Sarah Cotler (sp?)

-

!Exemption

61

Caller left a message for the FOIA counselor on
of her FOIA inquiry. I tried 3 times to return Ms.
and the next two times I heard a message saying that the
but was not offered the opportunity to leave a message.

Private Citizen
Caller left a message regarding Appeal No. 08-2481 (according to Oracle, now closed). Caller said that
he contacted the field offices and that they referred him to our office. Caller says he is "tired of this
game." I returned his call and briefly spoke with Mr.
(sp?) about his situation. He advised me
that he explained all of his concerns to JGM and that
was looking into how to get to the bottom of
the situation. I told Mr
to feel free to call back
any other questions in the future.

pertaining to various individuals
which appeal this caller was speaking.
indicating that I was returning his call to the FOIA Hotline

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: 12/12/08

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 7

Wants an appointment affidavit and oath of office for Thomas J Waylan, judge in So Dist of California.
Told him must make a FOIA request for these records, and to send to OIP who processes for OLP who
maintains those types of records.

·-

!Exemption

61

Wants to discuss an issue with her appeal, Appeal# 09-0251, a DAG request.
Told her that the person handling her appeal would call her, and gave Kate Rossi, handling attorney, the
message . Kate to call her/did call her.

!Exemption

61

Wanted to know their client's name for the appeal they made, numbered Appeal 08-2737.
Told her no client was named, that appeal was made by attorney Cox for records, but no client named.
Appeal closed on 12/5/08.

Wants status on his appeal with Request No. 200800170-F from CRM.
Ramona's appeal, so asked Ramona to return his call, which she did.

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: 12/12/08

Madera Sliveri

!Exemption

6l

Hasn't heard back regarding their request related to customs and border protection issue.
Advised her the DOJ was not proper agency to contact, that she should call DRS/Customs and Border
Protection office to inquire.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 12/11108
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 7

Crystal Souza

!Exemption

Jake Woodson

n/a

private citizen
11:40

Q. The caller needs to make a FOIA request to the State of Illinois.

A. I referred the caller to Illinois's FOIA web site.

Department of the Interior

Cindy

1

51

!Exemption

61

office- 202-208-6346

IExemption sl

Ralph Bird

NOAA

2:00

301-713-3989 Ext. 101
!Exemption

private law office
!Exemption

61

Q: Regarding Appeal No . 08-2737 and Request 2008-9837, I received a garbled message in
which it sounded as though the caller wished to know the name on the appeal.
A : I left a return message with the caller, but have heard nothing further.

DHS

Bob Moll

2

sl

!Exemption

3

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: December 10, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 14
!Exemption

61

Sharon Hawkins

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Helen Crappies (sp?)

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: December 10, 2008

10:53 am
Caller hung up without leaving a message.

Amanda Wise

Larry Walker

US Trustee's Office

!Exemption

She wanted to request a death certificate under FOIA. I explained that death certificates are state matters
and that she should contact the appropriate state office.

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: December 10, 2008

!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

December 9, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # /!)'
Caller 1:

Agency:

Private Citizen

Left Caller a voicemail giving her information about www.usdoj.gov FOIA webpage.

!Exemption

Caller 3:

61

Agency:

Private Citizen

Agency:

Private Citizen

Caller did not leave any phone number.

Caller 4:

The FBI told the Caller to go to the National Archives. Tgave him the phone number for the FOIA
Office for the National Archives.

Caller 5:

I Caller 6: · I Unknown

IAgency: IPrivate Citizen

Caller wanted records from the State of Florida. I gave the Caller the phone number for Florida's AG.

Caller 7:

Rosemary Melinde

Agency:

Department of the Interior

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

!Exemption

61

December 9, 2008

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to the Navy. I gave the Caller the Navy's FOIA Office's phone
number.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make a FOIA request to USMS. I provided her with the pertinent contact information
and informed her of how to make a proper FOIA request.

!Exemption

61

Air Force
!Exemption

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

December 9, 2008

!Exemption

51

I

I.

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

- I -

Date:Monday, December 8, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: Nine (9)

Department of Transportation

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

Private citizen
ded
11 :00 a.m.
The caller left two voicemail messages inquiring about the status of his case. He also asked for help with
obtaining his tax return check for 2007 which he has not yet received.

51

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

- 2-

Date:Monday, December 8, 2008

Private citizen
11 :00 a.m.
The caller asked about the statute of limitations for filing a lawsuit. I told him he had six years from the
date of OIP's last letter to him. He said OIP's letter was ambiguous in stating there were "no responsive
records" found with respect to his FOIA Request. I told him that I could not elaborate any more than to
say that no responsive records, specifically addressing his FOIA request, were found. He said he would
be filing a lawsuit pro se and asked which parties he should serve with the complaint. I told him I could
not advise him about whom he should serve with the complaint.

!Exemption

The caller asked about completing forms for submitting a FOIA request to the FDA. He wanted
information regarding artificial sweetners used by Coke and other companies. He asked if he could get
this information from the internet. I advised the caller he could go to FDA's website. He should find the
name and address of the person to whom his FOIA Request should be directed.

!Exemption

51

sl

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

- 3!Exemption 51

Larry Wahlquist

!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:#l 2-05-2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #
Renee Coe

FOIA Copyright Office

9:00

202-707-8388

!Exemption

sl

FOIA Copyright Office
202-707-8388

Not a FOIA . Caller is a non-career mail carrier who was hurt on the job and fired the following day.
Wants to know how tofi le a wrongful termination suit against the US Postal Service.

Kathleen M itchell
11 :10
!Exemption

sl

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

!Exemption

Date:#12-05-2008

61

How is a FOIA request processed if the request is voluminous?
Discussed notifying requester of the schedule and # of pages that can be released per month.

No name

Caller left message about a FOIA request to the US Marshall Service.
No answer to any returned call.

Phil Gressman

Office of Government Ethics

!Exemption

Caller needs information from the US Army privacy offdice.
Gave him the phone number.

51

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

!Exemption

Date:# 12-05-2008

61
!Exemption

1:30

61

Caller is a contractor for the Army Corps of Engineers. Wants to know how to make a FOIA request to
EPIC, the agency that does the security clearances for FT. Bliss .
DEA handles the FOIA requests for EPIC. Gave caller the contact information.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Caller has a friend in prison. Casan he get a copy of his records when out on probation.
Discussed FOIA requests.

Caller left message; wants access to a background investigation on self by the CIA.
Returned call: no answer.

Caller wanted the address of the office for USCIS records .
Gave caller the address

an~

fax#- of the National Records Center.

IExemption 61

Caller wants the status of an application mailed to the Social Security Office in Baltimore.for a death
certificate.
Gave caller the phone number of the office.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 4, 2008
Vanessa Brinkmann

/o

IExemption 61

Private attorney
!Exemption

61

Caller wants to know status ofhis appeal, which he sent on Oct
(FBI Request No. 1119582000). He says he hasn't received a Jetter from us at all. I told him our tracking database is down
right now but I'll call back once it's up and I'm able to check the status.
Once Oracle was up again, I checked on this appeal - it is Ramona's. Per Ramona, this letter is
in review with Anne. I looked at the file - we rec'd the appeal on 10/31 and sent an ack. letter on
1 l/6. I LM with the caller and advised of the above; I stated that it appears we sent him a letter
on 1116, and gave him his appeal number for future reference.

-

!Exemption

61

Private

10:45
Not provided
Caller wants to know ifDOJ meets with victims in ATR cases. I advised that we only advise on
FOIA, but that she may want to call ATR. I found a "Victim-Witness Coordinator" contact in the
Atlanta field office for ATR (caller's in Atlanta) and gave her the name and number.

Coast Guard

1

Norwegian journalist

Caller wants to make a request about Nexans power company's delivery of an underseas power
cable between US and Cuba/GITMO. I explained decentralized processing to him, but he is
unfamiliar with the US govt and doesn't know where to send his request. I told him I'd look into
it a bit and get back to him. After doing some background research, it appears that both Energy
and DOD would be appropriate repositories. I advised caller of this and told him how to find the
contact info. for those agencies.

!Exemption

!Exemption

6l

Caller made a request to the Federal Employees Workers Compensation office (under Labor) in
October 2008 and has not received a response. She has also had difficulty in getting status
updates from that office and cannot get anyone there to call her back. I explained the appeal
process and the fact that until a determination is made on the initial request, there isn't much that
the appeal authority can do (because there's no decision to act on). I explained her judicial
review rights once the statutory time period is exceeded. She asked which court she would file
in and, based on her location, I told her she can sue in the EDVa or DC.

FDA

Melissa Pickwith

2

5l

!Exemption

61

Private legal office
!Exemption

61

Caller has a Q re DOJ's policy on "confidential treatment requests." She wants to know whether
she needs to mark docs being provided to DOJ/OAG as confidential in case there is a FOIA
request later (SEC apparently has a designated procedure for this). I said that I cannot speak for
other DOJ offices, but that we process for OAG and do not have a procedure for this; rather, we'd
apply Ex 4 as appropriate on docs whether they're marked or not. We would only look at the
docs once a FOIA request comes in (ie no need to give us a heads up that they're considered
confidential). I did say that it may be useful to mark the docs in order to flag the issue if it comes
up, but not necessary.

Private

Not given

Not given
1:20
Caller has a Q rea firearms application. I explained what we do and gave her the ATF email
address for firearm Qs (from their website).

Dept of Labor, IG

Private law firm

Caller has a question on an appeal letter he received from OIP
3

12/2/08). I called back and LM on 12/5, once our database was functioning again. HeLM for
me on 12/5. Spoke with Ken Courter, the attorney assigned to the appeal, who advised that this
appeal is now closed and gave me background info. I pulled the file from admin and called and
LM again with caller, on 12/9. I did not hear back.

!Exemption

61

Caller wants to check on the status of an appeal and confirm that we've received his new contact
address. He also wants to know how long the_appeal process will take, and what it means that he
has the right to sue.
LM on 12/5: I stated that our database is down but I'll CB when it's up and I ab able to check
status; also advised that we have 20 days to respond to appeals and that he can sue if he disagrees
with our determination.
Checked Oracle on 12/9: case is assigned to Ramona and was received on 11/14. She advised
that this appeal should be done by the end of the week, then will go in for review. We DON'T
have his new address.
LM with caller on 12/9: advised of status and that appeal not rec'd until 11/14; advised that we do
not have his new address but that he can call back with it and I'll add it to the file.

!Exemption

61

Caller LM asking if the US Trustees Office is subject to FOIA.
I called back and LM on 12/5/08 stating that yes, EOUST is subject to FOIA; told him how to get
to EOUST FOIA page.

Jacob Lipson

!Exemption

4

51

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption

5

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

December 3, 2008
Michael Shennan

I'!

!Exemption

-

!Exemption

51

61

Caller had a question about making a request to the Navy for
how to make such a request.

contract bids. I explained

Rosemary Liwendy (sp?)

I

Paul Bardos

i
i

Int'l Trade Cmsn.

l

Judy McLaughlin

!Exemption

David Palmer

DHS/OGC

51

!Exemption

51

Nick Santakos (sp?)

!Exemption

Caller had a question about making a request. I exp

Jim Kovacas

Jacqueline Caldwell

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

2

si

private caller

Caller had a question about making a request. I explained the procedures.

private caller

Caller wanted to know if we'd received his appeal. Unfortunately, Oracle was down, so I was
unable to check for him.

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained that he should pursue this through the relevant
state's FOIA.

Chris Falcone (?)

- I

Exemption

61

private caller

Caller was trying to get a copy of the OIG's report on former Pardon Attorney Roger Adams.
After not being able to find it on-line, I suggested that she make a request to OIG for the report.

3

Army Corps of Engineers

4

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: December 2, 2008

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 9

Reginald Shepard

!Exemption

request where the information is supposed to be released today.
wants to know if he can call and find out what is going to be released?

Issue:

~

-

.

didn't which components within DOJ had processed the request because he's not the actual
requester. I informed him that unless he knows which component processed the request, I am unable to
direct him to the correct FOIA office to ask about the status of the request.
!Exemption

61

Issue: wants a case list of all Privacy Act case violations.

I informed her that our office only tracks FOIA cases and told her where to find them online. I suggest
that she call OMB to see if they do the same. I gave her OMB's contact information.
?

Issue: wants to submit a FOIA request but does not know she is looking for state or federal records or

where she wants to get records from
I informed her that if she is looking for state records she must submit her request with the office of the
attorney general of that state. I then informed her that if she is looking for federal records she must
determine which agency she wants records from in order to submit her request to the correct agency.

51

I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: December 2, 2008

!Exemption 6j

states that he has a clearance from ICE with DHS, but that he failed the DEA
clearance. He wants to know why he failed one clearance and passed the other.
I informed caiier that our office cannot answer questions regarding clearances. I told him that he could
submit a FOIA request for the records pertaining to his clearance, but we cannot provide him with the
reasons why his DEA clearance failed.
Citizen

Issue: wants to know if our office has received his appeal, he sent it in on November 18th.
I asked him if he had received an acknowledgment letter from our office. He stated that he hasn't.
Unfortunately, I informed him that Oracle was down and that I was unable at this poitit to look up if he
was even entered into our system. I suggested that he call again by the end of this week as Laurie
informed us that Oracle would probably be up by then.
!Exemption 6j

Issue: submitted a FOIA request through the JMD referral Unit.
she is not satisfied with. She has not heard from NSD.
I suggested that she resubmit directly her FOIA request to NSD and skip over the step of going through
the JMD referral unit. I provided her with the FOIA contact info for NSD. I also gave her our contact
information so she can appeal the FBI's determination.

DHS
202-282-9385

JimKovakas

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

Date: December 2, 2008

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: /;2. /; /
Counselor:

0~
Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 6

AUSA Alex Schwabe

US Attorney's Office

11/28, after 4 pm (msg.
rec'd 6:40 am)

202-514-7236

sl

!Exemption

Rosemary Melindy

!Exemption

Department of the Interior

61

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption

sl

Department of Defense Biometrics
Task Force

!Exemption

1

('

I

\./

.·
/

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

2

51

!Exemption

3

51

Date: 1130/2009

-l -

Counselor: Caroline Smith

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 18
Private citizen
!Exemption 6j

'The caller had a general question about submitting a FOIA request. I walked her through the process.

Linda Kahn

National Labor Relations Board

!Exemption

sl

!Exemption Sj

!Exemption 6j

( .

Date: 1/30/2009

- 2-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

!Exemption

61

The caller wanted a copy of the FOIA mailed to him
mailed a copy of the FOIA with the Open Government 'an1en'H'rrleilts"~in
Records.

Bill Douglas

0Exemption

61

!Exemption

51

FEMA -Region 2
212-680-3665

Private citizen

The caller was a former federal inmate who was trying to obtain records from BOP. I gave him BOP's
FOIA public liaison, but he stated that he wanted us to help him. He refused to provide his name or his
request number. I stated that we could not help him without that information.

-----

The caller had a question regarding the Privacy Act. I provided her with the information of the P A

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 1/30/2009

contact at OMB.

Joan Gill

HUD

The caller wanted access to an EEOC claim that he filed. I helped him navigate the website in order to
find the contact information that he needed.

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out how to make a request to BOP. I explained the process.

Jonathan English

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller was a lawyer who wanted JMD's contact information in connection with a lawsuit. I provided
that information.

51

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Deidre MacNeiiJ

- 4-

Date: 1/30/2009

FEMA

!Exemption

Private citizen

The caller stated that he had been investigated by federal law enforcement agents and wanted to request
the results of the investigation. He was not certain which agency had investigated him. I suggested that
he submit a request to one of the FBI field offices-and directed him to their website.

United States Trustees

!Exemption

!Exemption

sl

Sl

51

.

/

(.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

•

Date: 1129/09

-I -

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 20 (number of calls from different callers)
NOTE: Including multiple calls from certain callers, however, received a total of 22 calls on 1129i09.
Private Citizen
Caller left message asking FOIA Counselor to call and ask
called him back andvoice messaging service of some sort. I left a message stating that I was returning a call from 1
and asking him to give me a call back.
~IE_x_e.;;:m;;;;p;;;;
tio;;;;n;;;;6:::;l -

!Exemption 51

:s~:-.:;~u.•~ a copy of the FOIA. In
was-going-to-send him a copy, but he did not leave hi
say that he had submitted a request to our office. I returned
message with the URL for the specific portion of the DOJ webslt~-where
Open Government Act of 2007 and the text of the FOIA. I read the URL
asked that he give me a call back if he had any questions.

!Exemption 51

(:

- 2-

Date: 1/29/09

IExemption sl

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 3-

Date: 1/29/09

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

61

called regarding a request he has pending with BOP. He wants: (1) certain contracts
regarding-inmate phone service; and (2) some other seemingly prison-related records. Apparently,
IExemption 61 Wilson Moorer told 1- -over the phone (no formal decision issued yet) that he'd have to file a
request for #1 with DOJ because BOP doesn't have those records, but that BOP would be able to provide
him with #2. I really could not conceive of what DOJ component or other federal agency would have
!Exemption 61 access to those records if not BOP! .sked if contracts like these would be posted in a Reading
Room, which I somewhat doubt, but I did provide him with the link to the DOJ website listing the
component Reading Rooms. I also pointed out that he could find c~er federal agencies
through the link on the left side of the screen. It sounded as though~ realized he may not have !Exemption 61
gotten the full story from Wilson and was also thinking of calling BOP for some more information about
where these phone contracts might be located. (I think that would be a good idea, and it sounds as
!Exemption
though BOP h~asant to
, .• hen he has contacted the component in the past.)
!Exemption 6 BAdditionally, ~ ~~d I discus~ed the proce?ure for fili~g an appeal o~BOP's partial denial of his
L---'---"request, if this portton of his request IS m fact demed, and I pomted out the hnk to OIP's page on the DOJ
website.

!Exemption

6l

Private Citizen
Caller moved and wanted to update his address and check on the status of his pending (he presumes)
request. He said he filed a request in June 2008. I asked if he filed his request with this office and he
said that he did, but I was not able to find his name in Oracle and he did not remember his request
number. When I asked, he said that he was seeking investigative records; however, he knew that he had
not filed a request with the FBI. He asked if there was a central DOJ system for checking the status of
DOJ requests and I said that there was not. I did provide him with the URL for the list of DOJ
component contacts on the DOJ website, as well as the URL for the list of contacts at other federal
agencies, also provided on the DOJ website. By the end of our conversation, he did not sound sure that
he even filed a request with DOJ. I suggested that he might remember which address he used when he
looked at the list of addresses. He was going to go ahead and contact the various components. I told him
to call back if he had any other questions.

!Exemption

51

(_

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 4-

Date: 1129/09

!Exemption 51

Private Citizen

r=--....,.,.--::"1

!Exemptton 61

!Exemption 61
Caller is seeking records about his federal conviction so that he can "get out of' jury duty. I returned his
call and left a message with a lady who told me was in a meeting. I left her my full name
and gave her the hotline number. I explained that I was the hotline counselor on duty today and that if he
just called that number and asked for the FOIA counselor he would be directed to me, ifl am still the
FOIA counselor ~orrow's FOIA counselor, if he doesn't get back to me today. (I would be
happy to handle ~question
as I
·
before, I am going to be out of the
office tomorrow, Friday, and I would hate
wait until Monday to discuss this matter
rather than speak with a different FOIA counselor tomorrow.)UExemption 61

FOLLOW-UP: When I returned to the office on 2/02/09, I had a voicemail message fro~ IExemption 61
asking me to call him back but failing to provide his phone number. Unfortunately, I ha~~~
habit of keeping the phone numbers ofhotline callers with whom I have spoken or whose calls I have
returned, so I no
of the phone numberr~rovided in his 1129/09 message.
I am hopeful
. so that we
on in more detail.

may .

.

!Exemption 51

Private Citizen
alled and told me she had appealed a FOIA and was calling to check on th~
r.:!E=-x-em-pt,.,..io-n-:6:-rilldeclassification . She provided reference numberr, ~?u):;; I looked on Oracle and saw that~
had an appeal of an FBI action under OIP Appeal No.· £vvo-v:>.t 4 . That appeal was closed on 10/31/08
and was completely reversed/remanded to the FBI. ·
>aid she knew that but was calling to
~he FBI's progress. I told her she would haveoto~c()litic'tthe FBI about that. Uporfl Ms
~equest, I provided her the FBI phone number posted on the DOJ website.
r.lE=-x_e_m_p7.'tio_n_6:::'1!

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 5-

Date: 1/29/09

Private Citizen, works with the
Capital Appeals Project
an attorney who filed OIP Appeal 1 No.
she
filed the appeal but learned from the FBTthat 'somethi~g had been
sent out in December 2008 .
Exemption 6

I checked on Orac e an saw at the appeal letter was received in December 2008 but the appeal is still
open. I told~hat I would check to see what date the acknowledgment letter was sent and to
what address~ed, thinking that possibly OIP's letter was mailed to the incorrect address, but
then I realized that the file
(assigned attorney), not in the file room, but that CG had
already left for the day. I
would
CG to call her tomorrow. If for whatever reason
CG did not get back to her tomorrow,
would be back in the office on Monday and I
would get back to her then.

- rmarro."' sg6

I sent CG an email and gave her all of the information about the hotline call. I asked CG to let me know
that I know whether to contact her on Monday.
whether she is able to get back to 1
Exemption

!Exemption

FOLLOW-UP: CG emailed me on l/30/09 advising that she returnedj CG advised that no further follow-up from me is required.

61

all that morning.

IExemption 51

Donna Sealing (sp?)

!Exemption

Pre-Trial Services
Caller left message stating that she w~s sPP.king help with a privacy issue of some sort. I returned her call
later that afternoon and askedo give me a call back to discuss her question. I provided both
!Exemption

6l

51

' . ;..

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 6-

Date: 1129/09

my direct line and the main FOIA hotline numbers. I estimated how late I would be in the office tonight,
explained that
of the office tomorrow but back on Monday, and gave the FOIA hotline
number in
with someone tomorrow.

!Exemption

sl

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to know whether to address his request for AG records to Carmen or to Marilyn. I told
him to address it to Carmen. (I am sure addressing it to Marilyn would work as well, but I thought
Carmen was the safer bet in light of Marilyn's upcoming retirement.)

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 28, 2009

")

Int'l Trade Commission

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

private caller

61
Number:

Non-FOIA question (NFQ). Caller had a question about a possible PA violation, so I referred
him to OMB .

' caller
No.4.:
~;!!_.

Time:

-~

I•A:tency:

private caller

~umber:

1\f

Caller was trying to get state records. I explained the limits of this office's expertise.

!Exemption

.. ,,,,

··' '·

Michael Sherman

61

!Exemption 5j

1

51

t'

'·

private caller

QAMAR.

private caller

Caller was doing research about the intersection of FOIA and the FAR. I referred her to some
articles on the FAR on OIP's website.

!Exemption

2

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: l/27/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

Emma Monroig

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

!Exemption

Linda Banks

sl

Coast Guard

!Exemption

sl

Department of Education

!Exemption

1

51

jExemption

Sl

!Exemption sj

JimKovakas

Civil Division

jExemption

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

10:35

202-203-4577
jExemption sj

2

51

!Exemption

sl

private attorney

what new guidance we are giving to agencies in light of the Obama
memorandum. His clients are ready to "pounce" on these new legal developments.
A: I told him that no guidance will go out until we get an AG.

!Exemption 6j

a reporter with the New York Times, had a question about how to direct a FOIA
request'to OLC.
A: We were both able to find the mailing address on OLC's Web site.

private citizen

to find out how to make a FOIA request to the FBI and to a U.S. Attorney's
Office.
A: I told the caller that he must make separate requests to the FBI and to EOUSA. I directed him
to our Web site for addresses and other contact information for these components.

Tax Division

Carmen Banerjee

!Exemption

3

51

jExemption 5j

!Exemption

6l

IRS Chief Counsel

jExemption 5j

citizen-- Des Moines

Agency

n/a

Nnmber

Q: The caller alleged that individuals have been collecting derogatory information about him
within his community, and that the Dep't of the Interior has a copy of this information. He made
a FOIA request for the records, and Interior allegedly denied it because the records were in draft
form. The caller now wishes to complain about (a) the allegedly illegal information collection
and (b) the Interior Department's deficient FOIA response.
A: I told the caller that he can contact his local United States Attorney's Office to complain about
any alleged violation of federal law, but that with regard to his FOIA request, he must take the
matter to Court, because the caller has already administratively appealed Interior's response.

FBI Special Agent

FBI- Denver Field Office

3:10

?

4

Q : Both the caller and his friend applied to the FBI around the same time, and while the caller
was hired, his friend was not. The caller wanted to find out the best way for the friend to obtain a
copy of his file regarding the hiring process.
A : I recommended that the caller's friend simply make a FOIA request to FBI HQ for his
personnel file.

private citizen

n/a

3:35

n/a

Q: The caller wishes to make a FOIA request to the Headquarters Office of the FBI.
A: I gave him the address and phone number of FBI HQ.

private citizen
n/a
Q: With regard to Appeal No.· 08-228( the caller called to complain about DEA's lack of
response on appeal.
A: Given that it has been three months since our remand, I told the caller that his options are to
wait for DBA to respond, or to file suit.

!Exemption

Q : The caller's company was investigated and fined by DOJ in or around 2004.
know more about
to obtain information regarding the investigation.
A: I told
he will need to make FOIA requests to any entity that he believes might
have been involved in the investigation. I could not locate a press release pertaining to the
investigation.

Vicki

Secret Service

4:00

202-406-9147

5

61

jExemption

private citizen

Q: The caller wishes to get a status update on Appeal No.· UY-UJ'/Y :L00~-00170-l is the request
number.
an attorney is reviewing the file, and expects to make her final decision
on the file
next week, which would mean that we might have our final response out to
him around the third week of February (just an estimate, though).

6

sj

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski;

- 1-

Hotline Notes- January 26, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 21

Dawn Kral, FOIA Specialist

Export Import Bank

Bank)

10:00 a.m.

!Exemption

51

Commodity Futures Trading
Commission

· !Exemption

51

Private citizen
10:45 a.m.
The caller said he was a prisoner in a facility. He sent a FOIA request for his medical records and was
denied access. I said he could appeal that decision by sending OIP a letter. He said he made the request
two years ago. I said his appeal needed to be filed within 60 days of the initial decision. He asked ifhe
should send a new initial request to GEO or the new administrators of that facility. It told him I thought
that either way the current administrators should be able to locate his records.

!Exemption

51

( ..

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski;

- 2-

Hotline Notes - January 26, 2009

IExemption sl

Dolores Barber, Director of the
FOIA Service Center

Department of Education

!Exemption

Private Law Firm

1Exemption

sl

if DOJ has any specific procedures (similar to the SEC) that it requires of submitters when
they provide records to an USA. He wanted to protect this information from release under the FOIA. I
told him if it was a company and the information involved competitive information, the submitter would
have to be given notice under Exemption 4 before any release was made. I referred him to that section in
the FOIA Guide.

Private citizen
11:45 a.m.
The caller left a message askin~ for a Freedom of Information Act.
connected to0 "The Butt Camp. '

51

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski;

- 3-

Hotline Notes- January 26, 2009

Private citizen
12:00pm.
The caller filed a retaliation complaint with the Office of Civil Rights, Department of Education. Certain
documents were withheld under b(5). She does not believe these are correct. She asked that I explain
how the deliberative process privilege would apply to her situation. I told her I could not comment on
how OCR specifically applied these exemptions. I suggested she go to the DOJ website and access the
FOIA Guide for her review of Exemption b(5).

Private citizen
12:10 p.m.
The caller left a message wanting to know where to file a complaint for violations of the Constitution, Bill
of Rights, Preamble, etc. I returned her call and suggested she contact an attorney. She asked if she could
file a FOIA request for information regarding herself. I told her she could.

U.S. Forest Service

!Exemption

sl

Office ofDetention
!Exemption

Private citizen
1:30 p.m.
The caller left a message regarding a DOJ inquiry into a private company. He wanted to file a FOIA
request regarding the investigation and the fine paid. I returned his call and left a message.

51

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski;

- 4-

Hotline Notes- January 26, 2009

Private citizen
1:35 p.m.
The requester said he faxed an appeal with OIP on Friday, 1123/09. He wanted to verify that OIP
received it. I checked Oracle and did not see it listed. !advised the requester that it was probably too
soon to check our system. I suggested that he call back in about a week. He said that he also forwarded
the original appeal through the mail as well.

The caller is preparing a FOIA Request regarding verifying employment of a federal employee. He does
not know the agency for whom this employee works. I suggested he send an initial request to the FOIA
contact at OPM. I gave him the web address to OPM's website for this information.

Federal Housing Finance
!Exemption 51

Private citizen
2:40p.m.
The caller stated that NAS(?) is blocking her emails and mail to the Vatican and to President Obama. She
wanted the FBI's number in New Jersey. I suggested she call Information and ask for the phone number
of her local FBI office.

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski;

- 5-

Hotline Notes- January 26, 2009

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

!Exemption

51

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: January 23, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 17
Cheryl Umbree (sp?)

IExemption 51

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
10:36 am
The caller wanted to know if the FOIA applied to state agencies in Ohio. I advised that it does not, but
that each state has its own version of a FOIA and she should contact the appropriate state official.

IExemption 61
He wanted to know if submitter notice was a requirement or merely advice. I pointed him to the
Executive Order (12600). He then asked ifOIP was going to be drafting the new FOIA regulations. I
explained that at this time, since there has been no AG confirmed, the particulars of any new FOIA
regulations are purely speculative and that other than referring him the Presidential Memorandum there
wasn't much more that I could comment on.

!Exemption

51

(...

_c_o_
un_s_el_o~ :- ~_:_an _J._V_an
_ e_k_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _- _2_-_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ ___:_D::.._a::..:t::...
e:__:_J_:an::.:u::..:a::.:ry'---=23:''~2::0~0~
9
!Exemption

61

IExemption 51
EEOC - IG's Office

!Exemption

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

He's a reporter for ProPublica and he wanted to essentially make an oral FOIA request seeking a list of
political appointees, with tenure dates, at DOJ during the Bush Administration. I tried to refer him to
Public Affairs, but he said that he'd already asked them and they said they did not have such a list. I then
gave him our fax number to fax a FOIA request in an attempt to speed up the process.

51

51

.~

\: .

...

- 3-

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: January 23, 2009

Private Citizen

He called in response to an appeal letter that we sent him affirming an FBI Glomar. He stated that the
subject of his request was dead (died in 1950s). I gave him the FBI's fax number so he could fax proof of
death directly to them so they can re-open his request.

She wanted to know if the FOIA applied to the New York State Bar Association as she was interested in
whether a particular lawyer had any complaints filed against him. I explained that it did not, but that if
she was interested in such information, contact the Bar Association directly.

US Copyright Office

!Exemption

She wanted to know how to file an appeal from a denial by the Dept of Labor. I asked her to read me the
last paragraph of the letter she had and then it occurred to her to follow the directions contained therein.

!Exemption

61

He wanted to know if the IR staff had received a request from him.
R0270 .

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-4-

Date: January 23 , 2009

an e-mail address
!Exemption

el

al1 of his previous appeals that were adjudicated under the Bush Administration to be
reconsidered given the new Administration's Memor~e FOIA. As this was a voice-mail
message, I didn't have the opportunity to speak with Also, his only means of contact are via
e-mail, something that I am unwil1ing to engage it with requesters. IExemption el

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: January 22, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18
!Exemption

61

When I called back, she had gotten her question answered by the state FOIA office

Alaska

?

practices in fisheries in Alaska, illegal immigrants, etc. and wanted some
records to prove something.
Told him that he should contact the state under its FOIA law and to the extent there was any federal
involvement, determine which fed agency involved and make a FOIA request there as well if believes
likely to have records he seeks. Explained the FOIA request process in general.

!Exemption

51

I

-

- 2-

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Date: January 22, 2009

FBI, FOIA Litigation
!Exemption

51

Complaining that county court in Ohio no longer has or will give him records in the court file .
Explained that if they are publicly filed with court, the records should be there and accessible to him
through the court, not the FOIA or state FOIA. However, if he believes that there are certain records that
the state's attorneys might have, he shld make an Ohio FOIA request for them. But doesn't sound like
there is anything that would fall under the federal FOIA.
!Exemption

6l
IExemption 61

Caller 6:

Calling about an SEC investigation and FOIA requests in connection with that.
Explained to him that we are DOJ; he agreed that he needed to contact the SEC instead.

Caller 7:

IExemption

61

Records not being released to him by CIA after his several requests.
Explained that we are DOJ, and needs to contact CIA. Walked them through the CIA website and contact
information so as to contact re status of requests and appeal.

Katie Duncan

ENRD, 4-0424

!Exemption

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 3-

Date: Januruy 22, 2009

!Exemption

Jackie Youngand Diane??

51

NLRB 2/273-3825

!Exemption

Caller 11

!Exemption

6l

IExemption 61

Complaining about denial of info from FBI per his requests. Does not agree with b6 medical records
withholding, etc .. Very angry. Records relate to Spokane, WA police department issue and a 1983 claim
Jaw suit.
Called him back to give him the FBI Service Center and Public Liaison contact info, however because it
was a biz voice mail message and did not have his name, I did not leave details, just a message that we
were returning his message.

Caller 12:

IExemption

Wanted status on two FOIA requests related to her client
and one with the DAG.

61

Agency:

!Exemption

since ?? ; One with OIG

Before I could call back, she called one or two more times within 15 minutes to reception, asking for
other people on IR staff; Ultimately, Marilyn Falksen took her call.

61

51

!Exemption

Caller 13:

Date: January 22, 2009

- 4-

Counselor: C. Ferraro

ej

Agency: ~

Left almost unintelligible message; said something about the White House.
Left return message for him- that he may want to contact whichever EOP office(s) he believes may have
records that he might be seeking. And that he can consult DOJ website for listing of all agency FOIA
contacts.

Agency: FDIC
jExemption sj

Caller 15: Beth Gelman, 215-656-6935
jExemption sj

Caller 16: No name or# given

Agency:

Calling re corruption in Prescott police dept in Arizona. What agency can help her.
Unable to return this call since no# given.

Caller 17:

Agency: ·

IExemption

Can she make a request for a Request for Proposal by the Navy for a particular procurement?
Explained to her that she can certainly make a FOIA request for this document and that they
should search and process under FOIA, but that I cannot say whether/what info. would be
released.

Caller 18:

Sylvia Murphy, 2/219-3031

Aeency: Dept of Interior
jExemption sj

el

Counselor: RM Fine

-I -

Date: 01-21-2009#

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #

Caller left no specific message. The phone number left is one digit short. Unable to return call.

number
Caller left message pertaining to OPR, and to a FOIA request, but did not give a phone number.

!!Exemption 6j

Caller left message. Attempted to reach: 01-21-09 and 01-22-09 .

Caller needed information on how to address an appeal to an FBI denial.

!Exemption

51

(

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 01-21-2009#

Celia Jacoby

!Exemption

51

The firm has submitted several appeals. They have lost track of the subject of one recent appeal.
Had some difficulty finding the appeal because the caller did not mention that she is not actually the
attorney who submitted the appeal, nor is she the client. Finally found it after the caller located the
appeal number in OIP's response letter.

!Exemption

51

!Exemption 5j

i· .

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Date: 01-21-2009#

Caller wanted to know how to get evidence through the FOIA on which court has granted a warrant to
whichever agency that has been wiretapping and video-taping his home.
Discussed the role of FOIA.

EmmaMonrig

Commission on Civil Rights

Chris Morris

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

sl

Department of Energy

FEMA ·

Dierdre MacNeill

202-646-3949
!Exemption

51

Counselor: RM Fine

Date: 01-21-2009#

- 4-

!Exemption

51

Caller is trying to find which federal agency has videotaped him in the shower and in other private
situations.
This is actually the same caller as caller 10, using a modified name.

!Exemption

51

citizen
no number
Caller left message that she wants to know how to access salary data from Labor Department on another
person.

...••lh~ of:he former govemo_r

.
.
on his !Exemption sj
..
.• have Just heard that Prestdent
stgned an executive order loosening the
exemption under the FOIA. They want information on "what happened to the governor," and have been
denied documents in response to a FOIA request. Can they appeal? Can she fax it from her office?
Had not heard of the new executive order at that time. I gave-

our fax number.
!Exemption

61

Counselor: RM Fine

- 5-

Debbie Anderson

Date: 0 1-21-2009#

US Forest Service Alaska

!Exemption

sl

Caller says that the AP is going to report that President Obama has ordered Federal Agencies to err on
the side of release in response to FOIA requests. How soon will OIP issue a statement?

Letita Payne

!Exemption

IExemption

!Exemption

61

61

wants his appeal considered under the "new executive order."
Conversation incorporating MAP's email guidance.

Bureau of Indian Affairs, Regional
Coordinator, Water Resource
Branch

!Exemption

51

sj

- 6-

Counselor: RM Fine

Date: 01-21-2009#

Called, left message.

Have we

received1 •·111!~~~P2:P::e~al?
!Exemption

61

Not yet

Caller 25 :

Caller 25

Agency:
Number:

Caller says the new FOIA Executive order has been signed, he has heard from a source, but has not been
posted yet. Says the order will give DOJ 120 days to modify the Open Gov't Act.
Told caller we have not yet seen it.

IExemption 61

Caller 26:
Message : Caller wants status of appeal No.>· 09-0542.
!Exemption

61

This appeal number refers to another name. Called and found that another person signed
the appeal. Found the appeal, called back and gave-her."the-st~tus.

Counselor: RM Fine

Date: 0 1-21-2009#

-7-

Caller 27:

She now has received the fax acknowledgment of her appeal. When will this office be handling
it? What is our procedure? How has it changed under the ne~ve order?
Gave appeal fax to BEV and asked him to make a call to the - !Exemption 61

Caller 28: - OExemption 61

Reporter
!Exemption 61

Davis says he has a copy of the executive order - do we want him to send it to us?

Caller 29: Latita Payne

Secret Service
202-406-550:

Latita.payne~usss.d.hs . gov

jExemption 5j

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 1/16/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls:

C(

Deirdre MacNeil

!Exemption

sl

Deirdre MacNeil
202-646-3949
1 deirdre.macneil('!Ydhs.gov

10:00 AM

!Exemption

11:25 AM
Q. The message merely asked that I return the call. Either he provided an invalid number or I
transcribed it incorrectly.

1

sl

A. I was unable to return the telephone call.

!Exemption

,.

.

!Exemption

sl

61

Q.
two FOIA requests with the FBI for records pertaining to herself She said
she never received the requested information and wanted to know why.
!Exemption 61
A. She never received the requested information because all records pertaining t •
.
!Exemption 61
were destroyed pursuant to the C.F.R.'s records retention schedule. She was notifiecfolth.is~f~cr
by the FBI and OIP in 2005 and 2006. I related this information to her, and she seemed to
understand. We spent some time talking about her enemies, taxes, the American Dream, a
lawsuit she had against the University of Minnesota, and other topics. I think she just wanted to
chat with somebody.
U.S. International Trade Commission

!Exemption

2

Sl

!Exemption

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

make a FOIA request for information pertaining to his deceased father.

~~~ru

!Exemption

61

A. I asked him what type of information he was looking f~r, so that I could direct him to the

appropriate agency. But he stated he wanted "everything." 1____ loesn't own a computer, so I
could not direct him to OIP's website. I decided to do what MLF does when she receives a
miscellaneous request such as this - I mailed him a copy of the "Your Right to Federal Records"
pamphlet, a copy of the Department ofJustice Freedom of Information Act Reference Guide, and
a printout of the FOIA contacts for federal government departments.

Reporters Committee for Freedom of
the Press
-~-

!Exemption

_,

L

____

r

61

!...::====-----_j

_____ _

updating the RCFP FOIA manual, and wanted to confirm that requests for expedited
processmg pursuant to DOJ Standard (iv) should be sent to OPA, and wanted to confirm OPA's
address. !Exemption 61
A. I confirmed that the above referenced requests are to be submitted to OPA pursuant to C.F.R.

16.5(d)(2), and confirmed OPA's address.

!Exemption

61

wanted to confirm the existence of a letter sent 'on or about 1/1/09 by Senator Mark
Prior to Attorney General Michael Mukasey regarding Kazakhstan. If the letter exists she would
like a copy.

A. I told her that theIR Staff of OIP processes FOIA requests for the senior management office
of the DOJ, and that she should make her request in writing and send it to this Office.

3

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 15, 2009
Michael Sherman

(\
jExemption sj

Sheryl Embry

jExemption sj

private caller

NFQ. I explained that this office could not be of assistance.

1

private caller

Caller wanted a status update on her appeal. Unfortunately, at the time I was locked out of
Oracle, so I referred her to the front desk.

Stacey Easter (?)

private caller

QAMAR? The connection was extremely poor, so I could not understand the caller's question.

2

Smithsonian

Copyright Office

!Exemption

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I referred her to her state's FOIA.

private caller

Caller needed the contact info for ATD FOIA. I provided it.

private caller

QAMAR. I explained the procedures.
3

51

•,

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: January 14, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 22
Broadcasting Bd. of Gov's

Kevin Sheehan (called twice)

!Exemption

!Exemption

61

She was complaining that a doctor breached her confidentiality and wanted to know how to proceed with
filing a complaint through the Privacy Act. I explained that it is not a Privacy Act issue, but that she
should contact HHS regarding a possible violation of the HIPAA laws.

!Exemption

61

She wanted to know if a specific letter from Senator Pryor to the AG had been logged into the system yet
so she could be as specific as possible in her FOIA request. I explained that she'd have to make a request
to be sure, but that she should include as much information as possible regarding the letter so as to speed
the process.

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-2-

Date: January 14, 2009

Private Citizen (called twice)
11:38 am
Caller wanted to know how to fax requests to both the FBI and Dept of State. I provided both fax
numbers for him. He called back again at 11:55 and wanted to know ifthere was a limit on how many
individuals he could request information on . I explained that there was not.

American Battle Monuments
Protection Agency

She wanted to know if the Privacy Act applied to her landlord. I explained that it does not as the Privacy
Act only applies to the Federal Government.

Ed Yoshimura (sp?)

Commodities Futures Trading
Comm'sn

Caller had walked into the Honolulu Field Office and requested a mental evaluation and wanted records
related to that. He indicated that he was shocked that the FBI did not have records and wanted to know if
there was a different avenue, other than FOIA, to force the FBI to release those records. As I attempted
to explain that there isn't, the caller began to run through a litany of facts that he seemingly has collected
over the years. When I interrupted him to ask if he had any specific FOIA questions, he became agitated
and began to use foul language, whereupon I hung up on him.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

-3-

Date: January 14, 2009

She wanted to know how to obtain her criminal history from the
requesting a rap sheet.

Private Citizen

Caller needed the contact information for the FBI.

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 4-

Date: January 14, 2009

USAO - Alabama

jExemption

DOTreasury -Financial Crimes

Dept of Education

US Secret Service

sj

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

January 13, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #12
.,

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

2

January 13, 2009

Lisa Babcock

jExemption

jExemption

Private Caller
12:50 p.m.
The caller asked if a FOIA request was made, the request denied and the 60-day appeal period has
expired, can the FOIA request be refiled. I said that a new FOIA Request could be made. The caller
asked whether the regulations limit the number ofFOIA requests one could make. I said there was no
limit on how many FOIA requests one could make.

51

51

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

3

January 13, 2009

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption

6l

The caller's clearance was denied and consequently was denied a job at Mission Essential Personnel. She
wanted to know the reasons for the denial. I suggested she contact the author of the letter denying her
employment. I also suggested she could send a FOIA Request to that office for a copy of her employment
file .

Joe Pleck, ChiefFOIA Officer

''·-

Counselor: Cathy Grochowski

4

January 13, 2009

!Exemption

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: January 12,2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 11
none

years-ago-when he was owner of
He wanted to know how he could go about

A Left message - suggested he try making requests to Antitrust Division or possibly FTC,
although I admitted I did not know if either would have records from 25 - 30 years ago.

Department of Commerce

10:02 am
~I=Ex=e=m=pt=io=n=6:._I_ _ _ __J
Q. He wants the information for the principal contact person at FDA (he made a FOIA request to
FDA in March, 2007 - Number lVl w 1 U4l ~u~.
A Checked the FDA website and the principal FOIA contact is Fred Sadler, Director ofthe
Division of Freedom ofinformation, main tel: 301-827-6567.
FOIA Coordinator, ENRD

Jacob Lipson

xS-0641

11:11 am
4

~

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

I

1

-

-

-

·!Exemption 51

!Exemption
- - - - - - - - - - --------

!Exemption

--

--------

61

11:45 am

!Exemption

61

Q. Wanted to know if his appeal was received and if it had been assigned a number.

A. Left message - his appeal has been assigned numberr UY-U)4l and I informed him it has been
assigned to an appeal attorney for consideration.

!Exemption

61

IExemption 61

11 :58 am

Q. Had a question about whether or not the FOIA permitted electronic document release [he said
he was receiving records form his town and they refused to send them on CD/email b/c their
FOIA rules allowed only for paper release].

A. Tried to call him back to let him know that we are federal FOIA and he should contact the
Mass. Sec of State Public Records Division 617-727-2832, but his phone would not accept calls
from my line b/c my phone "blocks caller ID."

!Exemption

61

12:12 pm

!Exemption

61

Q. He was the subject of a three month sexual harassment investigation by the personnel
department at USPS . He claims the investigation ended with him cleared of any wrong-doing,
but he cannot get a statement from the investigative authority stating as much. Additionally, he
has filed an EEOC complaint.

A. I explained that the hotline is for FOIA matters and that is all I can help him with. I
suggested that if he wanted to try to obtain records regarding the investigation, he can file a FOIA
and directed him to the FOIA links on the DOJ home page, and the "Making a FOIA request"
link on the FOIA page.

Q. Wanted contact information for one central office that handles all federal FOIA requests (i.e.,
2

51

he could send in one request to one central office, and that office would forward it to all
agencies/components that would have responsive records).

A. Left message informing him that there is not one central FOIA office for all of the federal
government. Referred him to the DOJ FOIA web page and informed him DOJ has a
decentralized system for requests & if he was uncertain of the component to which he should
send a request, he can send it to MRU. Also told him that other agencies have their own systems
-some are decentralized like DOJ and others have one central office for their department and he
should consult the FOIA page for contact information.

jExemption 6j

Army COE in Nashville

jExemption sj

Judith Lewis

EPA FOIA Office

jExemption sj

jExemption 6j

Interclean Equipment Co.
jExemption 6j

Q. They are a subcontractor who are installing cleaning machines of some sort for VRE. She
wants to know ifVRE has paid the general contractor (so the subcontractors can then be paid).
3

Wants to know which agency to which she might make a FOIA for that information.
A. Left message 1/13/09 at 7 am. No response as of 1115/09.

4

(

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 1/9/08
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 19

?

Q.
A.

Jenny Weaver (Former
OIP'er)

Postal Service Inspector General

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Department of Energy

private citizen

Q. Caller had a Privacy Act question about whether the state of Georgia can request his social

1

security number for some type of insurance coverage it sponsors.
A. I told the caller that this Office cannot give out information about the Privacy Act. I told him
that he is free to call Hillary Jaffe, but that I do not know whether she gives advice to private
citizens.

!Exemption

sl
jExemption

!Exemption

sl

61

Q.-

seeks information about her father's military service and court martial in the Army.

A. I

address to which she can make a FOIA request.

Joe Plick

Department of Labor

9:50

202-693-5527

!Exemption

Sandy Balmer

GSA- Atlanta

9:55

404-331-0916

51

!Exemption

2

51

Chris (see above)

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Department of Energy

!Exemption

51

U.S. Central Command (DOD)
?

Department of Education Office for
Civil Rights

Gloria Gintal
10:14

!Exemption

3

51

(.

!Exemption

!Exemption

private citizen
!Exemption

4

61

51

51

( · ~··

/ .

Q: Caller called about an incident on a passenger jet that was investigated by the FAA. The
caller seeks a copy of the final letter by the FAA regarding the incident.
A: I gave the caller the address for the FAA's FOIA office to which he should direct a written
request.

!Exemption

61
!Exemption

61

Exemption 6

Q: -

state t at AT&T has received a FOIA request from a citizen of a foreign nation, and she
wanted to know whether the federal FOIA is applicable to foreigners.
A: I left a return message in which I first asked why AT&T would be receiving a request under
·
the federal FOIA. I then noted that, assuming the federal FOIA is appl·
make FOIA requests, with two possible exceptions (see below
back).

Forest Service

Laurie Karnay

!Exemption

!Exemption

AT&T

61

my call, at which time I noted that the only two exceptions to foreigners making
FOrA requests is 1) if the foreigner is a fugitive (not the case here) or 2) the foreigner is acting on
behalf of a foreign government or intergovernmental organization, if the request is to an
intelligence agency (also not the case here).

5

51

(,
"'

~

'

.

'

!Exemption 6l

..,..,·Hih :
1·
•lf. ' ' ' I
r

Representative Quinn's Office in
Missouri

I

i
'

11 H' ;

!Exemption 6l

I

Q: A constituent seeks a copy of the federal FOIA.
E,....xe-m-p"""'ti,...on-6""1

r=l

A: I faxed a copy of the 2002 version to
to give to the constituent I also found the 2007
Amendments on thomas.loc.gov, so I included them as well.

private citizen
!Exemption 61

Q: . .is attempting to get a mortgage broker's license, but the licensing authority wants more
information about her incarceration fifteen years ago before it grants her a license.
!Exemption 6l

A: I told . .how she can make a FOIA request for her records to BOP. I told her to contact
BOP directly for more information about other services offered to former inmates.

Pam Campbell

U.S. Postal Service

3:10

?
!Exemption 5l

6

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 8, 2009
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

!Exemption

61

member of the public

He wanted the procedure for making a FOIA request to the FBI. I explained.

!Exemption

61

member of the public

12:30PM

She wanted the FOIA contact for the Social Security Administration.

??

DHS

1PM

202 282 9021

!Exemption

member of the public

??
1:30PM

How can foreign governments collect information on US citizens and retain it?
They can. We are an open society. FOIA is not an espionage statute.
Per Brent: when the caller is off his medication, he gets all conspiratorial.

1

51

Corps of Engineers

jExemption sj

jExemption sj

2

( .. ·.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: Jan. 7, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12

Private Citizen
Caller wanted information about a request with ICE. I gave the Caller ICE's FOIA Office's number.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted a copy of phone call that he made to GM. I explained the FOIA to the Caller and told him
that GM is not a federal agency.

!Exemption

USDA
!Exemption

51

51

(

.

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Date: Jan. 7, 2009

Private Citizen
I left a voicemail for the Caller & I did not receive a return call.

USDA
!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
I returned Caller's call & she said that her issue was already addressed.

!Exemption

Private Citizen
I left a voicemail for the Caller & I did not receive a return call.

Amtrak
!Exemption

51

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to make sure that theIR Staff received her faxed FOIA request. I spoke with LAD who
said that she spoke with the Caller and told her that OIP would not process her improper request (wrong
office). I spoke with the Caller and relayed LAD's message. The Caller seemed confused and did not
remember what LAD told her. I spoke with LAD & she said that she would call the Caller back and talk
with her.

51

1 ...

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 1-

Date: January 6, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: jl /0
Peter Carr

Public Affairs - DOJ
4-2007
jExemption sj

Roy Lather

BOP

jExemption sj

Issue: wants to lmow how he can request records on alternative energy
I suggested that he submit a FOIA request to the Department of Energy. I provided him with the FOIA
contact information for DOE.
Georganne

VA

jExemption sj

(

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

:

- 2-

Sharon

Date: January 6, 2009

Amtrack

!Exemption

Issue: is seeking OTG records from EPA
I told him he must submit a FOIA request to EPA and I provided him with the FOIA contact information
for EPA
!Exemption

61

Issue: had questions on Privacy Act
I referred him to OMB and gave him contact information for John Barkhamer.

51

(•

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-3-

!Exemption

Date: January 6, 2009

61
!Exemption

61

Issue: wanted to know how to get FBI and CIA records
I explained how to submit a FOIA request and I provided her with the FOIA contact information for both
FBI and CIA.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

January 5, 2009
Michael Sherman

tD

private caller

Question about making a request (QAMAR). I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

private caner

QAMAR. I explained the procedures.

Steve Lawton

private caller

QAMAR. I explained the procedures.

!Exemption

61

private caller

1

51

(

:- - !Exemption

61

QAMAR. In particular, caller wanted to know ifTSA maintains lists of bus passengers. I told
him that I was unable to answer that question, and that he should check w/TSA.

private caller

Unable to return voice-mail.

!Exemption

51

!Exemption

private caller

Caller had a question about protecting CBI her firm is about to submit to an agency. I explained
how the process works, and in particular the agency's submitter notice obligations.

2

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: January 2, 2009
Counselor: Anne Work

Total calls:

Q. Question about days to appeal
A. Discussed regs. Mentioned DOJ's. mentioned letter - date from date stamped on letter to
receipt v. day received

private caller

Q. Irrational and angry caller
A.
!Exemption

61

Q. Returned her call with a message - PJ has not followed up
A

private?

Q. Caller had a question about writing/cashing? a check concerning torts and travel. Caller hung
up when I asked for more info
A.

!Exemption

1

51

jExemption

51

private

wanted info that the VA has.
Provided contact info. Caller did not have a computer

what info to release on federal employee
mentioned usual. Referred to old FOIA Update article. Referred to parts in the guide

jExemption

51

private

wanted info to prove that he is not a criminal
suggested FOIA. Explained multiply requests necessary. Mentioned proving a negative.
Suggested CJJS

private

wanted plea agreement. Caller had found some info on the web, but wanted more details. Caller
has access to pacer so will check there. Explained FOIA

2

private

how to

private

caller unhappy with DHS and wanted Justice to make DHS produce records. Caller believes she
is being followed by security people

private

caller wanted information about his request or appeal, but could not recall which it was, where he
had written, or when. Caller unsure of the subject. Caller will call back when he has more info

EOUST

!Exemption

3

51

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: February 27, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16
Bill Douglas, 212-680-3665

FEMA

!Exemption 5
-

-

-

-

-

-

--

-

-

-

-

-

-

\

-

v

-

--

-

-

-

Counselor: C. Ferraro -JExemption 6 1-- - ---2_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _D
_ at_e_: --'F'-e_bru
_ ary
....:..__2_7...:.,_2_00_9_

Allied Material Company, MO
Are the House and Senate exempt under FOIA? Have the new amendments changed fact that they used
to be exempt?
Advised her that if she is referring to fact that Congress is not an entity subject to the FOIA, that is still
correct. Congressional documents are not. Referred her to the Guide's Procedural section and also to
section regarding when Congress/members can make FOIA requests, in the event this was really her
question.

Agency:

Caller 7:

!Exemption 6

Did not understand the citation to judicial rights language in DOJ appeal response letter. I explained what
that meant, and his right to sue and that he could consult DOJ's regulations as well as the Fed Rules of
Civ Procedure for more details about how file a FOIA suit.

Caller 8:

!Exemption 6

Agency:

I
!Exemption 6 I

!Exemption 6

Wants information regarding DOJ withholding classified information for attorney Advised him that if he believes the AG has these records, he should file a FOIA request to the AG's

Counselor: C. Fenaro
------

-3-

- -··- - ·-

Date: February 27, 2009

office.

Caller 9:

!Exem ption 6

Agency:

Wanted to know how to get a "form" for filing a FOIA request. Did not give phone number and gave
instead an address to have a form sent, but 1 could not make out the address he listed.

Caller 10:

Beverly Smith 727-551-5762

Agency: Dept of Commerce, NOA,
Fisheries

!Exemption 6

Agency:

!Exemption 6

Has several requests into FBI HQ and San Fran office and an appeal response from our office on one of
them. She wants to know how to proceed since our office has recommended she contact HQ with
request, but previously when she did so, they told her it was a duplicate and would not process it.
I advised that she has a couple options: 1) Seek records from NARA since they're old and historic and
might be found there; 2) re-write to the FBI now that has appeal response back, and indicate that she'd
like a new search done/new request and as many details as possible as to why she thinks they have
records; 3) file suit.

Caller 12:

!Exemption 6

I

Agency:

!Exemption 6

Seeks a Dept of Air Force memo from 1957. Given his explanation of what info he seeks, it is unclear
which branch would have such memo, since the branches weren't yet established back at the time he was
referencing. Advised to make request to all military branches and/or to call DOD for any advice that
their FOIA office may have, to increase chances of locating that memo.

I

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-4-

Date: February 27, 2009
-----------------------------------------

Agency: FAA

Caller 16: Bruce 2/326-4400

ext. 3672

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 2.26.09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls: 13 (9 callers)

Martha A. Diaz-Ortiz (2)

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption 5

Louanne Pairthree

U.S. Dep't of Education, Office of
Civil Rights

!Exemption 5

U.S. Dep't of Education, Office of
Civil Rights

!Exemption 5

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

jExemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

Francis Bahnim (2)

!Exemption 5

Dep't of Agriculture

!Exemption 5

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

!Exemption 5

2

I

!Exemption 5

Oprah, Hillary Clinton arid Winnie the Pooh. He did
mentiOn a
Hermellia as wei
elson Hermellia is the Chief of the FOIA/P A branch of the
Civil Rights Division. Thus, might actually have a FOIA question, but nothing
substantive about his request~ be discerned from the message.
A. I returned the call and left a message.

3

t

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-I -

Date: 2/25/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

Unidentified

Private Citizen

Q.

Unidentified caller left messaging stating that he wants to request a FOIA. He said this was his
third time calling.

A.

I returned the unidentified caller and reached his voice messaging service. I left a message
explaining that he would need to file a FOIArequest in writing and advising that information on
how to file a FOIA request is available on the DOJ website:
http://www.usdoj.gov/oip/foiacontacts.htm. I asked the caller to give me a call back if he has any
further questions.

Private Citizen ·
I

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 2-

Date: 2/25/09

Private Citizen
check the status of an
OIP Appeal No. 09-0596, that he
No. 09-0596 was assigned to
is currently with KM for
for expedited processing. I returned call later that same
rm::::s:s<~ advising that his appeal is in open status and has been assigned to an attorney. I
my direct number and the number to the FOIA hotline.
that I would be
7
out of the office tomorrow and Friday
but that other FOIAr-IE..:;.x..:..e_m_p-t io-n---:-6-,l
counselors would be available on those days to answer any time-sensitive questions he might have.

Private Citizen
Caller has rather n.1v<.n.>11-r
Specifically,
have handled

Ms. Liberante's
r11rr~"r•·r1 to OMB. I asked -

for the payment ofFOIA fees .
Treasury and Homeland Security

hotline call, I called and advised him
to Wendy Liberante at OMB. Unfortunately, I reached
speak with him directly, but I did leave a message
and phone number and advising that questions about
to feel free to call our FOIA hotline again with any

Private Citizen ("activist for Native
American issues")

missing Native American scalps. He
and that he believes the FBI is involved. I nrr>vlflPn
EOUSA and FBI requests, as well as the URL for
copy of the standard cert ofiD form. I ,·rotn1-rn••r1
the district in which he wishes that they search

of our conversation, it became clear
tion he seeks: records pertaining to
U.S. Attorney's Offices
addresses for filing
t""'-'"'n,prp he may obtain a
tell EOUSA of

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-3-

Date: 2/25/09

me for my help .
Exemption 6
Private Citizen

L..::.~""--::...o..c;-'--'-===------------'-'-'"""""-"'---...;...;;_..........,....__ _ _ _ _-tExemption

6

call and asked
Caller left message stating she has "privacy issue" with a tax preparer. I returned her to give me a call back if her question pertains to the FOIA. (I explained that some ofthc FOIA
exemptions do pertain to personally privacy.) I also toldhat, if she is seeking records regarding
the Privacy Act specifically, she should contact John Barkhamer at OMB, and I gave her Mr.
Barkhamer's telephone number.
JExemption 6 J

Private Citizen

.-----0~. ....,...,-

ailed to check if her appeal letter was received . She said she faxed a letter last week
IExemption 6 I and also se~t the letter via FedEx. IExemption 6 I
IExemption 6 1
A.

I checked Oracle and saw that has two open appeals with OIP: Appeal No. 09-1076
and 09-1080. Both appeal letters were received on 2/25/09. I called and left her a
message stating that both of her appeal letters were received on 2/25/09 . I asked her to call back
with any further questions.

Susan Hour

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 4-

Date: 2/25/09

Private Citizen
·
that she is seeking an upda- e re ardin the FOIA r~n December
Caller left
2008.
asked that someone give her a call at
I called- -on that
number twice later that day, but both times I heard a recor ed messa e saying that the telephone number
had "been disconnected" or was "no longer in service." Exemption 6
!Exemption 6

I

FOLLOW-UP TO

and left a message on
I provided
the list of principal FOIA
contacts at various
agencies on the DOJ website: http://www.usdoj.gov/oip/foiacontacts.htm. I
explained that she
find information on the DOJ website about how to make a FOIA request and so
forth. I told
that should file a request with an agency likely to maintain records on her
husband. I
free to call back with any questions, and I provided
ith bothiExemption 6
my direct phone number and the number for OIP's FOIA hotline.
... ~,.,v~b~,

FOLLOW-UP TO CELL PHONE NUMBER: I also calledprovided . When she
ained that I was returning
message at her home number.

at the second number she
and that I had already left a
is experiencing health problems. It

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-5-

Date: 2/25/09

sounds like she thinks there are records that would help his veterans benefits claims but have been
classified. I explained that she should file a request at each agency that may maintain records pertaining
to her husband. From our conversation, it sounded like that would include the Marine Corps and VA. At
~ request, I emailed her the URL I had left in my previous recording and emphasized the
contact information for the Marine Corps and VA. I also gave her another DOJ URL where she could
with the FOIA hotline
find more general information on the FOIA. In my email, I providednumber, but I leftmy direct number in my message on her home phone and I mentioned
(when we spoke via her cell phone) that she could feel free to call me directly but that I would be out of
the office tomorrow. !Exemption 6
!Exemption 6

I

I

..
Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: February 24, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 12

Larry Walquist

Private Citizen
11:46 am
He needed the citation to the expedited processing provision in both the FOIA and the CFR for the DOJ.
I provided both.

He needed the contact information for the Dept of the Army St. Louis Personnel Records Center.

Fed. Maritime Comm'sn

He needed to know how to obtain a copy of his rap sheet.

i•'

•.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: February 24, 2009

Dept of Veterans Affairs

Caller did not leave message- hang up .

Private Citizen

He wanted to know how to get information on an inmate. I asked if he had a privacy waiver- he said noso I explained that without a privacy waiver, BOP would not release any information on an inmate.

She needed a copy of the 1981 Government Disclosure Service case cited in the Guide. I made a copy
and faxed it to her.

-

Private Citizen

3:51pm
She wanted to know if the Privacy Act applied to her local newspaper. I explained that the PA only
applied to the federal government.

~f'
5:02pm
~~~==============~~~
A message was left but it was highly accented and I could not understand either the name or number (or
for that matter, the substance of the message) .

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

February 23, 2009- I

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: Seven (7)

Alexandra Kees

Special Inspector General for Iraq
Reconstruction

Private caller
11 :50 a.m.
The caller wanted information on how to obtain a copy of a trial transcript in a State of Tennessee court
matter. I told her she would have to file a FOJA request at the state level.

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

February 23, 2009- 2

Cindy Farrell

Private caller.
· 4:10p.m.
The caller said he was a private investigator working for a private law fim1. He wanted to know how he
can find out if someone is here illegally, i.e., working here without a visa. I told him under the FOIA, he
would need permission from that third party for the caller to obtain that information.

(

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

. ..

- 1-

Date: 2/20/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

•

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-2-

Date: 2/20/09

Private citizen
- - - - - - - ! Exemption 6
Caller seeks information about the Privacy Act. After consulting with KM, I
back
..------, and advised that he should direct his Privacy Act inquiries to John Barkhamer at OMB. I provided Mr.
~ ith Mr. Barkhamer's phone number and told to feel free to call OIP's hotline if he
L - - - - - ' ~other questions.
!Exemption 6

I

National Endowment for the

Exemption 6
Left message through an interpreter.

Private citizen

(

i.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-3-

Date: 2/20/09

See more detailed notes below.

Private citizen
Says that he is seeking information for tax purposes.IE

t"
xemp IOn 6

interpreter, it does sound as though he is seeking
After speaking with
the DOJ website and walked him through the process of
CRT records. I
finding the mailing address for
CRT records. asked if he could call CRT, and I
said that he could, but I also~rec:Orrun<md that he submit a request for the records he seeks.
TtoldI would be more than happy to continue to try and help him, and asked him to give me a
call back if he needs more assistance.

Exemption 6

Private Citizen

Q.

Does he need a notarized signature for the FOIA request he is about to send to Winchester?

A.

No, he does not need a notarized signature so long as he submits the necessary certification of
identify. I provided he specific URL on the FBI website where he may obtain the
appropriate privacy waiver and certification of identify. I askedo give me a call
!Exemption 6
back if he has any further questions.IExemption 6

I

I

i.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 4-

Date: 2/20/09

Private citizen
Caller seeks information on the salaries of executives at non-profits- more accurately, the executives at
one non-profit in particular.
believes the IRS maintains records on this organization, so I
the URL to DOJ's list of contacts
advised that he could file a request with the IRS. I gave
at other federal agencies (for future reference) and also
mailing address for Mr. Prutsman of
the IRS Office ofDisclosure.IExemption 6 I
!Exemption 6 I

Private citizen
about how to use the FOIA for a family history project.
Caller said he is looking for
on one of his wife's relatives, a former IRS employee who is
now deceased . I retumed ~ call and reached his family's voice messaging service. I left a
message stating that I was~ call to OIP's FOIA hotline and providing him the URL to the
specific DOJ website listing contacts at various federal agencies. I read the URL twice and said that it
sounded to me as though he would want to make a request for records pertaining to his relative to the
IRS, his relative's former employer, at the address noted on the DOJ website. I lefi
my direct
IE
t"
number and asked him to give me a call if he had any further questions.
xemp ton 6

- 5-

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Exemption 6

Date: 2/20/09

Private citizen

Caller was a little confused about federal vs. state records and how to file requests under various
information statutes. Ultimately, it sounded like she was seeking information on how to request state
prosecution records maintained by the State of Florida. I see from the state access laws website JGM
found that Florida has an
records statute, but I am not familiar with the statute and did not know
where to tell
to file her request. I told her I would look into this and give her a call back.

FOLLOW-UP: After
some research online, I found an address to which the caller could send her
records request, but also learned that requests for FL records need not be requested in writing. Requests
may also be made by phone or via email. I
relay this information but she either
hung up on me or our call was disconnected.
and gave her the URL to the website I had found . I
offered to
number and email address I found, but she asked me if I could
send the informatiOn
a link to the website) to her AOL email account. I agreed and sent her
that information a few minutes later. I thanked her for her call and wished her luck with her request.
!Exemption 6

I

II

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: February 19, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn CU1U1ingham

Total calls: 4

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Office of Government Ethics

Phil Gressman

1

Fortune Magazine

Q. He has several appeals pending and wanted to send us an opinion just handed down in
S.D.N. Y . in which the judge notes that an investigation/proceeding about whichmade a request is closed (therefore b7 A is no longer applicable).

has !Exemption 6

A. Left a message tell him to call me back with appeal numbers and I can forward the
infonnation, or he could send me an email [I gave him my email address] and I would forward it
to the appropriate recipients. He has not called back or sent an email as of3/3/09.

2

! .

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

Date: Feb. 17, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 15
Private Citizen
Caller wanted information about his condo association. I explained the FOIA.

Private Citizen
I explained the FOIA to him.

Federal Defenders- ATL
Caller wanted the status of App. No. 09-0681. I told him that OIP mailed a letter dated 1123/09 affirming
the FBI's action & instructing R to try the Richmond F.O.

\...··' ..·

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

Date: Feb. 17, 2009

Vicky Romaning

Intern'l Trade Cornm.

xemption 5
---

---

--- - -

--

-

-

-

-

-

Private Citizen
I informed Caller that he needed to contact the Texas Ag's Office regarding his local/state concerns .

1
.

Federal Defenders - ATL

Caller previously called. (See Caller 5) Caller said that he made a request to the Richmond FBI F.O. I
gave him the name and number of the public liaison person to contact at the FBI.

NTEU

!Exemption 5

Phyllis Smithy

Intern'! Trade Cornm.

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to prevent info from being given to her employer in an EEOC complaint (during an EEOC
case). I explained the FOIA & told the Caller to contact the EEOC.

Private Citizen
Caller wanted his divorce file. I explained the FOIA.

··..

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Date: Feb. 17, 2009

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Feb 18, 2009
Counselor: Anne

Total calls:

Q. Arumal reports?
A. Posted on web. Gave location

!Exemption 5

private

Q. Stated that a "friend" was having problems with the Navy. Stated that his friend did not agree
with the Navy's regs.

A didn't offer any "solutions" to not liking the regs

export/import bank

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

1

Rhonda Lewis

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption 6

FBI

I

!Exemption 5

private

unable to return message because caller's mailbox was full

private

how to make a request to TSA

a series of hang ups

Amtrac

Sharon

2

!Exemption 5

Sylvia Lankford

Jackie Young

!Exemption 5

retired fed employee working as a
contractor

!Exemption 5

museum

private

caller stated that she was "stunned" that we had refused her fee waiver.
After a series fo phone calls over several days with several people on the caller's staff, I learned
that it was the FBI that had denied her fee waiver. Caller argued that we were the FBI. Caller
refused to appeal to this office because we had already denied it. Caller will write her
congressmen. Caller will sue. Never even discussed the elements of a fee waiver with caller.
3

I .

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

2/13/09
Allan Blutstein

Total calls:

Linda Kahn

!Exemption 5

- -!Exemption 6

I

N.A.
N.A.

Q. How to FOIA: AG
A. Provided contact information for OJP

!Exemption 5

Q. (1) Where to obtain marriage certificate ofPOTUS's parents?. Caller believes that POTUS
is a "bastard" child; (2) What permits Congress to meet behind close doors?
A. (1) Likely to be local records. No federal agency that I know is likely to maintain such

records; (2) Not a reasonably described FOIA request. This caller was certifiably insane and,
worse, utterly obnoxious and unreasonable.

1

I

CDC
(404) 639-5075
!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption 6

I

Q. LVM.
A. LVM. Not returned.

Q. Caller believes that identifying information is being stolen from him, as evidenced by calls
from telemarketer and

2

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 12, 2009
Michael Sherman

!Exemption 5

Linda Banks

Coast Guard

Cathy Lorham (?)

EEOC

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Legal Services Corp./OIG

1

private caller

QAMAR.

private caller

QAMAR. I left a voice mail w/instructions.

Caller wanted an appeal status update. I passed along

!Exemption 6
QAMAR.

private caller

Is payment required for materials copied from an agency's electronic reading room? No .

private caller

Caller has a problem w/a requested made to FEMA. I provided DRS's requester service center
contact info .

private caller

2

QAMAR.

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I suggested following up pursuant to the appropriate state
FOIA.

3

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- I -

Date: 2/ 11/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14

I Caller 3: I Steve Loft

Kathleen Mitchell

Private Citizen

Caller 5:
Caller was seeking to obtain an old W2 form . -

said the ill..S suggested contacting DOJ and

!Exemption 6

I

i.

Counselor: Katherine

R
~~os~s~i_ _ __ _ _ _ _____:-~2~-fr::=:=z~::-l------------'D~a~t~e::_:2::_/_:_1~1/.':.0~9
!Exemption 6 I

using FOIA to obtain the information. I returned all, expecting to explain h~a
request to the IRS and to provide him the address to which he should send his request, but advised me that he "got everything taken care of."
,..JIE!!x!!e!!m
!!!!
pt~i!!
on!!!!6!!.,l

Linda Banks

Coast Guard
Exemption 5

----

~- -

-~

~--~

!Exemption 5 I

-3Date: 2/11 /09
Counselor: Katherine Rossi
- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -

Private Citizen
Caller left message stating that she was seeking information on the FOIA. I returned
following morning and asked her to give me a call back and I would be happy to help her.

Private Citizen
"'!>~~'11'!>

investigation he is
wife. He wanted to know when something
1mrnigration 11 office, and he
---·-·-tb copies of 11 FOIA forms. 11 I returned
1 at the number he provided,· · · · ·
someone whose voice sounded
like the gentleman from the message, but he denied being
and, when asked, said no
one there called the FOIA hotline yesterday. I verified
correct number, which I had,
was received by

i -

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

and then we ended the call.

:;caller 20:

- 4-

Date: 2/11/09

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 10, 2009
Brent Evitt

Paula Lynch

Department of Labor

!Exemption 5

I

lsiah Smith

202-586-6724

!Exemption 5

'·

'

'•

'

1

I.

DOD FOJA OSD Joint Staff

!Exemption 5 ·1

Alexndra Dorran

Office of Counsel GSA Inspector
General

9:00am

202-501-3243

!Exemption 5

George Henderson

DOJ Community Relations Service

9:30am

5-2964

!Exemption 5

Larry Wahlquist

EOUST

9:45am

3-0253
!Exemption 5

2

I

!Exemption 5

Catherine Duncan

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

11:55 am

I

I returned the call and no one answered. No answering machine picked up, so I couldn't leave a
message. END.

12:00 pm

I have spoken with- - - -countless times. In fact, there have been weeks where she
has called me ever~o faxed me, despite my clear advice that she not, hundreds of
3

( .

pages of gibberish about her wish to report fraud in the banking industry. In her last fax, during
the last week of January, she threatened criminal prosecution of me for my complicity in the
collapse of the mortgage industry. For all of these reasons, I decided it was probably nto a good
idea for me to call her back. I have explained to her many times that we are not going to reopen
an old "untimely" FBI appeal based upon her personal assurances that the FBI has information or
on the weight of the President's FOIA memo. In fact, the FBI found no records at all related to
the subject of her request. I don't believe that me explaining it to her one more time is going to
make the difference. END.

Paul Bartis

US lnt'l Trade Commission

12:45 pm

202-205-3102

!Exemption 5

The caller was inquiring about the status of OIP appeal number 09-0945, which was received by
this Office on February 4, 2009. He was very concerned that it was not yet adjudicated, and I
advised that we have not even received the background information from BOP, yet. END.

FEMA Region Two
212-680-3665

!Exemption 5

4

Renee Coe

US Copyright Office

3:30pm

202-707-8388

!Exemption 5

Bill Douglas

FEMA Region Two

!Exemption 5

5

I

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

February 9, 2008
Thomas Hitter

!Exemption 6

I

The Caller received a no records response from the FBI concerning a request for records
concerning the denial of his job application.
I explained that the Caller should appeal to OIP, as stated in the FBI letter. I suggested including
any more information regarding his application that would be useful when searching records.
This includes, not only the response to his request, but also the denial letter. I then explained
how the appeal is assigned an OIP tracking number and the FBI search efforts are reviewed by
OIP. End.

Scott Kordel

DOL

10:30

693-0676

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

1

l/ '

I

Caller applied for a job that required a background investigation. Caller wanted to know if the
denial of the job application was based on information acquired in the background investigation.
I explained that OIP does not conduct investigations. The Caller informed me that OPM
conducted the investigation. I suggested contacting OPM to see how you can receive information
pertaining to the investigation and the job application. I explained that the Caller may need to
make a FOIA request to OPM, or they may have another access procedure for these type of
records. End.

Melanie Jones

USDA

12:45

692-0004

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

Caller wanted to make a request for documents concerning the Caller's husband and did not
know where to direct the request.
I called the number back a couple times. Each time I received a recording that stated the voice
mailbox was not set up for this number and no message could be left. End.

-

!Exemption 6

I

2:15

Caller needed to submit a request to SEC, but was unsure if the request should go to the SEC
2

headquarters or a field office.
According to the SEC website it appears that all requests are submitted to the SEC headquarters.
I recommended that the Caller contact the SEC to confirm that this is the procedure. I gave the
Caller the SEC headquarters' phon~ number. End.

Hadey Eulin

NCUA

2:30

703-518-6544

!Exemption 5

Scott Albright

EPA

3:00

564-2884

!Exemption 5

3

I

Bill Ravkin

OGE

3:30

482-9245

!Exemption 5

Caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request.
I explained that the Caller needs to direct the request to the agency that would most likely have
responsive records. I gave the Caller OIP's web page that lists all agency contacts and suggested
the Caller click on the individual agency links to see what type of records each agency typically
has in its possession. End.

Sylvia

US AID

4:45

712-0879

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

4

Caller wants to make a request for an inmate's records.
I confirmed that the Caller has the subject of the request's consent/certificate of identification. I
gave the Caller BOP's phone number and address. End.

5

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 2-6-2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8
US Forest Service

AMTRAC
202-906-2728

!Exemption 5

I
Smithsonian GC office

Information on how and where to file a FOIA request.
Gave information and addresses.

l/

Cow1selor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date: 2-6-2009

Not FOIA
Caller is an older veteran without much knowledge of the internet. Wanted to know how to get
information about his VA benefits and medical coverage.
Gave him VA benefits phone numbers.
Broadcasters Board of Governors

Sharri Suzuki

Customs and Border Patrol
202-325-0 121

!Exemption 5

I

Not FOIA. Defense Finance Accounting Service is sending monthly account statements in envelopes
with her husband's social security number showing through the window. To whom can she complain?

,_.,...---·
6

FOIA Counselor Notes

fo

Date: February 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 8

Phil Gressman

Office of Government Ethics

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 6
10:45 am
Q. Had a question about getting information from a state agency (state grant checks from the
Department of Education) .
A. Left a message- if she wants information from the US Dept of Ed, she can submit her request
electronically (follow the FOIA links on www.ed.gov), but if she wants state agency records, she
needs to consult the state's Open Government/Freedom of Information laws and/or contact the
state Attorney General's Office.
Gail Bradshaw

!Exemption 5

1

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I
!Exemption 6

12:36 pm
Q. Had Qs about FOIA

I

A. Left message. Has not called back as of2/17/09.

Democratic N at'l Committee
12:58 pm
Q. The DNC is still interested in three FOIA requests that were made
behalf ofDNC and wanted to substitute his name as the new contact person for all
correspondence as moved on).
!Exemption 6
A. Sent the information (and the three IR file numbers in question) along to Natasha, who is
listed in Oracle as the processor on those requests.

I

Q. Had questions about a letter he received from OIP. The response to his appeal stated that,
while affirming the FBI's action, the documents were also being sent to the Department Review
Committee and he was wondering if we had an estimate on how long that would take.
A. Explained to him that OIP cannot make a guess as to how long it will take for the FBI to
review the documents which were referred to the DRC. Suggested he contact the FBI directly
and see if they can provide him with an estimate.

!Exemption 6

I

Q. About a US Forest Service request and getting records from the City of Everett, Washington.

2

A. Left message directing him to contact Washington State Attorney General's Office re: the city
request and asking him to call back to discuss the Forest Service request. Has not called back as
o£211 7/09.

Sharon Hawkins

AMTRAK

3:50pm

202-906-3741

!Exemption 5

3

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

February 4, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

Private caller
8:30a.m.
The caller was asking about the status of his appeal. He said he mailed it three weeks ago to OIP. I
checked Oracle and did not see his appeal in the system. I told him that he should try calling back in a
couple of weeks since it may take longer than three weeks to process.

National Marine Fishery Service

National Parks Service

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

February 4, 2009

2

Private caller
10:10 a.m.
The caller wanted to know if she could get copies of her child's school report cards. I told her she would
need to send a FOIA request to the State of Tennessee FOIA office.

Private caller
10:45 a.m.
The caller wanted to send a FOIA request to INS. She said she had access to the internet. I told her INS'
FOIA address, and directions on how prepare a FOIA request, will be found on the internet.

Private caller
11:15 a.m.
The caller said she works for a business. On its behalf, sent a FOIA request to an Air Force base for
copies of contract documents submitted by another company. The AFB responded that it could not
release the records because the company in question refused permission to release the documents. She
said the AFB gave her no reason for the withholding. I asked her to read me the letter (to see ifthe AFB
asserted Exemption 4). From her reading of the response letter, it did not appear that the AFB asserted
any exemption, nor did they give her appeal rights. I suggested she call the AFB FOIA office and ask
under what exemption they are withholding the records and to what address should she file her appeal.

Celia Winter

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

February 4, 2009

3

Private caller
12:30 p.m.
The caller wanted the address of US CIS' FOIA office. He wanted to send in a FOIA request for his
original passport number. I gave him the address from the internet.

Private caller
12:45 p.m.
The caller wanted to know how to file a FOIA request to obtain information about her father . She said he
worked for the government. I asked her what agency. She said she did not know. I told her that she
would have to identify the agency for which her father worked before she could send in a FOIA request.
She said she thought he might have worked for the Secret Service and others. I suggested that since she
had access to the internet, she could do a search for whatever agency websites that she thought might be
appropriate. She could find the specific FOIA addresses there.
·

uaJ.lU~•uo the initial requests. I sent an
and asked if she could
return
call about the status these requests. Sara e-mailed back and
she would. As to Ms.
appeal no. 09-0115,
that the appeal was closed on 2/3/09. I called back and left
a message saying she
receive a letter from our office within the next few days regarding the
appeal. I also told
that someone from our office would call her by next week regarding the
status of the initial requests.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 2/3/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls: 20+

202-906-3741
!Exemption 5

I

Criminal Division

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

Q. Inquiry about the status of his appeal of
A. OIP has no record of any appeal filed by
confused, agitated, and
incoherent. He wanted to talk about people tapping his phones, a yellow truck full of fertilizer,
and a women he had a romantic encounter with. I told him that OIP could help him with his
FOIA issues, but only his FOIA issues. I gave him our address so that he could "re-file" his
appeal.

!Exemption 5

1

DOJ Printing Procurement Unit

Jeff Ovell (1)

Food Safety and Inspection Division
USDA

!Exemption 5

I

had made a FOIA request to the Department of Labor that was denied pursuant to
wanted an explaination.
and told her that she could seek an administrative

!Exemption 5

jExemption 5

2

I

!Exemption 5

Judith Kapel

Secret Service

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

at 11 :28 AM on 2/3 and left a message. He returned my call on
February 4. We
sed his question further. He seemed to think the fact his electric company
received federal loans when it was established in 1940 in some ways makes that company subject
to the FOIA. I told him that Harry Electric Cooperative, Inc., is a private electric coop, and not a
executive branch agency of the federal government subject to the FOIA.

!Exemption 5

Susan Merewitz

!Exemption 5

3

I

I

!Exemption 5

Jeff Ovell (2)

Food Safety and Inspection Division
USDA

!Exemption 5

I

Jackie Young

!Exemption 5

I

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

Emma Monroig

!Exemption 5

I

Larry Walkuist

!Exemption 5

4

I

l .

!Exemption 6

I
I

!Exemption 6
3:26 PM, 4:30 PM
Q. General questions about filing FOIA requests, such as if an attorney must file on a requester's
behalf.
A. We discussed FOIA requests generally. I pointed her to our website for additional
information. I also told her that she could file a FOIA request, or have an attorney file on one her
behalf.

202-402-2556

!Exemption 5

5

Page 1 of2
Courter, Ken
From:

Courter, Ken

Sent:

Tuesday, February 03, 2009 9:55AM

To:

Roberts, Pamela (CRM)

Kenneth W. Courter, Jr.
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information and Privacy
U.S. Department of Justice
(202) 616-5500 (Direct)
(202) 514-1009 (Fax)

From: westlaw@westlaw.com [mailto:westlaw@westlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, February 03, 2009 9:41AM
To: Courter, Ken
Subject: Westlaw Results :
!Exemption 5
Westlaw Delivery Summary Report for COURTER,KEN
Date/Time of Request:
Client Identifier:
Database:
Citation Text:
Lines:
Documents:
Images:
Recipient( s):

2/4/2009

Tuesday, February 3, 2009 08:41 Central
DOJ

!Exemption 5
1159
1

0
ken.courter@usdoj.gov

Courter, Ken
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Courter, Ken
Tuesday, February 03 , 2009 3:08 PM
'emonroig@usccr.gov'
FOIA Question

Kenneth W. Courter, Jr.
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information and Privacy
U.S. Department of Justice
( 202) 616- 5500 (Direct)
(202) 514·1009 (Fax)

1

Courter, Ken
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Courter, Ken
Wednesday, February 04, 2009 8:35AM
'susan.
hs.

!Exemption 5

Kenneth W. Courter, Jr.
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information and Privacy
U.S. Department of Justice
(202) 616-5500 (Direct)
(202) 514-1009 (Fax)

1

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:#-02-02-2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
citizen

NotFOIA.
Caller wants to watch the Senate debate the stimulus package this after noon and CSPAN will charge her
more for that service package. She has called various federal regulatory offices re CSP AN's policy this
morning.
Explained the role of FOIA. Gave her CSPAN's PR phone number and the Fed website where she can
watch the proceedings on her computer.

Called needed information on how to file a FOIA request

!Exemption 6

I

Status of an appeal sent to OIP. Stated that he has been experiencing mail theft.
Appeal received.

Wanted to know how to use FOIA for access to DoD information on UFO's.
Gave him DoD's website.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 2-

Date:#-02-02-2009

Caller ask for the status of appeal sent to OIP . Did not know name or number, which attorney filed.
Found that it was Appeal No. 09-0542:ATF request No. 08-1466: -

I had just passed it in. jExemption 6 j

FEMA Region II FOIA

jExemption 5

Joy Anderson

DOJ Acquisition Integrity Office

jExemption 5

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date:#-02-02-2009

Caller wanted to know whom she should call to report that Circuit City is selling defective goods in its
bankruptcy sale. Better Business Bureau brushed off her calls.
Explained not FOIA issue.

Joy Anderson

Acquisition Integrity Office

!Exemption 5

The firm mistakenly sent two copies of a FOIA appeal to OIP, one about a week after the other. They
have two appeal numbers. Which is the correct one.
Found the appeal and the duplicate; gave her the number we will be using.

Caller wanted to know how and where to ask for information through the FOIA on himself and also his
deceased parents, university professors who immigrated to the United States during WWII.
Discussed FOIA, costs, the process, discussed pinpointing the likely agencies and field offices of
agencies, the information online pertaining to FOIA .. He will start with the FBI. Gave addresses.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 31,2009
Ken Hendricks

Veterans Benefits Administration

IExemption 5

IExemption 6 I

Q.

The caller is seeking records from his previous employer (General Motors) through a
state law that regarding employer records.

A.

I informed him that we provide guidance regarding the federal FOIA, and I recommended
that he direct his inquiry to a state government office.

Judy Cearley (keer-ly

U.S. Geological Survey

!Exemption

sl

FPB, Civil Div

End.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: March 30, 2009
Counselor: Anne

Total calls:

private

Q. Very confused, but caller was in prison and wants information on deceased daughter. Gave
addresses to various agencies. Amiled copy of your rt to fed rec
A.

private

Q. Complaints about the ARMY. Did not want to make a FOIA request
A.
!Exemption 6

I

1

!Exemption 5

National Endowment for Hum.

Michelle Gin

IExemption 5 I

private

status of request/appeal. Caller claimed that Paula had sent him a letter. Explained that there is
no paula in office. Asked for any numbers caller might have. Caller did not know. Caller did
not know to which agency he had made request. Caller did not have Paula's letter handy

FDA

Angela Davis

2

I

Jill Segalbon

jExemption 5j

private

caller wanted information about 3P who she claimed were "bad"

private

how to

private

upset, unhappy citizen who had lots of complaints

private

3

long

stoqr about

upjgps and spJring,

but esseptiaJJ)'

"hoJ!T tg" to

ED

Dennis Cariello

4

state

GaJre

iP'fgrmatigp

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 3/27/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls: 7

12:30PM
Q. Had a question about how to obtain a fee waiver.
A. I explained the four part standard and emailed him the section of the Guide about Fees/Fee
Waivers.

!Exemption 6

1:03PM
Q. Wanted a copy of his mother's tax returns.

I

A I gave him the contact information for making a FOIA request to the IRS.

Q. Wanted information about filing a FOIA request with the Comptroller of the Currency.
A. I provided him with the contact information for making a request to the Comptroller of the
Currenc .

No Name
!Exemption 6 I
3:15PM
Q. She has a question about electronic harassment, and the police commissioner isn't helping.

A. Unfortunately, when I called this person back, her phone was busy.

1

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

l
lExemption 6 I

Q. She wanted to have some information about the FOIA mailed to her.
A. I returned the call and left a message.

2

l

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 15

Date: 3/26/09

- 2-

!Exemption 6

I

Date: 3/26/09
!Exemption

51

!Exemption

51

Private Citizen

Sara referred caller to me after he called her several times with questions about the Obama and Holder
memoranda.

Q.

Is there a conflict/contradiction between the memos' advice regarding things that would harm
protected interests and things that would be prohibited by law?

A.

I was not sure how best to handle this caller's question. I asked KM for her opinion about
whether I should try to answer this question myself, or whether this was the sort of question that
should be sent to the Guidelines team, and she recommended that I send the question to the
Guidelines team.***

***I emailed TEH and KAH later that day and explained the situation. I provided them the pertinent
information regarding this call. I am under the impression that TEH or KAH will be responding to this
caller, but I explained to them I will be happy to handle this call however they feel is appropriate. I am
awaiting any further instructions about how to respond to this caller.

Larry Walquist

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-3-

Date: 3/26/09

IExemption 5 I

IExemption 5 I

jExemption 5j l

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-4-

Date: 3/26/09

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 5j

!Exemption 5

I

- 5-

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Date: 3/26/09

IExemption 5 I

Private citizen
Caller left message saying she is looking at a DOJ release and wants to know if there is more public
information available to help her distinguish between two third parties of the same name. She says that
one is her broker of record, and that individual is claiming that the Individual mentioned in the release is
not the broker, but rather someone with the same name as the broker.
!Exemption

61

I returned
call and she sounded confused to receive a call from "Kate from OIP" in response
to her call to the FOIA hotline. She told me that someone else from our office called her earlier today
and had been wonderful. Caller said she was able to obtain the information she needed and was able to
push forward. I am a little confuse~eone else in our office would have responded to this
hotline call, but I am guessing that- - -is a repeat caller and that another FOIA counselor
called returning a hotline call from earlier this week. Regardless, I told the caller I was happy to hear
that she obtained the information she needed. !Exemption 6 I

Private citizen
Caller left message saying he heeds information for a brief he is preparing.
I returned this call and the caller seemed confused about why I was calling. He said he was confused
because he has called so many agencies today! He was unclear about what he wants, but is very clear
about why he wants it: he is going to file a brief to get his job back and take it all the way to the Supreme
Court! It sounded like he wanted postal records, so I started to read him the address to file a request with
the USPS. (He does not have internet access, so directing him to the website wouldn't work.) He seemed
to have difficulty writing that all down, so he asked for a phone number instead. I also provided him
with the phone numbers for the FOIA units at EOUSA and the Postal Regulatory Commission.

The caller thanked me enthusiastically. I told him I wasn't sure these numbers would really get him the
answers he wanted, but he could feel free to call back if he finds he has other questions later. He
repeatedly asked for my direct phone number. He said when he calls back, he wants to talk to me and
only me. I assured him that all FOIA counselors are good, but he was insistent. I did not provide him my
direct number- quite frankly, he was making me a little nervous! The caller knows my name is Kate, and
I told him he could call the main number and ask for me if he really wanted . I stressed to the caller that
all our FOIA counselors are good, and many have worked here much longer than I.

James [no last name provided]

VA

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 6-

Date: 3/46/09
!Exemption 5

Private Citizen

response.
I
call and ldl a message on what seemed to be an office answering machine. I
explained that I was Kate, today's FOIA Counselor, returning a call from. . regarding the status of
two FOIA requests. I asked
o give me a call back and told her I would be happy to try to help.
!Exemption 6

I

!Exemption 6j

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 3/25/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

lg
AUSA S.D. California- FOIA contact

IExemption 5 I

private citizen

Q.
to assist a private company in getting "accredited" by a company that has
been hired by HHS to accredit companies for some purpose relating to Medicare. -~Exemption 6
company was denied accreditation by the HHS contracting company, andre ested the
records relating to the accreditation denial. The~ denied the request, stating that it was
not required to give~s internal records. ~ anted to know whether she could make
a FOIA request for ~f<ts..
!Exemption 6 I

61

~!Exemption
A. I tol~ that whether the private company's records are subject to the FOIA depends on

what agreement it and HHS worked out regarding the records. I recommended that she make a
1

I

FOIA request directly to HHS, who can tell her whether the private company's documents are
"agency records" under the FOIA.

private attorney
10:05
Q. A private attorney has been requested to submit documents to the U.S . Attorneys Office on
behalf of a private corporation. He wanted to know who he should contact to submit his
statement that the documents should be treated as commercially sensitive.
A. I told the ca11er that EOUSA has a central FOIA processing office that would handle any
FOIA request for records submitted to a U.S. Attorneys Office. I gave him EOUSA's FOIA
Office phone number so that he can work out the details of submitting such a statement to them.

Sharon Hawkins

IExemption 5 I

Legal Services Corporation

Chloe Rivera

IExemption 5 I

2

Jud McNatt (Office of
Counsel)
678-732-2086- until3:30
Jud.E.Mcnatt@hud.eov
Benjamin.Gibbs@hud.gov
!Exemption 5

D.C. Dep't of Health

Baruke Griffin
11:30

!Exemption 5

3

I

I

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption 5

Chris Alvarez

JMD

1:15

616-5234
!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

Andrews AFB

4

I

I

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 6

I·

Naval Criminal FOIA counselor

IExemption 5 I

Frank Vance (phone
number is for Jackie)

Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency

3:00

202-874-4873
!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Alexandra Keys

5

!Exemption 5

Michelle Woolen

NLRB

3:30

202-273-1720
!Exemption 5

private citizen

A: I
names of the entities that courts have determined are subject to the FOIA,
while noting that other parts of the EOP have been held not to be subject to the FOIA.

Victoria Francis

U.S. Attorney's Office- Montana

4:00

406-247-4633
!Exemption 5

Renee Barley

Court Services and Offender
Supervision

6

l

l

l

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: March 24, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES

-

Total Calls: 7

Issue: Seeking state records from Michigan
I provided her with the

Issue: wants to submit an expedited request to our office
Provide him with the cite to our 28 CFR 16.5 and I'm also faxing him a copy of the regs.

Karen Wilsen

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-2-

Date: March 24, 2009

!Exemption 5

Issue: Unclear wants to get records on SEPA and something else that I didn't understand and wants to
know what we will all do once gold runs out. Perhaps tinfoil issue=)?!

Called back but nobody answered.

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 24, 2009
Ken Hendricks

Lisa Good

FOIA office, USMC, Cherry Point

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 23, 2009
Thomas Hitter

Requester
No number
Caller wanted to know if the FOIA applied to lending companies.
I explained that the FOIA only applies to federal agencies. If a company submitted information
to a federal agency, the Caller could make a request to that agency for those records. The Caller
also wanted to contact the Civil Division. The Caller did not specify his reason for contacting
Civil, so I suggested looking at usdoj .gov to see which particular office in Civil would be most
helpful for him to contact. End.

IExemption 5 I

1

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 6

I

Caller wanted to make a request for records concerning the International Commerce Commission
(ICC).
The ICC no longer exists, but its functions were transferred to the Surface Transportation Board
(STB). I gave the Caller the STB's FOIA Office phone numbers as provided on that agency's
website. End.

Caller received an appeal response from OIP affirming FBI's application of Exemption 7A.
Caller would like OIP to reconsider its decision and wanted to know when the statute of
limitations would run on bringing action in court. I explained that pursuant to 28 USC § 2401(a),
the statute of limitations expires after 6 years of the agency's final action. I also explained that
the Caller can write to OIP to request a reconsideration of the appeal. End.

Patrick Simian

HUD

2:00

202-402-4162

IExemption 5 I
2

IExemption 5 I

-

!Exemption 6

I

Caller wanted to make a request for the tape recording of a 911 call the Caller made. The Caller
went into great detail regarding the nature of the original call.
I explained that the Caller would need to contact the appropriate state agency to determine how
to receive access to those records, since the FOIA only applies to federal agencies. The Caller
lives in Illinois, which does have a FOIA. I also mentioned that Illinois has a Criminal Victim
Assistance Hotline number. The Caller determined that the Hotline number was more
appropriate and took that number. End.

N clson Hermilla

CRT

3:00

63959
!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption

61 ·
IExemption 6 I

3:30

3

I

I left a message, but did not received a call back. End.

Caller would like to make a request for records on herself and her child.
I explained that the Caller would need to direct her request to the agency that the Caller believes
would have responsive records. I directed the Caller to OIP's website that lists all federal
agency's FOIA contacts, as well as those within the Department. The Caller identified the FBI
and the HHS as the offices most likely to have the records the Caller was seeking. End.

Brett Gainer

FHWA

4:30

916-498-5891

IExemption 5 I

4

March 20, 2009

- 1-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 21

? Gov. Agency?

Tracy Brandnos

!Exemption 5
---

------

-

I

--

Broadcasting Board of Governors
!Exemption 5

Cindy Casero

I

Dep't of the Interior
!Exemption 5

JenDickey

I

Dep't of the Treasury
!Exemption

'

-

--~

---

-

Private Citizen
Caller wanted info from the FBI. 1 gave the Caller contact info for the FBI.

51

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

March 20, 2009

IExemption 5 I

jExemption 5

Private Citizen
Caller is a private investigator who wanted to know where he sent his FOIA request to the DOJ. Caller
left only an email address, so I did not contact him. On 3.24.09, Caller left me an angry message that he
feels that the government is preventing him from making FOIA requests. The Caller did not leave his
name or any contact information (he only stated that he is a private investigator).

Diane Bridge

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 3-

March 20, 2009

Private Citizen
Caller wanted SSA info. I gave the Caller contact info for SSA's FOIA Office.

!Exemption

5l

Government Employee

Sandy Rice

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen
I could not understand the Caller's message, so I could not return his call.

·JMDIOGC

l

-4-

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

March 20, 2009

Susan Beard

Dep't of Energy
!Exemption 5

-----

---

--

-

-

-

-

Private Citizen
Caller wanted info from the Army. I gave the Caller the Army's FOIA Office's phone number.

I

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 19, 2009

Page 1

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18

Private caller.
7:00a.m.
I returned the call and left a voicemail message.

U.S. Parole Commission

IExemption 5 I

The caller had a question regarding filing an appeal having had no response to a FOIA request to a private
prison facility. I said I was not sure that this was a federal or a state FOIA request. I advised the caller
that if he did not file an initial request with a federal agency and a component ofDOJ, the appeal would
not be sent here. I suggested he go to the DOJ website to identify which FOIA address he needed.

I

/

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 19, 2009

Page 2

Charlie Borrero

Private caller
10:30 a.m.
The caller had a question about why his name is on a watchlist. He is detained every time he travels and
he is a U.S. citizen. He would like to send a FOIA request for this information. I returned the call and
left a message.

The caller had a question about where to send a FOIA request in a case that is going to trial. She read her
request to me. There were several agencies mentioned. I advised her to go to the internet for the
addresses of the FOIA contacts at the various agencies involved.

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 19, 2009

Page 3

· Larry Walquist

!Exemption 5

Charlie Borrero

The caller returned my voicemail message sending a FOIA request to obtain information about his name
being on a watchlist. I told him he could make a FOIA request to CBP. I gave him instructions on how
to find CBP's website. I directed him to the section showing CBP's address and its instructions on how
to send a FOIA request to CBP.

!Exemption

51

I

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 19, 2009

Page4

Private caller
2:30p.m.
The caller had a Privacy Act question regarding obtaining her records from AT&T. I told her OIP only
handles appeals ofFOIA requests to federal agencies. She still wanted to talk to someone about the
Privacy Act. I gave her Jasmeet Seehra's number.

. Broadcasting Bd of Governors

!Exemption 5

The caller wanted to know if he should submit another FOIA Request. He submitted his first request
."several years ago" and did not receive a response. I advised him to submit a new request.

IExemption 5 I

I returned the call. The caller asked if he could call back later. I told him he could.

I

- 1_ ________ _______________________
__18, 2009
Date: March

Counselor: C. Ferraro

:___

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14
Marilyn Levitt and Jinny Strasser

Service Transportation Board
2/245-0269

IExemption 5 I

(

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-2-

Date: 3/13/2009
!Exemption 5

I

U.S. Department of Education

!Exemption

Jeff Meadows

51

U.S. Postal Service

!Exemption 5

Private citizen

The caller wanted to submit a FOIA request to obtain information about a relative who is incarcerated in
a Federal prison in Texas. I stated that he would have to make such a request in writing. I also explained
that they would not release information about this individual absent written consent.
Private citizen

Everyone is out to get the caller. He had a non-FOIA question, I explained the purpose of the hotline.

Private citizen

The caller wanted to learn the status of various complaints that he had sent to the DOJ. I explained the
purpose of the hotline.

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 3/13/2009

IExemption 6 I
!Exemption 5

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

-

March 12, 2009
Ken Hendricks

!Exemption

61

Q.

Needs assistance on where to submit request to a component of State Dept.

'A.

I directed the caller and his wife to the web resources for State Dept. FOIA operations.

!Exemption 6

I

Q.

Citizen came to guard desk in lobby and stated that he drove in from North Carolina
because he wanted information about former AG Ashcroft and stated that he wanted to
visit OIP's reading room.

A.

I printed some reference guide and other materials (including a list of items published in
thee-reading room) from the DOJ public FOIA Web site. I stated that he could contact
OIP to send him a copy of reading room records if he is unable to access them via a
computer. Pursuant to Brent's suggestion, I also provided a copy ofthe 2007 Guide.
discussion
it became apparent that he wants to request access to
records related to a
m which the AG appointed a SAUSA. I then retrieved
the FOIA request submission address information for EOUSA and provided that along
with a certification of identity form, and I suggested that he submit a request to EO USA.

!Exemption 6

I

!Exemption 6

Q.

I

Associated Press

The caller wants an e-mail address for
" He is not getting a person
he used last week returned an e-mail
as
answer on the FOIA phone numbers published on the Web and he said he does not get
returned calls.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 3/11/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls; 17

I O:OOam
Had a question about a FOIA request.
A. Returned call and left message. Never received reply.

Texas Commission on Environmental
Quality
I 0:45am
Q. Under the FOIA, are drafts of settlement agreements withholdable?
A We discussed exemption (b)(S)'s deliberative process privilege and attorney work product
privilege. She came to the conclusion that her documents were not withholdable under (b)(5).

Francis Barons

!Exemption 5

I

Exemption 6

a question about requesting military records.

(

.

:

A. I explained the U.S. Government has a decentralized system for responding to FOIA requests,
and forwarded her to our website.

!Exemption 5

Scott Albright

DOE- Office of Civil Rights (Boston)

Caroline Lazars

!Exemption 5

2

I

I

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

I

Q. She wanted to use the FOIA to access information maintained by a private software company.
A. I explained the FOIA only applied to the executive branch of the U.S. Government.

Paul Michael

!Exemption 5

I

jExemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Dep't of Transportation

Amy Cassidy

3

!Exemption 6

I

Q. He is the appellant's attorney in appeals 08-2248 and 09-0460, and wanted to know the status
of these apper:al,.-s_.____,.____,,...,

IExemption 6 I

A. I notifie~ that 08-2246 had been affirmed (I faxed him a copy ofthe letter) and
that 09-0460 was being processed in the ordinary course.

!Exemption 5

4:45pm
Q.behaving belligerently and at times borderline incoherently) had a question about
he~d subsequent appeal.
!Exemption 61

lr=E,....xe_m_p...,.tio-n'""'6,..,,

A. I returned the call, spoke with 1
1for quite some time, and told her that an attorney
was processing her appeal in the ordinary course.

4

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

March 10, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 16

IExemption 5 I
Private Citizen
Caller wanted to know why her previous employer said that she was a bad nurse & she wants records
from the State of Florida. I gave the Caller the phone number for the AG of Florida.

!Exemption 5

I

Associated Press
Caller wanted general info about making a request to the AG, DAG & the AAG. He also wanted OIP's
fax number to fax his requests. I spoke with LAD & she said that I could give the Caller OIP's fax
number which I did.

IExemption 5 I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-2-

March 10, 2009

Cathy Holsley
!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Private Citizen

Caller wanted to check on the status of his appeal. I left a voicemail message requesting the appeal
number, but I did not hear back form the Caller.

!Exemption 5

I

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

Carolyn Lazarus

March 10,2009

Dep't of Ed.
!Exemption 5

I

Private Citizen
Caller wanted a general listing of federal agencies that lease properties. I told him to possibly try GSA &
HUD, but that he would need to research what government agencies would have such information.

Private Citizen
Caller asked general questions about the FOIA which I answered.

ATL Newspaper
Caller wanted to know the status of his State FOIA Request. I told him to contact the State FOIA Office
& I explained the Federal FOIA.

Private Citizen
Caller has proof of death that he would like to send to OIP regarding his appeal that was closed in Jan. I
told him to make a new request to the FBI for the records with the proof of death.

(

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: March 9, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 3

Department of Transportation

!Exemption

51

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Sharon Hawkins

I[_/

IExemption 5 I

2

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: March 6, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 12

Nat'l Endowment for Humanities

Private Citizen
9:25am
Caller wanted information related to an unspecified press conference that took place sometime in the past
where she alleges that a CBS national reporter slandered her on national television. I explained that the
Federal Government was unlikely to have records related to that and suggested that she contact CBS
directly. Caller thought that CBS was a federal agency so I also had to explain the fact that the
government does not in fact control CBS.

!Exemption 6

I

He wanted a status update for his appeal -but OIP had yet to receive his appeal letter. I suggested that he
fax a copy to us so we can be certain of delivery.

Nat'l Marine Fishing Svcs

!Exemption

\

v.

Sl

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: March 6, 2009

!Exemption 5

Sheila (Celia?) Winter

Caller hung-up without leaving a message.

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 3-

Date: March 6, 2009
!Exemption

sl

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 05, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 13

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption 5

( ./

I

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Private caller

Thursday, March 05, 2009

2

Law firm

10:55 a.m.
The caller wanted to know to whom she should submit her summary of questions to the AG before taking
depositions of ATF special agents. I gave her the phone number of the AG's office.

Ecological Survey

!Exemption 5

I

IExemption 5 I

I tried to return this call, but the number given was for a Hilton Hotel.

FDA Office of Chief Counsel
301-827-5212

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 05, 2009

3

Seth Kaufman

IExemption 5 I

!Exemption

51

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Thursday, March 05, 2009

4

The Requester called for an update on the appeal she filed with OIP. She filed her initial request with
USMS. I checked Oracle and OIP received the Requester's appeal on 2/25/09. The file has not been
assigned to anyone because we are awaiting the background information. I called the Requester back and
left a voicemail message. I gave her the appeal number and said we were waiting for some additional
information from the U.S. Marshal's Service. I suggested she call back next week to check on the status.

Private caller

4:30p.m.
I returned the call and left a voicemail message.

!Exemption 5

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 4, 2009
Vanessa Brinkmann

Federal Maritime Commission

!Exemption 5

Iraq Reconstruction (agency)

IExemption 6 I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

DOD/Biometric Task Force

I

USIBWC (agency)

!Exemption 5

Iowa State

?
Caller is working on state legislation and wants to know how we interpret "review time" for fee
purpose; specifically, what do we mean when we say that "general legal" analyses are not
included in review time? We talked about distinction between review for a particular casewhich includes everything done to get a final response out - and general legal questions -which
would apply to policy-type discussions of non-case-specific general applicability. Referred her to
the OMB guidelines and pertinent Guide section.

-

!Exemption 6

I

11:21
Caller is trying to get his immigration form w/attached birth certificates, personal docs, etc. We
talked about how to make a FOIA request; cert of ID requirements; who to submit his request to
atDHS, etc.

2

I

r---------____:_( . -

No name given.
11:25
Caller LM with a question about her medical records.
left a message with person who answered the phone.

Crystal Sousa

!Exemption

51

Dep't of Education/Civil Rights

!Exemption 5

I

Nelson Hermilla

IExemption 5 I

3

(.

Andrew Miller

IExemption 5 I

No name given.

Estate administrator

Not given
3:30
Caller had various concerns regarding her deceased mother's estate, but also wanted to know how
to use FOIA. We discussed how to make a FOIA request and what FOIA covers. Caller wanted
to know if we have an office overseeing trustees; I gave her EOUST contact info.
Stephanie Smi?

!Exemption

4

51

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 3, 2009
Michael Sherman

Lynne Armstrong

Tom Streets(?)

Jacque Tolliver

private caller

QAMAR.

-

!Exemption

private caller

61

NFQ.

1

Chris Devlin

!Exemption 5

I

private caller

'Caller was trying to get court records. I explained that the FOIA does not apply to court records.

Kathleen Lanham

IExemption 5 I
Nat'l Credit Union Admin.

IExemption 5 I

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

March 2, 2008
Michael Sherman

!Exemption 6

1
I

Caller wanted to get a listing of President Obama's (who he referred to as a "halfbreed") DOB
and birth certificate. I tried to explain why this information was unlikely to be available through
the FOIA.

private caller

Caller wanted to know how often DOJ has invoked the state secrets privilege. I explained that the
annual reports do not keep track of this kind of information.

!Exemption 6

I

NLRB

Is a request still a lP request if the request is made on behalf of the lP by his/her atty? Yes.

private caller

QAMAR.

Lauren Clarkmill

IExemption 5 I

Dierdre MacNeil

QAMAR. I left a voice-mail, but she did not call back.

private caller

works at a state agency in Iowa. She wanted to know what we do about situations where
requesters may be able to make requests or take other actions that would seriously hamper our
computer operations. I suggested that we might use b2 (similar to a request for all email
addresses in the agency), though I of course pointed out that Iowa's FOIA may not have a
comparable provision.

2

(

'
I:

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: April 30, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 6

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

I

Q. Wanted a status update for appeal no. 09-1538

A. Left a message. The appeal has been received but attorney assignment is not yet in our
computer system.
Larry Walquist

!Exemption 5

1

I

!Exemption 5

I

DOT - US Transportation
Commission

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Department of Education

2

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: April29, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR N OTES
Total Calls: 10

Member of "Blacks in Gov't" non-profit of Af. Amer. fed/state govt employees. He gives presentations
to group about obtaining govt info and wants to know ifthere is an appeal body at DOJ for all agencies'
FOIA appeals. Also mentioned that he would love if MAP could speak to their group. Website is
www.bignet.org.

!Exemption 5

Wants to send request to Laurie Day for former Assoc. AG John Bolton's records. Wanted to confirm
whether this sounded okay and to confirm Laurie's name and fax#. Told him the name and fax are
correct and that he may make a request to OIP lR staff for records he seeks.

mption 6

No name
What happens if request not responded to in 20 days?
Explained the judicial review and administrative appeal options. Advised that before doing anything,
since it's very early, he may be best served by calling the agency first to see what the status is of his
request.
Mr. English

HUD 2/402-3213

!Exemption 5

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: April29, 2009

2/528-7779, DOT

Which agencies would have power plant records for Colorado?
Told him to search the list of fed agencies on line to see which may have records he seeks, and to also
look .to Colorado state agencies.
Diane Bridge

NLRB, 2/273-3851

!Exemption 5

He wants certain Dept of Corrections records.
Advised him to contact the state Dept of Corrections website where he seeks records and find out there
how to make a state FOIA request.
No name
Left vague message with this phone number. I called back, but my call did not go through.

I

cv

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 10

National Science Foundation

on
the matter for reconsideration. The Requester wanted to know who was handling her reconsideration and
what the status of the reconsideration. She gave her appeal number as: 07-0390. She also provided the
Certified Receipt Number: 700730200003120175433, which was stamped received by OIP on
February 7, 2009. I sent an e-mail to Ken Courter to find out if he was handling these matters in
Kathleen's absence. Ken said no. I checked Oracle and it is listed as closed. I checked Patrick and
Serwat's desks for the file. I looked for the file in the file room. I was unable to locate it. The requester
called again on Wednesday. I suggested she call back again in a couple of weeks to check on the status.

I

·I

Counse

Tuesday, April 28, 2009

2

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Tuesday, April 28, 2009

Theo Martin

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 4/27/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls: 10

Q. How does one FOIL information from the New York State Department of Corrections?
A. I asked him whether he wanted to file a request via the internet or by mail. He said he wanted
to file electronically, so I provided him with the following web address:
http://www.docs.state.nx.us/DOCSwebfoilform.asp.

!Exemption 6
to know why FOIA appeal (No. 09-1554) was opened.
A. I reviewed the file and realized OIP inadvertently opened an appeal when it received the
payment for the underlying request. ADW assigned me
No. 09-1554, and I intend to draft
a letter administratively closing the appeal today. I notified
of such, and he did
not object.
!Exemption 6

Vicky Ferguson

!Exemption 5

Francis Bonds
bonds.francis@epa.gov

!Exemption 5

1

f ·, .

!Exemption 6 I
Q.
to know why he gets pulled over for secondary inspection at the
U.S./Mexico boarder. He claims he submitted requests to DHS and DOJ. He does not remember
where he sent his DOJ request.
!Exemption 6
A. Because he did not know where he submitted his request, I could not give him any
information regarding the status of that request. He seemed rather confused about DOJ's
decentralized system of processing FOIA requests, so I emailed him a copy of the DOJ Reference
Guide. I encouraged him to review the Reference Guide, review OIP's website, and submit a new
request to the component he believe maintains records relating to himself.

I

Senator Crapo's Office
!Exemption 6 I
12:30PM
Q. One of Senator Crapo's constituents filed a request with the BOP approximately 30 days ago,
and he has yet to receive a response. Is there anything OIP knows about this request? Who is
Wanda Hunt?
A. I explained that the DOJ has a decentralized system for processing FOIA requests, and
provided her with Wanda Hunt's telephone number.

!Exemption 5

Jeremy Simon

!Exemption 5

2

(

,·

..

!Exemption 5

NA
(I inadvertently answered the
telephone.)
Q. Is Montgomery College subject to the Freedom oflnformation Act?
A. I told her that no, Montgomery College is not an executive branch agency, and thus, is not
subject to the FOIA. However, I also let her know that it may be subject to Maryland's records
access law.
NOAA Fisheries Service

!Exemption 5

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: April 24, 2009
Counselor: Anne

Total calls:

I D

Jim Kovakas

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

Jeb Kreischer

transportation

!Exemption 5

private

Q. Howto
A.

now with DHS

!Exemption 5

1

'.

!Exemption 5

I·

!Exemption 5

Fire . . . (Part of FEMA)

!Exemption 5

private

returned call, but voice box either full or would not accept my call

!Exemption 5

private

wanted how to for "asset foreclosure" records
LM, but no call back.
2

I

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: April23, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 14
Marilyn Levin

Transportation Board

Issue: wants to know if he should resubmit his FOIA request in light ofthe AG's new guidelines and
FOIA amendments. His appeal was closed on 6/25/07 - it was affirming a no records response from the
FBI.
I would suggest that he resubmit his FOIA request because FBI now handles differently its searches with
it locates FO records even though requester submitted an HQ request. Unfortunately caller left me a
wrong number.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 2-

Date: April23, 2009

Issue: Has specific questions regarding an appeal that has been adjudicated, 09-0580.
As this appeal was handled by Sean Vanek, I provided caller with Sean's contact information if he wants
to ask him specific questions about his appeal.
FBI

Issue: wants to know how he can get copies of records from his mortgage company
I informed him that only federal agencies are subject to the FOIA. Accordingly he submit a FOIA
request to a private corporation.

Issue: Has questions regarding the Privacy Act
I provided her with OMB's contact information - John Barkhamer.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

- 3-

Date: April 23, 2009

Issue: wants to know the status of her FBI request
I informed her that she must contact the FBI to get a status on her request. I provided her with the FBI's
contact information.

Issue: wanted to know if she could submit a FOIA request to a US Representative for a copy of a letter
that her grandmother submit
I informed her that Congress is not subject to the FOIA, only federal agencies. I suggested that she
contact the Representative's office directly.

Issue: wants to know which factors DOJ considers in its regs for fee waiver reductions
I faxed over a copy of the factors from DOJ's regs

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-4-

Date: April 23, 2009

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: April 22, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #12

Sandy Wright

Exemption 5

He had a question on whether or not an agency had to notify him of potential fees. I explained the
implicit agreement to pay up to $25 simply by making a request and then regulatory obligation of an
agency to notify him (and get his consent to pay fees) if the agency estimates that the fees will exceed
that amount.

Charlie Burrero

DRS
202-282-9964

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Date: April 22, 2009

-2-

Aron Golberg

Teresa McCombs

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen

He wanted the contact information for OPM.

Private Citizen

He wanted to know which government agency would maintain a llst of companies ineligible to transact
business with the United States due to past fraudulent activity. I suggested that he contact both the
Department of Commerce and the Department of Treasury.

Private Citizen

I

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

Caller hung-up without leaving a message.

-3-

Date: April22, 2009

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April 21, 2009
Vanessa Brinkmann

f

Private
!Exemption 6

9:50

I

Caller wants status information on his appeal (no. 09-1142). After checking Oracle I asked RF
for status - she advised that she's submitted it for review. Advised caller accordingly.

Fed. Agency

!Exemption 5

DOD FOIA

Caller
No.4:

Larry W.

Agency:

1

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

US Trustees/DOJ

Private

Private

Noon
Not given
Caller has received a denial to his FOIA request to the VA, and that denial was affirmed on
appeal. He wants to know what he can do now, and I explained judicial review to him.

!Exemption 6

I

National Journal Magazine
!Exemption 6

I

Caller received a "still interested" letter regarding his OIPIIR request dated October 6, 2006 (No.
AG/07-R0025). He was curious about the backlog and why it has taken so long. I explained
"first in, first out" processing, and that often more complex cases require consu1ts, voluminous
records, etc. He said he is no longer interested in the records requested, and I informed the IR
anal st.

-

!Exemption 6

I

Private, retired USPS employee

I

!Exemption 6
-3:00
Caller wants to request USPS/OIG investigatory records on himself. He LM asking how to do
this, but when I called him back he had already called OIG, and they are working on it. We still
discussed general FOIA issues, including ID verification requirements and time limits. I also
referred him to our Reference Guide.

Caller wants to know the status on an appeal he submitted about a week ago. I could not
understand the phone # in his VM, so I could not call him back.

-

!Exemption 6

I

Judicial Watch

I

!Exemption 6
5:00
Caller seeks a status update/time estimate on her initial request to OIPIIR. She received an
acknowledgment letter in the mail. I gave her contact info to the IR analyst so she could call her
back with the info.

2

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 1-

Date: 4/20/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
·Total Calls: 11

Private Citizen

r··

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 2-

Date: 4/20/09

Caller left message stating that he wants to "visit" with me about information regarding his father. I
returned his call and someone answered, but the gentleman who answered did not appear to be able to
understand what I was saying. I will call again.
!Exemption 6 I
FOLLOW-UP: I called again and spoke with
is seeking information about his
paternal grandparents and has reason to believe that the FBI and BOP maintain records pertaining to his
father, so theoretically may have info. about his paternal grandparents as well. I suggested that the caller
submit requests to the FBI and BOP to see if those components maintain records on the third parties
about whom he is interested. I was going to provide the caller with the mailing address for submitting
but the caller abruptly needed to get off the phone, so I just directed him to the DOJ website for more
info. and asked him to call back with any other questions.

-

[no last name provided]

EFMI (inKY; may be a private .
company)

Caller left message requesting
· on where to send or fax requests for a third party's medical
.
records. I returned
call and spoke with a gentleman from her office. He said . .had alreadyiExemptiOn 6
left for the day, but he seemed very familiar with the situation about whichhad called. I left that IE emption 6
gentleman the mailing address for filing a request for records with the Department of Veterans Affairs. I~.::.:..;;x,:..;;_-"---_.
also provided him with VA's phone and fax numbers. I advised him that ifhe is seeking additional
information about how to file a FOIA request he should take a look at the DOJ website.

I

Marilyn Levitt

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-3-

Date: 4/20/09

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to check the status of his appeal, OIP Appeal No. 09-1142.
I do not currently have access to Oracle. My Oracle password expired while I was on vacation, and ST
had a very busy day and was not able to get to my request for a replacement password. ST told me she
would see about getting me a new password tomorrow morning, however, so I should be able to check
the status of Mr. appeal at that time. !Exemption 6

I

Mr.-

FOLLOW-UP: After I received my new Oracle password the following day, I ran an Oracle query and
saw that OIP Appeal No. 09-1142 is in fact entered into our system and has been assigned to RMF.
Because RMF had already left for the day, I did not inquire further about where the file was in the review Exemption 6
process. I called
and explained that his appeal was logged into our system and had been
.
assigned to an attorney. Mr.
said he had spoken to one of my co-workers and was already aware !ExemptiOn 6
of the status of his appeal, but he thanked me enthusiastically for returning his call. I told the caller to
feel free to call back with any other questions or concerns.

Private Citizen

I

.
Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-4-

Date: 4/20/09

verified that he is in fact checking on the status of an appeal he filed with
does not remember his appeal number, but I told him that I should be able to
of his appeal using his name and verified that I spelledroperly. I advised !Exemption 6
I did not currently have access to the system, but that I should be able to look into
appeal tomorrow.
I do not currently have access to Oracle. My Oracle password expired while I was on vacation, and ST
had a very busy day and was not able to get to my request for a replacement password. ST told me she
would see about
me a new password tmporrow morning, however, so I should be able to check
the status
appeal at that time.

f

!Exemption 6
FOLLOW-UP: After I received my new Oracle password, I ran a query and saw that • • • • •
did in fact have one appeal logged into the system. That appeal, OIP Appeal No. 09-0569, was "closed
for other reasons" on 1/14/09. CGG handled the appeal. The appeal file was not in the file room;
however, from the version of the letter I saw in the Appeals folder of the OIP ·
that the
appeal was limited to two pages WIF that turned out to be duplicates. I called
.....
IE_x_e_m_p_t-io_n_6.....,1
informed him that his appeal had been closed. I explained what I saw about the duplicates, and he
realized that I was talking about a previous appeal that he considered to have been resolved. Mr. ·
~is interested in the status of a new appeal, purportedly mailed to OIP on 4/08/09. I explained
~t see that appeal noted in the system. I explained about federal government mail delays and
advised that
ive it a week or two and then call again to verify that his appeal was
received.
!Exemption 6 I
.

[not disclosed]
said
Caller left message asking
in FOIA requests. In her message, that someone told her
salary
I returned- - call later that day and
left a message on
voicemail.
I underst~stion pertained to fees.
I advisedthat, ·if she in fact seeking
about fees, she should contact Ms. Liberant;:..e_ _ _ ___,
at OMB, and I provided
Ms. Liberante's phone number. If, however,is seeking !Exemption 6
guidance on the disclosure of overtime information, I asked her to give us a call back at OIP. I left Ms.
I,.E_
. . x_e_m_p_ti. o_n..-.~• my phone number and told her how late I would be in the office that evening.
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Ann Cook Graver

Education

I

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-5-

Date: 4/20/09

(Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:#-04-17 -2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls:

/

3

Dept. of the Interior; FOIA

!Exemption 5

Larry Wallquist

FDA
301-827-6548

citizen

How to make a FOIA request - would not give name or number.
Discussed in general terms

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Janet Ingersol

Date:#-04-17 -2009

Indian Health Service
301-443-6177

!Exemption 5

Where and how to file a FOIA request to the US Postal Service
Gave information

Cathy Day

Office of the Detention Trustee

!Exemption 5

How to make a FOIA request pertaining to former Att'ny General
Gave the information re C. Mallon, OIP.

Status of FOIA request

vuuauo;:;L

I

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

!Exemption 6

Date:#-04-17-2009

I

How many days must have passed after a document is sent to the SEC before the firm can send a FOIA
request?
Caller' s questions did not reflect an understanding of the process. Discussed FOIA.

Caller wanted information on someone. Refused to discuss specifics.

USDA Food Safety & Inspection
202-720-2110

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April16, 2009
Michael Sherman

private caller

QAMAR.

Karen Waltermeyer

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

1

I

I

private caller

QAMAR.

Julie Hodgkins

Elections Assistance Commission

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

private caller

Caller was trying to get state records. I suggested exploring his state's FOIA.

private caller

Status of appeal - I provided what information was available.

EOUST

Larry Wahlquist

2

I

. ·..
I-

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

3

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 4/15/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 15
DOD- Office of Secretary of Defense

!Exemption 5

I

I

I

, , '·

'·

',

!Exemption 6

••

,• I '

.

I

.

'I
,..]

I

private citizen
!Exemption 6

I

Q. This person called and left a message before we opened for the day, and his phone number is
incorrect, so I was unable to call him back.
A.

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Broadcasting Board of Governors

I

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

Sbevon Tucker
11:10

!Exemption 5

private citizen

had a question about whether it is lawful for a doctor's office to force its patients to
· social security numbers.
A: I told that we cannot give out legal advice on that issue. To be customer friendly, I
referred her to OPCL's Privacy Act overview, which has a short section at the end discussing
social security numbers.
!Exemption 6

I

2

I

I

·.:

Diana Love
12:55

,

I•

DOl Solicitor's Office

ql

1· .•.
•

•l.Ji'
I

303-231-5353 Ext. 554

Vicki Lewis

HUD

1:20

202-402-6147

private entity

n/a

2:55

3

..

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Q: The caller had a "press" question.
A: I referred the caller to the Office of Legislative Affairs.

Department of Agriculture- Food
Safety and Inspection Service

JeffHoval
3:00

!Exemption 5

Terri Roman

U.S. Attorney's Office

3:20

!Exemption 5

Peter Lynch

FOIA Appeals- CBP

4:15

202-325-0129

4

'·
!Exemption 5

private citizen
n/a
Q: Caller seeks records pertaining to himself from the FBI and DHS.
A: I gave the caller step-by-step directions for obtaining the proper addresses from 01P's website.

private citizen

Q: Needs assistance with his FOIA request.
A: The phone number was disconnected.

5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: April14, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 9

Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency

!Exemption 5

Postal Service Law Department

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

lJ

I

I

I

!Exemption 5

I

US Geological Survey

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Princina Stone

2

-

2:25pm

Q. Had an urgent question.

A. Tried to return call but was unable to leave message. Had "FOIA Hotline" announced on the
loud speaker (the phone system didn't accept calls from unrecognized numbers and didn't take
messages), but didn't get picked up.

Q. He has a special needs child in a Washington [state] public school and has been having a hard
time getting him any special classroom assistance. He wants to request the school board disclose
the amount of money they have spent fighting him regarding the services he needs for his son.

A. Called him back 4/15 and he went into a lot more detail and also alleges corruption dating
back over 30 years. I told him it sounded like this would be a state/local FOIA request & gave
him the telephone number for the Washington AG Office (also told he could go to the website
and fill in forms to make the request). He also asked about NCLB and federal funds dispersed to
state school districts and suggested Dept. Of Ed would be a good place to start regarding that and
gave him the phone # and website.

3

: ··

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: Aprill3, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR N OTES
Total Calls: 12
Latrice
!Exemption 5

Lost her i.d. and someone is using it and she wants to know whether she has gotten any driving tickets
under her identity by the thief.
Explained that she would most likely want to make a request to the states she believes are involved (Ill
and Wise.) under their FOIA laws for her driving records.
No name
What is the time table for DOJ to appoint new US Attorneys?
Explained that we do FOIA, and that I do not know the answer to this.

I

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 6:

- 2-

!Exemption 6

Date: April 13, 2009

I Agency:

!Exemption 6

I

Inquiring about the status of his appeal, #09-1028.
This is an ALB case in Oracle. Spoke to ADW about who reassigned to, but unknown. Told caller that
the appeal is being worked on in a first-in first-out basis and although cannot give him a time for
completion, it is being worked on. Each case takes different amount of time depending on the particulars
of the case, etc .

Caller 7:

!Exemption 6

I

Agency:

!Exemption 6

Calling on status of his request #AG-08-R0275 and DAG-08-R0276, which he received preliminary letter
on back in Jan 2008 from CLM, but nothing since.
This is assigned to Natasha in Oracle, so told Doug and asked Natasha to follow up, and told Mr. Roden
that he should expect her call.

Dave Berry

NLRB OIG's office, 2/273-1964

I

Counselor: C. Ferraro

-3-

!Exemption 6

Caller 9:

Date: April 13, 2009

Agency:

LACo~ders

Office- - - ,....IE_x_e_m_p-:ti_o_n-:6-,
Made a request to ATF, which was denied and also upheld on partly modified grounds on appeal. He is
trying to track down a firearm and disagrees with the denial/doesn't understand the Ex 3 withholding.
Told him to call ATF and speak with their Public Liaison and/or FOIA service center to get some
clarification on the particulars of that exemption statute w/ regard to his request, and that he can indeed
call Janice (her name on his appeal letter) if he still chooses to.

Caller 10:

Caller 11:

Jackie

Agency: SSA 410-965-1724

!Exemption 6 I

Agency:

!Exemption 6 I

Checking on the status of his appeal.
Is assigned to CAS. Explained to him that it is being worked on, and told CAS that he had called.

Caller 12:

!Exemption 6 I

Agency: OIG of Library of Congress

Library of Congress employees, who investigated other employees who were charged 6 mos ago with
child porn charges and convicted, now are doing a training session and want to use a power point with
photos and names of the convicted employees as a learning tool. Caller, attorney, is bothered by this and
potential abuse of privacy.
I explained that OMB Jasmeet Seehra is the new Privacy contact (2/395-3123), and also explained to her
that this is not a FOIA issue since the public not making a request for the info, merely for internal
learning purposes, and also was made public by office at the time; but that at same time, it is likely not
necessary to have their photos and names to be able to teach the learning point. But, that she should
·
speak to OMB since this is not our domain.

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date: 04-10-2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #2

Caller wanted to !mow how to file a FOIA request to the FBI Philadelphia office.

Not FOIA. The caller is trying to trace her husband's biological father through a defunct "home for
wayward girls."

Has been accused of discrimination; denied records of the investigation under b5 and 7. Wanted to !mow
where he could read those two exemptions.
Helped him find the website for FOIA. Discussed the exemptions briefly.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

April9, 2009
Vanessa Brinkmann

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Terry Cochran

Service Transportation Board

1

Homeland Security

!Exemption 5

Private

Private

11:42

Not given

----~----------------------~

Caller had various concerns unrelated to FOIA, but I explained the basics ofFOIA and how to
make a request if she wanted records on herself.

Labor, ETA

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I
!Exemption 6

l

Caller LM asking if her company's drivers can be forced to wear ID tags - she wants them to but
they refuse. I called back and LM explaining what we do and that she should consult a private
attorney if she needs help with this issue.

Naval Criminal Investigative Service

!Exemption 5
2

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

Charlie Borrero
202-282-9964

!Exemption 5

ATF Pittsburgh

- !Exemption 5

Caller LM: he's a former inmate and wants to get his medical records. I called back and LM on
4/10: explained that ifhe wants BOP records, he needs to submit a request to BOP with ID ·
verification (he can call us back for the address); ifhe is seeking medical records apart from his
federal prison time, though, he will need to contact whoever maintains those records as FOIA
only applies to records in federal agency files.

Private

Private.

Not given
4:12
Caller had an interview with an FBI agent, and now wants to request his file from the FBI. I
explained how to make his request.

3

I

!Exemption 6
Caller wants to know if commercial or financial info submitted to the gov't needs to be marked
on every page in order to ensure its protected. I said that there are no specific requirements, but
he can certainly do so. He also wanted to verify that we'd contact him before releasing such info,
and I confirmed that yes, we would provide submitter notice.

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6
Caller wants status info on his appeal (no. 112456) from an FBI request. Looked it up on 4/ 10
and learned that this has been sent to OPCL for handling. R was advised of that fact by letter
dated 2/13. I left him a message and told him this, and gave him OPCL's number again.

4

I

/

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 1-

April 8, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 19

Alexandra Keith

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to know the status of App. No. 09-1062. I informed her that it is assigned to an attorney
for review (KAH).

SBA
!Exemption 5

Dept. of Treasury
!Exemption 5

Kathy Knockman

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

- 2-

April 8, 2009

Private Citizen
Caller wanted to speak with the attorney who worked on App. No. 09-0487 (CG). I left a message for
CG to contact the Caller.

Private Citizen
I attempted to return the call, but the Caller's phone does not accept unsolicited phone numbers.

Private Citizen
Caller keeps leaving me angry massages, but he does not leave his phone number (only his email
address) .

Private Citizen
I left a voicemail message & I did not receive a return call.

Private Citizen
I left a voicemail message & I did not receive a return call.

Joan

Dept. of Energy

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

Counselor: Kathleen McNabb

-3-

April 8, 2009

Gov. Agency

!Exemption 5

?
I left a voicemail message & I did not receive a return call.

Fed. Commcs. Comm.

!Exemption 5

Sharon Hawkins

AMTRAK

!Exemption 5

I

- 1-

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 417/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Jeff Corzatt

Veterans Administration

Sharon Hawkins

Overseas Private Investment

Exemption 5

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 4/7/09

Private Citizen

The caller made a request to OIP's IR Staff on behalf of Judicial Watch and wanted to learn the status. I
passed along that information.

Private Citizen

The caller was denied a fee waiver in connection with a request made to the National Science
Foundation . I explained that she should contact NSF to learn about their administrative appeal process.

Department of Education

Private citizen

The caller wanted to lrnow how to make a cross-reference request to the FBI. I explained the process.

Two agency officials

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 4/7/09

Private Citizen

The caller was from a company that frequently makes FOIA requests. She wanted to complain about the
fees charged in connection with her requests to the CIA and State Department. I suggested that she
contact those FOIA offices to fmd out about the basis for their fee determinations and also contact the
ChiefFOIA officers listed on our website.

Private Citizen

I left the caller a voicemail, but did not receive a return call.

Private Citizen

The caller had a question regarding a Privacy Act amendment. When I returned his call, he stated that he
had already spoken to Janice.

Pamela Douglas

Office of the Comptroller of
Currency

Private Citizen

The caller had a complaint regarding government corruption. I left him a voicemail explaining the nature
of the hotline.

G:
IA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 17

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

April 6, 2009

Private caller

m
to prevent
son
court
son 1s a
noncommissioned officer in the U.S. Army. The caller said he called the White House and was told to
call DOJ. The caller is looking for information regarding the natural-born citizenship status of the
President. The caller is trying to convince his son to obey a Presidential order. I asked the caller if he
filed a FOIA request. He said no. I advised him to go to the USDOJ website to fmd out the requirements
for submitting a FOIA request. I told him the agencies would be listed there and he could choose which
agencies to send his FOIA requests.

Private caller
10:45 a.m.
The caller said he cannot get his medical records from the VA. The VA said they have no records. I
asked if the caller sent a FOIA request. He said no. I suggested that he go to the VA's website and fmd
out how to file a FOIA request and send one to the VA.

Linda Hale

Federal Maritime Commission

2

...

(

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

April 6, 2009

Private caller
11:30 a.m.
A private caller regarding an ATF unperfected request. ATF said it could not determine whether the
caller' s FOIA request made him a commercial requester. ATF asked that he submit more information.
The caller wanted a phone number to contact ATF. He also asked about the requirement that the agencies
provide this contact information. He said ATF's lack of contact information was a waste of taxpayer's
money. I told him we would be happy to review his appeal if he would like to file one, but I could not
help him any further if he did not want to file an appeal.

Private caller
11:40 a.m.
The caller wanted to know whether the Patriot Act was still in effect. I told the caller I could not help
him. My guidance was limited to help with FOIA Requests. He said he sent two requests to two agencies
and got no response. I advised him to contact those agencies. He said he did, but they will not answer the
phone. I apologized and said I could not give him any other assistance. I told him he needed to call those
agencies directly for assistance.

Private caller
12:30 p.m.
The caller had a question regarding her Social Security matter and a human rights violation. She left no
return phone number.

Private caller
l :OOp.m.
The caller wanted the address of the AG and how to correctly address a letter to him. I suggested she go
to the USDOJ website for the address and contact information she would need.

Audrey Roller

3

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

April 6, 2009

Private caller
2:30p.m.
The caller wanted information regarding Blue Cross/Blue Shield policies in North Carolina. I advised the
caller that she would need to call the State of North Carolina.

The caller wanted to know how to report someone who violated the Privacy Act. I explained that this
office only handles inquires regarding the Freedom of Information Act.

Private call
3:10p.m.
The caller wanted advice on what kind of public information she could put on her website to help the
public. I told her I could not help her because this office only provides guidance regarding FOIA
requests.

Private caller
The caller was a contractor with USAID. She advised that USAID gave her notice that it wanted to
release some information to a third party about the contractor. The caller said she was given 24-hours to
respond. She wanted help in getting more time to respond to this notice. She did not want the
information released. The caller said she was familiar with Exemption 4. I directed her to FOIA Update
Vol. 8, #2. I told the caller that 24 hours did not sound like a "reasonable time" to respond to a submitter
notice under Exemption 4.

4

(
Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: April 3, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 11
US Comm'sn on Civil Rights

!Exemption 5

U.S. Forest Service

She wanted a status update on her IR request. When I called back to get her last name, the phone was
busy.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: April 3, 2009

She wanted a status update on appeal no. 09-1080 USMS. We are
background
information from USMS, so I explained our appeal process to her and assured her that we would get to
her appeal just as soon as we get the necessary records.

She wanted to know where to file a FOIA request for her "alien file." I directed her to DHS, specifically
to USCIS.

Caller hung-up without leaving a message.

Sharon Hawkins

He wanted to know what type of legal advice we (OIP) gave. When I explained that we don't offer legal
advice to private citizens, he hung up.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 4/2/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls:

Jill Siegelbaum

,-,
Department of Education

!Exemption 5

Emma Monroig

I

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

Q. I left a return message.
A

DOE

Jill Siegelbaum

1

,.

I
I
I'

I

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

private citizen

I

!Exemption 6
10:35
Q.
a question about a "dry mouth" treatment that was approved by the FDA. In essence,
he seeks an reports that have been written about the treatment.
Exemption 6
A. I told.
that he can make a FOIA request for such records directly to the FDA.
!Exemption 6

U.S. Commission on Civil Rights

Emma Monroig

emonroig@usccr.gov

!Exemption 5

private citizen
11:45

Q: The caller wanted to know whether the FOIA Guide can be purchased in hard copy.
A: I said that it can be purchased by private citizens through GPO.

Mike Justen

NOAA

noon

301-713-1364, Ext. 147

!Exemption 5

2

I

!Exemption 5

Amanda Wise

OGC- Treasury

12:45

202-622-1934

!Exemption 5

n/a

private citizen
1:00

Q: The caller wanted to submit a request to the Attorney General.
A: I made sure the caller had the correct address for our Office.

Susan Alexander

Forest Service

1:15

218-626-4323

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption 6

l

private citizen

3

I

I

. .--

(_

c:

---

2:10

Q: Caller had a non-FOIA question about the "fascist" State of Delaware.
A: The caller eventually hung up on me.

private entity- CREW

!Exemption 6

I

Q: - wanted to know whether DOJ has a system in place for the online tracking ofFOIA
requests.
A: I told . . that each component has its own practice, but that I am not aware of any
components (including OIP) with that capability.

private citizen

Q: Caller wished to find out the status of his appeal, and made some disparaging remarks about
our attorney who is handling the appeal (No. 08-2764).
A. I gave the caller the appeal status. Sean Vanek declined to have me give the caller his last
name, because the caller has been investigated for making threats against federal officials.

Pamela Douglas

OCC FOIA Office

3:30

202-874-5022

!Exemption 5

4

I

!Exemption 6

I

DLA FOIA Officer

!Exemption 5

Q: The caller wanted more information about why we would deny an appeal about his uncle
(dead since 1954) on the basis of privacy exemptions.
A: I told the caller that, with regard to the third parties mentioned in his uncle's file, we have to
withhold such information unless the third parties are dead, over 100 years old, or have given
permission to view records about them.

5

(

I .

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: Aprill, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 12

!Exemption 5

Elizabeth Moss

Counsel on Environmental Quality

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Broadcasting Board of Governors

/

1

/

(".

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Department of Agriculture - OIG

!Exemption 5

!1:22am
Q. Requested an update on her FOIA Appeal No. 09-1076.

2

!Exemption 6

I

l

A. I was assigned that appeal on March 17 and am working on it. I told her it was under review.

FBI - Litigation Unit

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption 6

I

VA Hospital in Brooklyn, NY

1:18pm
Q. She wanted to know how to transfer employment from the current VA hospital to one that is
closer to her sick son in Las Vegas.
A. Left a message - I could not answer her question since we are a FOIA Hotline, but I did
search on the VA employment website and suggested she try the following number for VA
Placement Services: 1-800-949-0002

Fox News Affiliate, Anchorage, AK
1:46pm
Q. She was looking for a Press Release made by AG
charges against Stevens.

!Exemption 6

I

decision to drop

A. I looked up the press release on the DOJ website, and called her back; she had located it just
after leaving me the message.

3

l

!Exemption 5

Larry Walker

US Trustee's Office

!Exemption 5

No name given

5:14pm
Q. Caller was very angry and wanted to know the names of the DOJ attorneys responsible for the
Stevens prosecution. Insinuated that their activities should lead to them being disbarred.
A. Left a message explaining that this Hotline is for advice regarding the FOIA, so my advice for
her would be that she may make a P A request for releasable information on the attorneys of the
Public Integrity section of the Criminal Division of the DOJ.

4

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 1-

Date: 5/29/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 13
Private caller

The caller wanted to supplement her FOIA request, which was sent to OIP. I told her to fax the
supplemental information to our office and to reference the request number in her correspondence.

Jocelyn Richards

Department of Energy

Exemption 5

Immigration and Customs
Enforcement
732-3626

\Exemption 5

Lee Wallkwist

Exemption 5

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 5/29/09

-2-

Department of Interior

Office of International Affairs
(DOJ)

•··.

The caller wanted state records. I suggested that she try to contact her state attorney general's office to
find out about the open access laws in her state.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

-3-

Date: 5/29/09

Department of Agriculture

Private Citizen

The caller thought that he was being investigated by the federal government, but he did not know by
which agencies. I suggested that he look on the internet to find the FOIA contacts for the appropriate
agencies.
Private citizen

The caller had a question related to a request that he had made for state records. I recommended that he
contact his state attorney general's office.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

-I -

Date: May 28, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls:

8

Issue: wanted to receive state and local records
I informed him that we only handle matters relating to federal records and that he must contact the state's
AG's office for state and local records.

Issue: wanted to know if OSHA could charge search fees if he is a representative ofthe news media.
I informed him that if he is a representative of the news media, OSHA can only charge duplication costs,
minus the first free I 00 pages. I also gave him DOL's FOIA regulations link where it clearly states that
representative of the news media are only to be charged duplication costs.
Blythe Rogers

Issue: wants to know the status of an AG request that she mailed on 5/4/09.

I looked on Oracle and it appears that it hasn't been entered. I informed caller that mailed requests can
take a couple of weeks before they actually reach our office because they need to go through the whole
mail screening process. I gave her our fax number and told her that she could fax in her request if she
wants to get the process moving quicker.

Counselor: Kathleene Molen

·-

- 2-

Date: May 28, 2009

!Exemption 6

Issue: He left a long message explaining that an individual was placed in Section 8 housing and this
person has psychiatric issues and should not be living alone. He wants to know who placed this
individual in the housing and wants to know if he can get this information through FOIA.
I informed him that the FOIA only provides access to federal agency records and therefore would be of
no he! to him.

Issue: wanted to know if we could provide any information on whether a criminal statute on first time
offenders has been passed .
I informed her that the FOIA only provides access to federal agency records and that we don't conduct
legal research. I suggested that she go to a law school library.

-

Issue: she is trying to locate a study that appears to have been conducted by DOJ on victims of domestic
violence.
I suggested that she contact the Office of Justice Programs, specifically Office of Victims of Crimes
which has a number of publications that can be ordered.
Phylis Morgan

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 27, 2009
Michael Sherman

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

private caller

NFQ.

Caller needed more information about a request made by his client to the IR. I checked w/Kyra
(who was assigned to the request), and was able to provide more explanation to the caller.

/

private caller

Caller wanted to know who our supervising AAG is.

!Exemption 5

private caller

Unable to return call.

!Exemption 6

I

QAMAR.

private caller

QAMAR.

!Exemption 5

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 5/26/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls :

FOIA Officer for VAFrances Hudzik

I/

F]

Department of Veterans Affairs

!Exemption 5

private citizen

n/a

n/a
9:47
Q. The caller seeks a copy of the FOIA annual report, but does not have access to the internet.

A. I referred the caller to JMD to make a FOIA request for the annual report.
Department of the Army

private citizen
n/a

Q. The caller instigated an in
She was told that the
FBI and IRS also got involved, but
to know what her next step is, because she
response. We affirmed that response.
believes that the FBI either never received the allegedly incriminating information, or that the
FBI agent never entered the information into the system.
!Exemption 6 I
1

(.
I

\

\.

l

!Exemption 6

I

A. I told - t hat she has the option of suing us on the adequacy of the search. However,
since she does not seem to believe that there was a defect with our search efforts, she could first
try contacting the FBI field office that purportedly investigated the alleged wrongdoing.

!Exemption 6

I

private citizen- Arlington VA

!Exemption 6

I

Q.
seeks a mine safety report that was prepared by the Department of Labor for the
presidential transition team. He made a request to the De~ent of Labor, who claimed that
the document's greater equities lie with the White House. attempted to see ifthe transition !Exemption 6
team will provide the document, but it has not yet done so, and it claims to be exempt from the
FOIA. !Exemption 6

I

I

A. I told .
that if the transition team claims to be exempt from the FOIA, his only alternative
is to try non-FOIA means to obtain the report, or to sue the government on the question of
!Exemption 6
whether the transition team should be subject to the FOIA. I toldthat OIP cannot assist
further, because OIP can only give policy guidance to entities who are subject to the FOIA. I
gave ~the email address askDOJ@usdoj.gov so that he can take the matter up with DOJ's
leaders 1p offices if he believes that they could assist in some way.
.J Exemption 6 I

I

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Donna Selig
1:40

!Exemption 5

Melanie Yeo

FAA FOIA

1:45

202-267-9552

2

!Exemption 5

Tamar

U.S. Election Assistance Commission

2:45

202-566-1707

I

!Exemption 5

Monica Skinner

U.S. Postal Service

2:55

202-268-3030

!Exemption 5

3

I

I

!Exemption 5

private citizen

private citizen
3:45

Q: The caller seeks certain nomination records regarding a sitting federal judge.
A: I told the caller to make a request to this Office, specifying that OLP records are being sought,
and providing any pertinent information about the judge.

Sharon Hawkins

!Exemption 5

4

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: May 22, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cmmingham

Total calls: 5

Exemption 6
10:05 am
Q. Had 2 questions about a FOIA request he is preparing: (1) under the FOIA, can he request
copies of proposals that were sent in by winning bidders for government con~racts; (2) specific
questions about the FBI FOIA request form.
A. I confirmed that he could request the proposals and any information contained within them
that was not releasable under the FOIA would be redacted (gave as an example the names
individuals); and directed him to the FBI FOIA Requester Service Center for his specific
questions regarding the FBI FOIA form .

Dept. Of Commerce, NoAA

Ted Beuhler

-

!Exemption 6

I

I

!Exemption 6
12:00 pm
Q. He is filing an appeal regarding a request the firm made and wants to know how specific he
should be.
A. Left message with his receptionist after he wasn't available twice- the appeal does not have
to be specific.

I

!Exemption 6
12:40 pm
Q. Had several questions about presidential transition team records (what ifthe records are sent
to an agency, what about corespondence with outside parties) and a question about Exemption b5
(would it cover directives/instruction issued by an agency to be followed in preparing reports).
He asked that I leave a message at his home phone number.

1

A. Left message - I directed him to the 1988 FOIA Update "Transition Team Issues" and said it
was also mentioned briefly in the Procedural Requirements section of the FOIA Guide, both
available on our website. Regarding the instructions/directives question, I said there is not really
a black or white answer to that one - ifthere is no reasonable harm, nor would the release lead to
circumvention of the law (considering b2 for this information as well as b5), it would be
releasable.

FBI - Records Mgt. Division

!Exemption 5

2

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Date: 5/21109

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18

Private Citizen
Question 1:

Question 2:

.
Caller seeks information on how to file a request with the Dept. of Labor. S~
records pertaining to a claim she filed with the Dept. 2 years ago. I provide~ !ExemptiOn 6
with the mailing address for filing a request with the Dept. of Labor. I also gave her the
URL to the DOL FOIA website, the DOL FOIA phone number, and the DOL FOIA fax
number. Additionally, I gave her the URL to the DOJ OIP website and told her that it
was a good resource for general information (such as how to file are
st) on the FOIA.
Exemption 6
Caller also wanted to know whether there were laws about garnishment of wages. She
said that her mother is 86 and had her wages garnished.
wanted to know how !Exemption 6
that could be possible if her mother didn't make any money. I told
that I knew
there were laws regarding garnishment of wages (e.g. for payment of child support) but
that this was not my area of expertise. Caller seemed satisfied with this; she said she did
not expect that I would know the answer to that question, but she thought she would ask.

Private citizen
Caller seeks information on how to obtain IRS records. It turned out that the caller had done some
research and already had an address for IRS FOIA. I verified that the address was correct, and also
verified the phone number for the IRS FOIA office.
Caller also wanted to know if we had sample FOIA request letters he could see. I advised the caller that
DOJ does have FOIA resource materials on its website, but I also told him that the IRS FOIA website has
links to sample FOIA letters as well as to the IRS-specific FOIA reference guide, so I suggested that he
check the IRS FOIA website first. I gave him the URLs to both the IRS FOIA and the DOJ OIP websites.
Caller wanted to know whether the old records he is seeking would still be available. I explained that
records retention schedules vary by agency, and advised that I was not sure about the specific provisions
of the Dept. of the Treasury's records retention schedules. I wished the caller the best ofluck with his
request and told him to feel free to call back with any other questions.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

•2.

Date: 5/21 /09

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Nelson Hermilla (spelling
unverified)

Francis Hudsick (spelling
unverified)

- 3-

Date: 5/21/09

DOJ (Civil Rights Division)

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 4-

Date: 5/21/09

Private citizen
Question:

Caller wants to know the exact amount (value) of bonds exchanged between the Treasury
and SSA. Caller says the bonds are kept in a cabinet in VA. He does not know how
much is owed, but bets that it is millions of dollars, and thinks that if everything is paid
without interest then SSA would be solvent.

Answer:

I told the caller that I was not familiar with the bonds he referenced and consequently did

not lrnow the bonds' value. Because he mentioned Treasury and SSA, and seemed to be
seeking records purportedly maintained by these agencies, I asked the caller if he had
submitted FOIA requests with either agency. He told me who he had emailed about the
issue (his senator, AI Gore, the White House) but it did not sound as though he had ever
filed a FOIA request for the records in question. I suggested that the caller file FOIA
requests with Treasury and SSA. I directed the caller to the DOJ FOIA website. He
loaded the website while we were on the phone, and he was able to see the tabs for
information on making a request, for lists of principal FOIA contacts, etc. He thanked
me for my help. I told him to feel free to call back with any other questions.

!Exemption 5

l

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 5-

Date: 5/21/09

Private citizen
Question:

Caller left message stating that he would like to verify the authenticity of a fax he
received that purports to be from DOJ. According to the caller, the fax had something to
do with
·

Answer:

so that I could get some additional information about the
nature of the
sounded to me as though the fax may have originated from another
DOJ component, and, if so, I wanted to refer the caller to the correct office.) I left Mr.
a message with my name and number, and asked that he give me a call back so
~uld help him with his inquiry.

!Exemption 6

I

[No name provided]

Private citizen

Caller left disjointed message about "100 cards" and "200 stolen movies." Caller claimed to have been
nominated as President of the United States. Caller ordered our office to put through a "real review," and
said that those orders came from the White House. Used expletives. Told us what we should do with
Michigan, California, and "whoever's bothering [us]." Caller continued to talk through the message cut-

(.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 6-

Date: 5/21109

off point.

Private citizen
Question:

Caller said she had "general questions about the FOIA."

Caller is a student who wanted help answering a question for an assignment for her law
pertained to records about a hypothetical environmental clean-up.)
,...lE_x_e_m_p_t-:-io-n--::6-,l ead me her answer, basically saying that the company couldn't keep the
government from releasing the records, and that the records would be released unless
they were covered by an exemption. I explained a little bit about how trungs are
analyzed under b4, but told the student that overall her answer sounded good. I told the
caller that she could find more FOIA reference materials (including our FOIA Guide) on
the DOJ website and I read her the URL for the DOJ FOIA page.
Answer:

~uestion

Caller called multiple times, once
to talk to Carmen (but Shanette referred him to me), and once
through the normal hotline route. wanted to check the status of his appeal, which he said was.-------:-,
No. 1117077-000. I was able to determine (via Oracle) that
in question was OIP Appeal No.lExemption 6
09-0410, an appeal of FBI Request No. 1117077. I informed
his appeal is in open status,
that his appeal has been assigned to an attorney (SJV, as
knew), and that SJV is ,....lE_x_e_m_p_t-io_n_6_,l
~rrently out of the office, so I cannot inquire further
status at this time.

~ is very, very frustrated about the time it has taken OIP to process ills appeal. I explained the !Exemption 6
backlog and our "first in, first out" policy, but

seemed dissatisfied.

aid that he Exemption 6
He is angry that the FBI is protecting information about a confidential informant. is aware of the informant's identity, and the individual in question broke lots oflaws. We discussed the
function of OIP, and I thin~ understands that we will be looking at how the FBI handled his
request, not how the FBI handled its dealings with the alleged confidential informant. Regardless, Mr.
says he wants justice and will not rest until he has it. He repeatedly threatened to bring a sedition
.....
,E-x-em-p-ti_.o~

!Exemption 6

I

I

(-

.

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 7-

Date: 5/21/09

action.
I offered to ask SJV to contact him about the status of the request, but
said there was no need.
He did ask that our office notify him in writing once it made a decision on his appeal. I said that
informing requesters that their appeals have been adjudicated is always done in writing.

!Exemption 6 JURTHER FOLLOW-UP: Even though he is out of the office, I emailed SN and gave him the heads
·
tip
• •1ha1d called to check on the status of his appeal. I told SN that no special follow-up
was necessary at this time.
!Exemption 6 I
FURTHER FOLLOW-UP: I emailed PAJ and SJV and called their attention to a typo on Oracle. Mr.
s~ould be The caller spelled his name for me
name is listed on Oracle as
.----.--.!1over the phone, so I am pretty sure
lS correct.
!Exemption 6 1
!ExemptiOn 6 I

!Exemption 6

H~E~x~em~pt!iio~n~6JI---~=~==~--------

Vicki Ferguson

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 8-

Date: 5/21/09

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: May 20, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 8

!Exemption 5

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 2-

Date: May 20, 2009

She made a FOIA request to the town of ____ ? They refused to give her anything since the
complaint against her was verbal.
Explained to her that she most likely needs to make a state FOIA request, not a federal one, and that it's
possible whomever she spoke to said they couldn't give her any documents because the complaint was
verbal and thus no documents were ever created ... and thus can't be FOIA'd and released.
no name
Caller seeks a transcript from a federal court. I explained that courts are not entities under the FOIA, so
cannot make a FOIA request for the transcript. He should contact the court to obtain this.
William Foster

She is a 501(c)(3)- doesn't think she has to release certain forms under the FOIA but wants to make sure.
Told her that unless they are chartered by the federal govt or controlled by it, they are not an agency
subject to requests under the FOIA.

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski
Tuesday, May 19, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: Five (5)

10:55 a.m.
The caller wanted to know to whom he should address a complaint or a charge about an agency that violated the
FOIA. I told the caller it would depend upon the agency involved. He said it involved a city in Ohio. I said that
would not be a federal matter. He asked whether he would have to contact the State of Ohio. I told him yes .

"

\

\

...

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski
Tuesday, May 19, 2009

!Exemption 5

Connie left a message that she wanted to talk with a Privacy Officer. I tried to return the call. The number given
was incorrect.

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 18, 2009
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Mike Justin

Department of Commerce

9AM

301 713 1364

X

147

!Exemption 5

Sherry Feinberg

!Exemption 5

'!?

member of the public

lOAM

??

He wanted to know whether OIP is the place where he would address a FOIA request for AG's
calendar. I said yes, to Carmen Mallon.

??

member of the public

!0:30AM

??

She wanted records from her synagogue- how much money the rabbi makes. I explained that
FOIA only covers government records.

I

I

Library of Congress

??
She wanted to know the percentage of requests in which fee waivers were granted government
wide. I said there is no government wide figure, each agency puts their number in their annual
report. I send her the link to our page with all the annual reports.

??

member of the public

11:30 AM

??

Wanted to know how to make a request for criminal records. I explained.

Jennie McLaughlin

Federal Reserve Board

12PM

202 452 2407

!Exemption 5

member of the public

??

12:30 PM

Wanted information on how to request state records from SC Office of Attorney General. I got
her the contact phone number.

Catherine Day

Office of the Federal Detention
Trustee

lPM

44512

!Exemption 5
2

I

!Exemption 5

??

member of the public

!Exemption 6

1:30PM

Wanted IRS contact info.

3

I

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: May 15, 2009
Counselor: Thomas Hitter

Diane Bridge

NLRB

9:00

273-3851

Art Goldman

Education

9:15

245-6859

Michelle Scanton

NEH

9:30

202-606-8326

1

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

Tamera Wade

USDA

9:45

301-734-5268

!Exemption 5

Jemery Simon

AUSA

10:00

No number

2

I

I

!Exemption 5

Eric Miller

GSA

10:10

312-353-0657

I

!Exemption 5

Janice Schepan

USDA

11:00

301-734-0490

3

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

Larry Walquist

USTP

12:00

30253

!Exemption 5

Caller wants to bring a lawsuit against someone who has wronged him, the person has spread lies
about the Caller.
I explained that the Caller would need to contact an attorney and this office does not deal in this
area oflaw. End.

Cameron Taylor

TSA

12:45

571-227-2052

!Exemption 5

Sharon Hawkins

Amtrak

1:00

906-3741

4

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

I called back and left a message asking for the Caller to call back.

I called back and left a message asking for the Caller to call back.

Blithe Rodgers

HUD

2:15

202-402-4864

!Exemption 5

Caller made a request to the FBI and wanted to know the status of the request.
I informed the Caller that he would have to call the FBI, as the request was not made to this
Office. End.

Margaret Peak

BVA

2:30

202-461-8111

5

I

i .

!Exemption 5

Carmen Banerjee

Tax

4:45

76423

No name

Requester

5:00

No number

6

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 1-

Date: 5/ 14/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Cans: 10

DHS (TSA)

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 2-

Date: 5114/09

private citizen
Caller left only his name (difficult to understand) and phone number.
Caller is a little difficult to understand, but I believe that he is seeking Alabama records for use in a EEO
suit he is pursuing. I told him I would look into how to file a request for Alabama state records and give
him a call back.
I called back again after looking into the issue. From what I found online, Alabama does not have a
formal procedure for requesting records. Members of the public should contact the institutions/agencies
in question and request records from those agencies. I explained this in the message I left for the caller.
I also directed the caller to the NFOIC website, t~h I informed him he could access the
Alabama code dealing with records access. I told - -that I hoped this answered his question, and
I asked him to please give me a call back if it did not or if he has any further questions.
!Exemption 6 I

•·

!Exemption 5

I ..

Cotmselor: Katherine Rossi

- 3-

Date: 5/ 14/09

Katherine Day
(and her asst. , Julia Lynch)

private citizen

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Q.

- 4-

Date: 5114/09

What is the status of Appeal No. 08-1328?

A.

I advised the caller,that this appeal file was closed on 4/ 15/08.
!Exemption 6
I
said he received OIP's acknowledgment letter but never received letter closing his appeal
6 1
file. I verified his address and said I would send him another copy of OIP's letter dated 4/ 15/08.
Exemption
(For the record, OIP's appeal letter was addressed to the proper mailing address, and there was no
indication that the letter had been returned to OIP.) I prepared the mailing as soon as I
got off the phone with the requester, so the letter should be postmarked either
today, 5/14/09, or tomorrow, 5/15/09.
!Exemption 6

I

also asked for the status of his name check request with the FBI. I explained that OlP
I -cannot check
the status of FBI requests and that he would have to contact the FBI directly. I
provided the caller with the phone number for the FBI, which I found on the DOJ website.

private citizen
Caller left message asking for assistance obtaining information about a woman who was deported ten
years ago. !Exemption 6

I

I retume~all and reached his answering machine. I left him a message explaining that,
generally, information about living third parties is not available without the consent of the third party. I
.-E---t-:-.--::-lrrovided
with the URL to OIP's website, and I explained that on that website he could find
1 xemp !On 6 Information about how to file a FOIA request and the sorts of records that may be availabl e to him. I also
gave my name and phone number and asked him to call back with any questions.

~Exemption 6

I

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

Date: 5/13/09

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 15
Private caller

The caller left a message on OIP's voicemail requesting the status of his appeal. However, the caller only
left his address and not his telephone number.

Jeannie McLaughlin

Federal Reserve Board

'-·-· -·

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 5113/09

Private citizen

The caller wanted to share with me her tale of woe regarding the Office of Civil Rights and apparently
the story also somehow involved the FOIA. I returned her call, but did not receive a return call.

Private citizen

The caller was recently released from prison and had apparently made a request to BOP for a recording
of a particular telephone conversation. He wanted to find out the status of his request, but left a incorrect
phone number.

Carie Duvall

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

The caller had a Privacy Act request. I provided him with the name and telephone number of the new
contact person at OMB.

I

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 5/13/09

Private Citizen

The caller wanted to find out why he was being denied a gun permit. I explained the purpose of the
hotline.

Christopher Laver

USPS - Postal Regulatory
Commission
789-6889

The caller wanted to find out the status of his request to OIP because he had not received an
aclmowledgrnent letter. A record of his request does appear in Oracle. I made several attempts to return
his call, but he does not have a voicemail or an answering machine hooked up to that phone.

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 4-

Date: 5/13/09

Katie Hatcher

FAA - Oklahoma City

Michelle Gen

National Endowment for Humanities

KAH: 5-20-09 addendum to 5- 12-09 notes (new notes in bold).

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Bd. of Govs. (BBG)
202-203-4577

(.

FOIA Co_J,lnselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

May 12, 2009
Ken Hendricks

Melinda Hill

USDA, APHIS

!Exemption 6

I

Q.

The caller stated that she submitted several documents to the AG's office regarding
crimes against her by the USPS. She also faxed FOIA requests to EOUSA on 5-1-09 and
5-3-09, but she has not received acknowledgment letters.

A.

I provided EOUSA's FOIA Requester Service Center number and suggested that she call
EOUSA to confirm receipt of her requests. I also stated that she should contact the local
the local FBI office to report a crime. I offered the local FBI number, but she declined as
she already has that number. I told her that if she has a legal question or issue to resolve,

.
/
' ..
,_./

i.

that she should contact a private attorney. I told her that I could not address the nonFOrA records she sent to the AG, but I did provide the AG phone number that is
published on the DOJ website.

Q.

Caller wants to bid on AMTRAK work and wanted to discuss what kind of information
he could obtain from AMTRAK via the FOIA.

A.

I explained that agencies receive FOIA requests and then conduct searches. If any
responsive records are located, the agency processes them to see what can be disclosed
and what should be protected. In light of that, I cannot say what he can get from
AMTRAK. He has AMTRAK's FOIA contact info, and I suggested he review the
AMTRAK FOIA reference guide to see if it contains helpful info as he prepares his
request.

Kathy Ray

Q.

In a situation where a government has a contract with a private entity, is the contract
available under the FOIA?

(.

A.

On return call, the caller's voice message sounded as if she works for a private entity (she
is a human resources staffer). I explained what the FOIA hotline is. I otherwise
mentioned that the FOIA's Exemption 4 provides for submitter notice review for
confidential business/financial info, and that agencies include that process in their
disclosure determinations.

SA Keith Mcauliffe

U.S. Forest Service (USDA)

name refused)

Q.

The caller wanted to know what recourse he has if the IRS is not responding to his
requests . IRS has not responded to a pending request, but has only sent apparently
cursory status letters. The caller stated that he is not in litigation over his requests and
that he is not represented by an attorney. He expressed frustration over the FOIA process

and the IRS lack of response.
A.

I explained that he should consult an attorney if he wants legal advice, and I
recommended that he contact the state bar authority for a possible recommendation to a
lawyer. Otherwise, I noted general FOIA process
request!search!processing/response/admin appeal/judicial review. I also offered to
provide the contact info for the FOIA Requester Service Center and the Public Liaison for
the pertinent IRS office, which he declined.

FSIS (USDA)

~Exemption 5

FBI GC's office

Seattle Indian Health Board (a
private non-profit entity)

f-;::======::::;::;l
!Exemption 6

Q.

The caller stated that someone made a FOIA request for the Board's software agreement.

I

A.

I explained what the FOIA hotline is, I stated that I could not provide her with legal
advice, and I recommended that she consult with a Board attorney or private counsel if
she needs advice on how to handle this matter. I did direct her to public resources (our
Guide at page 46 as to what entities are subject to the FOIA, and at page 61 for reference
to OMB's Circular A-110 contact information.

Jill Siegleman

Education
202-708-6812

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Bd. of Govs. (BBG)
202-203-4577

Border Patrol agent

Q.

The caller stated that he is a Border Patrol agent presently detailed to DHS in DC.
Several years ago he noticed that DOJ OIG has publicly posted a record mentioning him
as an agent, and it is still accessible. He wants to know where to call to discuss removal
ofthis reference to him.

A.

I mentioned that he should contact the DOJ OIG's office to discuss.

U.S. Forest Service (USDA)

On 5/14/09 I took handled a hotline call for Kate Rossi

On 5/ 13/09, I received a direct call from an agency caller who has previously spoken to Melanie
Pustay and Brent Evitt with questions, and who was also provided my name as a contact.

Joe Samarius

!Exemption 5

{.

(

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 5/11109
Counselor: KWC
Susan Alexander

Total calls: 9

U.S. Forest Service

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Jonathan English

!Exemption 5

~......_

______ •...

I

Q. Caller stated that she wanted to talk to the AG. Caller believes she worked for the federal
government, but that people have turned against her- the police are after her, NARA won't give
her any records, etc.

A. Not a FOIA issue

private

how to make a request

private

caller did not understand the response she got from the FBI. The FBI told her there were no
records. Caller does not know id she appealed to OIP. The FBI responded in 2006.
Suggested that caller make a new request to the FBI/ too late to appeal after 3 years. Told caller
that we did not have any open appeals from 2006 or 2007 in the office.

private

caller wanted an AG memo
suggested that caller check the web to see if memo is one on web - otherwise, how to make a
requext

!Exemption 5

2

Counselor: C. Ferraro

- 1-

Date: June 30, 2009

--------------------

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 12
Broadcasting Bd of Govs,
2/203-4642

Nuclear Reg. Commission,
301-415-2585

Exemption 5

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 6:

-

-2-

!Exemption 6

Date: June 30, 2009

!Exemption 6

Wanted to know how to formulate a FOIA request letter.
Explained to look at Virginia's state FOIA law and request process and make a request that way, since he
seeks records from a local sheriff's office.

Caller 7:

Ida Sedillo

505-845-503 8

Exemption 5

Counselor: C. Ferraro

Caller 8:

- 3-

Monica Fernandez

Date: June 30, 2009

Agency:

US Atty office in Los Angeles
213-894-6501

Caller 9:

!Exemption 6

He made a FOIA request when he was incarcerated at Fort Devens, Mass., but now he is living at home
and would like records to be re-directed to his new address.
Told him to contact BOP to follow up on that request and give new info -if he indeed made request to
BOP (he wasn't sure to whom), and otherwise to make a new request to whichever components he wants
and state his new address.

Kathy Bah

FAA, 202-267-3988

!Exemption 6

Caller 11:

A2ency:

!Exemption 6

Wanted to know how to access records. Explained to him how to find out how to make requests to the
various US agencies.

Caller 12:

Lois Schiffer

Agency:

Nat'l Capital Planning Comm.
202/482-7223

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: June 29, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls:

!Exemption 5

11:00 am
Q.

A
Jolen Miller

!Exemption 5

Ida Zidio

Dept of Energy

11:45 am

505-845-5038

Q.

A.

Northwestern University
12 noon
Q. She is writing a book and is looking to see ifDOJ has some kind of annual report that totals
up all of the monetary judgments DOJ has won in court.
A. I spoke with Brent and he had not heard of such a report and suggested she make a FOIA to
JMD for the reports if they exist. Checked with Laurie Day also, and she suggested the caller
contact the Bureau ofBudget Statistics under OJP to see if they compiled this kind of
information.
If these components are not aware of any such reports, I suggested the caller may have to go with
her initial plan and make FOIAs to each of the litigating components ofDOJ and tally up the
amounts herself.

!Exemption 6

I

NY Times Legal Dept.

Q. Requested status update for his request regarding Judge Sotomayor (sent to OIP by the MRU).

A. He said MRU notified him the request was being sent here on Friday, but it was not yet in
Oracle or assigned.

2

Counselor: RM Fine

Date: 06-26 -2009

- 1-

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: #5

National Endowment for the

Julia Lynch

Office of the Detention Trustee

jExemption 5

Personal information a
the caller has been released by the Waukesha county clerks' office to a FOIA
requester.
was hard to follow, however, the files may have been part of an EEOC suit that
she has filed against Waukesha county.
Discussed; tried to help her make her complaint more coherent. This is something she will bring up to
her attorney.

Nelson Hermilla

Counselor: RM Fine

Tamar Beaman

-2-

Date: 06-26 -2009

FOJA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 25, 2009
Vanessa Brinkmann

~\)

Caller has a question regarding an appeal he submitted. He wants status and to advise us that he
was all 1500 pages of material that the FBI apparently told him they have (he says he doesn't care
if it's broad- he wants all of it). He also had a question about why certain docs would've been
sent to NARA, and I explained records disposition, etc. I advised the attomey on the case, SJV,
about R's desire to get all material. SJV apprised mere status and I informed R of this in a voice
message.

jExemption 5

Citizen
9:55
ler made a request to FDIC and has had problems re getting pricing info in response to his
test. We talked at length and it appears that he is already in contact with someone at FDIC re
matter. He will continue to work with them, but I did advi5e him of his judicia] review and
·n appeal (once he gets a determination) rights.

FAA

Denise Bodwin

1

\

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

Caller wants the status of client's appeal nos. 1114476 and 1114242. I checked Oracle and
w/attomeys and then LM w/caller saying that they have been received but are still processing; she
can check back w/us again if no response. She called back to confirm she'd gotten an ack letter
and received my message.

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption

61

Private

4

3:54
Caller LM seeking a form to use for getting records from a banlc I LM explaining that the FOIA
does not provide a right of access to bank records. To the extent that she is seeking agency
records on a bank, however, she can make a FOIA request and no specific form is required.

!Exemption 5

I,'

!Exemption 5

I.

Paul Briden Hagen

5

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- I -

Date: 6/24/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 12
Private caller

I·
The caller wanted to find out whether we had received her appeal because she had not received an
acknowledgment letter from our office. There was no appeal under her name in Oracle. She then stated
that she was appealing a decision from Customs and Immigration. I recommended that she contact DHS.

Private caller

The caller wanted to find out whether FOIA requests were considered "public." I explained that she
could make a request for FOIA logs, which would indicate the name ofFOIA requesters and the nature
of the information that they had requested.

Michael

ENRD (Colorado)

303-844-1811

Susan Matthias

DHS - Immigration & Customs
Enforcement

!Exemption 5

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 2-

Date: 6/24/09

Private citizen

The caller wanted to obtain records pertaining to his state criminal case. I explained the purpose of the
hotline and suggested that he consult the access laws in his state.

Private citizen

The caller had a complaint regarding his student loans and the Department of Education. He also stated
that the Department of Education would not provide him with certain information. I suggested that he
make a FOIA request directly to their office rather than requesting the information over the telephone.

U.S. Postal Service

Counselor: Caroline Smith

- 3-

Date: 6/24/09

Private citizen
Exemption 6
The caller had a complaint about the State Department's FOIA office and wanted our office to launch an
investigation in light of President Obama's memo. I tried to explain to him the purpose of our office and
his options with respect to State Department's delayed response to his request.

Sharon Hawkins

;:;

Private citizen

The caller wanted to find out whether we had a list of current FOIA cases in the courts. I explained that
we do not.
Private Citizen

The caller had a question regarding his FOIA appeal. I provided him with the status ..

I

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 23, 2009
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

'

Debbie Verzj

SSA

9AM

410 965 9140

!Exemption 5

'·

Bridget Beaton

Natural Resources Conservation
Service

9:30AM

770 932 2410

??

member of the public

lOAM

??

Pension Benefit Guarantee Corporation FOIA contact.

Janet Lemmons

Dep't of Veterans Affairs

10:30 AM

540 387 4325

!Exemption 5

I

L

member of the public

n/a

HAM

??

HIP AA question. I referred her to an appropriate hotline

??

US Election Commission

11:30AM

202 5661707

member of the public

NIA

12PM

??

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

Not a FOIA issue, elder abuse.

Jim Payne

ENRD

12:30 PM

??

Larry??

US Trustees

. 202 353 0253

1PM

!Exemption 5

2

~~~r .

Rosemary ??

·N 14.' 10 :
~ --~ ~-. ~~=,

' A>gency:·
,,

I

;e

~)\

J]im.e:, , 1:30PM

~ ~-

.

,

'

.

Dept of Interior

-;-

1'fqru9,~1'f" 202 208 5412

!Exemption 5

general public
Exemption 6
He caJis and says that he received correspondence from the IRS that his tax preparer privileges
have been revoked. He swears up and down that he has never been to court and has been retired
from preparing taxes in the last eight years. I look on the Tax Division's website and on PACER;..__ _ _~
and there is really a 2009 action against
who lives in DC. The caller says he !Exemption 6
lives in Munford, Alabama. I called up the Tax Division attorney who got the injunction and
discussed with her. She said that their bad guy is black, while my caller is white . She agreed to
call him to establish his identity and correct IRS' mistake if they really made one.

I

Gene McLaughlin ·

· !Federal Reserve Board

!Exemption 5

Department of Veterans Affairs

I

!Exemption 5 11
f

3

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 22, 2009
Michael Sherman

Transportation

!Exemption 5

·.! (:·

., (J

~:-·

!Exemption 5

Office of Gov't Ethics

!Exemption 5

Exemption 6

private caller

Caller had a question about NJ's FOIA. I explained the limits of our expertise.

Jill Segelbaum

1

' \ ..

I

!Exemption 6

Defense Contract Management

!Exemption 5

private caller

Caller wanted an appeal status, but unfortunately Oracle was down, so I suggested calling back
the next day.

private caller

Caller had a question about the appeals process. I explained that appeals should be kept separate
from initial requests.

private caller

Caller was trying to get a document. I explained that she would need to formally request it.

private caller

QAMAR

private caller

Caller had a question about a request to USDA. I recommended following up w/USDA.

2

private caller

jExemption 6 j

QAMAR

private caller

jExemption 6 j

private caller

NFQ

Census Bureau

Jill Harbinson

jExemption 5

I.

IG/Iraq recon

jExemption 5

Ed Yoshimura

private caller

3

QAMAR

private caller

QAMAR

private caller

Caller had a question about agency procedures for submitter notice. I explained how it works.

4

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:06-19 -2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 11

Office of US Attorney So District of
California

!Exemption 5

National Endowment for the

!Exemption 5

-2-

Counselor: RM Fine

-

!Exemption 6

Date:06-19 -2009

I

CA State compensation Insurance
Fund

Exemption 6

I·

!

What is the web site for the Federal Records Retention Act?
Gave it to the requester.

i
!·

Have we received 2 requests (AG) that he sent by fax to OIP on 6-18-2009 around 4:00?
Not yet logged into Oracle

Cynthia Morrison

FEMA
228-549-3 202

!Exemption 5

Rosemary Melendy

Interior

- 3-

Counselor: RM Fine

Date:06-19 -2009

Caller needed the address of the US Postal Service FOIA office.
Gave it

Detroit. Caller wants records of persons who he believes are threatening him by text messages and
phone. This caller says he will "do something" next week about the harassment.

Exemption 6

Caller needed the contact information for BOP FOIA .

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 1-

Date: 6/ 18/09

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: 18

Lorraine Fox (spelling unverified)

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service

Phil Grasman (spelling unverified)

Unknown (Office of Gov. Ethics)

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

- 2-

Private Citizen

Caller 5:

' but the caller was a little difficult to understand)
he had with a sheriff, and stating that, although the caller is "clean,"
to provide on some people who are not. Caller left a 7-digit phone
as I would a local number, I reached an
Thinking I may have mis-dialed, I called a
and reached the same recording service/answering machine.
!Exemption 6
ill call our office again if he needs further assistance.
l'll~'"'uu"'

I

Ho

Agency:

CaJJer 6:

Private Citizen

Question:

Is it poss ible to file a FOIA request for Medicare records? Caller says that she keeps
getting cancelled and is not getting much help from the agency. An attorney suggested
that she file a FOIA request for her records. Caller wants to know if that is possible.
Caller left message stating that he needs to know where to send a FOIA request.

Answer:

Yes, it is possible to file a FOIA request for Medicare records. I explained that requests
for Medicare records should be sent to the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. I
directed the caller to the part ofDOJ's website where she could find the mailing address,
phone number, and fax number for the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services. I
informed the caller that DOJ's website has a good deal of information she may find
helpful (e.g. about how to prepare a request) but I told her to feel free to call back with
any further questions.

Caller 7:

Austin Hollow (spelling unverified)

Agency:

Corporation for National and
Community Service

Counselor: Katherine Rossi
-3Date: 6118/09
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -··- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Agency:

Private Citizen

left a message stating that he wants to file a request for records pertaining to DOJ's purchase of
certain software. Specifically, he wants to know how much paid for certain software, and he needs this
r=----:--~in~formation in writing.
Exemption 6
~;:dllii•l call and we spoke about the process for filing a FOIA request. After verifying that
as internet access, I told him about the FOIA resources (reference guide, etc.) available on the
DOJ website. I told him that, from what I could tell, JMD might be the component maintaining the type
of records he is seeking, but I advised that he could call JMD to confirm that or submit his request to the
JMD's Mail Referral Unit for routing to the proper component. We briefly discussed what his letter
should contain (e.g., he asked if his letter should explain why he wants the information, and I said that
no, this wasn't required, but that he could provide that information if he thought it would help the agency
understand what records he is seeking) and fees (e.g. first 100 pages free).
Lua.u l\.""' me for my help. I wished him luck with his request and told him to feel free to call back
with any questions.

--------~IIFE~x;em~priti~on~6l----------------------------------------------

Caller 9:

ing unverified)

Private Citizen

-4-

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

.

Date: 6/ 18/09

Caller is a reporter who wants to make a FOIA request for records pertaining to a company. She thinks
the company may be involved in lawsuits, but she thinks DOJ may maintain other types of records. I
directed her to the DOJ website and pointed out its various features. I explained that requests for
prosecution records should be submitted to EOUSA. With regard to the lobbying-related documents she
seeks, I was not sure which component would be appropriate, so I suggested she submit a request for
those records to the mail referral unit at JMD. I showed the information on our website about
what a proper FOIA request should maintain and so forth.IExemption 6 I

~ ·- -

·

~ thanked me for my help. I gave her my name and direct phone number so that she could follow
up with me if she has any other questions.

(spelling

Agency:

Private Citizen

""·''l"'''""" providing his name and telephone number. He did not state the nature of his FOIA
call and left him a message stating that I was returning her call to OIP's FOIA hotline.
name and telephone number, and asked that he give me a call back and I would be happy
to try and answer his question.

Caller 11:

Wilma Warner (name difficult to
understand on message)

Agency:

[Unspecified]

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Caller 12:

- 5-

Date: 6/18/09

Private Citizen

my call later that day. I
his call shortly thereafter, and left
a second message
same effect as the message detailed
I reminded the caller of my
name and telephone numn<>T'' "n'rt told him to feel free to give me a call
if he wants to discuss the
issue further.

FOLLOW-UP:
called back again and left a message. I returned
him another message, again stating my name and phone number, and ask
back. I am waiting to hear back from this caller.

I Caller 13: I LeeAnn Tufte

I Agency: I BOP

to give me a call

II

. I

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

Date: 6/ 18/09

- 6-

(spelling

Agency:

Private Citizen

called seeking information regarding actions under "Section 504," which sounded, from how
said the individual from the Civil
described it, to have something to do with the ADA. Division with whom she spoke said that CRT does not deal with "Section 504."
I explained to the caller that OIP's hotline is intended for FOIA matters. I told her that I regretted that I
was unfamiliar with "Section 504." While speaking to the caller, however, I was able to find information
n "Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act" on the main page of CRT's website. I read the passage to Ms.
told her the URL for the website. I told her about the "FAQs" and "Cases" links on the
left-hand side of the page. Again, I expressed regret that I was not more familiar with the statute in
question, but I suggested she take a look at the website to see if she could find helpful information there.
The caller was ecstatic about the assistance provided. I wished her the best of luck.

ll•••larld

Agency:

Private Citizen

Exemption 6

I was not able to tell from our electronic tracking system when an attorney
said I could ask the assigned attorney, but MTC had already left for the day.
would take, I said that varied based on caseload, etc.- told her generally
out" policy- and said that she would be better off checking with the attorney
didn't ask for MTC's name or number, so I didn't offer the information; she knows
my name and how to get in touch with me, so I thought that was sufficient unless she was really seeking
!Exemption 6 I
additional contact information.
!Exemption 6

I

I e-mailed MTC and asked if she would mind givinga call back at
I told MTC
that, if she'd rather not call MTC could just let me know what to say and I would be happy to
give her a call back myself.IExemption 6 1
on 6
----:-.-.....,......,
!ExemptiOn 6
FOLLOW-UP: I spoke with MTC on 6/1
to call
...__ _ __,
regarding the status of this appeal.
submitted for review, but
that she is unable to provide
will be adjudicated.
MTC
said she thought that she had spoken with
before
the same issue. Later on 6/ 19/09,
MTC e-mailed me and told me that she had called and

Caller 17:

Norma Warner (name difficult to
understand on message)

Agency:

USDA

!Exemption 5

Counselor: Katherine Rossi

-7-

Date: 611 8/09

Private Citizen
!looked in Oracle and saw that this request has
on Oracle that this request is in
I would ask him to give her a call back
name and direct phone number so that she

told him about the call. I asked JK to give
her know where the request is in the
"""' "'""·'"' in a time estimate.
I told JK that, if for whatever reason he would
not call
, he could let me know
the status of the request (and time estimate, if possi
and I wou ld call her back again myself.
FOLLOW-UP: After JK returned to the office on
JK told me that "[t]he search memo went to the
on their search results." JK said that he would gi
thanked JK for his help.

he e-mailed me back regarding this caller.
09" and that OIP is currently "waiting
call about the status of her request. I

II Caller 19:

I Agency:

II Caller 20:

I Agency:

II Caller 21:

I Agency:

II Caller 22:

IAgency:

Work, Anne D
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rossi, Katherine M.
Wednesday, July 01, 2009 2:46 PM
Work, Anne D
Supplemental hotline note (for 6/18/09)

Katherine Rossi
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information Policy
U.S. Department of Justice
202-616-5505 Direct
202-514-3642 Main
202-514-1009 Facsimile

1

Work, Anne D
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rossi, Katherine M.
Thursday, July 02, 2009 2:02PM
Work, Anne D
Supplemental Hotline Note (6/18/09)

);;

Katherine Rossi
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information Policy
U.S. Department of Justice
202-616-5505 Direct
202-514-3642 Main
202-514-1009 Facsimile

1

Work, Anne D
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rossi, Katherine M.
Thursday, July 02, 2009 10:31 AM
Work, Anne D
Supplemental hotline note (for 6/18/09)

Anne,
As we discussed yesterday, I am sending you a supplemental hotline note for 6/18/09.
Supplemental Hotline Note

!Exemption 6

I

!Exemption 6

I

After multiple rounds of telephone tag, and I finally spoke regarding his FOIA question. wanted to
know how to file a request for congressional records . I informed him that the FOIA only applies to agencies within the
executive branch of the government and therefore does not apply to Congress. I quoted OIP's "Freedom of Information
Act Exemptions Overview" and told the caller that the FOIA does not apply to entities not chartered or controlled by the
federal government. I provided Congress as an example, and I also mentioned corporations and state governments.
Thank you,
Kate

I

Katherine Rossi
Attorney-Advisor
Office of Information Policy
U.S. Department of Justice
202-616-5505 Direct
202-514-3642 Main
202-514-1009 Facsimile

1

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 6/17/09
Counselor: KWC

Total calls: 9

!Exemption 5

Small Business Administration

Lisa Babcock

!Exemption 5

-

!Exemption 6

I

Private Citizen

1:15PM
Q. This caller wanted to know what the FOIA's effect on state and local oversight is.
A. I returned the call and left a message. The FOIA only applies to records maintained by (most
parts of) the executive branch of the federal government.

Exemption 6

Private Citizen

1:30PM
Q. This caller wanted to know what agency maintains records pertaining to an individual's
immigration status.
A. I provided the caller with DHS's contact information.

Laraine Fox

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

!Exemption 5

Vincent Malloy

Corporation for National and
Community Service

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

I

Private Citizen

2

I

I

3:35 PM

I picked up the telephone when it
rang. Hence, I don't know the
number.
Q. This caller had a question about the status of appeal 09-1083 .
A. I notified the caller that OIP is currently extremely busy working to reduce our backlog, but
that her appeal had yet to be assigned to an attorney. Further, I noted that she had retained
counsel in this matter, and advised her that as such, it would be for the best if she were to
communicate through her attorney with this Office.

Private Citizen

Exemption 6

Q. This caller was going to the Bahamas on 7/9/09 with her family, and her grandmother doesn't
have a current passport or birth certificate. DHS told her to call the FOIA hotline.
A. I informed this caller that her question did not involve the FOIA. I told her that entry/exit
requirements would be available on the Dep't of State website.

3

Cmutselor: RM Fine

\ ~ k~~@

Jr.;-''(ji)

- I-

Date:#-Jl--16-2009

-- ;-~;:--~~~~-~~~;--~~~-;~ --- ~ ~
}(~

Total Calls:
John Parker

Department of State

!Exemption 5

DHS
202-254-4211

Terry Julian

5

Larry Schecker

FCC

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Date:#-02-16-2009

Exemption 6
AM
Caller wants to report environmental negligence by her local government.
Discussed role of FOIA

Dept. Of Energy
503-230-5199

Ariadne Gerk

EPA
202-564-547 1

US Navy Pax River Office of the
GC

Counselor: RM Fine

-3-

Date:#-02-16-2009

jExemption 5

Doris W ojnarowsk:i

jExemption 5

DHS

jExemption 5

Taylor Studios designs and builds museums displays. Caller wanted to lrnow how to contact the US
Marine Corps museum.
Gave her the website.
Charlie Barrero

DHS

jExemption 5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 6115/09
Counselor: Sean O'Neill

Total calls: 12

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

Exemption 6

private citizen
Exemption 6

Q. The caller wanted to know how to make a FOIA request about himself. He hinted that the
records would pertain to an investigation or prosecution of him.
A. I told the caller that for prosecution records, he could make the request to EOUSA. For
investigatory records, he should make the request to the investigating entity (normally the FBI,
but could be another entity such as ATF or DBA depending on the nature ofthe investigation). I
told the caller that he will need to include a "certification ofiD" with a first party request. The
caller seeks EOUSA records, so he will obtain a cert ofiD form from EOUSA. I gave the caller
EOUSA's phone and fax numbers.

private citizen

Q. The caller is in a custody dispute with his ex-girlfriend. The girlfriend has obtained a
passport for the child and plans to take the child out of the country without the caller's consent.
The caller wants to make this an issue in his custody dispute, so he would like to obtain a copy of
the passport application for the child.
A. I gave the caller the fax number and phone number for the State Department's FOIA Office. I
told him that State would require him to fill out a form in which he states that he has permission
to make a request on behalf of the child. Because he is the father of the child, the requester
believes that he has this right. I recommended that the caller obtain the proper form from the
State Department.

SBA FOIA Office

i-

i

i

Q: The caller unsuccessfully applied for a job with Waukesha County in Wisconsin. She then
filed a complaint with EEOC for discrimination. Waukesha allegedly received a request for a
copy of the caller's unsuccessful application pursuant to the federal FOIA. Waukesha released
the documents. The caller wanted to confirm that localities have no authority to release
information pursuant to the federal FOIA.
A: I told the caller that a state or local government has no authority to release records pursuant to
the federal FOIA. I cautioned the caller, however, that it is not certain that Waukesha released

2

the information under the federal FOIA simply because the requester invoked it in his/her
request. It is quite possible that Waukesha County simply invoked Wisconsin's open records law
in releasing the records.

Martha Diaz-Ortiz

Broadcasting Board of Governors

2PM

private citizen

n/a

2:15

I

I

l

Q: The caller invested some money in a real estate venture and the venture refuses to pay back
his money. He seeks assistance with the matter.
A: I told the caller that this is not my area of expertise. I recommended that he contact the FBI if
he feels that there has been a violation of federal law, or to talk to a private attorney otherwise.

Dep't of Agriculture

!Exemption 5

3

Beverley Smith

National Marine Fisheries

2:45

727-551-5762

!Exemption 5

I

!Exemption 5

I

FCC

Jocelyn

202-418-0978

HUD-OGC

4

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: June 12, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 10
Private Citizen
10:42 am
Caller was interested in obtaining a master list of registered sex offenders across the country. I explained
the function of our office and that he try state authorities as I believe such lists are maintained by either
state or local officials. I also directed him to the section of the DOJ website that provides links to state
authorities with respect to sex offender registration.

Caller hung-up without leaving a message.

Dept of Transportation

Exemption 5

He needed the contact information for Citizen and Immigration Services.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 2-

Date: June 12, 2009

After a lengthy back-and-forth, caller needed the contact information for the FBI, the Marine Corps, and
the Air Force.

Fed Highway Admin

5

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 11, 2009
Michael Sherman

Debbie Verezeio (?)

!Exemption 5

Adrienne Martin

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

private caller

Caller reported that HHS WIF 4000 pages per b5/dpp. I advised that, as I had not seen the
documents myself, I was of course not in a position to judge the legitimacy ofHHS's actions, but
if he has concerns that they did not segregate properly, he should raise this issue in his
administrative appeal.

private caller

NFQ
1

jExemption 5

Chuck(?) O'Hair

!Exemption 5

1';\ •J. .l I~ ( •, .oi

~

"

J

}~

~- ~

"

private caller

i

, J~,P.I ~ J'•'n ir:n: :
...

1

J

II

>

~

Caller was trying to get a transcript of a social security benefits hearing. I suggested she make a
request to SSA.

Smithsonian

Lois Mermelstein

!Exemption 5

private caller

NFQ

State

Jeremy Freeman

647-2227
jExemption 5

2

private caller

QAMAR

private caller

QAMAR

3

1-

tV

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
June 10, 2009
Total Calls: 14

EOUST

Caller 2:

Martha DiOrtiz

Exemption 6

Caller3:
Time:

Broadcasting Bd. of Governors

10 ~30

a.m.

Maria wanted information on how to file a FOIA Request for information regarding an A USA. J returned
the call and left a message.

CaUer4:
T'', '"e:

Dean Pittman
ll:Z6 a.m.

Ag~ncy:

----------------- Number:
----

DHS
202-325-4293

!Exemption 5

CallerS;

Private caller

Time:

12:15 p.m.

N_umber:

The caller wanted to know how he could determine the state in which his brother died . I told him that
would be a state matter. I would be unable to help him.

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Wednesday, June 10, 2009

Caller 6:

Private caller

Agency:

Time:

2:15p.m.

Number:

The caller had a questiOn about where to send a FOIA Request to DOD. I dtrected the caller to the DOD
website. I advised the caller to follow the instructions found at the link for filing a Freedom of
Information Act request.

Tamar Beeman

Caner7:

Agency:

2:56p.m.

Time:
-

-

HUD

Number:
-

-----

--

-

-

Exemption 5

CanerS:

Agency:

caner 9:

2

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

Wednesday, June 10, 2009

Tax Division

5

Caller 12:

Private caller

Agency:

Time: ·

3:45p.m.

Number:

The caller wanted information regarding a case in Texas. He said he believes the Texas AG's office is
adjudicating the matter and is holding up the records processing. I told the caller that I could not help him
because that was a state matter.

Caller 13:

Bob Johnson

3

Wednesday, June 10, 2009

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

i
I

Caller 14:
Time:

Private caller

Agency:
Number:

The caller wanted to obtain a CD copy of her video hearing in her disability case in Salem, Oregon. She
said it was a bench trial. I told her if this case was in a state court, I could not help her.

I
II
I
I
\

I
I

4

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
June 9, 2009

Total Calls: 14

Caller 1:

FEMA

I.

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

JWle 9, 2009

Private caller
11:27 a.m.
The caller said he was looking for the telephone number of the FISA court. I told him I did not have that
information.

Private caller
11:40 a.m.
The caller wanted to know how to get information from the State of Michigan. I told her she needed to
contact the State of Michigan.

The caller wanted to
provided a new address:
waiting for background

is: -0360. He also
Since this was a BOP appeal
s request on to Katy Molen.
""''"U'w•

liOima~bo:n,

tr"

=========================91~E-x-em--p~ti-on--6~==================================

2

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

June 9, 2009

Community Oriented Policing
Services
.m.
Exemption 5

Natl. Drug Intelligence Center

Tom Silvia

3

June 9, 2009

Counselor: Catherine Grochowski

4

FOJA Counselor Notes
Date: June 8, 2009
Counselor: Marilyn Cunningham

Total calls: 14

Q. Wanted to know how to make a FOIA for his medical records.

A. He suspects records are at the Dept. of the Army and at OWCP/DoL. He does not have
Internet access. I looked up and gave him the addresses for Army and OWCP FOIA requests. I
told him in order to certify his identity, he should include his date & place of birth, his SSN, and
read him the "penalty of peijury'' language, and suggested he have his letters notarized.

10:35 am
Q. Requested a status update for his appeal no. 09-0910.
A. Referred the question to Sean O'Neil, who is assigned this appeal.

Reginald Sheppard

!Exemption 5

Leandra Ali

Customs & Border Protection

!Exemption 5

Exemption 6
12:15 pm
Q. Had a question regarding obtaining a death certificate from another state.
A. Told him it sounded like a state matter and he might try contacting the AG for the state from
which he hopes to obtain the death certificate.

FBI- Privacy & Civil Liberties Unit

!Exemption 5

12:50 pm
Q. ISO a link or on-line form for a FOIA request.
A. She was making a request to BOP, which does not accept electronic requests at this time.

Dept of Ed & Civil Rts

Angela Collins

2

Exemption 6
Wanted a copy of the booklet regarding the FOIA.
so we can send him a copy:
!Exemption 6

!Exemption 6

I

I

SSA - Office of Privacy and
Disclosure

!Exemption 5

Q. Was very excitable and wanted a FOIA form- sounded very distraught and repeated that "this
was not a joke."
A. Left an incorrect number - could not return call.

Alex Mallus

!Exemption 5

3

Jolen Miller

!Exemption 5

i:
;

,

\•\~~~· I • '

6

Law Firm- Abraham Watkins (TX)

1

I

11 ,;

i1x

·

,

!Exemption 6

J

I

Q. Wants to make a FOIA request for all records relating to DOJ's participation in an
investigation of Harris Co. Jail in TX (one of their clients dies in the jail awaiting trial).
A. Originally suggested she make the request to the Mail Referral Unit, since I was unsure and
they could route it, but I did more searching and discovered the investigation was conducted by
the civil division, so I suggested she try making the request there.

4

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

- 1-

Date: June 5, 2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: # 8

Exemption 6

Private Citizen

He needed the contact information for the FBI.

Jean Carter-Johnson

Commerce -NOAA

Private Citizen

He needed a status update on appeal no. 09-0360

She wanted to know ifFOIA applied to a state university. I explained that it did not, and suggested she
try her state's version ofFOIA.

She needed the contact information for OJP.

Counselor: Sean J. Vanek

No message was left- caller simply hung up.

-2-

Date: June 5, 2009

Counselor: RM Fine

- 1-

Date:#-06-04-2009

FOIA COUNSELOR NOTES
Total Calls: ltl
Phyllis Patrick Wright

Social Security Administration
FOIA

AmyGbenou

Veteran' Administration

9:30

202-461-7 465

Exemption 6
Status of his appeal, No. 2009-1592.
Closed June 2nd.

Tracy Bloom

Counselor: RM Fine

-2-

Stephanie Garner

Date:#-06-04-2009

EEOC
202-663-4634

jExemption 5

Exemption 6

If a company releases information on itself to a person applying for a visa, and the person subsequently
uses that information in applying for a visa, is the company information shielded from a future FOIA
request?
This depends on what the gov't is requiring for the visa application. It would be prudent to accompany
the commercial information given by the visa applicant with a request for submitter notification of any
release of proprietary information under FOIA.

OIG Deputy Counsel EPA

Counselor: RM Fine

- 3-

Date:#-06-04-2009

Exemption 6
unsure of
Unable to reach caller at given number.

Smithsonian Intern
Lois Mermelstein
202-633-5108

!Exemption 5

Exemption 6
Caller wanted to know how to file a FOIA request to the Department of Defense.

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 6/3/09
Counselor: KWC

Total callers: 8

Q. This individual was inquiring regarding the status
OLP (2009-R0715).
A. I left a message on this person's voice mail indicating that the request had been received on
5/29/09, and that it had been assigned to a FOIA processor.
Rosemary Melindi

Department of the Interior

!Exemption 5

1:15PM
Q. This individual wanted to get access to recently unsealed charges filed against Gitmo
detainees.
A. I told this individual to make a FOIA request to EOUSA.
Deardra McNeill
202-646-3949

!Exemption 5

1

Q. This individual had questions about the disclosure of records held by state entities.
A. I informed this person that the FOIA applied only to records maintained by the executive
branch of the federal government.

Broadcasting Board of Governors

!Exemption 5

Nelson Hermilla

!Exemption 5

2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date:
Counselor:

June 2, 2009
Catherine Gonzalez Gallego

Jill Sigelbaum

Department of Education

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 6

I

I

member of the public

??
He wanted EOUSA contact info.

lLT Neil Lawson

USCG

lOAM

757 628 4201

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

\

I

??

member of the public

llAM
wanted

users contact info.
Small Business Administration

!Exemption 5

??

Federal Highway Administration

12PM

360 619 7713

!Exemption 5

Las Vegas city government

Exemption 6
12:30 AM

He wanted FOIA reference materials. I reminded him that federal FOIA guidance may not
applicable to his agency's records. He insisted. I directed to our FOIA reference materials page.
Maybe if he was not busy in the casino, he would have pressed a few buttons on the keyboard
and found the page himself.

Hawaii Attorney General's Office

She told me that Hawaii has no regulation governing appeals of adverse actions pertaining to
state records. They are now writing this regulation and want to use C.F.R. as a model. I emailed
her the CFR cite and also put her in touch with Kathleen McNabb.
2

FOIA Counselor Notes
Date: 6/1/2009
Counselor: KWC

Total callers: 14

Department of the Treasury
10:50 AM, 12:30 PM,
12:46 PM

202-622-0876

Private Citizen
10:59AM
Q. This individual had a question about a FOIA request she made last week.
A. Because she didn't know what agency she sent the request to, I told her I could be of no help
regarding the status of her request.

Prakash Khatri

Formerly DHS, Citizenship and
Immigration Services Ombudsman

!Exemption 5

Private Citizen
1:00PM

Exemption 6

Q. This individual wanted to know where to send a FOIA request for DEA and FBI records.
A. I directed her to our website and provided her with the proper contact information.

Sally Dunaway

Department of Education

!Exemption 5

Pratina Stone

I

Department of Commerce (NOAA)

!Exemption 5

Department of the Interior

!Exemption 5

!Exemption 5

2

I

I

!Exemption 5

I

Private Citizen
Exemption 6

4:00PM
Q. She wanted to know where she could find the "new memo."
A. When I returned her call she had already found it on DOJ's website.

Private Citizen

4:15PM
Q. Individual wanted to know the status of his appeal.

A. I forwarded this individual's query to the attorney that has been assigned the appeal (K.MR),
she said she had yet to process

Small Business Administration

!Exemption 5

Exemption 5

3

!Exemption 5

Department of the Interior

State of Hawaii

A. I called this individual back and left a message. In the message I directed her to OIP's website
where the DOJ FOIA Reference Guide can be reviewed.

4

